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sugden masterclass

The Audio Salon is aconsultancy dealership second to
none and formed over 25 years. Now that we have
devolved our no-frills economy service to the HiFi Shop
Ltd, see separate advert on page 110, we return to our roots
as abespoke service assisting customers on aone-to-one
basis, preferably by arrangement please.

proac d100

Our theme this month is that in the quest for real HiFi,
sacrifices must be made. And not only in money! The
journey (physical and spiritual) must be an inconvenience.
Of course real HiFi, with its inception in the 1950's has
always been confused by the much larger peripheral
industry and its advertisers, pretendinglo be real HiFi and
offering convenience. First it was all-singing all-dancing
music centres ... and now it is called multi room, multi
format, one-box ... can we not call it music centres?

atc scm-35

mark levinson 383

gryphon mikado

shanling scd-t200c

The Audio Salon is not unique, but there are probably less
than adozen such lonely specialists in the UK. Climbing
the hills and letting the bandwagons take their set routes. So
you must accept the ordinary on your High Street, or be prepared to look over the horizon. We have re-located just minutes from Glasgow's Airport, Railway Station, and the M8.
And in the refurbished townhouse we showcase the UK's
hand-picked 1.11 )(, ) 1 ) roducts
widest portfolio of world class equipment from budget to
exquisite, small to large, and all types of sonic presentation
—monitor to musicaMe have over forty template systems from which to design yours. All
brands are personally chosen, and most have been with us for decades.
Today, of course, mail order and internet are the preferred convenience shopping, but recall
what we stated about convenience? In your local High Street you encounter the mediocre
masquerading in the emperors' clothes, but with grey imports the world is just waiting to
fool you online. The latest trend is re-importing equipment with B-graded OEM products
and transformers of 220230 volts. The UK never really changed its power supply from its
nominal 240 volts plus or minus 7% and thus often delivers 250 volts or more which
degrades and destroys increasing numbers of these grey imports. And when repaired, the
only remedy is not to use it often! Then to resell it online.
Most midFi equipment now uses OEM boards or drivers as eastern manufacturers can
astonishingly drop to virtually any specified price. So, if a " UK" manufacturer has 40 UK
dealers, then you know he is in the numbers game, and commerce is the sworn enemy of
true art and of real HiFi. Let us clarify: we are against badge engineeriqg, but not against
cheap or Chinese manufacturers. Indeed we are very proud to be Shanling's first and
foremost UK dealer because we recognised acompany of high integrity and atrue
audiophile discipline. Why should high-end audio not come-from China? We have many
discerning Chinese audiophile customers. Witness the acclaim for the £2150 SACD player
only last month but wait until the reviewers get to hear Shanling's tube amplifiers! And we
are now the Ulf's first dealers in Audio Philosophy. Made in Taiwan from the very finest
European audiophile components like ALPS pots, Vishay resistors and customised
capacitors made in Germany. Scandinavian elegance (style guru Bo Christensen was
retained as consultant). Solid construction. Amazing prices: The ONEcd is £895 and the
TVV0100i integrated amplifier £995 (100 watts into 6ohms). So who can say that we are
snobs or rip you off? Compare these to Sugden's 21 series and the Unison.
When you are ready to make the ultimate sacrifice, when you acknowledge the debt to your
music, and want to make the plunge contact us last. Your last upgrade by definition is the
cheapest. But we understand, it involves sacrifice, pain, and inconvenience: so we can offer
attractive finance and thereby end your suffering.
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Welcome
It's more than two years since we reviewed the very first universal'
player, which could play both DVD-Audio and Super Audio CD discs
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(as well as DVD-Video and audio CDs). The Pioneer DV- 747A,
covered in April 2002, seemed to represent atriumph of
commonsense, aplayer that would cope with almost any disc that
you could put into it, amachine that symbolically at least could
bridge the schism between the Sony/Philips SACD camp and the
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rest of Japan Inc. Few companies were in aposition to follow
Pioneer's lead, and of the players that followed
most owed something to Pioneer. But Linn, as
you'll see from this month's Definitive Test,
page 20, ploughs its own furrow.
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The format that would became DVD-Audio
was first mooted in 1995, before DVD-Video
came to market. DVD-Video used anew kind of

Consultant Technical Editor
Keith Howard

disc, the same size as aCD but with far greater
storage capacity ( several gigabytes instead of

Consulting Editor
John Crabbe

CD's 650MB), enough to capture awhole

Senior Contributing Editor
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the picture, with only limited room left for the

movie. Most of that data capacity is used for
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multichannel soundtrack. But by using most
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of the storage capacity for audio instead, it is

Most universal
players have
owed something
to Pioneer. But
Linn ploughs its
own furrow

possible to offer high- resolution, better-than-CD multichannel
audio instead. There is still room for some pictures and asmall
amount of video content.
Meanwhile, Sony and Philips, who owned the patents on CD, saw

Publisher
Angela O'Farrell

the future adifferent way. They first launched SACD as atwochannel, pure audio format, but quickly added multichannel, and

Group Art Editor
Patrick Morrissey

launched the hybrid disc which also plays in normal CD players.
The proponents of DVD-Audio and SACD could huff and puff, but

Chief Photographer
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neither has really looked like taking the world by storm. Which is
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about all this new format business, you'll probably enjoy Howard
Popeck's look at what Trichord has done with the cheapest Pioneer
'universal' [ page 47]. For making CDs sound better, of course.
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why we really need universal players. But if you're alittle sceptical

By June 1984 the first wave of CD players had all been covered
and for the moment there were no new ones to test. But there was
plenty of other exciting stuff to write about. American high- end
equipment was just starting to take hold here: latest arrivals were
the M.agneplanar MGM panel speaker and Counterpoint SA7 tube
pre- amplifier. At the other end of the price scale, budget cassette
decks were more popular than ever. Noel Keywood's group test of
six budget cassette decks found Akai and Onkyo the best
performers. But the front cover tape offer was acautious
giveaway- you had to collect and send off coupons from three
consecutive issues to get your free C90!
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for the love of music...

MD-108 FM Hybrid Tuner

MD- 208 FM Receiver

MD- 90 FM Tuner
MD-106T FM Valve Tuner

oloon»1

Magnum Dynalab
Magnum Dynalab - pure analogue FM
tuners and essential ancillaries. They
never fail to present your favourite radio
programme in an entirely natural and
highly musical manner.

F-205 FM Signal Amplifier

Acustica Applicata (DAAD) • Avalon Acoustics • Avalon Music Systems • Benz- Micro • Cardas
conrad-johnson • Esopower • finite elemente • Harmonix • Karan Acoustics • Kuzma • Magnum Dynalab
McCormack • Muse Electronics • Phonomena • Reimyo by Harmonix • Tri Planar
Distributed Exclusively by

AUDIOFREAKS
DISTRIBUTORS OF FINE AUDIO + HOME ENTERTAINMENT EQUIPMENT

tel: 020 8948 4153 fax: 020 8948 4250 email: infol@audiofreaks.co.uk www.audiofreaks.co.uk

What's happening in the world of hi-fi

TAG McLaren Audio
is acquired by IAG
International Audio Group, which
owns Quad and Wharfedale, has

0090 -

li

Audio's website affirms that:
Responsibility for TAG McLaren

acquired the TAG McLaren Audio

Audio customer warranties, as well

business. The deal, signed on 25

as sales service and repairs of TAG

March, gives Hong Kong-owned

McLaren Audio and Audiolab

IAG the rights to the design and

products, will also transfer to IAG.

technology in the existing TAG

We would request that TAG

McLaren Audio products, and also

McLaren Audio customers are

•

•

gives IAG ownership of the

patient whilst the TAG McLaren

Audiolab brand. IAG will take over

Audio website is temporarily

all future warranty obligations for

removed and the staff and

boss Ron Dennis ( left)1/1th

existing TMA customers.

equipment of TAG McLaren Audio

Dr Udo Zucker in 1998

Under the terms of the

Sources

•

: G McLaren

are re- located to IAG's premises,

+18,

agreement, IAG acquires the

sharing the same offices as Quad's

Audiolab designs, but the Audiolab

TAG McLaren Electronics, which

existing warehouse stock of TMA

world renowned service centre.'

name was dropped. Instead, the

supplies the advanced electronics

TAG McLaren Audio brand was

systems used in Formula One cars.

products, understood to amount to

Contact details for Helpdesk and

Quad and Wharfedale were

aretail value approaching £ 2m,

Service are: 0845 4580011 or

launched, emphasising an

and has the use of the TAG

+44 1480 447700, e-mail

assocation with the world of motor

acquired from Verity plc by the
newly-formed IAG, headed by the

McLaren Audio brand name for one

tmahelpdesk@internationalaudiogro

racing. TMA's chief executive Dr

year only. In effect, IAG has one

up.com. ( UK customers please

Udo Zucker announced a ' seven-

brothers Bernard and Michael

year to sell this stock into the

note that aservice number must be

year plan' to introduce aspirational

Chang, in 1997. Verity, which at

trade. IAG will be be free to

allocated to your product prior to

high-end audio and AV products,

the time also owned the Mission

repackage or relaunch existing TAG

sending: contact tne Helpdesk to

which would progress from the

and Cyrus brands, had acquired

McLaren designs under any of its

have aservice number issued.)

initial ( Audiolab-based) F3 series to

Quad from the Walker family in

F2 and ahigh-end FI range.

September 1995.

own brandnames, but not to launch

TAG McLaren Audio was

new products under the TAG

launched in 1998, the TAG group

Although the TMA did launch the

McLaren Audio name. It seems

having purchased the Audiolab

dramatic F1speaker, these

The large TMA factory remains
the property of the TAG group, but

probable that IAG will revive the

company from its founding partners

ambitions were not to be realised.

it's believed to be the subject of

Audiolab name, but it is not known

Philip Swift and Derek Scotland.

However, TMA's highly- respected

discussions with another major UK

what form this might take. A

TAG McLaren Audio's first products

and superbly- built AV products did

audio company.

statement posted on TAG McLaren

were developments of existing

indeed call upon the expertise of

IAG, 0845 4580011

High- end wireless comes at aprice

Monster launches
HDMI cable line

O'heocha's less-than- snappily

problems for O'heocha wireless. A

Monster Cable has introduced aline

titled DI- F4 RF claims to be the

high gain directional/parabolic

of High- Definition Multimedia

world's first high-end wireless

antenna system has been specially

Interface ( HDM I) connectivity

hi-fi component speaker system.

developed for optimum

products. HDM Itransfers both

With awhopping price tag of

performance. The speakers have a

uncompressed digital audio and

£10,0000, the system was

transmission range of up to 30m,

video for the crispest image and

previewed in the UK at the Bristol

even through walls.

Show and plans are afoot for an
Autumn launch.
The innovative system has no

The base of each speaker
contains 100W of ' audiophilegrade' Class NB power

highest sound quality and looks set
to be the de facto standard for
consumer electronics.
Monster's 400 series products

amplification, and arechargeable

include long- lengths and backwards-

cables, while maintaining what's

battery that provides aclean, direct

compatible HDM I-to-DVI solutions,

said to be an audiophile spec audio

current supply. Batteries need

with prices ranging from £90 to

chain, suitable for home cinema or

recharging just once aweek with

£150. Monster 400 is available in

hi-fi applications.

normal domestic use.

speaker cables and no power

O'heocha uses aproprietary

The wireless system is modular,

HDMI-to-HDM Ior HDMI-to-DVI
terminations in lm, 2m, 4m, 5m,

digital RF protocol for 2.4GHz ISM

comprising the transmitter,

10m and 16.5m lengths. The long

band based transmission.

receiver, amplifier, power supply

lengths have been introduced to
cater for the more widespread use of

Intelligent frequency hopping

and speakers. O'heocha says it will

avoids the interference that it

be possible to render existing wired

multiroom and remote displays in

claims affects the sound of

speaker systems wifeless by only

the home and for commercial

conventional wireless. Other

buying atransmitter, receiver and

applications. Two innovative HDM I-

products using the same band,

power base.

to-DVI adaptors are also available,

such as cordless phones and

O'heocha Design, + 35 391 506

with prices yet to be finalised.

wireless data networks cause no

970, www.oheocha.com
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6 key elements U C ntemporary Art
X-616

SERLE5

Dimensions(w x d x h,cm):65x35x2

wxclxh,cm):35x65x111

CP-6371
Dimensionstw x d x h,cm1:35x65x12i

The Six:
• Top mounted tweeter avoiding diffraction for
more natural sound imaging.
• Elegantly sloped cabinet design to enhance
sound dispersion and time phase coherency.
. High-grade mirror-imaged finish on gloss black,
gloss sliver, gloss white.
. High-grade furniture-quality real wood tweeter
cover and wood side panel reinforcement.
. Base chamber design, to increase weight by
fill in leads or sand and better bass control.
. Design by Dr. Joseph D'appolilto

CP-6381
Dirrensionsfw x d x h,cm):35x65x127

USHER AUDIO TECHNOLOGY
67 Kai- Fong Street Sec.1 Taipei 100 Taiwan Te1:886-2-23816299 Fax:886-2-23711053 E-maikusherems11.hinetnet

Sources

Classy joint, classy gear... Classé launch
The long anticipated official launch
of amajor new range of stereo and
multichannel electronics from
Classé Audio, now amember in good
standing of the burgeoning B&W
Bowers & Wilkins group, finally
took place in late March in the
matchless surroundings of Gaudi's
Case Batllo apartment building in
central Barcelona. Early rumours
were of arange that would seek to
take over where Mark Levinson had
plainly come unstuck, with state-ofauniversal transport and auniversal

the-art components, perhaps along

part of the plan, underlying the fluid

electrically quieter than other

with excellent reliability and more

lines that are aClassé Delta series

display technologies, and the

player, respectively the CDP-100 at

attractive pricing. The rumours were

trademark.

sophisticated software uses a

£2950, the I
EEE1394 equipped

minimum of hard control keys.

CDT- 300 at £6450 and the

partly fuelled by the loss of some key

The signature feature of the

Mark Levinson personnel to Classé

components are the massive

Products making up the launch

over the last few months.

extruded billet fascias, which are

range include two stereo power

HDMI/IEEE1394 CDP-300 at
£7950. Rounding off the launch

bent under heat and pressure

amplifiers, the 2x1COW £ 2950

range are two multichannel pre-

is subtly different from

around to the sides, helping produce

CA-2100 and the 2x200W £3950

amp/processors, the SSP-300 and

In fact, the pitch for Classé Delta
expectations, and comes across

amassive anchor for the designs

CA- 2200, and for multichannel use,

the SSP-600, which will sell for

with some serious lifestyle

which also feature vibration

the 3x200W £4950 CA-3200 and

£3750 and £ 5450, the former

attributes, across between the real

absorbing base structures. Another

a5channel version, the CA- 5200 at

single-ended, and the latter

high end and akind of Bang &

design highlight common to all the

£6450. There's also akiller

including abalanced output option.

Olufsen taken to the next level. The

components that require explicit

monoblock, the 400W CA- M400 at

The Classé Delta range will become

use of the Casa Batl lo launch venue,

user input ( basically everything

£3950. A 100W integrated

available through the rest of the

and the New York Guggenheim

other than the power amplifiers) are

amplifier, the CAP- 2100 will sell for

year, and is expected to be further

museum which was employed as a

large TFT touch screen displays to

£3950, and the CP-500 pre-

expanded next year.

photographic backdrop for the

show awell thought through graphic

amplifier is listed at £ 2950. Disc

B&W, 01903 221500,

publicity mugshots, were plainly

and text user interface. TFT are

spinners include astereo CD player,

www.classeaudio.com

Alvin Gold

Decca and Deutsche Grammophon
release SACD surround sampler
Super Audio CD news: Universal's

who has been compared to Norah

classical labels Decca and

Jones. The Opus 3SACD catalogue

Deutsche Grammophon have joined

comprises 18 titles, of which 15

forces to release anew compilation

are 5.1 multi-channel DSD

SACD hybrid disc in surround

recordings.

sound called The Ultimate Audio
Experience — The Classical

Soundscape of 'The Dark'
B&W has followed up its acclaimed

Linn Records has announced the
re-release of three classic Carol

Sampler. The disc, released in

Kidd albums on SACD. Carol was

Europe last month, contains

once described by no less an

highlight pieces from Mahler,

authority than Frank Sinatra as the

Chopin, Dvorak, Beethoven,

'best kept secret of British jazz'.

Puccini, Wagner and Messiaen, by

With its roots in 1949 San

artists and conductors such as Bryn

Francisco, Fantasy Records has

Terfel, Pierre Boulez, Ivan Fischer,

built an enviable reputation on the

and Renee Fleming.

worldwide jazz stage. Fantasy has

Diana Kral l's The Girl in the

Department of Culture, Media and

Other Room has also been

released 19 jazz classics on SACD,
from artists such as the Miles Davis

demonstration at the Bristol Show

Sport, uses 16 B&W WM4

simultaneously released on CD and

Quintet, Sonny Rollins and John

—a10-channel, one- hour

weatherproof monitors and four

SACD.

Coltrane. April saw Fantasy release

soundscape called ' Divide by Ten' —

ASW300 subwoofers. The Dark

with a16-channel sound

was on show at The London

independent record companies,

Monk's 1956 masterpiece Brilliant

recreation of ahaunted house. The

Science Museum's Dana Centre in

Opus 3Records, has announced

Corners, Big Star's venerable #1

Dark uses ghostly sounds in a

March and April, but you can catch

three new hybrid surround SACD

Record/Radio City, Albert King's

pitch-black environment to

the experience later in the year or at

album releases. Amongst the latest

funky blues set

challenge the senses and stimulate

the Think Tank in Birmingham

additions to the catalogue is the

For You, and the Amadeusoriginal

the imagination. The Dark, an

(September to November).

debut Opus release from

soundtrack.

initiative sponsored by the

vnenv.thedark.net

singer/songwriter, Katinka Wilson,

www.superaud io-cd.com

www.hifinews.co.uk

One of Sweden's leading

five SACDs, including Thelonious

Play The Blues
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TEAC's retro
DAB/FM radio

Back in the UK after abrief

ringing speakers combine the

Retro styling meets Digital Radio in

absence, Definitive Technology is

complete surround- sound

TEAC's SR-L3ODAB, atable-top

showing it can adapt to the home

experience with stylish good looks,

DAB/FM radio with avarnished

cinema revolution. Its Mythos

and are made to match hang- on-

maple wooden cabinet. It features

Series is designed for today's

the- wall TVs. The Supercube

auto and manual tuning modes, 10

consumer market, answering the

subwoofer provides bass

DNB and 30 FM presets, and has a

need for floor and on- wall speakers

reinforcement. The tVlythos range is

blue backlit LCD panel. Mains

that combine high performance

available through UK distributor,

powered, the SR-L3ODAB uses two

with elegant styling ( main pic).

Pulse Marketing.

4Emm full- range speaker drivers,

The Mythos One floorstanding

Available in gloss black or sleek

and has apower output of around

speaker ( right) is atower designed

silver finishes, the Mythos One

2x2W. Connectivity is provided by

to complement flat- panel

floorstanding speakers retail at

an analogue stereo output pair and

televisions, while also performing

£1800 per pair. The Two and Three

asingle digital output. There's also

as astandalone audio-only speaker.

wall- hanging speakers cost £465

aheadphone mini-jack. The unit

It works as afull- range system, or in

each. The Su percube subwoofer

measures 310 x146 x95mm

partnership with other speakers in a

retails at £ 900.

(whd) and weight is just 2kg.

home cinema installation.

Pulse Marketing, 01279 655955,

TEAC, 01923 819630,

www.deftechmythos.com

www.teac.co.uk

The Mythos Two and Three wall-

The latest Denon multichannel madness
The £ 1000 AVR-3805 7.1 AV

Events

large number of decoding options,

3805 to become focus of amulti-

receiver is the new face of Denon

and there's aDenon Link 3

room installation, and it includes an

home cinema.

compatible digital audio input. A

RS232 serial port for external

High End 2004, MOC Munich.

Replacing the

Pure Direct mode bypasses the

controllers.

Call The High End Society,

highly rated

decoding options for better music

AVR-3803,

reproduction.

Denon is particularly proud of the

20-23 May 2004

+49 202 702022

supplied Denon RC-970 touch

the new

Auto-setup calibration and

screen remote control. Impress your

model is

automatic room equalisation

friends with its pick-up touch sensor

Home Entertainment 2004

- pick it up, it lights up; put ir down,

sponsored by Stereophile,

it goes to sleep- and ablue eiectro-

New York, USA

described as a

features are another selling

major upgrade,

point. Using asupplied

using the latest video

microphone, the receiver

and audio chipsets and

analyses the room and

contained in asleek new

self-calibrates

exterior.

\ channel levels

It uses seven 120W ( RMS)
power amplifiers and uses the
latest 32- bit SHARC DSP enee.
Dolby Pro- Logic I
lx and DTS

and speaker
delay.
Three-zone
functionality

Enhanced Neo:6 are among the

luminescent display that changes to
match the function selected.

30 May 2004

Denon, 01234 741200,

Hi Fi Record Fair, 11.30am-3pm,

www.denon.co.uk

0 [a

allows the AVR-

Guarantee yourself acopy of HiFi News every month
Call our subscriptions hotline now on 01622 778778
10
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Hi-FiNews

20-23 May 2004

Egham Sports Centre, Egham,
Surrey. Call 07944 909209
24-26 September 2004
Hi Fi Show & AV Expo,
Le Meridien and Renaissance
Hotels, Heathrow, London,
sponsored by HiFi News. Call
020 8774 0847 or visit
www.avexpo.co.uk
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With every beautiful note
I'm where Iwant to be

www.bw700.com
For your virtual tour of the B&W 704 and 700 Series please visit our site, or call + 44 (0)1903 221 500
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World's first silent cable
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Isol-8 takes abow as lsotek partners split

Nic Poulsen, the original designer

enhanced sound quality for the

pure mains. These regenerators are

continues in the hands of Activ

of the successful lsotek products,

same money.

keenly priced, the company claims,

Distribution and hififorsale.com.

at £ 1100 and £ 1300 respectively.

Isol-8 Teknologies Limited, 020

fias launched anew range of mains

Isol-8 Teknologies has also

filtering units products under his

introduced other products into the

Nic Poulson was afounding

lsol -8brand. Poulsen, who recently

range, including the new 16 x100,

partner of the IsoTek Systems
partnership. The partnership has

quit the Isotek partnership, says

a5u rack mounted sixteen-channel

that he retains the intellectual

conditioner, designed for the front-

been terminated by written notice

property in all his designs. He has

end components in large AN

and will be formally wound up in

the backing of Bryant Broadcast, a

installations, clearly aimed to

due course. Existing Isotek

well-known name in broadcast and

complement the 2x2000, atwin

warranties will be honoured by Isol-

professional audio. The Isol-8

channel 2kW conditioner. The 2kW

8Teknologies Limited on

products are made in the UK and

and 4kW Qubes are joined by the

completion of anew warranty card,

are now becoming available

flagship 6kW version for use with

downloadable from the Isol-8 web

through selected dealers. The

the largest power amplifiers. Two

site.

company claims that new designs

new single channel mains

feature improved filters and

regenerators rated at 100 and

84044104 or www.isol-8.co.uk

IS 0 L-8

Meanwhile, manufacture and
distribution of the lsotek range

innovative circuitry to give even

200VA, with variable output

(including the new lsotek Mini Sub

better noise rejection and

frequencies, offer the ultimate in

Gil, reviewed in this issue)

Sleek surround sound from Elac

Shorts

Elac has launched a £ 200 pair of speakers designed to

heavy aluminium. Multiple units can be used to form a

Apple has announced that

complement plasma or LCD screens. The Cinema 24 CM

surround sound system and there are matching

worldwide availability of its new

speakers are atwo- and-a- half-way design made from

subwoofers, too, costing from £ 200 to £ 300.
Each speaker uses four 80mm long-throw
bass drivers and awide dispersion 25mm

iPod mini has been pushed
back to July, due to unexpected
demand in the US where it was

silk ringdome tweeter. The speakers are

launched in February.

totally magnetically shielded for use near

Call 0800 039 1010

CRT televisions.
The compact dimensions ( 610 x102 x

Meridian has added a backlit

86mm, hwd) mean they fit inside most TV

learning/programmable remote

cabinets, and fitting brackets are provided

control to its G- Series, the

for horizontal or vertical wall- mounting.
An optional glass base provides classy

Meridian System Remote Plus
for £ 85. Call 01480 445678

freestanding support and is available for an
additional £ 30 per speaker.

Cyrus Electronics has

Elac, 0800 652 5002

announced that it is expanding

www.sennheiser.co.uk

New DTS lossless technology'
Film enthusiasts already recognise

the time of press, except that a

Mike Archer, DTS director of cinema

that DTS soundtracks provide the

soundtrack would be bit-for- bit

said: ' Lossless technology delivers

into the US with the help of
The Sound Organisation of
Dallas, Texas. Hard disk server
products will be branded as
Cyruslink. www.soundorg.com
The UK edition of The Who's

highest fidelity multichannel sound

identical to the original master,

the only audio for standard film

for film, but the best is now set to get

which can be in any of the common

equivalent to the best sound that has

The Kids Are Alright has been

better. Digital Theatre Systems is

PCM formats, from 16- bit,

been proposed for Digital Cinema to

released in the UK by
Sanctuary ESVE 30501. See

now developing asystem for

44.1kHz, up to 24- bit, 96kHz; and

date.'

delivering /ossiessdigital

that lossless compression will work

wwvi.dtsonline.com

soundtracks into cinemas. No

within the existing DTS Coherent

technical details were available at

Acoustics codec.

www.hifinews.co.uk

p79 for Ken Kessler's review
and music DVD roundup
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Images,

Audio T,
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6633777
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Product of the Year 2002-2003
What HiFi Sound et Vision (11L Loudspeakers)
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*Cambridge
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01788

540772
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01743
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*Sutton

Coidfield
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Matters,

0121 3542311 *Tunbridge Wells Sounds of Music, 01892 547003
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Doug Brady, 01925 828009 *Watford

01923 226169 •Weybridge

HiFi City,
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SMC Sound and Vision,

*Southampton
01384
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QUAD
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Download brochures and reviews from www.quad-hifi.co.uk,
Tel :- 0845 4580011, Fax :- 01480 431767
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Pathos' brand-new bambino

Carbon the key to
KEF's Ace of bass

Italian high-end hi-fi company

to maximum effect. Input

430 x185rrm ( wdh) and weighs

Pathos, manufacturer of the

selection is via miniaturised relays

in at 37kg. The I
npol-2 is on sale

Enhancement (ACE) is claimed to

acclaimed Logos integrated amp,

developed for high-technology

now at £ 5650.

add alevel of bass extension

has added another such object of

telecoms applications.

desire to its range. The I
npol-2 is

Claimed frequency response for

KEF's Acoustic Compliance

UKD: 01753 651669,

normally only obtainable from

WWW.ukd.co.uk

much larger speakers.
The key to ACE is aloose-weave

another integrated design, arriving

the Inpol-2 is 5Hz-100kHz within

in the UK fresh from winning the

0.3dB. There are five line inputs,

• Acomplete Pathos system

bag of activated carbon granules

Innovation Awards at this year's

two of which are balanced, and the

consisting of the InControl pre-

strategically placed within a

Consumer Electronics Show in Las

unit measures 520 x

amplifier and I
nPower monoblock

speaker cabinet. As the speaker

power amps using the lnpol circuit

diaphragm compresses the air, the

is featured in this month's

activated carbon adsorbs ( takes

'Sweetspot' on page 66.

onto its surface) more air molecules

Vegas.
Using Pathos' patented
circuitry, the I
npol-2 provides
50W per channel of Class Asound

and the diaphragm experiences less

-and is claimed to match closely

resistance to its motion, as if the

that of the company's flagship

volume of air in the cabinet were
larger. As the diaphragm moves in

InPower monoblock amplifier.

the opposite direction, reducing air

The hybrid valve and solidstate design is married to a

pressure within the cabinet, the

unique power supply,

activated carbon releases air

with output regulated

molecules so it appears to the drive

via asophisticasted

unit as if it is operating within a

digital volume control

larger enclosure.
KEF claims the apparent

that has an optical
device driving abattery

increase in volume achievable can

of relays.

be as large as three times, equal to

The Inpol-2 is afully-

a30% reduction in the bass corner

balanced, dual- mono

frequency, a5dB improvement in

design. The pre-amp is pure

sensitivity, or adownsizing of the

valve, using two ECC82 tubes per

cabinet volume by 60%.

channel and is optimised for

KEF: 01622 672261, ww%v.kef.com

feeding the MOSFET output stage

Kenneth Wilkinson Natty new gear from NAD
NAD has unveiled anew pre-amp, the

PowerDrive technology to keep the

C162, and apower amplifier, the C272,

relationship between voltage and current

for sale in the UK. The C162 has six line-

at an ideal, automatically sensing the

level inputs, including two tape loops. It

impedance of the loudspeakers and

has aswitchable moving- magnet/

adjusting the power supply accordingly.

moving-coil phono stage and two I
ine-

noise, minimal-distortion design - with a

0to-12dB). It uses gold-plated phono

large toroidal transformer, and NAD's

connectors and has an independent

patented soft-clipping circuitry to avoid

headphone amplifier.

distortion or speaker damage at moments

Separate bass and treble controls
have atone defeat switch, and the
comes with aremote controls and 12V

ouput. Measuring 435 x132 x350mm

trigger facilities.

(whd) and weighing 1lkg, the C272

label's greatest successes.

engineers, Kenneth

With the advent of stereo in

Wilkinson, who died in

1958, his subtle deployment

January at the age of 91, was

of Decca's ' tree' microphone

unfortunately marred by an

layout produced outstandingly

erroneous headline. Our

natural results, which have

sincere apologies to Mr

made Decca ` SXL' recordings
sought after by collectors the
world over. ' Wilkie' is pictured

was synonymous with the

above ( centre) with Sir Georg

great days of Decca, and he

Solti and Sir Clifford Curzon.

www.hifinews.co.uk

power amp is available now.
WWW. lenbroo k.com, www. nad.co.uk

was involved in many of that

our greatest ever recording

Kenneth Wilkinson's name

The unit can be used in bridged mode,
providing 300W continuous power

ohm. It uses NAD's proprietary

Wilkinson's family.

of high dynamic output.

volume control is motorised. The C162

The C272 claims 220 watt in to 8
Last month's tribute to one of

The C272 is designed to be alow-

level pre-amp outputs ( one variable from
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Yes, it does

sound as
good as
it looks.

The Chord Blu
CD Transport

p

roof indeed that beauty is more

than skin deep — cast your eyes

and ears on the new Blu CD Transport
from Chord Electronics.
Blu is our first source component and
when teamed with the award-winning
DAC64 it provides CD reproduction like
you've never experienced before.
To find out more about our hand-crafted
audiophile Choral series, please contact
us on 01622 721444, email
sales@chordelectronics.co.uk, or visit
www.chordelectronics.co.uk

Q CHORD()
Chord Electronics Limited

Opinion

Barry

Fox
I sthat the sound of death knells tolling? Warner — the
record company that has been the main driving force
behind DVD-Audio — has canned the enthusiastic publicity
people who were promoting the format because " our forward
DVD-A release schedule is less full than we would like and
there are currently insufficient titles to justify..."
EMI famously squandered the opportunity to promote
DVD-A with the Beach Boys Pet Sounds release and has now
fallen completely silent on new formats.
Rumour has it that BMG will quietly launch acouple of
hip- hop and rock titles on DVD-A, which will probably end up
being reviewed by music press rockers who have home
theatre rigs without MLP, and will thus be hearing 5.1 Dolby
Digital or DTS.

The cost of
mastering for
SACD surround is
£30,000 at the
time of recording,
but £300,000 if old
studio tapes are
re- mastered

HMV and Virgin — and what
little is left of Tower — still
haven't worked out where to
stock DVD-A or SACD albums in
their shops, and there has been

Sanjay De, Philips Marketing Manager Video and DVD, admits
'SACD is not clearly established versus DVD-Audio. There is
plenty for journalists to talk about but very little commercial
benefit for dealers.
'The trade is not confident if either or both formats will be
established in the long term. Consumers are not aware of the
multi-channel audio formats. Software availability is very
limited, in terms of variety and visibility.'

no coherent distribution. Philips
and Sony are trying to fix this by

Sanjay De was speaking at aseminar that Philips set up
for the press and trade, to update them on audio and video
topics. Wim Koppers of Philips Research gave an update on

putting SACD display units in 53

dual- layer DVD recording in the home, to increase the

record stores round the UK; and

capacity from 4.7 GB per side to 9 GB. This could be avery
powerful tool for home audio.

of course hybrid SACDs can be
safely racked with CDs, as long
as the record company is
prepared to swallow the higher

The dual- layer semi- reflective layer is a lOnm layer of
silver alloy. The upper layer transmits 50% of the laser light

cost of production and sell

and reflects 18%; the lower layer is more sensitive so needs
only 50% of normal laser power, and reflects at least 50%.

surround SACDs for the same

The trick is to optimise the dye sensitivity and groove shape.

price as stereo CDs. The

So far the system only works with write-once DVD+R and to

production premium is not just

make dual layer recordings, the drive needs new laser optics

on the pressing. The cost of mastering for SACD surround is

and control software.

£30,000 if done at the time of recording, but £ 300,000 if

'We are working on DVD+RW but it is more difficult
because of the lower reflectivity of eraseable discs,' says

old studio tapes are re- mastered.
'DualDisc is on test in the US market and if these tests
prove successful, then this will ultimately be the route to
success with DVD-A worldwide,' says Warner.
As Iwrite, apackage of DualDiscs is winging its way over
from the US. This is thanks to agood friend mystery shopper
and no thanks to the five major record companies who
pretend they want to find out how the discs perform on a
wide range of players but are ducking all enquires from
journalists who have easy access to far more players than
most people, and could thus really check out playability.
All being well Ican spend the next month trying DualDiscs
in any CD or DVD player Ican get my hands on; and let some
industry folk try them too. Watch this space.

Koppers. 'We will introduce hardware and media during the
course of 2004; May, June or September. We expect the price
of the media eventually to fall to around one and ahalf times
the price of asingle- layer disc. We have not yet decided
which of the new DVD recorders can be upgraded.'
To avoid upsetting customers, Philips surely needs to
clarify company policy on upgrading single layer DVD
recorders for dual layer recording, especially the new and
expensive combination DVD and hard disc recorder.
More down to earth Philips has now launched acute
portable DAB radio, using the same Frontier chips as Pure
Digital. We got to try them in Portugal where there was
supposedly no DAB service. Actually the Philips radio picked

As well as putting SACD display racks in 53 record shops,
Philips and Sony are trying something else. " Virtually every"

up five Portuguese digital radio stations. It played all the

home theatre system from Philips and Sony will now come

broadcast signal. So will someone please tell those
Portuguese stations that the date is 2004, not 1904. The

with SACD playback built-in, for free, in the same way that
television sets come with Teletext.

www.hifinews.co.uk

usual nice tricks, like setting time and date from the

Year 2000 bug is alive and living in Portugal, perhaps?
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GRANDE
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GRANDE UTOPIA BERYLLIUM : A WORLD REFERENCE

Winner Golden Sound and Grand Prix awards - Stereo Sound magazine, Japan.

A remarkable tour de force - Hifi Hews magazine, UK.

The finest loudspeaker on the planet? Possibly - Stereophile magazine, USA.
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the

Spirit

of

Sound
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Linn's grand

unification

Definitive Test'
Universal player

The UK's only home-grown Universal Disc player is no clone.
An exclusive, technical review of the Unidisk 1.1 by Paul Miller

Linn Unidisk 1.1
PRICE

£ 6500

SUPPLIER

Linn Products Ltd

CONTACT

0141 307 7777

WEBSITE

www.linn.co.uk

U

niversal disc compatibility and digital video
outputs are fast converging 'must have' features
and yet, while prices are generally falling, the

core technologies are still being driven by just a
handful of powerful Far Eastern companies. Then
there's Linn — significant by the standards of UK
specialists but hardly atechnological threat to the likes
of Pioneer, Denon or Sony. Nevertheless, when Linn
decided to develop its own SACD/DVD-A compatible
player, it also took the decision to craft an in-house
replay solution, dubbed the Silver Disk Engine or SDE.
And it's this multi-format decoder/processor board that
lies at the heart of the £6500 Unidisk 1.1.
Commercially this is not without risk, which
explains why Linn is hoping to offset its investment by
offering two OEM versions of the engine, including a

Unidisk 1.1 which while offering no more
functionality than universal SACD/DVD-A players
from Denon, Pioneer and Marantz, still represents a
unique solution. Anyone expecting to find a Pioneer
clone lurking behind Linn's gloriously understated,
alloy fascia will be disappointed for, as our ' inside
shot' demonstrates, there's nothing remotely generic
about the guts of the Unidisk.
In essence, the SDE represents acommon formatting
interface, developed in conjunction with both Sony
and ESS, that's compliant with both SACD bitstream
and MPEG (PCM and video) protocols. It's rather like
having four players in one, with dedicated streaming
for CD, SACD, DVD-Video and DVD-Audio in place of
the the more highly integrated ' universal' solutions
used elsewhere. For the future, the SDE represents an
'enabling technology' or platform that Linn can utilise
to build a range of potentially more affordable DVD
and universal players.
AT ONE WITH THE UNIDISK
While the Unidisk connects directly into aLinn Knekt
system and Kisto system controller, it's just as easily
driven from its own on-screen menu. The ' General'
page includes comprehensive
video setup functions including
aspect, PAL/NTSC transcoding,
interlaced (RGB and YPrPb) and
progressive
output
options,
colour resolution (4:4:4 or 4:2:2),
dithering and video detection
modes. The 'Audio' setup menu
is less comprehensive than many competing solutions,
if only because this version of the SDE does not
include 5.1 channel Dolby or DTS decoding.
Two-channel downmixing is available but there's no

The Unidisk will never rise up and strike you
between the eyes, but neither does it leave you in

any doubt as to the driving force behind the music
loader, PCBs and software, to interested third parties.
This is not the first time Linn has grown its own
technology. The Kivor sound server, for example, owes
much of its cost to the development of an in-house
sound card. While other, potentially far cheaper
solutions are available, only Linn's proprietary
methodology gives it full control over the performance
of its product. The same ethos applies to the £6500

bass management, no level adjustment and no lip-sync
delay. This advanced functionality is currently
reserved for Linn's 7.1 channel Kisto AV processor, but
I'd not be surprised if Dolby and DTS decoding were
enabled on future SDE-based players. Either way,
while the menu is easily navigated via Linn's system
remote control (which also includes the codes for most
makes of TV), the handset also offers direct chapter
and track access in addition to CD, two and multichannel layer selection on fully-loaded SACDs.
Despite its complexity, this is a ' purist' engineering
solution and there's every opportunity for future
software revisions through the RJ45/RS232 port using
Linn's ' Linnstall' dealer utility.
PERFORMANCE
While Linn's Silver Disk Engine is equally proficient at
handling the granddaddy of today's SACD and DVD-A
media, you'd be unlikely to consider investing in the
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Arow of BNCs

Unidisk 1.1 solely for its merits as aclean-sounding CD
player. The real potential of the Unidisk lies in both its
delivery of multichannel audio and pin-sharp video,
the latter via both analogue and digital outputs.
Indeed, the Unidisk's analogue video outputs enjoy

The Unidisk will never rise up and strike you between
the eyes but neither does it leave you in any doubt as
to the driving force behind the music.

just about the flattest luma response and lowest noise
that Ihave measured, features reflected in its fine and
stable detailing with strong, accurately represented
colours. Linn's DVI video output includes a deal of
in-house software and while the HDCP handshaking is
generally robust it remains important to confirm its
compatibility with any specific DVI-equipped display

Unidisk. The opening strings boast arough but wholly
realistic resonance that contrasts with the cooler tone

horizontal and

of the accordion and harder punctuation of her voice.
All these elements combine to create a synergistic
whole, tempting you to wind up the volume and fill
the room with a compelling body of music. And in
common with the very best systems around, this Linn
front-end allows you to play fast and loose with the
gain control without loosing this sense of composure.

BNC's are not

device before purchase.
Back in the (analogue) audio domain, the Unidisk
slotted seamlessly into my usual system, feeding an
Arcam AV8 processor in anaiogue bypass mode, an
Arcam P7 multichannel power amp and combination
of B&W Nautilus 802 (front), 804 (centre and surround)
and ASW850 (sub) loudspeakers. While arguably about
as far removed from a ' Linn system' as it's possible to
get, this proven combination revealed the Unidisk as a
warm, smooth and civilised-sounding player that's
embued with asubtle, but not understated confidence.

Even Barb Junes relatively gentle-sounding Tangled
up in Blue is given a real feeling of purpose by the

As the soundfield grows, the sound itself remains
supremely poised, the grip over its bass as convincing
as its treble is extended, free of both harshness or
strain. Indeed, the power behind the Unidisk's sound
often comes as something of asurprise. For example,
listen to the recent, limited edition SACD release of
Sting's Sacred Love and the driving bass line behind
tracks like ' Dead Man's Rope' will thunder into the
room with acombination of weight and tautness that's

accommodate
both interlaced
and progressive
video outputs ( the
vertical sync
functional) while
the DVI socket
delivers
HDCP-compliant
digital video.
Multichannel
SACD and
DVD-Audio are
decoded internally
but 5.1 Dolby and
DIS are delivered
as bitstream data
via the digital
outputs

Inside the Unidisk 1.1 ( Note: Much of this information is independently derived and subject to copyright)
Linn's Silver Disk Engine ( SDE) is the lower of three PCBs.

synchronised but asynchronois audio and video operation. Interlaced video is

This interfaces with the middle ( audio) board using aXilinx

s' reamed directly off two Analogue Devices ADV7300 12bit/108MHz video

CPLD ( Complex Programmable Logic Device) and upper ( video)

CACs. Video destined for the progressive and DVI outputs is routed via aSiI504

board via aCCIR link. This is avery ambitious piece of

(progressive) video converter and onto another ADV7300 DAC ( analogue video)

engineering that is done scart jLstice by our ins.de shot!

or Si1170 HDCP encoder ( MI video).

The SDE uses the same RF amp for the transport's output of
all disc types, after which the various formats take different
routes to the CPLD. SACD bitstreams are decoded ( Sony
CXD1882) and reformatted prior to the CXD2753 SACD
decoder. DVD(A) data is decoded via an ESS E56038 MPEG2
solution while CD data is decoded in aCXD3068 chip.
Having arrived at the CPLD, PCM data is transmitted as I'S
and SACD as DSD up to the middle, audio boaid.
The audio board interfaces with the CPLD via an FPGA ( Field
Programmable Gate Array). This reclocks and processes' the
data without upsampling, optimising it for the three 7.rystal
CS4397 DACs which run at each format's native source rate
(44.1-192kHz for PCM and 2.8224MHz for DSD)
Th .stwo- laser, single-lens oisc transport is sourced from Sony
and equipped with acustom metal loading tray, in line with
previous Linn players
Linn's Brilliant' switchmoce power supply
The upper video board has aseparate 27MHz video clock in
addition to the 33MHz system clock on the SOE. This allows
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Hawk
The HAWK exemplifies total involvement with all
your senses. Truly full range, extremely compact
and aesthetically balanced, it has incredible
attributes and strengths that will envelop you like
no other. Detail, continuity, harmonic nuances,
timbre precision and its self- efficient holography
all point to an experience that will never cease to
amaze and fulfil your aural needs. A soul mover
of the highest calibre.
The "Claw" decoupling system, W.B.T Bi-wirable
terminals, exquisite cabinetry and

incredible

unique drivers lust hint at the magic behind the
facade. Soar to new heights with this powerful
Totem, you will never forget its true character:
elegant, simple, extreme high end.

To receive information on our full range
of products, please send your address to
info@joenit.com or call 003215 285585

London Area

Cornflake.co.uK LONDON,Tel: 0207 6310472
Thomas Heinitz, BAYSWATER, London,Tel: 0207 2292077
Audio-T, READING,Berkshire Tel:01189 585463
Audio-T, EPSOM, Surrey Tel:01372 748888
Audio-T, Camberley, Surrey Tel: 01276 685597

South

South East

South West
Midlands

North

Audio-T, EASTBOURNE, Tel: 01323 731336
Audio-T, PORTSMOUTH, Hampshire,Tel 023 9266 3604
Audio-T, SOUTHAMPTON, Hampshire,Tel 023 8025 2827
Rayleigh Hi Fi, RAYLEIGH, Essex, Tel: 01268 779762
Rayleigh Hi Fi, CHELMSFORD, Essex, Tel: 01245 265245
Audio-T,TUNBRIDGE WELLS, Kent,Tel: 01892 525666
Rayleigh Hi Fi, SOWHEND, Essex,Tel: 01702 435255
Visions, WESTERHAM, Kent, Tel: 01959 569977
Audio Destination, TIVERTON, Devon,Tel 01884 243584
Audio-T, CHELTENHAM, Glos, Tel 01242 583960
The Soundstage, DERBY, Tel: 01332 364000
Leicester Hifi, LEICESTER, Tel: 01162 539753
Audio Excellence, WORCESTER, Tel: 01905 619059
Audio Republic, Headingley, LEEDS, Tel: 0113 217 7294
Romers Hi Fi Great Harwood, Lancs Tel: 01254 887799

Scotland
Wales

Loud & Clear, EDINBURGH,Tel: 0131 5553963
Loud & Clear, GLASGOW,Tel: 0141 2210221
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TotemAcoustic.com

United Kingdom Distributor
wim.verellen@joenit.com
Belgium Tel: 0032 15 285 585
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still pretty rare these days. Once again, because you'll
be tempted to listen at high levels, this extreme bass
extension will prove a real test of loudspeakers and
environment — particularly when it's served up
through amultichannel setup.
Neither, I might add, is the Unidisk particularly
sympathetic of over-processed, multichannel material
which can sound, well, more than alittle untidy. The
5.1 channel DVD-A mix of The Corrs Breathless
springs to mind, amorass that contrasts with the more
open and transparent balance of tracks like Somebody
for Someone. Choose your discs with caution then,
otherwise the Unidisk will choose for you.
CONCLUSION
It is important not to underestimate the scale of the
task undertaken by Linn in the engineering of its Silver
Disk Engine and the Unidisk 1.1 in particular. And yet,
however accomplished this player, there's simply no
avoiding the fact that it faces some very stiff
competition from the likes of Pioneer and Denon who
have economies of scale firmly on their side.
Similarly, if SACD still fails to float your audiophile
boat, then Arcam's new DV79 DVD-A player also takes
some beating at £1000. The bottom line is as inevitable
as it is bleak. For the high cost of the Unidisk simply

USN U010158 IGUIE/70.• OVO A ••

This 128x32 element VF display sits behind avery luxurious blue filter. Linn's custom
driver software ensures that CD/SACD Text scrolling looks exceptionally smooth

reflects the equally high cost of the Silver Disk Engine's
development, aproprietorial exercise that you may, or
may not, choose to buy into. Uniqueness, along with
the cache of ownership, clearly has its price. al
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While Linn remains rather coy about the

0.0013% at 20kHz with CD/DVD-A but

nature of its special DSP sauce we can

climbs to 0.075% with SACO, increas-

get some idea of its impact f-om the

ing still further to - 0.1% above 30kHz.

report.

All this, of course, is expected from

SACO certainly seems to fare slightly

an SACO implementation, although the

facts and
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filtering of ultrasonic noise from OVO A
sources

-0.0011% vs 0.0018%, respectively.

Some difference in the quality of sound

ft

leek

reaches

a minimum

of

provides

a marked

contrast.

between SACO and OVO A might be

-0.00075% through the midrange with

expected

-10dBFs digital signals.

depending on the susceptibility of the

In- band noise, too, is lower with DSD

from

this

difference alone,

amplifier to this.

rather than PCM sources, as Fig ( 1)

Jitter is avery low - 30psec with both

illustrates, though the dynamic range of

SACO and 24bit PCM sources but low-

SACO material is almost immediately

level linearity is better preserved by the

compromised above 20kHz.

former with its maximum error of just

practice,

the

A-wtd

S/N

ratio

+0.3dB at - 130dBFs - equivalent to

amounts to - 102.5dB via the front,

a 21- bit

centre and surround unbalanced out-

midrange. Interchannel crosstalk is also

puts ( re. 2.12V) and - 104.5dB via the

well managed at just - 120dB/1kHz, -

front,
FNCYVO

lab

better than CD and DVD-A through the

In

-Is-

of the

audioband where distortion is typically
Distortion
20

figures

balanced

outputs ( re.

performance

through

the

4.07V).

90dB/20kHz and - 80dB/50kHz while

Distortion and noise remains as low as

the interchannel balance holds true to
0.04dB over the same span.
Despite the reduction in ultrasonic
noise with CD and OVO A, the responses of all discs is identical up to the limit
defined by their sample rate. Fig ( 2)
shows

the

progressive

SACO

rolloff,

reaching - 1.6dB/30kHz, - 12.5
dB/80kHz and - 21.3dB/100kHz.
This trend
44.1kHz

CD

is tracked
to - 21kHz,

precisely by
by

96kHz

OVO A ( green trace) till - 44kHz and
192kHz

OVO A ( dotted

trace)

till

-91kHz. The - 5.7dB reduction in level
depicted by the multichannel 96kHz
DVD-A trace reflects the reduced output
of the unbalanced vs balanced outputs.
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AV1 Positron

Blue Note A-3
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Harbeth HL-3PES-2

PRICE

£699

PRICE

£750

PRICE

SUPPLIER

AV International Ltd

SUPPLIER

Eminent Audio

SUPPLIER

Harbeth

CONTACT

01453 752656

CONTACT

01746 769156

CONTACT

01444 484371

WEBSITE

www.avinternational.com

WEBSITE

www.eminentaudio.co.uk

WEBSITE

www.harbeth.co.uk

£999 ( some finishes extra)

John Bell nailed it. What you have here, Ken,
are two completely different issues. Are we
listening for the speaker that sounds most like

competing/collaborating parties interested in
bringing it back. Some reached the stores,
including a limited run from Doug Stirling.

There were omy two tiny exceptions to the

an LS3/5A? Or are we trying to find the best

Then... nothing.

banana plugs except for the Blue Note A-3, which

alternative to the LS3/5A?' Ten seconds with a

And so it looked like the only way to get apair
of The Finest Small Speakers Ever Made was to go

had non- removable screw caps on the end of the

eBay-ing at the moon. Prices shot up to silly

inserted from the sides. And all fit into the same
format of aspeaker that's taller than it is wide or
deep except for the Pen Audio Rebel 2, with a
form like an LS3/5A turned on its back.

pair of single-wire, 15 ohm Rogers LS3/5As of
'middle vintage' answered that one: not asingle
loudspeaker we could muster even came within
spitting distance of the BBC classic. Thus, we
were looking for the latter of John's two options.
Or, as Carrie Bradshaw would have asked, had she
been an audiophile, ' What do you do when there
are no more LS3/5As?'
Let's back up exactly three years ago. When we
compared all of the LS3/5A variants we could
assemble in June 2001, we were in essence
bemoaning the loss of aclassic that should never
have gone out of production. According to the

levels, then settled back down to a £400-£700
range for ' normal' LS3/5As, or sky's-the- limit for
special editions and coveted models like the

homogeneity of the group. All used multi-way
binding posts that could be ' knackered' to accept

binding posts; however, the plugs could be

Chartwells. And while there are tens of thousands
out there, many people simply do not wish to own
secondhand equipment. Or bid on-line not
knowing what will arrive. Suffice it to say, LS3/

We did not want LS3/5A clones, although two
of the manufacturers were former licensees and

5As don't hang around long at audio jumble sales.

weren't fussed about origins and we didn't even

So, in the interests of performing a Public
Service for the music- loving public, we decided to

size, number of drivers and price. What we

gather together most of the team from three years

assessed were the AVI Positron V6.2 (£699), the

one speaker — the Spendor — actually uses what is
effectively an LS3/5A cabinet rotated 90°. We
insist on sealed enclosures or driver type: just

mythology, even in its final year, the public was
buying more pairs (circa 3000) per annum of
LS3/5As than they were many of the so-called
best-sellers. What company would argue with
3000 sales per year of acirca-£650 speaker?
Let's back up exactly three years ago. When we
compared all of the LS3/5A variants we could
assemble in June 2001, we were in essence
bemoaning the loss of aclassic that should never
have gone out of production. According to the
mythology, even in its final year, the public was

As Carrie Bradshaw would have asked,
had she been an audiophile, ' What do you
do when there are no more LS3/5As?'
ago — ahandful of LS3/5A veterans — to assess a

Blue Note A-3 (£ 750), the Harbeth HL-P3ES-2

group of loudspeakers fitting the following

(£999 in cherry, eucalyptus, maple; extra for

buying more pairs ( circa 3000) per annum of

requirements: They had to measure within 20 per
cent or so of the LS3/5A's volume and dimensiors

other veneers), the Pen Audio Rebel 2 (£995) and

LS3/5As than they were many of the so-called

of 305 x190 x160mm or 12 x7.5 x6.3in ( hwd).

the Spendor S3/5se (£850-£975 depending on
veneer). Of course, there are dozens of speakers

best-sellers. What company would argue with
3000 sales per year of acirca-£650 speaker?

They had to be two-way designs. They also had to
retail between £600-£1000, thus encompassing

that probably fit the bill, but we only have afew
lifetimes at our d;sposal.

For reasons that we won't go into here, the
speaker ceased production. But, at the time of the

the last price of LS3/5As and what an expert
believes a circa- 2004 LS3/5A would cost if it

the genre's most highly- regarded best-sellers, the

Great LS3/5A Shoot-Out, there were rumours of

went back into production.

ProAc Tablette, because ProAc didn't want to
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Shoot-out
Loudspeakers

AVI uses closely matched pairs of tweeters
chosen for exceptionally low resonance and
smooth amplitude response to ' over 35kHz.' The
long-throw woofer has a 32mm voice coil and
uses awell damped curvilinear paper diaphragm.
AVI tells us that ' because its amplitude response
extends way beyond the 2.4kHz crossover point,
phase behaviour in this region is excellent. Sound
quality is smooth, seamless and the stereo image
of the highest order.'
AVI uses the same basic crossover circuit for all
its loudspeakers and every internal component is
silicon-glued to prevent unwanted vibrations; the
internal speaker wires are wrapped in the acoustic
wadding that fills the void.
BLUE NOTE A-3
Italian manufacturer

Blue

Note's

A-3

was

'conceived to integrate professional demands and
state-of-the-art musical performance. The A-3 ( in
pro use) enables sound technicians and artists to

Pen Audio Rebel 2

benefit from a production devoid of distortions

Spendor S3/5se

PRICE

£995

PRICE

£850-£975 (various finishes)

SUPPLIER

RI Services

SUPPLIER

Spendor Audio Systems

CONTACT

01235 810455

CONTACT

01323 843474

WEBSITE

infoertsaudio.co.uk

WEBSITE

www.spendoraudio.com

and " colouring".' This, of course, makes the A-3
the only speaker in the group that, like, the
LS3/5A, is explicitly designed with professional
users in mind. Of course, Spendor and Harbeth
both boast long experience with the pro sector,
and Iwouldn't be surprised if AVI's Ashley James
lurks around the odd studio or two, but it's
interesting to note that the LS3/5A's prime

submit apair. You might ask why didn't we simply
borrcw or buy a pair, but we have to respect a
manufacturer's request. There could be any
number of reasons why it chose not to participate.
Let's just say that maybe the speakers were in
short supply or maybe they think I'm an asshole
and leave It at that. But whatever you do, do not
shop for small two-way speakers in this price

selections six

times.

the

as Jim Creed put it, The reason your LS3/5As
sound so good is because they have about 10
years' usage on them!'

and clamped to a plywood surface to reduce
vibration interference to a minimum. The

For review material, we used Stravinsky's

components are selected with tolerances of
0.01% to optimise performance, including
polypropylene wrapped in aluminium foil, with
connections in OFC copper. The resistors are

PIC 5186 046] for its 3D acoustical space and
impressive dynamics, Alison Krauss's ' Down To

made of ceramic to handle high power.

four

is the

The River To Pray' from the 0 Brother Where Art

and 130mm woofers with cones made of cellulose

same

Andy Whittle

otherwise as adomestic product.
Its crossover network modules are hard-wired

'extremely expensive capacitors' made from

Anyway, Imanaged to coerce four listeners into
hearing

Stone's super IF supports. All the loudspeakers
on test were burned in for at least 24 hours, but,

Marche du Soldat on the CD layer of the SACD by

of music lovers swear by ' em.
through

function has been addressed by what strikes us

the Deutsche Kammerphilharmonie Bremen,
conducted by Paavo Járvi [ Pentatone Classics

category without listening to the Tablettes. Plenty

suffering

from Transparent, while the stands were Roger

Drivers consist of 30mm silk-dome tweeters

Managing Director of Exposure, but he's also the

Thou? soundtrack

for

pulp treated with polymer resins; both drivers

man who designed the Rogers AB1 subwoofer for

deciphering massed voices and for the way it

are manufactured to Blue Note's design and

for

its sonic

purity,

drives sibilant speakers into overload, Stevie Ray

specification.

Vaugtran's 'Tin Pan Alley' from Couldn't Stand the
Weather for thunderous bass and transient attack,

cabinets use amix of MDF and real wood panels
of varying thicknesses, to allow for fine-tuning

and the Judds' version of ' Don't Be Cruel' from
their Greatest Hits coilection for midband purity

and control of cabinet resonances.

been aclose observer of the sorry-ass saga of the
attempts at an LS3/5A rebirth. Jim Creed and

and vocal nuance. And so on to the speakers...

Peter Roberts are civilian LS3/5A owners with
keen ears and no industry prejudices, and both
are intimately familiar with the sound of my

HARBETH HL-P3ES-2
Like Spendor, below, Harbeth has supplying the

AVI POSITRON V6.2
and

quite genuinely, ' the direct descendant of the

listening room and system.

calibrated monitor-tee loudspeakers and they

engineering behind the Harbeth BBC LS3/5a.

use what we believe to be the best drive units

Cabinet

avaiiable,' says the company.

response shaping are all the products of critical
analysis and much tuning.' Like its larger siblings

LS3/5As and probably knows more about the
speakers than any man alive. John Bell is an
industry veteran with manufacturing and retail
experience and apenchant for LS3/5As; he's also

For the tests, the system consisted of the
Marantz CD-12/DA-12 CD front end feeding the

AVI's

Positron

V6.2s

The

Italian

Walnut

or

black

BBC with speakers in its CV. The HL-P3ES-2 is,
are ' hand- made

It's a two-way

construction,

panel

damping

and

McIntosh C2200 pre-amp and MC2102 power

system in a6- litre ported enclosure, aligned ' to

amp

Transparent

give the best possible midrange, acceptable low

in the Harbeth range, the HL P3ES-2 employs the

Reference interconnects. Speaker wire was also

frequency extension and good power handling.

company's SuperTunedStructure, SuperGrille and

in

balanced

mode,

with

Basic specifications

AVI Positron

Blue Note A-3

Harbeth HL-P3ES-2

Pen Audio Rebel 2

Spendor S3/5se

Sensitivity (for1W/1m)
Nominal Impedance
Crossover
Power requirement

86.5dB
6ohms
2.4kHz

87dB

83dB
6ohms
n/a
25-150W

85dB
8ohms

84d13
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50-250W

8ohms
2.8kftz
15-100W

4kHz
30W min

8ohms
3.5kHz
15-125W
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Walrus Systems
tel: 020 7724 7224

11 New Quebec St, London W1

fax 020 7724 4347 email: contact@walrus.co.uk web: www.walrus.co.uk
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Amplifon WL25 ( left): 28W/channel using 6P3, £795
Amplifon WT40 (centre): 40W/channel using 6C33, £ 1995
Amplifon WT30 II ( right): 31W/channel using 6H13, £ 1395

Amplifon is new to the UK, and you will be hearing alot more about them! These exceptional value for money amplifiers,
designed and manufactured in Poland, put to shame more expensive opposition in sound quality, build, and finish. All three
models have automatic biasing, so there's no fuss when it's time to change tubes, they all feature heavy toroidal output
transformers with awide bandwidth and 4and 8Ohm taps, and the WT30 II and WT40 operate in Triode mode Push Pull, Class A.
They have classic valve amp attributes, sounding sweet and natural, but with enough power in reserve to rock when required!

lat
The Trichord Dino (£299) outsells every other phono stage. Why? It
sounds clean and clear, it's fully adjustable to virtually any MM or
MC pickup, and when you fancy an upgrade, the Dino+ add-on
power supply fits the bill, for an extra £225 (or buy them together
from the start for £498).
If you prefer, the Tom Evans Microgroove (£450), suitable for MC
pickups, is aworthy alternative, giving alevel of detail retrieval
difficult to better unless you spend an awful lot more. The
Microgroove Plus ( pictured above) at £800 is even better, and the
famous Groove (£ 1900), below, has been described in various
reviews as being state-of-the-art of phono stages. Like all products of
it's standing, don't expect to walk away with one - it needs to be
configured by the manufacturer for your particular pickup!

The Michell Gyro SE (£895 + arm) remains
one of the most successful turntables of all
times, and for good reason. Sound is fast,
neutral, and open. You have an upgrade
route via the HR power supply, and the Orbe
planer kit. Popular arms include the Regas,
the Tecnoarm, the Origin Live Silver, and of
course, the SME.
Compare the Gyro to the Spacedeck and the
new Roksan Radius in our studio.

Cawsey (top) may not be
the best known cable
(others spend more on
advertising) but it's quite
possibly the best
sounding. We have been
selling these Australian
made silver interconnects
for several years and can
recommend them without
reservation. From £250
to £900 per metre set

Slinkylinks
(bottom) are
solid silver air
dielectric
cables with the
latest bullet
plugs, fantastic
sound at an
amazingly low
price: £ 195 for
a I.2m set!

Duevel loudspeakers with their unique reflector
system may look strange at first sight - don't
let this worry you! Just put on your favourite

Air

recording, close your eyes, and enter the
amazing three dimensional soundstage these
omnidirectional radiators recreate.
Starting from £ 1960/ pair for the Venus.

air tangent amazon amphion amplifon apollo furniture argento audible illusions audio physic audiovalve breuer
dynamic brinkmann cabasse cartridge man cawsey chord electronics clearaudio clearcover consonance decca
london dnm duevel dynavector ear yoshino ecosse final lab graham slee hadcock heart incognito infinity
isolda jadis jbl k2 klimo koetsu korato lavardin loricraft lyra michell engineering morch musical fidelity nordost
nottingham analogue opus 3 origin live ortofon papworth pro-ject rega revolver ringmat roksan shun mook
shanling shelter slinkylinks sme sonneteer spendor stax sugden sumiko tannoy tci cables tivoli audio tom
evans townshend audio transfiguration trichord trigon van den hul voodoo wireworld xlo

Shoot-out
Loudspeakers

overall design philosophy, which explain, ' the

sealed cabinet is the same as that on ar LS3/5A

scored 240, making for aSpinal-Tappish 100 out

commonality of sound - as it should be and quite

rotated 90°, modified slightly to accept the new

of 10. The table below shows how each design

independent of size, across the I
Farbeth range.'

tweeter.

fared, though these numbers, of course, need

The HL P3ES-2 is asealed two-way design, using

19mm treated-fabric dome Spendor-Scanspeak

a custom-made 110mm woofer with shielded

tweeter along with aspecially- designed Spendor

magnet and a custom-made 19mm ferrofluid-

140mm homopolymei woofer.

cooled, shielded aluminium dome tweeter.

Its driver complement consists of a

some ' referencing'.
What is so blatantly obvious is that the Blue
Note A-3 is a clear ' victor', preferred by every

Of all the surviving companies that once

single listener on the panel. It sounded smooth

produced LS3/5As, Spendor works the hardest to

yet lively, possessing the richest bass, though the

PEN AUDIO REBEL 2

keep the tradition alive. The S3/5se is the latest

Harbeth tied with it in tne lower registers and

Because of its layout, this Finnish- made speaker

in arun of LS315A-like descendants that began

bettered it by one point for imaging.

was the odd one out' in afairly consistent group.

with the S3/5 in 1998, the variants offering

Other than that, the Blue Note was the top in

Picture this: its dimensions are only 5.5in wide

different ' vo.cings ard levels of power handling,

each category. It sounded bigger, fuller and more

and 9.5in tall but a speaker- stand-top- plate-

better to suit,

realistic in terms of soundstage and scale than

defying 1125m deep. And unlike the others,
with their cloth grilles, the Rece:2 uses metal
mesh. The Rebel was also the most demanding
when it came to positioning, requiring a severe
toe- m so that the cabinets' axis crossed in front
of the listeners like certain Sorus Fabers. The
others, despite some instructions to the contrary,
worked

best in

LS3/5A mode, firing ahead.

fo , example,

home cinema

THE RESULTS
Bass

Mid

Treble

Transients Imaging

Overall

AVI Positron

27

29

27

30

31

144

Blue Note A-3

31

32

34

32

31

160

Harbeth HL-3PES-2

31

27.5

28

27

32

145.5

Pen Audio Rebel 2

26

27

28

29

31

141

Spendor S3/5se

29

31

31

30

30

151

responses, dividing the quartet of listeners into

The scores: the fax listeners on the panel were asked to provide scores out of 10' on each
parameter, giving apossible maximum of 40 points for each parameter, or 200 points overall

two camps. All of which makes this more fun and

applications. This speaker is the ' purist' editior,

any of the others. After that, it was afree-for-all,

less headache inducing than creating a pecking

certairly aimed at finicky audiophiles and LS3/5A

with three sDeakers finishing within a 141-145.5

order for adozen LS3/5As.

veterans. Note that lucky Hong Kong enthusiasts

point spread and the Spendor achieving 151 -

can purchase a stunning

not least because all agreed it was the most

Hence, the Rebel 2 elicited the most divergent

The Rebel 2 is a two-way stand- mounted
loudspeaker with crossover and internal wiring

Signature' version

finished in gorgeous ebony macassar.

LS3/5A-like.. but it still wasn't an LS3/5A.

listening conditions.' Its hand- made and features

THE RESULTS

Peter, while Andy and John didn't like it very

'selected after long listening tests in the actual

Pen Audio's Rebel 2was liked by both Jim and

a 20mm ferrofluid-cooled cloth-dome tweeter

John and Andy formed one group, Peter and Jim

much. All agreed that the imaging was pretty

with a 120mm ' specially treated' midrange/bass

the other. First, they heard all the tracks through

damned fine. The AVI was felt to be the most

driver with a26mm voice coil.

the LS3/5A, then through the five contenders.

system-specific design

The speakers were given ascore between 1and

punchy and exciting sounding, but it was the

here.

It was certainly

SPENDOR S3/5se

10 in five categories, meaning that a perfect

most likely to find a mismatch with amplifiers

As we expected, this was the speaker that was

score would be 50, and the perfect aggregate

tending toward brightness. My personal votes? I

most like an LS3/5A in many ways. After all, its

score would be 200, that is 4x50. The LS3/5A

agree with the overall pecking order as the panel
voted it, but I'd add another couple points to the

WILL THE LS3/5A RETURN?

Pen Audio Rebel 2 - it's acracker if you take the

However much Ihate being coy or

both the drivers and crossovers; the

melodramatic IGive me abreak! — Ed], I prototypes used new- old- stock drivers
really do have to be evasive about the

and crossovers, but in all- new, woocen

LS3/5A that arrived chez Kessler in time

(not MDF) enclosures.

time to tweak it.
Most importantly, two things emerged from the
listening sessions. The first is that all the
loudspeakers in the group were certainty worth

for the tests; Isimply cannot name

Despite being only aweek old, they

considering - no pups in the litter - and it spoke

names. It is aprototype LS3/5A built in

sounded sublime. All four listeners

volumes for what is available to today's shopper in

Febru3ry... 2004. A team of audio

heard them against my Rogers 15 ohm

the small- monitor- for- under-a-grand sector. But

guerrillas is currently working feverishly

single- wire pair. All four said, ' yes.

the second realisation to emerge was that the

at

into

please.' So this is an open plea to KEF: if

Rogers LS3/5A is still so vastly superior to the

KEF's

you put the drivers back into productin,

current crop in every area bar maximum output

getting

production.

the
It

speaker
will

back

involve

willingness to start up manufacture of

I'll even shake hands with Andy Giles.

levels that

afraid it's business as usual: back

to eBay, fellas.

www.hifinews.co.uk
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Out of the

Blu
Chord Electronics crowns the Choral
range with the Blu CD transport

Auditions
CD player

Chord Electronics Blu/DAC64

any CD transport unit. You open the lid, pop in a

PRICE

£4195/£1995

SUPPLIER

Chord Electronics

CONTACT

01622 721444

pucks to mess around with, as this is fitted inside
the heavy lid, ensuring auniform placement each
time. But what is abit more unusual is the digital

WEBSITE

www.chordelectronics.co.uk

disc, close the lid and press play. There are no

architecture within, again from the drawing board
of Rob Watts, which adds some interesting
functions aimed to lift the Blu above its peers, for

Chord Electronics built its reputation on great

those that need more than just a drop-dead

sounding amplifiers fuelled by aerospace- inspired
power supplies. It wasn't the very first company to

appearance.

include a switch- mode supply on a power amp,

available, ranged across the back of the billet,

There are five different interface standards

but Chord did successfully tame the vast reserves

namely: TosLink ( not renowned in high-end

of power available from high-frequency alchemy,
channelling that clean power into relatively

circles,

conventional MOSFET power stages — all with the
reliability and quality demanded of pro-audio and

but useful for electrically isolating

components); S/PDIF on BNC (the best way to get
a reliable 75 ohm connection on unbalanced
digital lines): AES/EBU (XLR balanced connector,

high-end audio listeners. Even now, no-one can
match Chord in its experience of high-frequency

degradation); plus two Dual Data' options. These

power supply amplifiers.

are required for sample rates greater than 96kHz,

But in recent times it's not these amplifiers

useful

for

long

cable

runs without

signal

as this frequency is the practicable limit for
regular S/PDIF connections. In studio and proaudio circles, aworkaround has hitherto been to

that have been grabbing attention so much as the
compact Choral components, led by the DAC64
D/A converter. This metallic brick-of-tricks owed

couple two or four digital cables together for the

its form to an earlier innovation, the Chord
balanced phono stage, which was built into a

required throughput, hence the Dual AES mode
found on dCS digital converters. Chord has

solid slab of milled aluminium measuring only

elected to offer both dual BNC and dual AES on

335 x 60 x 170mm. It was the unification of
Chord Electronics' expertise with the digital

the Blu, configured so that one of each line can
carry asingle stereo channel of 24- bit, 176.4kHz

engineering of Rob Watts and his 64- bit filter that

audio. By including these dual data connections,

made the DAC64 a rare hi-fi treat — a box that
made terrific sound, with killer looks. Especially

more

possibilities are also opened

up for

with the lights dimmed...

connecting to other equipment, in particular the
aforementioned dCS converters. But why would

Spurred on by critical acclaim, Chord added
new components in the shape of apre-amplifier

you expect to find 24/176.4 coming out of aCD
player anyway? The answer lies with the Blu's

(the Primo) and even amini power amp ( Mezzo),

sophisticated built-in upsampler.
When John Franks surveyed the market to see

along with arevision and rename for the balanced
phonostage, which was now dubbed the
Symphonic. But without asource of sound, these

what it demanded of adisc player, his research
from the four corners of the world showed

components lacked afocus. Until now, with the

conclusively that CD was definitely the disc of

appearance of the Blu.

choice. So, with the power of modern digital

The

Blu

is

a compact

disc

transport,

unashamedly CD-only, designed to get the best

audio processors at the designers' disposal, he
wondered what could be included in the Blu to

out of the original silver disc, while the music

raise performance above the norm, to keep the

industry and public fritter away time and money

Blu/DAC64 at the forefront of CD playback

on uncertain new disc formats.

technology. The answer was to employ a new

It's atop- loader, its heavy tank-top lid inspired
in part, says Chordman John Franks, by the Aga

FPGA chip, using 500,000 logic gates, to execute
upsampling of 16- bit 44.1kHz CD audio up to

cooker, with a nod to the alien craft airlock
wrestled open by Will Smith in Independence

24/176.4, using Rob Watts' revised 80- bit
processing system.

Day! In basic use, there's nothing terribly
complicated about the Blu's operation, as with

between

A toggle switch at the rear lets you choose
standard

44.1kHz,
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front-end player? To get afeel for the performance
of the Blu first, Icompared it to a dCS Verdi
transport, both into the DAC64. In an ideal world,
there would be no difference between disc
transports, as they should only be reading a
stream of incontrovertible digits from the CD,
before channelling that datastream to a digital
output. Unfortunately, hidden forces conspire to
make different disc transports ' sound' different,
for any number of reasons that no-one has yet
convincingly fully explained. The Chord Blu, like
the DAC64, goes for the musicaf jugular, leaping
I76.4kHz

operation.

Bin; there's no operation of Chord amplifiers here

upon the principal rhythmic patterns of music

synchronous sample- rate conversion is offered, a

unfortunately. Inside the Blu is an advanced

and painting the scene in bold, easy to follow

oeliberate

choice

to

Notice
avoid

the

that

only

distortions

switch- mode power supply, operating at higher

outlines. Even with the DAC64's RAM buffer

associated with the more complex asynchronous

frequencies than Chord power amplifiers, which

engaged fully, which might be thought to create a

conversion, eg, 44.1kHz to 96kHz, where the

delivers the multiple voltages required of the

more level playing field by keeping a generous

resulting frequency is not an integer multiple of

various parts of the player. The mechanism is a

pool of bits in store for re-clocking in the DAC, the

the original — see ' Technology'.

Philips Pro 2, suspended from outside influence

Blu's unstoppable dynamism could

on metal springs and rubber platforms, and the

masked, compared to the Verdi's more layered,

Next to the three- position clock switch is atwo-

not

be

way dither switch, used to select between 16- bit

lid itself features arubber ' 0' ring to help keep

subtler rendition. Presentation was more forward

and 24- bit dither. In normal use it's advised to set

the disc tray area light- proofed.

than the Verdi, which instead tended to lay out

this to 24- bit. ( Do note that, like all the Choral

With the Blu's array of outputs and switches,

units, there are no markings on the casework to

not to mention the options on the partnering

reference system ( MF Audio magnetic pre- amp,

let

to

DAC64, there are many ways to configure the pair

Chord SPM1200C amplifier, B&VV N802, Nordost

'manufacturing issues', and in the case of the

as a CD player. Add in the cross-pollination

cables, RDC Aspekt rack, and Isotek SubStation).

The Blu's unstoppable dynamism could
not be masked, compared to the Verdi's
more layered, subtler rendition

Dual AES directly into a dCS Delius DAC.

you

know

what

does

what,

due

the stage further behind the speakers in the

The Dual Data option was tried, first by using
Balanced AES/EBU cables were Valhalla Digital,
kindly loaned

by Nordost

UK, while

BNC-

terminated cables were Prodac Pro from The
Chord Co. A minor issue was encountered here,
where left and right channels were reversed; dCS
specifies its converters with AESI as left channel

Symphonic phono stage, difficulty in keeping the

possibilities

dCS

and AES2 for right, while the Chord Blu seems to

necessarily- small writing legible. At time of press,

counterparts, and you'll see that there are many

reverse the arrangement. Getting the correct UR

alaminated crib sheet was in the works to make

options open to the digitally curious user.

available

with

some

set-up was simply a matter of swapping around

life easier). The 16- bit dither is included for use

The core character of the player and DAC could

with older D/A converters or recordings, which

be discerned throughout, however. Whether one

may paradoxically benefit from the added low-

interface

another

was

in

use,

Using the Dual AES link, and Blu set to

whether

24/176.4 gave a solid but well- dimensioned

level noise, as it helps linearise conversion at very

upsampling was on or off, and with either dither

soundstage, laden with subtle details. Taking

small signal levels.

setting selected, the Blu and DAC64 still showed

away the DAC64 in favour of the Delius here

On the top of the Blu is a veritabie sea of

or

the two balanced AES cables.

their intrinsic flavour.

meant acloser approximation to he benchmark

buttons, although closer inspection shows that

Much has been written on the DAC64 converter

dCS sound, but the Blu did add more spice to the

they just cover the usual options for skipping,

—adynamic, articulate-sounding unit that keeps

niix than athoroughbred dCS front-end. Since the

searching, etc, with afull set of 0-9 numbers for

its finger on the musical pulse. The real question

Blu also allows an external word clock input, this

direct track access and programmed play. A

was how would the Blu perform as amusical data

was tried using the Delius' word clock output — a

sturdy metal- clad remote handset sincluded with

retrieval

the same buttons, but control is limited to the

composite sound of the first Chord Electronics
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system,

and

what

would

be

the

ploy that has been used on transport/converter
systems before to reduce timing jitter,

by

www.hifinews.co.uk
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CD player

synchronising all

data solely from the DIA

converter's master clock. In this instance, there
was little discernible change; perhaps differences
here were minimised by the high quality of the
eectronics and cables in question. Since the

Inside [
EMI 746012] this was manifest as a
slightly splashier effect on cymbals, and aslightly
lispier voice. After some trial and error Ifound the
basic sound of the Blu improved when it was
disconnected from the unused DAC64, and

another slant on what compact disc is capable of
today by, for example, highlighting the forward,
rhythmic aspect of performance. Once again Iwas
taken aback by the influence the disc transport
has on ultimate reproduction, as despite such
measures as re-clocking data from aRAM buffer,

should be pleased to learn they probably aren't

acditionally when removed from the solid
aluminium rack, to be placed directly on a

missing out here!
An interesting combination was alternating

support stand. With these measures, the gap
between transports' sound closed. The Blu

converter, there was still a world of difference
between the Blu and the, admittedly much more

between Blu and Verdi as straightforward
44.1kHz sources, both upsampled by the Purcell

remained musically descriptive throughout, if not
as smooth and natural.

expensive, dCS Verdi. But while there are many

Piano playing was more ' of apiece' at the
higher data- rate, heard as better placement in space of the widely-miked piano

can touch the Blu with the DAC64 for their visual

DAC64 lacks a clock output, loyal Chord users

to 24/176.4, then using Dual AES connections to
the Delius ( incidentally, set to Filter 1). This
cemonstrated to me that as pure trarsports, the
Verdi had the more open depiction, snowing a

Using the Blu and DAC64 together, piano
playing was more ' of apiece' at the higher datarate. This was heard as better placement in space

or using a sync- link between transport and

sonically compelling CD players and transport/
converter combinations at this price level, none
and sonic impact.
Andrew Harrison

Technology
'The "resolution enhancer" is merely atechnique
using weighted noise to minimise the truncation
errors of the filter,' says Rob Watts, when Iasked
about

commercial

variations

of

interpolative

upsampling.
It does not regenerate missing
resolution, it is just making sure the truncation

cavernous and profound setting on, for example,

of the widely-miked piano on Feel It' when using
176.4kHz rather than 88.2kHz, which in turn was

an old and rather challenging recital of a

slightly better than vanilla 44.1kHz, providing a

sledgehammer approach to truncation errors — by

Rachmaninov Piano Concerto No 3 [Janis,

fuller sound with more believable impact at

using an internal datapath of 80 bits, there are no

Munch, Boston SO, 1957, RCA 68762], whee

88.2kHz. TosLink optical was also tried, generally

tie incredibly dense passages remained more
lucid with the Verdi. The Blu kept its signature,

giving a mildly hazy or glazed sound, with Kate
Bush sounding ever more strident as she explored

significant truncation errors. The conversion from 80
bits to 24 bits is done with asingle stage ( unlike

which also meant a less sympathetic ' steely'

higher registers.

zero correlated noise (
le, zero distortion) and

rendering of massed strings. On amore intimate
production, such as Kate Bush's debut The Kick

Give the combo some:hing more contemporary
to chew on, and you'll see the more rock n' roll

negligible addition of noise.

nature that has caught :he attention of DAC64
users. Lamb's latest abum From Darkness to
Wonder [
Mercury 9865700] is full of slicing
bass, thoughtfully-applied club beats ard
ambient textures, the Derfect foil to show the
cosmopolitan side of the kit. The subversive

errors are minimised. In our case we have used a

other filters that use many hundred stages), with

'All sample rate converters ( SRC) add distortion
and noise — now matter how much the manufacturer
says the distortion is minimal! Because the Blu is
exactly doubling or quadrupling the rate, absolutely
no distortion is generated. Dither [ available to the
Blu1 is either 16- bit or 24- bit, and it is rectangular
to ensure zero low-level distortion.'

drum'n'bass interlude from ' Sugar 5' was enough

The upsampling filter in Blu is a4096-tap WTA

to convince that the forward incisive sound of
Blu/DAC64 will get the sackest foot moving, 5/4

(Watts' Time- Aligned) type, courtesy of the latest
Xilink FPGA and Actel 100,000 gate chip.

timing be-damned.

Features

The actual composite character of the twopiece Chord CD player is one that is in keeping

II

with the original DAC64, alively energetic sound
with plenty of detail and information being

Missing link for Chord Choral

• Unparalleled eye-catching appearance

extracted from disc. This combination was not so
much an antidote to the more familiar signature

• Upsampling CD transport with user options

of CD sound, which ft tends to retain, more

www.hifinews.co.uk
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Pro Ject

Xpression
Is this new deck another wallet-friendly wonder?

Pro-lect 1Xpression

218.5mm and is unusual in this price- bracket in

weight for such amodest source. The noise floor
was low, and surface noise was minimal, unless a
really rough record was being played.

PRICE

£210

that it's made of woven carbon-fibre. The arm
bearings are inverted hardened stainless steel

SUPPLIER

Henley Designs

points running on sapphire thrust pads and the

Despite the strengths of the 0M5E Iwould

unit comes pre-fitted with an Ortofon 0M5E
cartridge, which retails separately for £ 25.
On unboxing the deck the only tasks you need

recommend discussing acartridge upgrade when
purchasing this deck. Ortofon's £ 140 MC15 FL

CONTACT

01235 511166

WEBSITE

www.project-audio.com

to perform are the installation of the counter arid

T

he 1Xpression is the latest in agrowing
range of disc- spinners tram Austro Czech
company Pro-Ject Audio Systems. Priced

at £ 210, the deck consists of a MDF plinth
topped by a conventional thermo-plastic hinged
lid with the on/off switch hidden under the plinth
on the extreme left hand side. Meanwhile, afelt

anti-skating weights, the fitting of the drive belt to

collection of musical genres Iwas impressed by

supply, and : he plugging in of the ore-fitted signal
lead into asuitable moving-magnet phono stage.

the differing demands of classical, jazz and

The cartridge is he same as that supplied with
the Pro-Ject Debut range and, altnough it gives a
good enough account of itself in those decks, it

plated stainless-steel axle that in turn runs on a
polished ball bearing in a brass housing. As for

sounded attached to the carbon-fibre arm of the
1Xpression. The presentation was more spacious

the tonearm, this has an effective length of

and airy than Ihad expected, with unusual bass

JUNE 2004 Hi-FiNews

fast, detailed and pleasantly insightful sound.
Playing my way through my usual motley

the inner pulley, the fitting of the outer platter,
the plugging in of the 16V wall- mounted power

mat sits on top of a2.2kg cast aluminium platter
that rotates on a closely toleranced chromium-

36

would be my choice, the combination producing a

was surprising just how much better the 0M5E

the even-handed way that this package handled
modern electronica. However, full-scale classical
did strain things a little, there being a slight
feeling of compression during crescendos while
the overall dynamic range of the music couldn't
rival that offered by some more expensive decks.
Nevertheless, Imust admit that the 1Xpression's
performance was closer to that of the £400
RPM6 than Iwould have expected. Less complex

www.hifinews.co.uk
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The cartridge is
the same as that
supplied with the
Debut range, and
it was surprising
just how much
better the 0M5E
sounded attached
to the arm of the
1Xpression

sound patterns fared well. Vocalists accompanied
by a backing group enjoyed a reasonably threedimensional presence, while there was a good
sense of space between performers, all presented
on asoundstage that proved moderately deep. As
for the sonic spatial games played by Aphex Twin
on his Selected Ambient Works Vol II [
Warp
Records WARPLP21LTDI, these were laid out in
an undemanding and flowing way that particularly
suited the electronic sounds used.
The 1Xpression is agood record player. It isn't
perfect by any means, but at the price Ifeel it
offers very good performance allied to solid build
quality. In short, it represents excellent value for
money.

It copes with

most musical genres

comfortably, although if you like playing Mahler
and Wagner then expect the presentation to sound
slightly held back. Otherwise Ifeel confident in
recommending this record deck as avery capable,
musical and well-behaved performer.
Tony Bolton

Technology
The plinth measures 1118 x415 x334mm ( hwd) and
the deck weighs 6.3kg in total. The fitted 0M5E
cartridge tracks at 1.75g and has an output of 4mV.
The motor, which is suspended on rubber bands,
produces speed stability of ±0.5% and awow and
flutter figure of ±0.1%. Signal-to-noise ratio is
quoted as being —70dB.
The counterweight is designed to take cartridges
weighing up to 6.5g, and an optional counterweight
is available for cartridges weighing up to 9g.

Features
• Woven carbon- fibre tonearm
II Fitted cartridge; deck ready to play
II Detailed, spacious and rhythmic sound
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ao,
EAR Yoshino

PRICE

509 Mk II

£ 5998/pair ( balanced)

SUPPLIER

EAR Yoshino

CONTACT

01223 208877

WEBSITE

www.ear-yoshino.com

V

EAR celebrates 25 years with aspecial edition
of an innovative and now classic amplifier

alve amplifiers tend to be woefully
inefficient beasts, taking hundreds of
watts of mains power, several square feet

The anniversary edition is dressed in shiny

gain control pot is also fitted to the back panel to

of shelf space, and weighing down the shelf with

casework, all chromium- plated chassis and gold-

many kilos. And then, you're lucky to get back 20

plated badges. Chrome is also on the transformer

adjust amp sensitivity. In use, I set this to
maximum in order to match a reference Chord

watts of music. But the EAR 509 broke that
stereotype — a valve amp offering 100W per

tops, and the box that conceals four electrolytic
capacitors between the large transformers. The

SPM 1200C power amplifier.

monobloc chassis, in abox only 300 x254mm.

main difference for the new model lies in the
user-adjustable bias calibration, now accessible

SOUND QUALITY

from the top of the amp. It's very simple to make
changes, typically after new valves are installed.

the least recognisable valve sound I've heard.

Red LEDs simply need to be set to equal
brightness by the turn of two trim- pots.

anyway, since for some people valves in audio go

Aremovable metal cover keeps hot giass ( not to

wayward bass, and a whimsical but curtailed

ex .
rstence. Unlike many valve amplifier designs in

mention lurking high tension) safely caged away.

treble. For the converted, however, valves may

circulation, then and now, the 509 is an original

On the back of the amps are four binding posts —

equate to pure, grainless textures, an inviting and

design from the fertile mind of de Paravicini,

not for the usual bi-wiring layout, but configured

dynamic midband, and sweet, natural treble. So

rather than a re- hash of classic circuits from
either the vacuum tube manufacturers ( GEC,

as speaker negative, 4 ohm positive and 8 ohm

which way does the 509 sway these days?

positive connections, plus a separate chassis

It would be an over simplification to say it

Mulard, et al), who published application notes

ground. In normal use, this ground is tied to

for their glassware; or variations on the textbook

And at 18kg, it's not agreat deal heavier than a
comparably-specified transistor amp.
Reviewed here is the 25th anniversary model of
the 509 design, one developed by Tim de
Paravicini in the late 1970s and sold from the
earliest days of Esoteric Audio Research's

For an all-valve amplifier, the EAR 509 Mk II has
'Valve sound'

is a double-edged compliment

hand- in- hand with a cloying warmth, fudgey

speaker negative by an internal jumper, but the

preserves the more desirable vacuum-state
qualities while introducing a more solid-state-

designs from Messrs Williamson and Walker. Tim

EAR 509 can also be readily bridged for more

sounding architecture to pin it all on — but that is

de Paravicini's innovation for the 509 centred on

power

monoblocs

astarting point at least. Ifound an intriguing mix

the crafty configuration of the output stage and
transformer_ This is the scene of the all-important

according to instructions in the manuai, in which
case one of the jumpers must be removed. Two

of qualities that many people will find irresistible
— showing that in the divide that lies between

models

semiconductors and vacuum tubes, you can have

interface between the high impedance output
valves and relatively low impedance loudspeakers
[see 'Technology']
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are

coupling

available

two

100W

with

different

input

connectors — standard RCA phono for £ 5738/pair,
or the balanced XLR version tested, at £5998. A

your cake, and eat it. Upon switch on, the 509
pleasantly surprises with its freedom from the
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noise levels, in acompact cool-running chassis.
Distortion levels are claimed to be the lowest of
any valve amp in production. So why choose the
509 over acomparably- priced high-end transistor
amp? Well, it's not acomplete sonic trade-off, as
the 509 does play music with the seamless
conviction of avalve amp, keeping the low-level
haze of solid-state glare out of the picture, in
favour of a more boundless three-dimensional
portrait. Stage depth is truly formidable, giving a
wonderful sense of perspective. In the process of
abandoning traditional valve weaknesses, it also
seems to have lost a little of the sweetness
associated with valves, particularly that found
with triode designs.
While its treble was never thought too bright, it
was not the most natural part of the package; it
missed afraction of the natural air and space of
more holographic-sounding ( but often underpowered) single- ended amps. In out-and-out
power, pace and bandwidth, it can indeed be
2stti-Anniversan,

bettered by the best solid-state amps at the price,

\ow.

but you really will miss out on some of that glasspower magic available from these 509
powerhouses. Overall, for its refreshing mix of
essential qualities like low noise, high power,

As usual, the amp comes
with asafety cage

grain- free reproduction, plus a tight, profound
bête noire of valve electronics, nameiy hiss and
hum. Unlike even some of the most respected
valve gee' on the market, the 5C9 is deathly
silent. There's no mechanical hum from the
inductors and transformers on the chassis, nor
any low-level bass drone from the speakers. And
neither was there any perceptible hiss.
Do note that this is not the same as '
there was
very little noise to disturb listening'. There was no
hiss discernible at all from the HF unit of the
B&W N802 loudspeaker, a 92dB/W sensitivity
design, with the ear resting near the speaker's
metal dome tweeter! Idon't know many transistor
amps that can equal that.
One honoured quality of valves over transistors

Low bass reproduction was extremely impressive,
while many valve amps are held back here,

bass capability, it gets a hearty, cake-eating,
recommendation. •

sometimes by the bottle neck of the output

Andrew Harrison

transformer. Poorly executed transformers can
also curtail high-frequency extension, but again

Technology

the 509 gave no impression of losing marks here.

Feedback, usually voltage feedback, is almost a

The claimed 100kHz bandwidth, so unusual for a
valve amp, was certainly not under question
based on any listening experience! Treble sang
out relatively clear and unconstrained; although

necessity in apower amplifier, in order to maintain

not with the translucency of ' sweeter' valve

back to the main circuit, before the primary
windings. The EAR 509 is different; it uses some

designs, which can have a more palpable
presence in this respect. Treble detailing was

stability and ensure usefully low levels of distortion.
In many valve amplifiers, signal is tapped from the
secondary windings of the output transformer and fed

clear and focused, fFee of transistor grit, but

feedback, but this is all kept primary-side, keeping
overall gain high. The arrangement of the output

sometimes betraying a very mildly

transformer is unusual, as part of the primary

enhanced

in audio is the sense of space they bring to — or

edge' quality; alittle thinner and fess in keeping

windings are kept in the anode circuit, and part in

preserve in? — music. The 509 certainly painted a

with the rest of the amp's very fine sound. Playing

the cathode circuit, to form adistributed loading for

deep soundstage, with excellent stereo imaging —
as you may expect from a separate- chassis

the seminal Time Out from CD via tne smooth dCS

the

Purcell/Delius front-end, recording tape hiss was
unusually conspicuous, and ride cymbal lost

transformer has a13 section bi-filar wound bobbin,
on agrain- oriented core. The main output valves are

monobloc configuration.

output valves.

This

custom-made

output

Less expected though was the pacey, fleet of

some of its bell- like sustain, sounding less like

unusual too — the PL509 is not normally seen in

foot character, and crisp, crystalline treble. Even

ringing bronze; more damped than expected. This

audio amplifiers, as it was designed by Mallard for

One honoured quality of valves over
transistors in audio is the sense of space
they bring to — or preserve in? — music

colour TV sets in the 1960s as aline output pentode
valve, helping steer the electron beam in aCRT. Its
anode is taken through the top of the glass, so in use
it is seen with an HT- insulated plug on top.
Manufacturer's spec for the 509 gives 100W power,
20Hz-20kHz at <0.25% THD, any load, and an
impressive frequency response of 3Hz-80kHz, —3dB.
Signal-to-noise ratio is quoted at 96dB.

long stride, music stayed fast and dynamic.

was probably the main area in which Iwas
reminded of solid-state amplification, even if the

There's very little sense of slur or smear to slow

amps'

down arhythm track, just well-timed power on tap

qualities of both types of amplification.

to keep the tunes flowing.
Midband transparency was good — though not

CONCLUSION

as addictive as with some valve amps whose richly
descriptive rendering of voice and instrument

The EAR 509 Mk il is a remarkable if rather
enigmatic amplifier, thanks to its peculiar mix of

II Innovative low- noise, high power design

textures draws you in. Here the 509 had more of

solid-state

III Uses readily- available PL509 pentode valves

the impartial treatment of atransistor design.

transistor- like levels of power, and incredibly low

at high volumes, which the EAR 509 took in its

www.hifinews.co.uk

net balance was preserving the best

Features
II 100W monobloc power amp

and

valve

character.

It

boasts
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Competition just got tougher.
We've just raised the bar in hi-fi standards. Introducing the new 3010 series from
Exposure. Distinctive hi-fi that delivers all the qualities of the high- end players.
At a price that's truly gentle on your pocket. Simply because at Exposure, we believe
that good music should be enjoyed by all.

o
3010 CD Player

•
3010 Integrated Amplifier

3010 Power Amplifier
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Auditions
Loudspeaker

high quality units assembled in metal chassis.
They are magnetically shielded, too. Clever plastic
trims complement the cone profile, cover the style
'bump' in the top of the cabinet and soften

KEF

the exit of the 168mm reflex port. The sealed
compartment

is

largely filled

with

acetate

wadding while standing waves in the lower volume
are further damped by layers of acoustic foam.

Q4

The speakers are bi-wired with separate cabling
from the terminal block to the two sections of the
nine-component hard-wired crossover.
These are good speakers, well placed to grace
medium-to- high aspiration two-channel systems
and doubtless altogether special in conjunction
with additional Q-Series models in multi-channel

Finesse and affordability
mark out KEF's latest Q

situations. Imaging is persuasive and stable, with
astrikingly wide reach: you can sit well off axis
and still enjoy awell integrated soundstage, while
the tonal balance remains consistent throughout
much of the room.
The response is refined, but sounds almost
subdued in the treble on some material, an effect
due more, Ithink, to its smoothness than to any
deficit as such. Cabinet resonance is predictably
low, though not entirely absent: there is some
contribution peaking at around 340Hz and again
at 530Hz, which thickens the midrange a little.
:xperiment with positioning can help here.
Foam inserts are supplied for the ports for use
ose to aboundary wall, not that these are bassheavy loudspeakers. Far from it: the output tails
off below 40Hz so organ enthusiasts will require
one of the matching subwoofers. With asensitivity
of 90dB/2.83V/lm and an 8 ohm load, the Q4

KEF Q4
PRICE

£400/pair

SUPPLIER

KEF Audio ( UK)

CONTACT

01622 672261

WEBSITE

www.kef.com

Q4 is one of three new additions to KEF's QSeries,

parallel-sided counterpart in the inhibition of

asks nothing untoward from the power amplifier.

standing waves within the cabinet and

reduction of resonance in the panels themselves

Self-effacing in the best sense, these elegant,
compact speakers became more enjoyable the

— both sources of coloration.

more Ilistened; they certainly benefit from being

in

the

KEF's Q- range

cabinets are made of an MDF core, segmented to

run-in. They represent excellent value and can be

allow shaping to the requisite profile and

confidently recommended.

laminated with inner and outer skins to produce a
substantially rigid and inert whole. Internal

Ivor Humphreys

bracing further strengthens the structure.

•

Technology

Qcompact and AV centre channel Q6C, and brings

KEF's point source Uni Q driver has been key
to its market success for many years now. The

The Uni C1 driver has an aluminium dome tweeter,

the line-up to 11 models, including two active

subject of continual refinement, it has evolved to

neodymium magnet system. Its first resonance is

together with the entry-level hookshelf/standmount

subs. Synergy is key,
facilitated by the
use of aUni Q main
driver

throughout

Imaging is persuasive, stable
and has astrikingly wide reach

the range (the subs

powered, as usual in such atiny space, from a
beyond 30kHz. The complementary 130mm bass
driver has a new motor system which employs
Faraday rings to boost the acoustic output and
minimise flux modulation. KEF claims areduction in
distortion of as much as 20dB through the use of this

excepted, of course), and enables a variety of

keep pace with the bandwidth requirements of

assembly. Both drivers are magnetically shielded.

mix-and-match options. From simple twochanne!

the new digital media, with arange here of 27kHz

The crossover is hi- wired, board- mounted and made

stereo in the study to fully blown audiophile

±3dB ( 55kHz in the higher and top-end XQ and
Reference models). To recapitulate briefly, the

of audiophile- quality components.

Uni Q driver is a composite unit comprising a

structure, with contoured side panels flush jointed to

to suit. Q4 is the fifth floorstander in the range

19mm dome tweeter set in the neck of a bass/

the baffle and narrow rear panel. It also features

and sits in the middle between the Q3 and Q5. At
£400 per pair it's central price-wise too; the

midrange driver. Point source operation is thus

extensive internal bracing.

secured, the result of which is wide, smooth

range running from the £250 Q1 to the £800 Q7.
Until recently curved panels have mainly been

dispersion over alarge listening area, and anear
seamless tonal response.

II Three-way bass reflex floorstander

the province of high-end speakers, largely due to

In the Q4 the Uni Qdriver sits in its own sealed
compartment at the top of the enclosure ( formed

II Maple, Dark Apple, Black Ash wood veneers

quality, multi-channel home cinema in a large
living room, there will be aQ-Series combination

cost considerations. New manufacturing methods
have changed things, and we are now beginning
to see more adventurous profiles in all quarters. A
curved cabinet has significant advantages over its

www.hifinews.co.uk

The stylish cabinet is a laminated wood/MDF

Features

by asloping partition) and is complemented by a
bass driver sited below it on the baffle, with a
reflex loading port between the two. These are

Superbly coherent soundstage
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Krell

KAV 400x1

aplifi
m er

Speedy yet sweet, punch with panache,
Krell's little integrated proves akiller

•

Krell KAV 400xi
IPRICE

£2698

SUPPLIER

Absolute Sounds

CONTACT

020 8971 3909

WEBSITE

www.absolutesounds.com

Mention the name ' Krell' to certain audiophile
diehards and their eyes are likely to glaze
over. Krell has made a long line of highly
desirable amplifiers, dating back to the original
KSA 50, apure Class A behemoth that consumed
lots of continuous current at idle. This was as
heavy as it was large and ran hot enough to

mains transformer. Of course, the Krell's beauty is
more than skin deep. Inside there's surface-mount

optimising the open- loop characteristics (without

technology from the company's KCT pre-amp, a

applied only asmall amount of overall feedback.

separate power supply for the digital circuits and
fully- balanced circuitry from input to output, which

Krell claims it's the inherent speed and linearity of
the current mode stage combined with the low

pioneered its own proprietory techniques for

is also DC-coupled in order to eliminate pesky

output impedance of the output stage that combine

achieving superior sound quality without resorting

sound-spoiling capacitors.

to provide anearly ideal voltage-source behaviour.

KRELL CURRENT-MODE

surrounded by no fewer than eight 50MHz

to write that does it an injustice. This is aserious

The KAV 400xi employs Krell Current mode

piece of equipment — more like a scientific

circuitry, which is claimed to combine wide

bandwidth bipolar power output transistors, each
rated at 14 amps and 150 volts maximum, which

instrument in build quality — both inside and out

bandwidth, low distortion and superior stability by

are fixed to internal heat sinks.

than a domestic

hi-fi amplifier. The shiny

means of current- based, instead of the usual

Unlike some of Krell's X series amplifiers, the

aluminium case, finished in deliciously sexy silver
Kreelcoat fairly gleams like a sleek silver flying
machine — or those famous streamlined American

voltage- based, amplification. Krell gives little away

KAV 400xi does not use their Sustained Plateau

about its proprietary Krell Current Mode circuit
topology, which is used throughout the amplifier,
but we did manage to discover a little about the

vary the output stage DC bias in step with the

supplement the central heating. Class A, of course,
makes sure all output transistors conduct current
at all times, but it's a highly inefficient use of
electrical power. For this reason, Krell has

to pure class A (of which more later).
The KAV 400xi is akind of entry-level Krell, but

Greyhound coaches. It's simply gorgeous and
screams out to be touched.

feedback) of the entire output stage and then

All this wizardry is packed into asmall PCB area

design concepts applied in the KAV 400xi.

bias system, which employs a microprocessor to
signal level and thus maintain operation in Class A
from input to output. Instead, the KAV 400xi runs

Pick the amp up and you can feel the full

The voltage-gain section is claimed to operate in

14.1kg, not just from the thick and precisely

current mode, and the main feedback loop, which

bulk and heat output down compared to pure

formed outer panels and supporting frame, but the
internals, including heatsinks and beefy toroidal

includes the output stage, uses acurrent-feedback
signal. Krell spent agreat deal of time and effort

Class A. Nevertheless, the amplifier runs quite hot,
after it's been on for awhile, and draws 20 watts
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of both clarity and definition, yet it's not at all laid

"
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back, so if you want awarm, distant or soft sound,
then look elsewhere.

•
111

Take the Shostakovich Second Piano Concerto
[Hyperion CDA67425]. This energetic work is
performed with real power in this recording and the
Krell certainly lets you hear it. Switch from alesser
amp and it's rather as though the pianist and
orchestra finds top gear. Shostakovich on steroids
no less! The piano has real weight and impact,

Above: Asingle set of

especially in the left hand, and the orchestra flies

balanced as well as regular

like there's no tomorrow. This is abig sound from

single- ended inputs are

bass to treble, with impressively natural dynamics.

offered but beware of the

Bass is deep, fast and well paced, string tone is

usual step up in loudness

excellent too, being full of microdetail, while the
horns and snares sound alive and and free.

between the two modes

It's a similar story with the Andante from
Left: Massive 750VA toroidal
transformer ensures the new

Mendleson's

Violin Concerto [
Sony Classical

400xi has large reserves of

SK87740]. Not only is there alovely 'feathery' tone
to the strings but even in the fortissimos there's not

power on tap for its eight

atrace of harshness to be heard.

bipolar output devices

Meanwhile, the Krell handles Jamie Cullum's
debut album Twentysomething [
UCJ, 9865574]
with true dexterity. His voice, which certainly has
plenty of character, is very clear and definitely to
the fore on the recording. It's an intimate and upfront presentation for sure, and no one could
accuse this amplifier of shrinking from its duties.
Those who yearn for a gentler presentation may

even at idle, which implies afair dollop of standing
current What it does bring from the Xseries amps
is fully balancea circuitry from input to output
(with tne exception of the unbalanced inputs, of
course), which is claimed to offer both lower noise
and hum rejection.
The result of all this technology? Power delivery
of 200 watts per channel into eight ohms, doubling
to 400 watts into four ohms, which implies a stiff'

internally via a bank of decidedly analogue
resistors. Krell says this arrangement makes for
optimum sound quality.
Balanced inputs are ideal for the small, but
sign!ficant, amount of eauipment that comes with
balanced outputs, but the drawback here is asharp
step in loudness levels between the two modes.
One would have thought this could have been

want to consider rival designs, but when the Krell
is on aroll, you may as well enjoy it.
The joy here is that the Krell manages this
palpable presence without ever becoming the least
bit overbearing, fatiguing, thin or harsh sounding —
which in my view is arare achievement. In short it's
the sheer listenability of this amp — something that
can't be expressed in decibels and percentages —

low impedance power supply. Indeed, to supply
this little lot with power, there's a750VA toroidal

SOUND QUALITY

which puts asmile on your face. So, perhaps all
that balanced, current-mode, capacitor-less, circuit
widgetry really does work its magic. I, for one,
certainly came away entranced. •

transformer backed up with 55,000 microfarads of

The Krell is one of those amplifier which, once

David Berriman

smootning. As asafeguard against self-destruction

fully warmed up and run in, sounds thoroughly

from this stored energy, each output channel is

entertaining. Perhaps it's the bass, which is
powerful, deep and tuneful. Perhaps it's the

The KAV 400xi measures 500 x89 432nun ( wild)

midband, which is both forthright and subtle, or

and weighs just over 14kg. Frequency response is

balanced and four unbalanced inputs at the rear,

the treble, that's both sweet and crisp. Or perhaps

cited at 20Hz-20Hz +0dB, —0.07 dB and power

together with both tape deck and pre-amp outputs.

it's the punch, drama and impact and sheer sense

consumption is 20W when idle, rising to amaximum

protected by an eight-amp fuse on the back panel.
On amore practical note, Krell has one pair of

compensated by means of software.

Technology

1800W. Both balanced and single- ended inputs are

It's the sheer listenability of this amp — that
can't be expressed in percentages and
decibels — which puts asmile on your face

while three pairs of single- ended inputs are offered
via RCA connectors. The unity- gain option for use

There's also aunity-gain ' throughput' option for use

of speed that this amplifier can re-create, while

the silver Krellcoat finish of the review sample, the

with surround-sound processors in home cinerm
systems. Also included is an RC5 input for wire

simultaneously singing sweetly. Or perhaps it's the

400xi is available in a ' luxurious' black finish.

12V DC

Many modern transistorised designs seem to sneak
atrace in even when otherwise producing very good

used in custom installations.

sounds — you know, the sort of thing which make
you run for the nearest valve amplifier.

The rotary volume control has adigital readout
and is adjustable, along with the various inputs, by

But this is no surrogate valve amplifier: you get

means of a wafer-thin ; nfra-red remote handset
seemingly hewn from solid metal. Thankfully,

ail the power and dynamics one could wish for from
the transistorised genre, without the drawbacks. It

despite the digital display, volume levels are set

really does bring home the porcine slices in terms

www.hifinews.co.uk

with surround- sound processors Krell dubs its
'Theater Throughput' mode, available on any input.
Speaker terminals are WBT binding posts. As well as

apparent lack of grit, fizz or grain in the treble.

input/output sockets to allow the amplifier to be

remote control, an RC5 input and

provided. The balanced input is via XLR connectors

Features
• Big, powerful yet grain-free sound
MI Unity- gain option for AV applications
• Current mode electronics
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ART Loudspeakers

Skibo

Standmounted loudspeaker combines
with alower bass speaker/stand to
make afull- range floorstander

ART Loudspeakers Skibo
PRICE

£1600/pair

SUPPLIER

ART Loudspeakers

CONTACT

01292 319416

WEBSITE

www.loudspeaker-art.corn

Whenever you think of two- box speaker
systems you inevitably start thinking of the

of the two-way speaker above. Again ahigh quality
veneer finishes these speakers off, to make aslim
three-way speaker system taking less than asquare
metre of floor space.
ART Loudspeakers quotes a90dB/W sensitivity
which may make this system an easy load on your
amplifier; but it is very revealing, especially for a
£1600 three-way system, so ancillaries of avery
high quality are required to realise the full sonic
potential of these loudspeakers.

Wilson WATT/Puppy and its ilk, which single-

They were installed in my reference system of

handedly redefined what many people felt ahigh-

Musical Fidelity Tri Vista 21 DAC and Perpetual
Technologies P-1A/P-3A upsampler/DAC with

end speaker should do sonically, and how it should
look. Scotland's ART Loudspeakers hal, tiiKefl d
rather more individual approach with its conipac t,
more affordable Skibo system.
The Skibo starts life as an unusuai two-way
standmounted speaker system, comprising a
25mm fabric-dome tweeter and a 170mm paperconed bass/midrange unit. So far so conventional,
except the tweeter sits on its own external mount,
profiled to control the dispersion of the driver. This
mount is set back from the front baffle in an effort

Monolithic PSU, both fed by Sony DVP-S7700
DVD player as atransport, along with a Musical
Fidelity A.308CR used as either a player or
transport. Analogue was provided by aBasis Gold
Debut'Graham 2.0/Benz Glider L2 combination,
with Klyne System 7 PX 3.5 phono stage feeding
Krell KRC 3 and Trilogy 902 pre- amplifiers.
Bryston 14B- SST and 3B- SST amplifiers provided
the power, with mains filtered by lsotek 2K Qube
and SubStation. The Musical Fidelity X- 150/X- Ray

to time align the tweeter and mid/bass unit, to help

V3 CD player were also used as a lower cost

the drivers behave more as a point source,

alternative system. All mains cabling was lsotek

theoretically giving amore coherent sound.

Elite and system cabling was Chord Company

The overall dimension of the main speaker is

Signature from source to pre- amp, Chameleon

190 x440 x250mm (whd), and it weighs in at
14kg, finished in avery high grade beech veneer.

Silver Plus balanced from pre to power amp with
Odyssey 4speaker cables.

At the rear of the speaker are five multi-way

As with any design that utilises a sideways

speaker binding posts. The original four posts are

facing bass driver, there is always the predicament
of whether to have it firing towards the centre of the

for bi-wiring, with the tweeter level set down by
3dB, while the fifth post allows you to bypass a
component on the crossover, to allow the tweeter to
run flat, dependant upon your ancilliaries.
While this speaker box can be used alone, and

stage or to the walls. In my listening room the bass
was somewhat lighter when firing inwards rather
than out, where there were significant gains in bass

sells for £800, the full- range three-way system is

weight and improved integration of the upper bass
and lower midrange. Like another pair of speakers

completed with the matching bass module/stand,

with side-firing bass drivers, the Vienna Acoustics

also priced at £800 per pair. Standing 220 x630

Strauss, Isettled on using these speakers with the

x280mm ( whd) and weighing 25kg, they contain a
204mm side-firing paper-coned driver to cover the

bass drivers facing the walls, with the speakers
standing 740mm from the back wall and 590mm

28Hz-40Hz range, and feature alarge front reflex

from the side wall, measured to the centre line of

port. A pair of cables extend out of the rear of the

the cabinet. Ifound in my room about 10° toe- in
was needed to optimise imaging.

bass modules and are secured in the binding posts

Auditions
Loudspeaker

Within the first bar of the first track, it was clear
that these speakers were special at their price,
with the high frequencies taking on a clarity,
transparency and expansiveness that I usually
associate with more costly speaker designs.
Listening to a guitar on this speaker is more
evocative of the Strauss or the MartinLogan Clarity
than an £800 two-way — the initial transient of
plectrum on string was a clearly defined event
which hung in the space between the speakers,

Top- mounted treble

with the texture of the note developing behind this
event followed by the resonance of the instrument's

provide more open

body. While this kind of openness and definition is

sound, away from

expected of designs like the JMIab Micro Utopia
Be, it is an unexpected surprise at this price.

the front baffle

unit aims to

Mention must also be made of the highfrequency dispersion, which in this design is

discrimination of the instruments playing bass

highly compact bass module, the basic two-way

exemplary.

Moving away from the sweet spot

lines. The open and expansive sound of ' By

speaker is also alow-cost entry into the full three-

laterally, as well as vertically, the high frequency

Chance' delivered a wall-to-wall soundstage with

way floorstanding system without sacrificing any

balance shifts very little, suggesting that this

consistently very good focus. There is simply no

further floor space. The complete three-way system

hint of the sound just sitting around the
individual enclosures like Ioften hear

£2000, with no obviously superior speaker beneath

speaker has very even dispersion characteristics,
in this respect responding much like the
Totem Hawk. While the transients of

witn speakers in this price bracket.
The ability to reproduce a solid
soundstage in the depth
perspective has not been

notes in the midrange were found
to be somewhat slower than the
HF unit, just missing out on
the
initial
impact,
the
mid/bass driver still captured
the textural content of
instruments and vocals in a
highly natural manner. The

Way... [
Epic EPC496094 2]

sonic superiority over anything else I've heard at
this price, its versatility in amplification, and

— Celine's vocals were located

often heard in lower cost two-way designs.
Even without the lower module, the bass from
the two-way system was firm and did not overextend itself, remaining agile and tuneful without a
hint of sluggishness or a one- note ' boom'. From
such a compact box this was a pleasant and

Special mention must also be given to the sound
of this system with the lower cost X- 150/X- Ray V3
combination, which combined with this speaker
system made a £3200 system that can humiliate

slightly forward of the plane of the

the frequency or imaging aberrations

£2500, where the MartinLogan Clarity and PMC
OB1 finally better this design.

neglected by these speakers.
Celine Dion's ' If Walls Could
Talk', taken from All The
providing an excellent example

overall integration of the two
drivers was very good, with none of

is one of the best of its kind I've heard under

speaker when listening with the PMC
0131 or SL-3, while the Skibo pulls these vocals
slight back, locating them parallel with the front
plane of the speakers, placing the rear of the stage
securely against the front wall of the listening
room. Within these boundaries lay awell focused
stage witn a high level of consistency in its

Listening to a guitar on this speaker is
more evocative of the MartinLogan Clarity
or the Strauss than an £800 two-way

far more expensive set-ups. Given the Skibo's clear

practicality in positioning, it fully deserves astrong
recommendation. IN
David Allcock

Technology
The Skibo two-way bookshelf speaker is a90dB/W
design featuring a 25mm Peerless fabric- dome
tweeter covering 3kHz-25kHz, with a26mm voicecoil and neodymium magnet in the motor assembly.
A 170mm

SEAS

Kevlar-damped

paper- cone

bass/midrange driver covers 37Hz-3kHz. The main
enclosure has an 11 litre volume using 25mm MDF
panels, rear ported with two ports which are
contoured to avoid ' chuffing' and turbulence from the
air flowing through these ports. The bass module
uses another Peerless driver, this time a 204mm

welcome surprise. Bringing the bass unit into the

illumination, something only usually heard on

equation

excellent

£3000-plus designs. Again the honesty of this

(Bin) paper cone with 30mm voice- coil in a26 litre
enclosure, and again the front facing port is profiled

integration, not sounding like atwo-way speaker

design shone through with the vocal performance

with airflow in mind. The crossovers used are first-

with asubwoofer attached, instead sounding like a
far larger, highly accomplished three-way system.

being portrayed with a very natural sound while
proving more than capable of capturing the

order, and while this puts constraints on both the

nuances when called upon, without shying away
from delivering the raw power of the crescendos.

problems with acomplex crossover, it does have the

two-way speaker with separate subwoofer — the
Skibo behaved more like the £4000 Strauss in this

Any speaker is a compromise, and with a
speaker of this price the compromises have to be
more carefully chosen, especially in the case of

people feel, amore transparent sound due to the use
of fewer components — in this case asingle choke on

respect. This speaker was more than capable of

a more

continued

the

story

of

The complete Skibo tower achieved the kind of
speed, dexterity and integration I've yet to hear
with any satellite/sub ombination, or atraditional

complex

great

care,

the mia/bass driver and aresistor on the tweeter.

Features

Loudspeakers

delivering aspeaker that not only has acompact

Read My Lips [
Polydor 589 174-2] in its stride.
The pulsating bass line of ' Sparkle' was captured

footprint but also good sensitivity, allowing almost
any amplifier in the £200 and up range to drive

• Efficient and easy to drive

with surprising power given the relatively small 8in

them. Taken as atwo-way system, I
would be happy

II Wide dispersal allowing flexibility in placement

drivers

while

to recommend this to anyone who specifically

simultaneously providing a richly textured sound

wants a standmount design that will neither be

with a high level of intelligibility, allowing easy

aggressive or tiring to listen to. But, given the

the

www.hifinews.co.uk

bottom

cabinet,

with

ART

handling anything thrown at it with ease, taking the

in

chosen

design.

advantage of more efficient operation and, many

electronic dance music of Sophie Ellis-Bextor's

used

has

three-way

driver choice and cabinet design, as you can't mask

• Exceptional integration between boxes
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FINE

TWO

CHANNEL

AUDIO

SYSTEMS

EAR/Yoshino 890 stereo amplifier

SME Model 20/2 turntable

Ideal match with the 8341_

One of our best sellers, this combi-

pre-amplifier.

nation produces atotally different

Pathos Logos integrated hybrid
amplifier Apopular amplifier
with great looks.

listening experience in terms of tonal
accuracy and transparency.

Resolution Audio Opus 21 CD
player The improved sound with

Ferguson Hill FHocri

the new drive is astonishing.

horn loudspeakers

With the new, thicker platter and

Very stylish with adynamic,

upgrade kit it produces an even

,
mmediate

Nottingham Analogue Space Deck

sound.

more neutral and stabliese
.

Shanling CD hoc) valve CD player
Superb sound and appearance.

Finite Elemente Pagode furniture

Amphion Xenon loudspeakers

Exposure New Classics

For extracting the very best from

Fast and articulate with neutral

XXII CD player, XXI' Ipre- amplifier,

your equipment.

tonal balance. Slim floorstander

XXIV power amplifier, XXVI phono

which does not mind walls.

stage. Superbly controlled, dynami
sound and tonally correct.

ACCUSTIC

ARTS • AMPHION •

FERGUSON HILL
QUADRASPIRE •

A.R.T.

LOUDSPEAKERS • BENZ- MICRO • CARDAS • CLEARAUDIO • CONRAD-JOHNSON • EAR/YOSHINO •

EXPOSURE

GAMUT • ISOTEK • LAVARDIN • LYRA • MONO PULSE .• MOON • NORDOST • NOTTINGHAM ANALOGUE • OPERA • PAGODE • PATHOS
ROGUE

AUDIO •

SMi

•

SHANLING •

SHUN

MOOK

•

SUGDEN

»

Conveniently located between Reading and

7Comet House, Calleva Park, Aldermaston

Basingstoke, we are approximately 15 minutes drive

Reading, Berkshire RG781A

from either Junction 12 on the M4 or Junction 6
on the M3. Free and easy parking, outside the
building. We have ahome evaluation scheme for
those who might find this method more convenient.

T 0118 981 9891
E info@audioconsultants.co.uk

www.audioconsultants.co.uk

TRANSFIGURATION •

UNISON

RESEARCH

•

WADIA

Demonstrations by appointment,
Mondays to Saturdays to:oo to 18:oo.
It is advisable to call us before visiting.
Part exchange welcome. Ex- demonstration and
previously owned equipment listed on our website.
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Auditions
CD player mods

Tric 'lord Research

VD player

upgrades

Trichord Research's digital clock modifications,
the NC power supply, and aradical mains lead —
as applied to aPioneer DV- 565A universal player
Trichord Research-modded DV- 565A
PRICE

from £ 599

SUPPLIER

Trichord Research

CONTACT

01684 311600

WEBSITE

www.trichordresearch.com

HFN, March ' 04] actng as an agent for the system

and

and incorporating it into the advanced power

complex. Both machines with the experimental
mains lead, one with and one without, plus various

skipplies

for

Michell

products.

John

was

enthusiastic. So Idecided to find out more.
Searching through Trichord's two websites for
background information, I
was diverted there by one
cf his pages, the ore referring to the Trichordmodified Pioneer DV-565A DVD-A/SACDNideo CD

unmodified

Pioneer units became more

interconnects into my pre-amp. All of this to be
compared using CD, SACD and DVD.
Then, my curiosity unleashed, Icould compare
all and any of these with my own Musical Fidelity
Nu-Vista 3D CD player, and Icould try all this even

It's funny how the best of intentions can go

player. This machine incorporates the NC supply

further using an MF Tri Vista DAC 21. And on top of

awry. Ireally felt at the planning stage that I'd
got this review under control. Isaid to myself,

and asuite of clocking moddications.
Coincidental with this, and it is relevant to the

this Iwas just about to buy via eBay, the legendary

this time, I'd look for specific, definable, tangible

story, one of my all-time favourite recordings,

Clearly too much. Much too much. So I
ended up

characteristics. Characteristics Icould definitely

Tommy by The Who, was being re-released in hybrid

hear. Ones that might be valuable to the readers,
ones you can get adealer to replicate on demand.
More objectivity, less subjectivity, that kind of thing.

CD/SACD format. Icidn't have an SACD player.

with the following schedule. Modified and
unmodified Pioneer machines, using on- board

PcleaIly then, Icould hear ' Tommy' in all its alleged

DACs, both with the standard mains leads. Then

re-mastered glory, test the NC supply, get to meet

Hmm, well, the best of intentions...
Anyway, here's the background, and how Ifought

Graham Fowler and investigate if his clocking
upgrades really were ' boy-racer' mods. Simple,

both machines compared using standard mains
lead versus experimental mains lead. Then both

hard to stay on the straight and narrow, and how I really. Or so Ithought.
Graham, the drivirg force behind Trichord is a
wandered off into afew philosophical cul-de-sacs.
charming chap. Shy, modest, sceptical and above
Oh yes, and how Idiscovered afew things about
all, highly inventive. He was touchingly delighted
mains cables, audiophile pretensions and poss.bly,
that Iwould be interested in his products. So we
just possibly, a con being perpetrated on music
lovers by some music publishers.

met. Irequested, and received, two Pioneer DV-

and ultra rare Marantz CD-95 transport.

machir,es, with standard leads, using the Tri Vista
DAC. Then the 'winner' of that comparison versus
my Nu-Vista CD player. Then my Nu-Vista using the
Tri Vista DAC. Almost madness at this point. Then
irres stibly, my Marantz CD95 with Tri Vista DAC
compared to the Nu-Vista CD player. Okay so far?
To avoid over-complication, Iwouldn't engage in
comparing CD to SACD to DVD. Ipicked at random
one pair of analogue interconnects and one digital

Graham Fowler had collaborated with Michell

565A machines, one with all the mods and one
without. Seemingly anticipating my unvoiced

Engineering for years. He'd built my Orbe controller

thoughts that potentially the unmodified one might

interconnect and used them throughout. One less

and I'd owned a Delphi Mk 2 phono stage. Iwas
always impressed. However, without any experience

be reversed- modified to sound inferior, the un-

comolication. There was no mains filtering.
Then there was the all-important choice of

I'd known of Trichord's work for some while.

modified machine carne in aPioneer-sealed box.

to justify this, I'd wrongly put his CD clocking

Also he lent me atist-full of interconnects, both

upgrades into the category of ' boy racer mods'.
However, shortly before he died John Michell told

analogue and digital, and a very odd- looking
experimental mains cable. It was hard to resist. At

me about Trichord's involvement with the NC ' Never

this

Connected' power supply device [see MC's review,

straightforward A- B comparison between modified

www.hifinews.co.uk

point,

what

had

previously

been

a

music. Clearly all these combinations, using awide
range of music, would be impractical. Actually,
verging on lunacy.
So Ipicked just four. First, 'The Face of Love' by
Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan with Eddie Vedder off the
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Dead Man Walking CD. No, not the soundtrack with

might want to consider this unit. You get a lot of

for the music's sake rather than as areview tool. I

Bruce Springsteen, etc. Rather ' The Score' —

gadgetry for your money. Precious little else though,

played the Dixie Chicks' track three times in arow.

available on import [CK 67637]. This is very

until Trichord gets its hands on it!

Ireally forgot Iwas reviewing. It was that good. But
here's the best part ...

complex music, carefully recorded. It's also, frankly,

The

Trichord

modified

DV- 565A

was

an

quite harrowing. So for light relief Ichose ' Long

immediate revelation. Bass was tighter and tuneful,

Iheard, for the first time, avocal line on the

Time Gone' by the Dixie Chicks; and finally 'Anyway
Anyhow Anywhere' and 'Won't Get Fooled Again'

although still woefully light. No real slam. But the

'Face of Love' track (
Dead Man Walking)that I'd not

vocals were now more distinct. Treble was smoother

from the Pete Townshend House of Blues/Chicago

with no loss of detail. Whatever Trichord has done,

heard before. It was there then, and it wasn't there
before — or so Ithought. The mains lead did it. So I

Live CD. Importantly here I'm referring to the

it's clever. Damn clever. It literally, to these old ears,
transformed an unlistenable machine into a

played the modified DV- 565A without the original
mains lead. Well yes, the previously noted vocal

official two-CD version, not the unofficial three-CD
bootleg.

listenable one. So an unqualified recommendation

track was there, but way back in the vocal mix and

There's adefinite reason for those last two tracks.
Iknow them very well indeed. Very complex multi-

for the clocking and NC upgrades is thoroughly

indistinct. In fact indecipherable. So much so that
I'd not noticed it previously.

layered instrumentation and vocals, very well
recorded. Ideal for spotting changes due to

miracle workers. If you want the benefits of these
mods, use agood machine to start with. Something

Just take amoment to consider the implications
of mains cable substitution in reviewing. As Iwrite

equipment characteristics.

from the Pioneer upmarket range perhaps.

this, Istill am! Back to the experimental lead, that

So listening commenced. The first thing to say is

deserved here. But do remember that they aren't

the

vocal track was there, louder and clearer and more

experimental mains lead and the standard one: the

forward. Iswapped again. Same thing, vocal line

If abig screen and Top Gun banging around
your room is for you, then you might want
to consider this Pioneer unit as it is...

was now indistinct. So yes, this experimental mains

were immediately apparent. Their magnitude
varied, and my subjective opinion on their relative

system it was the most noticeable.
Modified DV-565A, with experimental mains lead
and Musical Fidelity Tri Vista DAC 21: this gave a

that the differences during each comparison pairing

As

above,

experimental

but

mains

swapping

lead

between

was

amazingly,

depressingly and enigmatically arevelation. Iwas

lead, on this DV-565A, in my system at 3o'clock in
the morning, did produce a tangible repeatable
increase in sound quality. But as I'll comment later
on, I'm not sure that's the whole story.
This isn't the only characteristic of this mains
lead, but in my room, with my four tracks, on my

importance varied, but there was no need to listen

up to this point deeply sceptical that mains leads

long and hard to detect these changes. My belief is

could make an improvement. Iknew they could

monumental and immediate improvement. Crisper

that anyone attempting to follow my schedule here,

make adifference. But what Iwanted, as you know

at a co-operative dealer, is not going to have to
spend hours. You'll probably hear the differences,

from the opening of this review, was a tangible,
repeatable improvement. And Igot it.

focus, superior depth, purer treble and yes, for the
first time, a tangible degree of bass slam and

all of them, within minutes. Sometimes seconds.

First, Iput the lead on the unmodified DV-565A.

But it could take hours, days or longer for anyone,
myself included, to rank these changes in terms of

What was, as you read earlier, unlistenable, became

enjoyment,
tangible
reward,
importance,
affordability and value.
Trichord modified DV-565A versus unmodified —
standard mains leads on both: the unmodified DV565A, to my ears, was unlistenable. It's as simple

listenable. It wasn't a substitute for the Trichord
clocking mods and NC supply, but it moved
someway towards it. Again, bass slam was lacking,
but what there was, was noticeable tighter. Detail
was smoother. The sound was more confident. Very
impressive. Diabolical price for the mains lead
though, if it ever comes to market.

weight. Avery good sound indeed. No doubt the onboard DAC of the DV-565A is basic as indeed is the
power supply — whereas the Musical Fidelity DAC is
an arguably state-of-the-art product with amighty
power supply.
From memory, Ithought that this combination
was as enjoyable and detailed as my Nu-Vista 3D
CD. But Iwas wrong.

Logically then, Itried the experimental mains

As above, compared to MF Nu-Vista 3D CD. What
I've described above as tangible bass slam turned
out a little lightweight compared to the Nu-Vista.

indistinct. The sound was simultaneously bass-

lead on the modified DV- 565A. Still no bass slam,

The modified DV-565A, with experimental mains

loose and light and treble-hard and heavy. It's an AV

but better detail, clearer vocals, spaciousness, more
musicality and so on. In fact the modified DV- 565A

Vista was exceptional. Again,

as that. All the worst excesses of digital recording,
and then some. Vocals on all four tracks were

product and has no place in an audiophile system
as it stands. On the other hand in its unmodified
form, it's dirt-cheap. And Pioneer doesn't make any

with the experimental lead was sounding pretty
good. But what do Imean by 'good'?

outrageous claims for it. So if abig screen and Top

Well, for astart, it was the first time in the review

Gun banging around your room is for you, then you

process that Ifound myself listening to the music

lead and Tri Vista DAC was very good. But the NuI found myself

listening to the tracks again, just for the sheer
enjoyment — and progressively louder too.
The thunderous bass intro on 'Won't Get Fooled
Again' [ Pete Townshend: House of Blues/Chicago],
41 seconds in, was jaw-dropping. Yes, Iknow that's
an overworked and devalued phrase but, trust me,
it's appropriate here. This a devilishly complex
track. Many layers of vocals, synth lines, bass,
drums and demolition guitar from Pete Townshend.
Truly an audio assault course and, depending on
your taste, mesmeric too. It's hard to believe any
band could be this tight live... but Idigress. Sorry.
So, the Nu-Vista was the hands-down winner, the
Trichord modified DV- 565A with experimental
mains lead and Tri Vista DAC avery worthy runner
up, and quite alot cheaper too. In terms of value
though, the Trichord Modified DV-565A with its onboard DAC and experimental lead is rather good.
Trichord has amply demonstrated to me that its
clock upgrades and NC supply really work. They
literally turned the unlistenable DV- 565A into a
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listenable DV- 565A. But there's no substitute for a
decent unit to start with...
Based on what I've heard so far, whatever
Graham Fowler charges, it's worth every penny. I
should also add that it's my impression that the
magnitude of the improvement is inversely
proportional to the quality of the original
unmodified unit. And of course all of that is systemdependent too. Would Iconsider getting aused, but
not abused, transport modified in this way?
Definitely. Incidentally, while modifications
invalidate amaker's warranty, Trichord replaces this
with a36- month warranty of its own.
As for the experimental mains lead — this is made
by Omega Audio, costs £350, and it really worked.
But would Ibuy it? No, probably not. Two reasons.
First, the sheer cost. Re-wiring my system at this
level is more than Iwant to invest — even though I
know there is atangible repeatable improvement.
Secondly, I'm at aphilosophical quandary regarding
this effect in my system.
Okay, transforming a previously indistinct vocal
into adistinct one is both clever and advantageous.
But what about bringing that vocal forward? Should
it really be forward? Is that what the artist, the
producer and the engineer intended? Only they
know. Isurely don't. Was Iexperiencing the audio
equivalent of looking at a photograph through a

Asuitable case for treatment?
Pioneer's DV-565A universal player

magnifying glass? To me, mucking about with the
presentation is aslippery slope. Intriguing, certainly

costs just £250 in standard form, and

but constructive? Ireally don't know. But if ultra
detail is 'your bag' try this experimental Trichord
mains lead in your own home. You choose.

of course plays DVD video as well as
DVD-A, SACD and CD. It was reviewed
by Paul Miller in December 2003

And finally ... Here's ' Tommy'. I've seen The Who
perform this countless times. Ibought the original
vinyl when it first came out, bought the Japanese
180g pressing, the first issued CD, the re- issued CD

made available on the CD, had the music industry
instructed the engineers to do so? It's just a
thought but a disturbing one and perhaps a

and now the hybrid SACD/CD re-issue. Ilived it, I commercially heretical' one. But I, for one, remain
live it and Ilove d. Iknow it. The contribution of
unconvinced about the SACD format — for now.
'Tommy' to this review is peripheral to the original
Oh, and just in case you think my comments are

moguls are dragging the hi-fi makers and their
hapless customers by the nose? Well, on the
evidence I've heard, it's just possible. In any event,
the capability is there and my gut instinct — albeit
without any verifiable evidence to support this — is
that it has already happened.

objective, that of determining if the Trichord

the incoherent ramblings of aWho PA- blasted old

modifications and NC supply are worth it. But

audiophile, you might want to consider the

'Tommy' did lead me into another introspective

following. Currently doing the rounds of some

philosophical debate and if you'll indulge me one
last time, I'll explain.

reviewers and editors ln the USA, and asmaller

The Trichord Clock 4 is an ultra high performance

number here, is adeeoY unofficial bootleg CD of
really old, recordings. Peggy Lee, Frank

replacemeit for the standard clock oscillator used in

CD. On the face of it, a impressive achievement.

Sinatra, Elvis Presley, Sonny and Cher, Paul
McCartney and so on. It arrived witnout acovering
rote, therefore my ' benefactor' ,emains unknown...

susceptible to variable timing cause by waveforms
with slow rise times allied to noise on the clock's
power supply line. Clock 4is said to reduce PSU and

But was there some sleight of hand at work here?

On this single disc, in SACD mode, the Trichord
modified DV- 565A with experimental lead sounded
almost as detailed and enjoyable as the Nu-Vista

Howard Popeck

Technology

digital playback equipment. Ordinary clocks may be

The key element is that these tracks are from the

data- related jitter, providing precise timing (±5ppm)

Much is hyped about the superiority of SACD,

origina master tape — complete with hiss — but they

especially by the music moguls. Curiously though,

have no compression and no equalisation. They are,

for every riming function connected with the digital
audio chain. The accurate timing of a high

the SACD hi-fi makers ( not the transport makers)

literally (so I'm given to understand) an exact digital

performance clock is crucial to prevent errors

seem generally less effusive. Ever wondered why?

copy cif the tapes. The dynam.cs and realism (the

occurring within the control circuitry. A dedicated

sense of being there) are truly extraordinary. Better

power supply is included for the Clock 4, providirg

blissfully quiet background, very crisp, tight

than r've ever heard from any official CD on any

the correzt current and usefully isolating the clock

presentation ( like asolid-state pre-amp compared
to, say avalve pre-amp) and so on. And yes, Idid

machine. Pretty much as good as my ruinously

from any other noise in the player.

expensive analogue replay system. And probably

It's true to say that the SACD disc Iheard had a

hear things I'd not heard before. Not massive, but
significant nonetheless — despite years of intimacy

more musically honest than any SACD.

with the original recorded performance.

me, this solitary disc demonstrates that the full

• Can make the unlistenable listenabe!

But could it be, Iwondered, that in the reengineering process, previously buried detail was

potential of CD has yet to be realised. And possibly,
if the software suppliers have their way, it never will

• Clear sonic improvements in many areas

brought forward to give the semblance of an
improved format? Or put differently, could all the

be. And why would they, if the public can be
seduced into buying into yet another new format?

advantages Iheard on the SACD have actually been

Could it just be that some of the SACD software

www.hifinews.co.uk

Some of these tracks are over 50 years old. To

Features

• Trich3rd offers own warranty on mcdded unit
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Musical Fidelity X-150
PRICE

£800

SUPPLIER

Musical FideNty

CONTACT

020 8900 2866

WEBSITE

www.musicalfidelity.com

Stuck for space? Here's acompact integrated
amplifier with akick that promises to form the
heart of ahalf-width music system
dedicated phono input ( m- m only), and three pairs

restricted in their choice of equipment as many

here and a pre-amp output pair, with the power

of my MartinLogan SL- 3or Aerius Ispeakers with
the X-150. Barring the long-discontinued Apogee
Scintilla, these MartinLogans are among the most

compact systems fail to offer true hi-fi sound.

input IEC above these on the far right. Below the

difficult of speakers to drive. Ialso had the more

Now Musical Fidelity promises an alternative in
the form of its revised X- Series — a group of

inputs are speaker binding posts for bare wires,

conventional ART Loudspeakers Skibo on hand,

spades or 4mm plugs. A remote handset is also
included, to control not just the X-150 amp, but

plus Monopulse 42A floorstanders.

Music lovers short on space are cerently

are for line-level inputs. There's also atape output

components the company claims offers the kind of
build and sound quality you'd expect from full-size

the accompanying X- Ray V3 CD player, and a

With the Skibo being considered amiddle of the
road choice and the Monopulse 42A designed for

units, but whose cases are half normal width.
Those familiar with the company's revamped

forthcoming tuner.
The X-150 is specified with an output of 80W/ch

sensitivity, Ihad afull spectrum of speakers to test

phono stage and headphone amp will recognise the
styling here. The X-150 certainly boasts the feel of

into 8ohm, and this is said to double to 160W/ch

out the abilities of the X-150. Digital playback

into 4 ohm loads. Indeed, when called upon

was provided by a Perpetual Technologies P- 1A/

ahigh-end piece of kit, being sturdy and incredibly

P-3A Signature upsampler/DAC combination with

solid, with manufacturing now shifted from Musical

Musical Fidelity claims the amplifier is capable of
pushing 50A continuous current with a75A peak

Fidelity's British factory to Taiwan. It measures just

rating, and it was because of this that Musical

DAC, using either Pioneer CLD-925 Laserdisc or a

218 x98 x377mm and tips the scales at 6.5kg.

Fidelity's Antony Michaelson suggested Iuse either

Musical Fidelity A308 CD player as transport. All

low- powered valve amplifiers, citing a 92dB/W

Monolithic PSU, or Musical Fidelity TriVista 21

It also boasts elegantly extruded casework and a
front panel made of 6mm-thick aluminium. This
panel is dominated by alarge aluminium volume
knob. A power switch is to the left, while a blue
LED above indicates that power is on. A red LED
alongside shows when the amp is muted. Afurther
pair of buttons to the right of the volume control
selects the input, with each input's active status
being indicated by asubtle blue LED. To the rear
are six pairs of RCA connectors: one pair feeds a
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Auditions

Amplifier

detail, coupled with the airy recording of the lead
vocals can make this album uncomfortable to listen
to, as I've heard on some low-cost (and not so lowcost) systems. Once again the X-150 displayed a
deft touch, allowing the vocals to flow with little
impediment. The depth of the soundstage, while
not of reference level, was solid to just in front of
the wall while instruments located within that stage
were easy to locate and well focused.

High

frequencies, specifically those of the cymbals and
triangles on the Wuthering Heights' cover, are a
particular challenge to capture, and while lacking

230volls
CAUTION

the precise focus of larger, more expensive amps,
the X-150 still captured the metallic shimmer of

iffloeu I
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the cymbals and the gentle decay of the triangle
without ahigh- frequency fog descending.
Ialso spent some time with the m-m input

3M33 PUT

courtesy of aMichell Syncro/RB300 with Goldring
P'

1022GX cartridge. Ifound the phono stage to be

STEPIED INTEGRATED ANIRIFIER
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3

pleasingly quiet and highly musical, allowing music

103 L.,

to flow easily, though it did fail to resolve the kind
of details and subtleties that help to solidify the
Above: To the rear RCA phono
connectors include three line- ins a
am- m phono input
Below left: The casework acts as a
heatsink, but output devices bolted

the Monopulse 42A and Skibo are more natural
choices for partnering tne X-150, with the Skibo
nudging ahead with its slightly more powerful lower
registers and slightly fuller lower midrange.
But back to the Aerius I. Bass guitars — such as
the one that underpins Sting's ' It's Probably Me'

the extrusion means dissassembly f

from Ten Summoner

servicing may not be easy

997 21 — were a little lieter than Iusually hear
when these speakers are driven by the reference

equipment was wooded on RDC Aspekt racks
and used Townshend Isolda or Chord Company
Chameleon interconnects with Townshend isolda or
Chord Company Odyssey 4speaker cables.
After 50 hours of use the X- 150's bass, which
showed slight dryness initially, started to develop
fully and atouch of upper midrange prominence
started to recede. After 75 hours the amp was fully
on song. Itried it initially with my SL-3 speakers,
and to my amazement it not only drove them, but

Tales EA&M Records 540

performance on the soundstage. While Iwould be
happy to use this phono stage with aProject Debut
or RPM4, turntables much above this level would
really require an outboard phono stage such as a
Trichord Dino or Musical Fidelity's own X- LP V3.
Being brutally honest Iwas not really expecting
that much from this amplifier. Iknew its heritage
owed much to the A3.2, yet Istill suspected I
would be underwhelmed. I'm pleased to say Iwas
wrong about this. As asolid basis around which to

system, but they showed excellent dexterity and

build acompact, sensibly priced high-end system,

texturing, allowing me to pick out the bass from the
synth line that runs underneath this track. It's easy

an X-150 with apair of used MartinLogan Aerius I
or Clarity speakers would be atough act to beat.

for a small amp to allow the bass just to sit

Similarly, if Iwas limited by space and just

between the speakers as a low-frequency mulch,
but there were no problems here.

wanted afit-and-forget amplifier that took up less

Moving to the midrange and again the X-150
doesn't give the A308 anything to worry about; yet
compared wdh other sub-£ 1000 amps I've heard,
it provided ahigh level of transparency, capturing
tile subtle changes in emphasis and phrasing in

rack room than the common choices, such as the
Arcam DiVA series or Musical Fidelity's A3.2, then
the X- 150's combination of compactness, massive
current delivery and its distinguished sonic
performance for the price, means Iwould place it
at the top of my listening list.

the amp didn't complain or give off smoke signals.

Sting's vocals on ' If IEver Lose My Faith'. Again I David Allcock

While it was clearly not as comfortable as either the

heard sightly less weight and body in the vocals on

The X-150 delivered power and transient
snap without aggression, and with a level
of refinement of more expensive amps

•

Technology
One of the fundamental philosophies behind the
design of the X-150 was that it should work reliably
with a wide range of speakers while retaining a
compact form factor. To do this Musical Fidelity has
used two pairs of high- power output transistors per
channel, giving astated instantaneous peak current

A308 integrated, or the Krell KRC-3/Bryston 3B-

both the Hems 1and Skibo compared to when
driven by the A308; but overall Iwas delighted

SST pre/power combo Iuse for reference, the
X-150 was capable of achieving 95dB in-room

with trie performance Rimshots from percussion

of 75 amps. In the pre- amp section, adual-gang
potentiometer volume control is used, as noise
problems were encountered with digital models

before running out of headroom. While the sound

can sound harsh or lack dynamic range with

during the design process. Afully buffered line input

retained a little upper midrange prominence, and

amplifiers in this price range, yet again the X-150

stage presents an input impedance of 220k ohms.

the soundstage was smaller than I'm used to, this

delivered power and transient snap without
aggression, and with alevel of refinement usually

was still an admirable performance.
The Aerius Ispeakers made for an even better
system match. While the upper midrange was still

With delicate female vocals such as Hayley

slightly prominent and high frequencies were more

Westenra on her debiÉ Pure [
Decca 475 330-2],

etched than the A308 or Krell/Bryston combo, the

the X-150 proved it was about more than just brute

soundstage expanded to envelop the bottom of the

strength. The outstanding performance of Miss

listening room, giving the seamless wall-to-wall

Westenra is matched by the excellent sound
engineering, yet an abundance of strings and high

soundstage that electrostatics are known for. Both

www.hifinews.co.uk

Features

found m more expensive amplifiers.
II Compact, half- width component
II Exceptionally solid construction
II Drives almost any speaker

Hi Fi.
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AStar System from,

WHAT HI- Fl?
SOUND AND VISION

*****
December 2003
'The best plasma TV...ever
PDP-434HDE Plasma Display

•

•

hi»

1
., HOME

WORLD

X0 Surround Speaker System
(main speakers only shown)

CINEMI
4

-Amplifier of the Yeu"

e

•

AVC-AlSR AV Receiver

DVD-A1 DVD Player

We believe these products are the best in their class, and so do respected reviewers
around the world. Vee put them all together to make what we consider to be one of
the best home entrertainment systems you can buy. But don't take our word for it:
•
come and audition our Star System at any of our branches.
Musical Images, the premier hi- end AV destination in London and the South East
BECKENHAM BRANCH
Founder Member
Intelligent Homes
in the Making

•
126 High Street,
Beckenham, Kent BR3 1ED

COVENT GARDEN BRANCH
18 Monmouth Street,
Covent Garden, London WC2H 9HB

Tel: 020 8663 3777

Tel: 020 7497 1346

EDGWARE BRANCH
173 Station Road, Edgware,
11,
Middlesex HA8 7JX
Tel: 020 8952 5535

3times Award Winner
Home Cinema Choice
ost Multiroom Installation"

Audition the finest home entertainment at the UK's finest audio visual specialist
E&OE. Please call your local branch for opening time details. Audio Visual Lifestyle Ltd t/a Musical Images. E-mail: sales

musical-images.co.uk

Wireworld Equinox 5/Atlantis 5
PRICE

£220/m £ 75/m

SUPPLIER

Axcelle Distribution

CONTACT

0208 991 9200

WEBSITE

www.wireworldaudio.co.uk

contenders from Kimber and Transparent. In the
Wireworlc range Iliked the look of the Equinox 5
irterconnect at £ 220/stereo metre while the

both image width and focus.
The Equinox showed asmall gain in bass grip,
tune- playing and mid neutrality — ahigh standard

speaker cable that appeared to match well for me

indeed.

at the 5m length chosen was actually from the

system arrangements, where the higher- resistance

next lower group, one recently renamed Atlantis 5

vdH carbon cable can show impaired hum levels,

and priced at £ 75/m.

the Wireworld design remained silent.

Compar ng these with relevant examples from

Furthermore,

in less than optimum

This cable settles in well and with extended

American brands such as Tiansparent, Kimber

my cable library, Iused a system comprising

listening

Cardas, Audioquest, Nordost, MIT and Monster,

Nairn CDS3 player with Conrad-Johnson ART and

particularly for its sense of balance and solidity,

have long been familiar to UK enthusiasts. But
Wireworld founder David Katz has put in 25 years
of work in the field and has mined a particular

XTC PRE II contro' units, Karan 450 and Krell

and a strong vein of musical involvement,

technology vein he calls

symmetrical coaxial'.

This is aform of coaxial cable with ahollow core
and symmetrical conductor topology. Top quality

I grew

to

appreciate

it

further,

This is aform of coaxial cable with a
hollow core and symmetrical conductors

materials are used and the range is now very wide,
enconpassing all applications and varieties. The

FPB 700cx stereo power amps with Quad 63 plus

achieved without exaggeration of any aspect of

pricing appears to be competitive too.

Avalon Eidolon loudspeakers. Reference cables

sound quality.

When attempting to select representative
examples in a fine-quality cable range Ioften
seek a compatible and realistica ly priced
combination of interconnect and speaker cable

included models from Transparent XL, Cardas,
vdri and Kimber.

Turning to the Equinox 5speaker cable, Ichose
the single-wire configuration but this same, twin-

Equinox 5 interconnect is medium diameter,

barrel symmetrical cable may be specified for biwiring with the requested terminations. The

where the former retails at about £250 astereo

reasonably flexible cable that comes fitted with
ingenious phono plugs (see ' Technology' panel,

metre and the speaker cable about £80/m, and

overleaf]. The first thing to strike me was the good

copper with aheavy duty silver cladding.

thus about £800 for my standard test length of
2 x 5m. This makes a total of about a grand,

rhythm and timing on offer, allied to afirm, crisp,

As with the interconnects, the contacts are

upbeat character, with clean percussive bass

protected with Pro-Gold preservative, which may

appropriate for £ 5k to £ 10k audio systems.
In this general area we have assessed, in the
past, established designs from vcIH such as the

lirres, a very neutral midband — particularly
evident on vocals — and a well balanced, high

be refreshed annually if you are keen to keep up
the standard. Iwas pleasantly surprised by the
good first impressions generated by this cable,

First Ultimate interconnect and variations on the

transparency, if not quite to the van den Huh

Revelation speaker cable theme and similar

Ultimate level, though the latter was matched on

www.hifinews.co.uk

definition treble. Also good was the cable's

spades are well dimensioned and made of pure

which is many orders of magnitude cheaper than
my reference Transparent XL. Very few cables
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inspired

NEW

Mini Sub is available for demonstration at the following dealers

Acoustica (Chester)
T 01244 344227

B&B Hi -Fi (Reading)
T: 0118 958 3730

Adams & Jarrett
(St Leonards-on-Sea)
T: 01424 437165

The Comflake Shop
(London)
T: 020 76310472

Audio T (Basingstoke)
T: 01256 324311

David Orton AV Ltd
(Hitchin)
T. 01462 452248

Audio T (Brentwood)
T: 01277 264730
Audio T (Brighton)
01273 609431
Audio T (Cambefley)
T: 01276 685597
Audio T (Chandlers Ford)
1:02380 252827
Audio T (Eastbourne)
T: 01323 731336)
Audio T (Cheltenham)
T 01242 583960
Audio T (High Wycombe)
T: 01494 558585
B&B Hi -Fi (Bracknell)
T: 01344 424556
B&B HI- F1 (Newbury)
T: 01635 32474

Doug Brady Hi -Fi
(Warrington)
T: 01925 828009
English Audio
(Hereford)
01432 355081
Hi -Fi Show Rooms
(Congleton)
T 01260 280017
Home Media Ltd
(Maidstone)
T 01622 676703
John Marley Hi -Fi
(Dover)
T: 01304 207562
Kimberley Audio
(Croydon)
T 020 83165572

KJ West One Ltd
(London)
I • ) 368263

PJ FleF) Ltd
(Gteldford)
'
) 301

Sevenoaks Sound &
Vision (Guildford)
T 01483 836882

Sevenoaks Sound &
Vision (Witham)
T: 01376 501733

Kronos Hi -Fi (N.
Ireland)
T: 028 8775 3606

Phase 3 Hi- Fi
(Worthing)
T: 01903 245577

Sevenoaks Sound &
Vision (Hull)
T: 01482 587171

Sound Academy
(Bloxwich)
T: 01922 493499

Lintone Audio Ltd
(Newcastle)
T: 0191 477 4167

Podd Sound
(Surbiton)
T: 020 8390 9494

Sevenoaks Sound &
Vision (Kingston)
T 020 8547 0717

Sound Of Music
(Crewe)
T: 01270 214143

Music Matters
(Hatch End)
T: 020 8420 1925

Rayleigh Hi- Fi
(Chelmsford)
T: 01245 265245

Sevenoaks Sound &
Vision ( Newcastle)
T: 0191 221 2320

Soundcraft (Ashford)
T: 01233 624441

Music Matters
(Solihull)
T: 0121 742 0254

Rayleigh HI-FI
(Rayleigh)
T: 01268 779762

Sevenoaks Sound &
Vision (Peterborough)
T 01733 897697

Music Matters
(Stourbridge)
T: 01384 444184

Sevenoaks Sound &
Vision (Bristol)
T: 0117 974 3727

Sevenoaks Sound &
Vision (Plymouth)
T: 0117 974 3727

Musical Images
(Beckenham)
T: 020 8663 3777

Sevenoaks Sound &
Vision ( Bromley)
T 020 8290 ,

Sevenoaks Sound &
Vision ( Sevenoaks)
1.01732 45955'.

Noteworthy Audio Ltd
(Aylesbury)
T: 01296 994477

Sevenoaks Sound &
Vision (Chelsea)
T 020 7352 9466

Sevenoaks Sound &
Vision (Tunbridge Wells)
T 01892 531543

Oxford Audio
Consultants Ltd
T: 01865 790879

Sevenoaks Sound &
Vision (
Exeter)
01392 218895

Sevenoaks Sound &
Vision (Watford)
T: 01923 213533

efio"
Exclusively distributed by Activ Distribution 01635 291357 •

Sounds Expensive
(Rugby)
T: 01788 540772
Technosound
(Milton Keynes)
T.01908 604949
The Hi- Fi Studios 2
(Doncaster)
T 01302 727 274
The Power Pant Ltd
(Brighton)
T: 01273 775978
Unilet Sound & Vision
(New Malden)
T 020 8942 9567
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beware of imitations
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Auditions

Cables/DVB tuner

there is avery moderate loss in image depth, the

quality they now help to set the standard in their

result remains very good for this price sector, and

price ranges and will certainly be joining my

image focus and stage width was exemplary.

reference cable library.
Martin Colloms

Despite a hint of dryness in the reverberant
acoustic, low-level detail was well resolved and
complex material was also delineated very well.
Moving to the main strengths, this cable

performance, whether it be its powerful dynamic
bass, or the excellent focus and stage width, the
standard setting image depth and transparency,
not to mention the high level of detaii. However,
with XL there is also atouch of character'. alittle
less than would actually be termed coloration,
and here the Atlantis scored straight away, being
perceptibY more neutral and natural-sounding
than XL. Bass is atad leaner, but it matches the
XL for speed and dynamics, which is rare. While

The phono plugs on th Equinox 5 use a system

ultimately impressed by virtue of its strong
dynamics, fine dynamic contrasts, and involving

whereby the gold-plated outer barrel serves as agrip

sense of rhythm. As with the Equinox, with which

The latter delivers aconstant pressure to the outer

for the non- conducting silicone rubber tensioner.

it worked really well, the balanced midrange is

retaining contact system, which is silver on copper

aided very good image perspectives and the

and provides. The hollow centre pole is also silver

overall effect is clean and neutral, with very good

on copper, with PTFE dielectric. The conductors total

treble definition.

78 strands of Litz wire in OCC oxygen free copper
arranged in asymmetrical coaxial configuration.

I found the overall performance of these
Wireworld cables to be surprisingly well attuned
even approach even asingle feature of the XL's

Technology

to UK standards, showing aneutral, natural tonal
balance, crisp, focused bass, and very good
dynamics. These cables also maintain a good
sense of rhythm lending to arewarding level of
listener involvement, vital to keep reproduced

As for the Atlantis, conductors total 240 strands
of silver clad OFC, with a PE foam dielectric,
equivalent to ahigh current capacity, low resistance
conductors 2x6.2mm sq ( 2x9gauge US).

Features

music sounding alive.
Easy matching is assured by helpfully low values

• Good rhythm and timing

for resistance, capacitance and inductance for

II Transparent sound

both the interconnect and the speakers cables
tested. Ialso found these two Wireworld cables to
be well made. In view of their overall balance of

• Easy system matching

Elgato EyeTY
Elgato EyeTV 400 DVB-T tuner
PRICE

£250

SUPPLIER

Elgato Systems

CONTACT

020 8200 8282

WEBSITE

www.elgato.com

Digital TV is starting to taking over from
analogue, but what's that got to do with hi-fi?
Because where there are pictures there's
sound — and the type of audio being broadcasted
BBC, Sky, and ITV. Using the EyeTV 400 unit and

a 1GHz PowerBook was ample fast enough to

Since the Tivo and Sky+ digiboxes appeared,

software, any of these stations can be watched

avoid dropped frames. No transcoding of the

the concept of the personal video recorders ( PVR)

live on the computer screen, and/or recorded and

video or audio takes place — the EyeTV 400 just

has become familiar, but here's are-cap: video is
recorded digitally to ahard-disk in real-time from
a TV broadcast, and then viewed as it's being

subsequently edited. This is particularly useful
for editing out adverts from commercial stations.

passes the data stream to the computer as it's

recorded; or alternatively behind ' live time', either

paperback, with an RF aerial input and output
and two FireWire sockets on the back. A basic

disk, the resulting multiplexed MPEG file can be
de-muxed, and the audio and video files analysed

aerial is included, ashort upright mast on around

separately. DVB-T video is encoded as MPEG2,
the same as DVD but at alower data- rate, around

is worth investigating. But more on that anon.

time-shifted by just a few seconds ( if you
momentarily pause, then re-start play), or played
back hcurs or days later, like anormal VCR. The
elegance

of this gem

from

Elgato

is the

The unit is a plastic box about the size of a

base, and this proved suitable to pick up digital
TV with little break-up, although it's worth

integration it provides to a personal computer,

bearing

allowing recording direct to the computer's hard

broadcasts are horizontally- polarised, so best
results are had by tipping it on its side! Ahandset

drive, aid subsequent archiving to CD- Ror DVD-R.
Elgato has three variants of this design already.

in

mind

that

nearly all

UK

DTV

is included for remote zapping.
Picture quality is simply fantastic, within the

broadcasted. This makes comparison of real life
data- rates entirely possible — after recording to

2.5-4Mbit/s. The sound of digital TV is MPEG
Layer 2, the same as DAB radio, but crucially at
a higher quality.

This varies according to

broadcasters' taste, but Ifound data- rates of
192kb/s and 256kb/s in use, more in fitting with
the design parameters of the codec than seen

The EyeTV 200 receives analogue TV and
converts to MPEG2 video on-the- fly; EyeTV 300
receives digital satellite; and the Eye TV 400 here

limits of the broadcast, whether viewed actual

with DAB radio [see May '04, p37].

size ( usually 720 pixels across for the usual 16:9

is for DVB-T, otherwise known as digital
terrestrial, or Freeview. There are dozens of free

broadcasts) or full screen. De- interlacing in
software keeps the picture smooth. System

After asoftware update fixed aminor issue with
lip-sync, the EyeTV 400 performed very well. A

stations in the UK, including the usual five
channels, BBC3 and 4, and rolling news from the

requirements specify a 500MHz or faster G4
Macintosh; a400MHz proved just too slow, while

www.hifinews.co.uk

must- buy product if you want to watch or record
digital terrestrial TV on an Apple Mac.
Andrew Harrison
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A3.2 SERIES1 I
NTEGRATED AMP, PREAMP, POWER AMP, TUNER, CD PLAYER AND DAC .

A3.2 SERIES.
MACHINED, MIL-SPEC ALUMINIUM FRONT PANEL.
PLATINUM PLATED FITTINGS. REMOTE CONTROLLED. PHONO STAGE.
POWERFUL, ROBUST, BUILT.

FOR DETAILS OF YOUR NEAREST STOCKIST RING 020 8900 2866. www.musical-fidelity.co.uk
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Headphones

Indeed, these are probably the nearest you'll get
to a plug- in-and- play set of cans this side of a
grand. Even the RS-ls benefit from tweaking
when it comes to the cables used between the
source and headphone amp if one is employed,
while warmer headphone amps like the Sugden
Headline and the EarMax Pro can make them
sound overblown on occasions if, again, they're
used with awarm- sounding CD source such as the
Musical Fidelity Nu-Vista 3D CD player used for
this test. But there are no such problems with the
RS- 2s. The leanness of their sound works in their
favour, making them amore user-friendly choice.
But back to those foam pads. On ordering a
new set for my personal Grado RS-ls Iwas told
that the replacements were the same for both
Reference models and was sold the very pads that
were now adorning the RS- 2review sample. Ihad
noticed that they were thicker and larger than the
originals, but had tucked them into the back of a
drawer for future use. Finding these to be a lot
more comfortable on the ears when adorning the
RS- 2s Idecided to pop them onto my RS-ls. The
difference the new pads made to the sound was
remarkable. The RS-ls now sounded faster, more
airy and altogether lighter on their feet. Far more
like the RS- 2s in fact. But there was adrawback:
now the presentation was peppered with peaky
highs while female vocals could sound strident.
Pushing the air chambers closer to my ears

Lighter and leaner, but
meaner than the RS- 1

reduced these unwanted effects greatly, but still I
found myself in asonic limbo between the warm
and full-bodied sound of the original RS-ls and
the faster, thrilling presentation of the RS- 2s.
when the Grados arrived, the taut tuneful' bass

Grado RS-2

immediately ensured that the rhythm sections
truly began to motor, while an uncluttered

PRICE

£550

SUPPLIER

Veda- UK

CONTACT

01279 501111

WEBSITE

www.veda-uk.co.uk

midband and a treble boasting seemingly
limitless headroom ensured each performance
was delivered with boundless energy. Compared
with the RS-ls you won't hear the full throat of a
hi-hat choke or, where classical is concerned, the

While described in the catalogue of UK distributor

rosi ny bite of bow on string, and it's also true that

Veda as 'the newest addition' to the Grado family of

vocals do not carry as much body, and percussion

headphones, the RS-2s have in fact been around for

as much slam.. But what you trade in fullness
and texture you gain in sheer pace, and there's

agood couple of years both Stateside and in the
UK, being designed
to bridge a gap in
the Brooklyn- based
manufacturer's

What you gain in fullness and
texture you gain in sheer pace

range between the
£750 Reference RS-ls and its Prestige Series.

not an ounce of flab to muddy notes — whether it

In essence the £ 550 RS- 2s remain the same
as their bigger brothers, though a smaller air

piano run or the dense mix of arock band driving

chamber, aslightly cruder finish to the metal pole
pieces and alittle less padding in the headband
show where the money has been saved. One final
point is that the review pair came with different

be some staccato violin work against avigorous
at full steam. There's no shortage of grip either.
If anything there's a starkness to the sound,
wnich, providing these cans are used with

foam ear pads to those pictured on the RS- 2s on

something clean- sounding and grain-free like the
Nairn Headline headphone amplifier or Musical

the Grado website. The pictured pads sit flush

Fidelity's X- Cans V3, makes for a leading-edge

Veda says the replacement pads are designed
to give over time, bringing the air chambers closer
to the head. Still, to these ears the choice is
simple: stick with the original pads for the RS-ls,
but in the case of the RS- 2s enjoy the comfort the
bigger pads afford — not to mention the sheer
thrill of the sound they offer. They truly are an
outstanding set of headphones.
Patrick Fraser

Technology
The RS- 2uses dynamic transducers in an open-air
configuration with open- backed cups. At 7ounces
(200grams) it weighs acouple of ounces less than
the RS- 1 - handy when it comes to portability or very
long listening sessions. Frequency response is
15-28kHz, as opposed to the 12-30kHz offered by
the RS- 1. However, sensitivity is alittle higher at
98db, which, together with an impedance of 32
ohms, makes the RS- 2adoddle to drive, though all
cans in the Grado range are benign in this respect.
The earpieces are made from hand-crafted
mahogany with UHPLC used for the voice coils while
7ft of copper cable completes the package.

Features

with the earpieces and have tiny slits cut into

presentation that manages to thrill without ever

III Sweet, airy and extended sound

them. But more of that later.

setting the listener on edge or promoting fatigue.
There's also a wonderful even-handedness to

II Plenty of grip and atight rhythmic bass

What immediately grabs about the sound here
is the sheer speed, openness and rhythm on tap.

the sound and a feeling that they would be

Having been working my way through athree-CD

unburstable should you ever want to drive them at

box set of Platinum Soul Legends DVSM CD100)

screamingly high volumes.
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II Both comfortable and classy looking
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This is your only chance!
If you're serious about your hi-fi you'll know that there's one event every year that can't be missed. It's the Blue Murder Sale at Unilet
Hi-fi in New Malden, Surrey. We're not talking about afew bob off a £299 CD player but some serious reductions on everything from
entry-level to high- end items. Not just audio but some great home cinema kit too. Whether you're looking for brand new or ex-demo
equipment, it's serious gear and the reductions are serious enough to have some people queuing all night! (Well they have for the
last 15 years or so). Famous brands, famously- low prices and famously clued- up- staff. Blue Murder isn't so much a sale as an
annual get-together for hi-fi afficianados with an eye for a bargain. Join them, you're welcome.

Don't miss out on this once- in- a- blue- moon sale
Call us for a copy of sale list on 020 8942 9567

Unilet Sound and Vision
35 High Street, New Malden, Surrey KT3 4BY

WAITROSE
Sound and Vision
HIGH

STREET

FAKI

-

NEW

MALDEN

1

For more information on the Blue Murder Sale visit our website

www.unilet.net

UNILET

Acoustic Energy (AE), Anthony Gallo, Apollo, Arcam, Arcam FMJ, Atacama, Audio Research, Audioyector, Beyer, Boston, Bryston, B&W, Cable Talk, Celestion, Cerwin Vega, Chord, Chord Cables,
Denon, Denon Gold, Ecosse, Heybrook, Insert Audio, IXOS, JAMO, JBL, KEF, KEF Reference, Koetsu, Krell, LAT, Lexicon, Marantz, Marantz Premium, Morduant Short ( MS), Michell, Mission, Musical
Fidelity, NAD, Nakamichi, Nordost, Optimum, Ortofon, Panasonic, Parasound, Pioneer, PMC, Polk, Primare, ProAc, Project, Pure, QED, Quad, REL, Roksan, Rotel, Sennheiser, Shure, SME, Sonus
Faber, Sonus Systems, Sony, Soundstyle, Spendor, Stands Unique, Stax, Sunfire, Supra, Tag McLaren, Talk Electronics, Tannoy, Target, Teac, Technics, Thule, VDH, Wilson Benesch, Yamaha.

FREE SALE CATALOGUE REQUEST ( Fax form to: 020 8336 0820 or post to the above address)
Name:
Address:
Postcode:
Tel:

Email:

Auditions
Conditioner

I
sote k

Mini Sub

Gil
Areworking of lsotek's
Mini power conditioner
makes for greater
definition and dynamics

the plug sockets can now be rotated 180° to allow

lsotek Mini Sub GII
PRICE

for differing location requirements.
While on the subject of cables Iam pleased to
note the Mini Sub is no longer cable sensitive,

£ 500

SUPPLIER

Activ Distribution

CONTACT

01635 291357

WEBSITE

www.activdistribution.com

and braided cables no longer seem to provoke a
slightly dulled feeling to the sound. The new
series of 'gates' used have been calculated to give
the filters a mathematically-correct operating

Just ayear ago Ireviewed lsotek's original Mini Sub

environment under all conditions.

and was highly impressed. It has now become the
Mini Sub GII and boasts a substantial number of

Apart from the cable compatibility, the Gli
seemed to work very satisfactorily with Naim

internal alterations - not to mention a new and

equipment, something that the previous model

rather snazzy 5mm-thick anodised stainless-steel

didn't do so well. Activ Distribution advises me

front panel with laser-engraved badge work. The
GI Ialso has asibling in the form of The Vision -

that this is partially due to the new gate design
and the increase in choke size.

owners to visit investigate the retro-fittable

an AV version of this power conditioner that has a

The sonic differences of all these technical
changes were apparent from the moment the unit

upgrade at acost of £ 275.
If you don't own aMini Sub, then whether your

was plugged in. The immediate impression was
that the relative volume had increased - a

system is old, new, grand or modest, Iwould

built in the UK.
The internal changes include a custom-made
choke with three times the original capacity, plus

sensation Ifeel was more due to the perceived
increase in dynamic range - and the greater

anew and larger ciicuitboard design. This has a
ground plane upper surface that acts as ahigh-

definition given to the all-important gaps in

grade common mode filter across the whole board

and starts - je the very rhythm of the music -

slightly different filtration layout and which is
available for £ 549. Both units are designed and

with the result that
the unit acts as a
true faraday cage,
offering

complete

RFI isolation of the
internal

components.

between the notes. By this Imean that the stops

The very rhythm of the music
seemed to be more apparent
Surge

protection

for

plugged- in componeits has been increased by
stabilising the voltage and increasing the unit's
absorption ability to a claimed figure of over
200%. Other alterations to the original design
include complete star earthing to reduce further
any cross contamination between components,

seemed to be more apparent,

making the

difference between sound and silence greater and
therefore more effective.
As with most changes to asystem, going back
to a previous model makes differences more
obvious, and this process made me aware of the
comparable lack of bass weight and apreviously

and the suppressio-i of the blue LED to eliminate
high-frequency noise. All internal wiring is multi-

unnoticed tendency to aslight bloom at certain
frequencies when reverting to the Mark 1design.

strand silver-plated OFC with aPTFE dielectric.
One further modification concerns the fuses to

of my systems since Ireviewed it because Ifelt it

Ihave used aMark 1Mini Sub as part of one

the rear of the unit which are now accessible from
the outside. This means there is no need ever to

made asignificant improvement to the sound of a

enter the unit. Otherwise, visually the lsotek

that the GII brings even greater improvements, to

retains the same layout and cosmetics, although

such an extent that Iwould urge any Mark 1

www.hifinews.co.uk

unreservedly recommend auditioning one. It is
one of the most effective units Ihave had the
pleasure of using.

•

Tony Bolton

Technology
Power goes into the GII via the mains fuse. After this
the high current ( 10A) feed is drawn off, sent through
a filter, and then a delta filter ( common- mode
rejection

between

live

and

neutral/live

and

earth/earth and neutral) before arriving at outputs
one and two. Outputs three to six receive current that
has travelled via another fuse, afilter, aseries of
gates, another filter, and finally adelta filter before
arriving at the sockets. These have a current
capacity of 6.3A. As for its

physical

size,

the G II Isotek measures 444 x 85 x 305mm
(whd) and weighs 7kg.

Features
III Better isolation and filtration of power
II Increased perception of dynamic range

hi-fi when compared to that of direct mains. Ifeel
Ill More compatible with Naim Audio components
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Halcro

dm38

The Australian high- end company's
first stereo power amplifier is fair
dinkum, says Martin Colloms

Halcro dm38
PRICE

£13,550

SUPPLIER

Audio Reference

CONTACT

01252 702705

WEBSITE

www.halcro.com

H

mode power supply. Topmost is the input/output
interface and first amplifier section, while the last unit
is power amplifier related and directs operations for
the output FETs. Meanwhile, heatsinks are concealed
behind the slotted, convection cooled covers of the
fluted, silver-anodised alloy wings.

alcro has made a big impact on the hlh-end
scene with its monobloc power ariplifers, but

Conveniently for the owner, the terminal panel is
presented at waist height on the upper deck. Less

the dm38 model tested here is the Australian
company's first stereo power amplifier. The dm38 is,
of course, a natural partner for the Halcro dm10
preamplifier, which Ireviewed in the April issue.

conveniently, the power input and main switch is on
the underside of the lowest deck. If you aren't using
the control link cable to a matching Halcro preamp,
then the amplifier can only be switched out of standby

Looking just like one of the established dm58 or
dm68 monoblocs, the dm38 is a large and imposing

using aconcealed soft key located between the upper
two decks. By comparison with the monoblocs, the
rear panel is rather crowded, with single-ended,
balanced and Halcro current-drive inputs for both
channels, plus generous gold-plated rubber-insulated
binding posts for speaker connection. This cramped
layout caused some problems in organising the cables

floorstanding tower, 0.8m tall, and as big as many
loudspeakers. While the monoblocs offer at least
200W/ch for 8ohms, the dm38 is alittle less powerful
at 180W/ch, reflecting the sharing of the power
supply, casing and heat dissipators in asingle stereo
chassis. It weighs 55kg ( 1201b). Two tall side wings
60

flank aseries of bridge sections, the lowest of which
contains the ' electrically noisy' end of the switch-
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when heavy duty connectors were involved, in this
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Lab Test
Power amplifier

protection circuits are incorporated so a long trouble
free life is to be expected, especially in view of this
extremely fine build quality.
Our review of the dm10 covered the various issues
of powering up and connection modes such as
current, balanced and single-ended voltage modes.
Testing the combination of pre and power units, the
unique Halcro current-mode link was not found to be
optimal and also seemed cable-dependent. Iachieved
the best results using the unbalanced (single-ended)
connection with the Cardas cable. Under these
optimum conditions Igot ascore of
22 marks for the pair on my usual
listening-test assessment scale, and
in this sense at least they are quite
well matched. It would certainly be
possible to achieve superior sound
by partnering the preamp with a

The dm38 is a
large and imposing
floorstanding
tower, 0.8m tall,
and as big as many
loudspeakers

on

superior power amplifier, and vice

hardwood lower sections and the floor interface can
be tuned by the addition of optional rubber feet.

versa for the power amp; this is also
true of many other manufacturers'
combinations. Halcro apparently

BUILD AND SOUND QUALITY

does have a 'house sound', and in

With such alarge surface area and protected, internal,
ventilated heat dissipation, the dm38 never ran more

this respect the dm10 pre and dm38
power amp are complementary.

than warm to the touch. A fast warm-up is claimed, so
it can be powered down when not in use, saving
energy. At full power into 4 ohm loads the distortion

was now explored with alternative sources and
control units. The dm38 was auditioned at length,

case

Transparent

XL.

The

amplifier

stands

Removing the dm10 from the equation, the dm38

is claimed to be better than —110dB up to a 20kHz
limit, and —130dB at 1kHz. These are very low figures.

after athorough warm up. The Editor was able to share

The input impedance at 10k ohm is lower than the
industry average, ruling out passive control. Full

supply of the dm38 had some effect on the other
components in my system via the mains, but then so

some of the sessions.

When powered up, the power

TECHNOLOGY 1: THE CLAIM FOR 'ZERO' DISTORTION
Having followed the more recent technology

Loudspeakers have typically 0.1 to 0.5%

debates on amplifier design philosophy, the
many strands including negative feedback,

distortion at normal operating levels and the
human ear naturally operates with inherent

Class Aversus B, linear and switched mode
power supplies, digital or pulse related

generally 2nd harmonic distortion of 0.5 to

distortion may well be audible as amild
sharpening or lightening of tone, and yet other

5.0% depending on level. We are acclimatised

aspects of the performance help deliver ahigh

amplification, FET versus transistor versus tube,
Halcro's founder Dr Bruce Candy has explained

to cur personal distortion and it is not heard

approval rating.

how he has arrived at his own formulation. He

lower levels of distortion in audio equipment.

felt akey component of the power amplifier to
be sufficiently novel to apply for protection and

directly; it does not prevent us from perceiving
We know that the total harmonic distortion

order) in the 0.5 to 3.0% range over the last 5
or 6dB of dynamic range. At these levels the

Halcro claims very low distortion indeed for
its products, so low that only the very best test
equipment can come close to verifying the

last year he obtained his US patent. Essentially

(THD) measurement is ablunt instrument, as it
correlates rather poorly with perceived quality. A

it protects aform of circuit architecture

simplistic THD viewpoint has nevertheless found

damaged for some unconnected reason, Ido
not see why low

embodying details of his particular ideas, in
brief these include alinearised output stage

to be of some relevance for low order distortion,
predominantly 2nd and 3rd, where THD results

distortion per se
should be aproblem,

employing four local negative feedback loops

of 0.1% and under are hard to distinguish from

plus output-tracking subsidiary power rails. This
aspect of extreme linearisation underpins a

perfection when listening to music. Conversely

as logically low
distortion should help

0.03% of an isolated 13th harmonic may well
be audible with selected sounds.

provide aclearer and
more neutral sound;

strong promotional strand running through the
now expanding product line. Halcro promotes

Ironically, the classical method of achieving

claims. Provided that sound quality is not

and Iam sure that

the virtue of very low, almost vanishingly- low

very low distortion involves high orders of

many reviewers have

distortion, indeed the legend ' Z-d', suggesting

negative feedback and tends to accentuate

been impressed.

zero distortion, is found on the units.

such high order harmonics. Many designers now

Historically non-linear distortion in

regard the practice as self-defeating. The highfeedback approach may also deliver adominant

its approach, which
for the power

to be harmonic distortion, has been regarded as

pole in the upper midrange and may reflect

amplifier involves low

an evil to be stamped out in audio products.

some audible coloration and subjective

overall loop feedback

With care it is possible even with arelatively

compression in that region.

and relies on local

ordinary circuitry and device technology to
create amplifiers with very low distortion,

Frustratingly, some well-regarded and
musical sounding amplifiers, such as single-

feedback and linearity
correction, does not

typically 0.01% of total products, even as low

ended triode zero feedback types, may be
rather rewarding in audition and yet provide test

suffer from those

amplifiers, generally assumed for convenience

as 0.0033% ( that is, —80 and — 110dB
respectively, relative to the primary signal).

www.hifinews.co.uk

bench distortion ( generally of low harmonic

Halcro claims that

historic high-feedback
problems.
Hi-FiNews

TECHNOLOGY 2: THE PEAK CURRENT DISCUSSION

does the rather more substantial alternative in the big
Krell. By comparison the dm38 supply, was less

While providing abasic specification of

made on cables and connectors, and in

180W/ch 8ohms and 350W/ch nominal

part Iagree that the unnecessarily low

into 4ohm loads, Bruce Candy explains

impedance of some of today's larger

was possible to capture a little more of the dynamics

that providing any higher current than

speakers does make heavy demands on

and energy in good recordings via the SE input, this

this eating requires is not only

cables and amplifiers. Nevertheless,
amplifiers of this sire price and power

sounding surprisingly better than the balanced input.

may well be expected to thoroughly kick
around the largest and best speakers,

in the dm10 review.) Reaching an outright score of 33,

unnecessary, but might actually be
dangerous. Accordingly, the Halcro
amplifier's peak current is limited to

problematic in context than that of the dm10.
Working with alternative reference preamplifiers, it

(The current mode input was dealt with at more length
lower audiophile level, this amp gave an impression

±15A, just sufficient for the rated
outp,it for 4ohm loads but no more. Dr

and several of these have load

of good instrumental detail, on the front line at least,

impedance minima of 2.5 ohms,

with quite good bass. It may have been a touch

Cancy shows concern for the demands

suostantia ly outside the Halcro spec.

lightweight in terms of bass slam and depth, but was
quite fast and tuneful in the upper bass register.
Stereo

image

focus

was

quite

good,

initially

impressive, but somehow lacking that rewarding sense
of enfolding presence and definition available from
other reference power amplifiers such as the ConradJohnson Premier 8a and Karan 450, and particularly
the Krell FPB 400cx.
Ifelt that the dm38 wasn't reticent in the presence
band, nominally the mid treble, where some detailenhancing emphasis was noted. Conversely, this made
some passages sound mildly processed, even slightly
artificial; the natural richness of broader midrange
sounds, the honeyed timbres of cello for example, was
perceptibly thinned. Despite the almost too obvious
detail retrieval for louder sounds it was felt that micro
detail and micro dynamics were less well revealed
than the competition.
Ifelt it was certainly low in listener fatigue, if on the
distant side for involvement, and it certainly sounded
very clean, in this respect bearing out the claims for
negligible distortion. The slightly cool, significantly
bland presentation was rated only a little above
average for expression and dynamics, and ultimately
only ' good plus' for transparency and depth. Frankly,

Before assessing distortion Iwas keen to see
how this amplifier delivered power under

programme demand coincides with the relevant

testbench conditions. With its regulated power

impedance dip. This is areason for buying a
2ohm-capable power amplifier for use with

rails, the Halcro can precisely define power, and
Igat the specified 180+180W, 8ohms, and

such speakers, if even only occasional full
power use is envisaged.

360+360W. 4chms, without problem, and at
very low distortion. For sub 4ohm loads the
power cut back quite quickly, conforming to the
defined peak current limit. While a
'dreadnought' unlimited amplifier may deliver
an equivalent real power of 640W into a2ohm
load, the dm38 is cut back to about athird of
this. at around 200W. Thus for sub 4ohm
impedances played flat out the Halcro will
current clip and curtail the maximum

Typically distortion is around 120dB for
normal levels and loads but to show that this
was measurable at least, Imade aspectrum

As expected for alower current demand, the
8ohm comparable result gave - 128dB for third
harmonic and - 137dB for fifth. Higher
harmonics are simply lost in the very low noi
floor of better than - 143dB. Measurable , just,
these are exceedingly low distortion results for
apower amplifier at such levels.
Normal total harmonic distortion
measurement was pretty meaningless, as was

analysis of my test set at lkHz, and compared
it with the output of the dm38, the latter offset

an attempt to define the 19/20kHz high

to 1.1kHz for clarity. At alittle below rated
full power, Fig 1shows 300W/4 ohms. Here

frequency intermodulation. Almost all readings
gave the instrument residual of - 112dB save

3rd harmonic was at - 116dB with 5th down

the higher current level 4ohm full power drive,

at - 142dB. High harmonics were particularly
well controlled.

where a still superb - 108dB of difference
tone was recorded. Pushing hard with 20kHz

undistorted level by up to 4.5 dB. However,
even with 2ohm loading at atolerable power

continuous tone at 8ohms, the distortion was
-101dB[ rather greater than specified] and

the distortion was remarkably low, for example
-105dB at lkHz 100W real. Acurrent limit of

just beginning to show significant increase at
4ohms where astill excellent -80dB 0.01%

almost ± 15A peak was obtained, matching the

was recorded.

specification provided.
A consequence is that some of the larger
loudspeakers from Wilson Audio System Seven,
Sonus Faber Stradavari or B&W 800 or 801,
with impedances that occasionally fall below 3
ohms will tax the dm38 abit. At the highest
power levels, the Halcro may occasionally run
into power clipping on peaks when the
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At full power the reference instrumentation
baseline gave - 115dB of distortion [ nearly
0.002%] with the amplifier just rising out of
the threshold to - 112dB of distortion for 4
ohms, this for mid band lkHz tone at 360 W.
As with the dm10 pre-amplifier, there is a
mild low frequency, high pass filter, here
measuring -0.3dB by 10Hz while the

www.hifinews.co.uk

Lab Test

Power amplifier

Ihad expected rather more from this much-heralded
brand. This result, and the matching score of the
dm38, is a little below the long-term average for
audiophile power amplifiers.
Taking the test further, this time with the dm38
power driving into more difficult loudspeaker loads,
the sound proved to be both less weighty and well
founded than that offered by the reference power
amplifiers, in particular the Krell 700cx, which was
carefully used at acomparable 200W maximum 8ohm
peak power level.

The system
For this review, reference power amplifiers included the Krell FPB 700cx , the Naim 250
(original series), aConrad-Johnson Premier 140 and an OreIle SP100 ( Evo series).
Pre-amplifiers included the Conrad-JohnsonART, Halcro dm10 and XTC Pre II, as well as
the Audio Synthesis Passion passive control unit. Analogue sources included the Linn
LP12 Lingo/Naim Aro/Koetsu RS II and Audio Note 10 ii, while CD players used were the
Naim CDS3 , Marantz CD-7and Krell KPS25 sc. Cables were by Transparent (XL series)
Cardas (Golden Cross) and Wireworld (Atlantis and Equinox series).
CONCLUSION
Concluding this two-part Halcro project, the dm38
stereo power amplifier proved to be a generally
impressive design from a technical viewpoint. This
imposing free-standing device is finely crafted and
finished, and certainly looks the part. While not
wholeheartedly recommended for the more difficult
4 ohm speakers, which group unfortunately includes
several popular reference designs, it fights back with
cool efficient running, versatile inputs and fully
protected outputs.
Distortion was neither immeasurable nor zero, but it
was so low as to be inconsequential, essentially as the
exacting specification promised. Capable of about
200W/ch, the dm38 is as powerful as most will ever
need. Sound quality divided my audiences. Those
who demand lively dynamics and an upbeat rhythmic
character may well look elsewhere, while more
relaxed classical orientated audiophiles may well
value the almost squeaky clean, detailed and highly
controlled sounds it can produce. While the pricing is
set at the higher aspirational audiophile level, we felt
it did not make it to the first rank on sound quality
grounds. When the overall build and performance is
taken account, the dm38 attains a cautious
recommendation, but with a personal audition
advised. Compatibility with your sources and
proposed loudspeaker is also \vortll imestigating

corresponding upper limit was set at an
inaudible 36.7kHz. In fact there is no significant
high frequency limit since this amplifier
continues to 140kHz for the —3dB point.
Superbly stable, the fast, flat tapped square
wave response of the amplifier proved that it is
reactive load tolerant, showing about 20 % of
quickly damped overshoot. No significant
latching was present.

Output impedance was very low, less than
0.01 ohm at low and mid frequencies rising
slightly at higher frequencies. Signal to noise
ratios were state of the art; for example,
relative lo full power Igot 130dB ' A' weighted,
126.3dB unweighted. For a1W level, the
corresponding 'A' weighted result was very good
at 103.2dB. Meanwhile, DC offset was quite
negligible, less than 0.5mV. Channel separation

was around 135dB at low frequencies, 120dB
mid band and still better than 110dB by
20kHz. 0.191 volts delivered 1watt, with 2.65
volts required for maximum power output.
All in all, this is afirst rate amplifier for
general accuracy, noise and distortion.
Measurements show that it's best suited for the
easier loading 4-8 ohm speakers in view of the
current limit.
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Oxford
Audio
Consultants
Ltd

Oxford Audio Consultants are devoted entirely to
your listening and viewing pleasure.

Opening Hours:
10am-6pm,
Monday-Saturday.
Oxford Audio
Consultants,

S

Cantay House,

ince Oxford Audio Consultants
were established in 1988, we have
built a reputation as one of the

and commercial premise,. we can
even provide outdoor loudspeakers
for your garden that look like stones
and sound magical! We are happy to

leading specialists in audio, home
cinema, audio-visual and multimedia installations.
We are constantly striving to find and
stock
the
best equipment
in
established and new technologies

your purchase is, we provide awide
range of solutions that are both
imaginative and of the highest

uhere you will be able to experience
the best projector, plasma and TV
based systems. We have awide range

ranging from record-decks and valve
amplifiers to digital radio tuners,

quality.
Our staff are knowledgeable, frank

of décor and invisible loudspeakers

intemet-connected
multi-room
systems,
state-of-the-art
home

and friendly and will assist you

cinemas

and

fully

computerised

lighting and smart-home' controls.
Our equipment and installations
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from
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modest' to :he

'magnificent' but no matter what

with your purchase; they will be
able to advise you on everything
from the replacement stylus for

throughout our store.
Oxford Audio Consultants provide a
full range of custom installation
services for the home as well as hotel

Park End Street,
Oxford OX1 1JD

arrange site visits and surveys and
quote for most domestic and
commercial
applications.
Our

Tel: 01865 790879

installations range from the invisible

Fax: 01865 791665

tc the dramatic, but no matter what
you choose we aim to provide
something that is beautiful for both
the eye and the ear!

Email: oxford.audio@
btconnect.com

your turntable to the installation of
a multi-room audio and lighting
system. We can demonstrate a
wide range of equipment in one of
our three listening rooms, one for
smaH ' lifestyle'
audio
and

Website:
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Opinion

John
Crabbe
L

ast month's piece ended with adeclaration that
consonance and melody provide the ultimate lifeblood of
music, and that contemporary composers who avoid such

ingredients are simply emblems of afading atonal fashion.

Various arguments have been adduced to justify the serialist
interregnum, but despite its avant-garde image Ijoin many
others who see it as Western music's inglorious blind alley. In
particular, it seemed there were times in the 1960s and ' 70s
when serious new composers were being directed wholesale
down that grim byway, with pleasing harmony and tuneful
note-sequences banished to the pop domain.
It started when Schoenberg moved into atonal regions in
1908. This led on to his formal 12- note scheme, which was
further toughened by Webern and

Asked for his views
on Stockhausen's
rather larger scale
music, Sir Thomas
Beecham replied
that he might once
have trodden
in some

years saw the arrival of 25 composers whose names came to
dominate British aid/or world music, yet who could all be

finally taken up in the 1950s by

claimed as accessible to most committed listeners. However,
once one moves across to the music of their non-consonant

the Darmstadt School ( Boulez/
Stockhausen/Maderna), plus

contemporaries and successors, away goes the rich amalgam of
intriguing, beautiful, joyous, sad, exciting and uplifting

Babbit across the Atlantic. This
all happened over the heads of

pitch- patterns and relationships that comprise Western
music's time-honoured essence, and from whose grip

mere music lovers, to save the art
from late- romantic kitsch via the

Schoenberg set out to liberate us.

'emancipation of dissonance'.
The revolution would be

mellowed later, even producing diatonic pieces at the drop of
the hat. Criticised by pained disciples, he pleaded that one

accomplished by imposing an

should compose according to shifting ' creative needs and

equality of role on all 12 notes in

purposes', so perhaps we shouldn't be too hard on him after
all. Yet there's no escaping the fact that serialism has left a

the chromatic scale, thus

He did this with dismissive intolerance at times, yet

generating music free of key

malignant legacy, whereby in some circles asort of musical PC

centres because all 'tone rows'
had to employ every such note,

operates, requiring that no modern composition should dare

with no pitch repeated until the

offer apleasingly harmonious face.
Perhaps there are influential folk around who still believe

others had appeared. Ideally, the

that the consonance/dissonance paradigm is apurely cultural

chosen note 'series' remained the same throughout awork,

phenomenon, and that sufficient public use of semitone chords

while tempo, timbre and note-durations were sometimes also

will eventually make them sound harmonious to all, thus

subject to serialisation, with each note played on adifferent
instrument. One Webern trifle of this ilk was described by Sir

putting Birtwistle alongside Beethoven in the classical charts.
But the growth of chromaticism across history doesn't mean

John Barbirolli as ' two farts and araspberry orchestrated',

that consonance and dissonance are socially generated
playthings to be washed or wished away. They have innate

while Sir Thomas Beecham, when asked for his views on
Stockhausen's rather larger scale music, replied that he might
once have trodden in some.

perceptual roots, confirmed by countless tests.
Indeed, infants of six months already register differentiated

Orchestral players, too, sometimes fret over having to play
music whose scores they'd rather tear up. Thus the late Jack

adult-type Drain responses to con/dis note patterns, and rhesus

Brymer's role as 1st clarinet in the BBC SO ended in 1971

diatonic, but not when they are chromatic. This points firmly to

when he moved to the LSO out of frustrated irritation with all

aneurological basis for consonant inclinations in both human

the dissonant stuff programmed by Pierre Boulez.
That was an especially bleak time. Yet, paradoxically, most
music actually being produced remained basically diatonic, not

and non- human pgimates, and thus to nature, not nurture.

least because of aband of composers who, while including a
didn't totally disdain conventional harmony or feel inhibited

cultural colditioning, while Jim Lesurf's discussion of
beat- producing aural non- linearity in his April article reminded
me of Prof CATaylor's plot of oeat-tone patterns in The

from offering the occasional melody.
Schoenberg was surrounded by them, with Hoist sharing his

succession of clearways througn the clutter at consonant

birth-year ( 1874), Vaughan Williams and Rachmaninov just

frequency ratios, and dense confusion at dissonant points,

preceding him, and Ravel hard on his heels. Also, the next 50

neatly tallying with what our ears deliver into consciousness.

few not averse to indulging in some pretty tough material,
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monkeys respond to melodic transpositions when the tunes are

Then there's aHirsch Effect mentioned here before [ see
Sidelines Ploy ' 94/April ' 951, which clearly weighs against

Physics of Musical Sounds [
EUP 19651. This reveals a
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We travel to Hardy country to meet an organist and music
teacher who has assembled a system that really works.
Interview by Steve Harris, pictures by Roger Phillips
66
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Sweetspot

Below: SME and
Oracle, the latter
on agranite block,
in turn sitting on
the Palmer wall
shelf. This is of
steel, supported
via two ball
bearings on awallmounted ledge
and from chains,
attached high up
on the wall

H

i-fi should be ameans to an end - and so it is for Alan,

an organist and music teacher for more than 40 years.
His system, imposing as it is, remains the servant of his

amazing and inspiring record collection. Alan's interest
in hi-fi started during childhood at home in the 1950s,
listening to experimental BBC stereo broadcasts, in
which the radio was used for one channel and the
television for the other. His father eventually bought a
Decca stereogram and slowly accumulated stereo LPs,
'All classical,' says Alan. 'My parents were not in any
way catholic in their musical tastes.' Alan had become
organist at alocal church at the age of 12, and in 1961 he
went to college to train as amusic teacher.
'I became College Organist and conducted acouple of
choirs, so making music was the priority. But my
listening needs were satisfied by an old valve radio
bought at a junk shop near the college and later by a
Dansette-type record player and some mono records.
`My first teaching appointment took me to Bristol.
Immediately Ibecame organist and choirmaster at alocal
church with an exceptionally fine organ and choir. I
lived in digs and had no space for ahi-fi system. But I
did buy aHacker Sovereign FM radio with my first pay

'My listening needs were satisfied
by an old valve radio bought at a
junk shop near the college, and
later a Dansette-type record player'
cheque and later aFerrograph mono open reel recorder.
`I built up a small collection of favourite music,
recorded from Radio 3, and remained perfectly content
until visiting ahi-fi shop one day Iheard an impressive
stereo demonstration on an Ampex auto-reverse open
reel tape recorder. This came complete with amazingly
good bookshelf-size speakers.'
Alan bought this, along with many
of the pre-recorded open reel tapes
which were available at that time.
'A promotion took me to Newquay
in Cornwall where Iwas in charge of
Music in aschool for the first time; I
lived in apleasant flat with space to
accommodate my first hi-fi system. I
settled on the ubiquitous Garrard
SP25, with low-end Shure cartridge,
Leak Stereo 30 amp and of course my
Ampex tape recorder along with its
excellent loudspeakers, which now
supported the whole system.
'A year or two later Ibought two
components which were to remain
prized and appreciated for many
years to come. My brother sold me
his Revox G36 tape recorder; and I
bought apair of B&W DM3 monitor

speakers from ashop in Plymouth. Iremember listening
to ademonstration for just 15 minutes and then deciding
to buy them. These speakers stayed with me from around
1970 to the mid- 1980s so my instinctive appraisal must
have been accurate enough.
'Despite being extremely happy in Cornwall Idecided
to move to Fleet in Hampshire. Ibecame Head of Music
at alocal school and of course, organist and choirmaster
nearby too. My salary was considerably better now so I
bought first a Dual turntable and then a Transcriptors
Hydraulic Reference turntable from a hi-fi shop in
Tottenham Court Road. I admit to my shame that I
bought the Transcriptors based on appearance only! But
I kept it for many years and it gave much musical
pleasure. Iswapped the Transcriptors unipivot arm for
an SME 3009 and fitted aShure V15 Mk III.
'For all these years Idepended upon indoor aerials,
pinned or BluTacked to the walls of my rented flats.
Then Imarried and we next moved to Cheltenham,
where Ibought ahouse for the first time.'
Alan upgraded the electronics to Quad (33/303/FM3)
but after that the system remained unchanged for avery
long time, with Transcriptors/SME/Shure front end and
B&W DM3 speakers. The Revox G36 ran on the same
valves for nearly 20 years!
'I moved to my present house in 1986 after adivorce
and at first lived in just the upper two storeys, which had
been converted into aflat. Ibrought my faithful old hi-fi
system with me and set it up in a rather cramped
converted roof-space. This equipment had been with me
for more than 15 years with only replacement cartridges
when necessary to bring about any change in asystem
which gave complete satisfaction.., or so Ithought.
'Everything sat on acrude home-made table. Iwould
set up piles of bricks to aheight just sufficient to leave
space underneath for my record collection. On top of
these piles of bricks Iplaced alarge piece of pine board.
The equipment all sat upon this rickety support.
'But Iwas about to meet two people who would be
responsible for huge changes in my hi-fi system and
www.hifinews.co.uk

From left: Pathos 1nPower, Magnum Dynalab tuner, Pathos
InControl pre, and the Voodoo rack. Below left, Alan with his
all-time system assessment disc, Alicia Delarrocha playing
Ravel's Concerto for the Left Hand [ Decca SXL 6680]

listening expectations. Only in these intervening years
have Icome to realise what afantastic (some might say
unsurpassed ) music carrier gramophone records are.
'I had just bought asmall kit, advertised in the hi-fi
press, which claimed to improve the sound quality of my
Quad amplifier. Just a few transistors to install, but
beyond my capabilities, being atypical musician hardly
capable of changing a fuse. It was suggested that Itry
Charles Palmer, who lived nearby.
'Charles is an American who has taught music in
North American universities. He is also acomposer and
expert in valves and hi-fi in general. He did fix my Quad
(there was little apparent difference!) but suggested that
Imight come to his house to hear some valve amplifiers;
and this proved aturning-point in my hi-fi life.
'His house was an Aladdin's cave of interesting
turntables, amplifiers, tape-recorders and so on. The
sounds he managed to produce from Garrard and
Thorens turntables, through valve amplification,
absolutely stunned me. It was the musical equivalent of
Paul on the road to Damascus! In no time at all Ihad
bought a Croft pre-amplifier to drive a pair of
Audiomaster monoblock power amplifiers which
Charles had updated with regulated power-supplies.
'These were the years when CD was beginning to take
a grip on the public's imagination. The whole world
seemed to be awash with secondhand LP's and Itook full
advantage of this to enhance my collection of just afew
hundred records, comparatively cheaply. I'd already
taken the pragmatic decision that replacing all my LPs
with CDs would be too expensive, apart from the
expense of buying a CD player — demonstrations of
which had left me rather unimpressed. Idiscovered an
excellent secondhand record shop in Salisbury. which I
visited at least once amonth.
'On the way there, Iwould pass Salisbury HiFi and it
soon became aregular habit to look in just in case there
might be something interesting to hear. I made the
acquaintance of the affable manager, John Trim, and he
was to prove the second great influence on my hi-fi life

from that day until this. He would see me come into the
shop carrying bags of LPs, and Isoon made it clear to
him that my system was ripe for improvement. One day
Iwent into the shop and John asked me into the inner
sanctum where he had a secondhand Tom Fletcher
turntable called The Dais. It didn't take long to realise
that this would be asignificant step forward; Ibought it.
'Charles Palmer was also impressed. But he said it
would be wasted unless Iplaced it on aproper support.
We fixed up aTarget wall shelf and at the same time I

'The sounds he produced from old
Garrard and Thorens turntables and
valve amplification stunned me. It
was the musical equivalent pf Paul
on the road to Damascus!'
dispensed with my old board and bricks, buying instead
spiked equipment shelves from Target and Sound
Organisation. The sonic difference was quite dramatic,
especially as the turntable came complete with an
Ortofon moving-coil cartridge.
'Thanks to John I was allowed to hear much
interesting high-end equipment. Ibought a Nakamichi
700ZXL cassette deck and avery fine Onkyo tuner. But
the next step forward in terms of vinyl records was
to acquire aPink Triangle Anniversary turntable.
'Looking back, Idon't think the turntable was
so much of an advance as the arm, which was
an SME V. Idecided that this merited abetter
cartridge, so I bought an Ortofon 3000 and
delighted in a further step forward along the
Continued on page 98

THE SYSTEM
Oracle Delphi V turntable

Magnum Dynalab 106 Triode FM tuner

Cliffhanger custom wall shelf (
Palmer)

Pathos InTheGroove phono stage

Voodoo Airtek air- filled platforms and

Pathos InControl pre- amplifier

multi- shelf equipment rack

SME Series V tonearm
Ortofon MC7500 cartridge
SME Model 20 turntable

Pathos InPower monoblock

SME Series V tonearm

power amplifiers

Custom sand- filled speaker stands
(Palmer)

Grado Signature Reference cartrudge
B&W Matrix 803 loudspeakers

Kemp multi- way mains supply block

Meridian 607 CD player
Revox B77 open- reel tape recorder

Philosophy speaker cables and

VertexAQ power cables with filters

(halt- track)

interconnects, Nordost arm cable

(for tuner and pre- amplifier)
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Tennstedt's inspiring Beethoven u outstanding Berg and
Britten concertos al Paul Paray on vinyl
Hyperion Vivaldi
series completed @ Jazz and rock CDs including Mingus and
George Michael's latest Stones and Whistle Test music DVDs

Classical
BEETHOVEN
Symphony 9
Agnes Giebel, Christa Ludwig,
Richard Lewis, Walter Berry,
Philharmonia Orchestra and
Chorus/Otto Klemperer
Testament SBT1332
68m 47s (££) mono
Mari Anne Hâggander, Alfreda
Hodgson, Robert Tear, Gwynne
Howell, LPO and Ch/Klaus
Tennstedt
BBC Legends BBCL 4131-2
68m 24s (££)
You might think the Philharmonia/
Klemperer CD would be the one to
go for, but that would be wrong.
Klemperer was particularly busy in
the recording studios in 1961-62
yet he found time to pen atribute to
Beecham for the New Statesman
(a fact which surprised me).
However, as the Peter Heyworth
biography records, by 1961 critics
had come to conclude there was
now alack of grip with some of
Klemperer's concerts, and this
Beethoven Ninth recorded by the
BBC from the Festival Hall in
November of that year strikes me
as lacking in concentration and
untidy in detail. Of the four singers,
Agnes Giebel stands out, but
Walter Berry's opening solo writhes
snake-like through the phrases.
If you didn't know the four
alternatives— the 1956
Concertgebouw, the 1960 Vienna
Festival one ( Philharmonia plus the
Vienna Singverein) and the three
with the Philharmonia Orchestra
and Chorus, especially the earlier
Testament contemporaneous with
the EMI studio recording— you
might be impressed by the
Klemperer template: slow scherzo
with all repeats, fast Adagio
(though not in 1956), strong
timpani and wind balances. This
one is particularly joyless and the
mono tapes seem to have been
overworked to create some kind of
impact. Testament SBT1177, in
stereo, is the version to have. Joy
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BERG
Violin Concerto
BRITTEN
Violin Concerto
Daniel Hope, BBC SO/
Paul Watkins
Warner Classics
2564 60291-2
64m 58s (£££)
There's atenuous connection
between these two concertos in that
Britten appeared at the 19361SCM
Festival when the Berg was premièred — he was
playing his new Op.6 Suite in partnership with the
Spanish violinist Antonio Brosa, whom he had in
mind whilse composing his Violin Concerto ( Barbirolli
conducted the 1940 New York première). It is in the
mould of the virtuoso concerto yet full of Brittenish —
as well as Spanish — touches, which only reveal
themselves as you get to know the work ( Young
Person's Guide or Peter Grimesare useful mental
references). As in two of Shostakovich's postwar
string concertos, along cadenza links into the finale,
in Britten's case apassacaglia.

there is in abundance, and pride
and aglorious singing quality, in the
1985 Prom performance directed
by Tennstedt. His is athrilling
account which is rather like having
the famous Furtwângler Bayreuth
Ninth in modern sound; there are
flaws in the execution but the
playing and singing are inspired by
the conductor's vision. You get a
dangerously fast scherzo and a
broad Adagio. Howell's opening
solo is honest and compelling; the
quartet boasts afine contralto but
the soprano is hard-toned and
Robert Tear sounds under strain.

FRANCOIS FREDERIC GUY

Dead at 50 from the after-effects
of an insect bite — this was before
the days of antibiotics — Berg did not
live to hear his own Violin Concerto
performed. Errors crept into the
published score but Hope's is the
première recording of a1996
DANIEL HOPE
critical edition.
BERG" & BRITTEN VIOLIN
Produced at BBC Maida Vale
CONCERTOS
studios by John West, these are
exemplary and important
recordings of both works where the
soloist is most naturally balanced; there is indeed no
projection of personality— both concertos, clear in
orchestral texture, simply come to the attentive
listener, as it were, ' straight from the page'. Record of
the Month.
That said, Thomas Zehetmair's beautiful Snape
Ma ltings recording of the Berg, rather more sweetsounding, is currently on offer ( until 16 May) as part of
a 'three for two' Warner Elatus catalogue promotion; it
might appeal more to the emotions. CB
PERFORMANCES FIRST RECORDING OF BERG CRITICAL EDITION
RECORDING EXCELLENT BALANCE AND RESOLUTION

As with Furtwângler, we get arace
to the finishing post, whereas
Klemperer disconcertingly brakes
near the end of the finale. The
engineers put the solo singers too
forward and seem to fiddle with the
balance of men's voices, but the
stereo sound is not bad for aRoyal
Albert Hall recording. Agreat
occasion that we can now all share
courtesy of BBC Legends. CB
PERFORMANCE KLEMPERER UNINSPIRED
RECORDING DISAPPOINTING MONO
PERFORMANCE TENNSTEDT INSPIRING
RECORDING QUITE GOOD BBC STEREO

BRAHMS
Piano Concerto 2
François-Frédénc Guy, LPO/
Paavo Berglund
NaTve V 4944
46m 48s (f-ef.)
Francois- Frederic Guy is one of the
most authoritative of pianists of the
new generation, and he gives a
magnificently complete overview of
Brahms's Second Concerto in this
live performance from the Festival

Hall, given May 2003. The
recording gives asnapshot, too, of
the playing standards of the
London Philharmonic Orchestra —
Richard Bissil deserves his credit
as horn principal ( his second
phrase at the start of the concerto is
perfection itself), as does cellist
Robert Truman for his phrasing in
the slow movement.
But there are two problems here,
the major one being the sound
itself. Why, having decided to
include the final applause, the
transfer engineer cuts to silence
between movements is amystery;
it destroys any sense of the live
event. Also, the image is utterly flat
and dead — even at the surprisingly
high replay level required.
Sad to say, Paavo Berglund is the
second problem. He made a
stimulating Brahms symphony
cycle with the COE and has
achieved much in what I
assume to
be the limited preparation time
allotted to this LPO guest
appearance. His account of the
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work fatally lacks spaciousness. I
turned to an unpromising (
le, early
digital) recording made by Decca
in the now-destroyed Sofiensaal:
the Ashkenazy/VPO/ Ha itink. The
extra dimension of hearing behind'
the piano and into the hall, the
completely idiomatic Brahms
sound of the orchestra, and the
breadth in ( i) and ( iii), make
involvement so much easier. Guy
really deserves the opportunity to
re-record the work in amore
supportive context. CB
PERFORMANCE LACKS BREADTH
RECORDING LIFELESS FLAT IMAGE

ELGAR

Cello Concerto
BARBER
Cello Concerto
Anne Gash nel , CBSO/J ustin
Brown
Naïve V 4961
53m 52s (£££)
Jacqueline du Pre's EMI recording
of the Elgar Concerto has become
something of an idée fixe in this
country— there are preferable
versions, including the sadly
underrated one Paul Tortelier
made at 75 with RPO/Groves,
which particularly gripped my
imagination during listening
comparisons. His playing may
have been more espressivo' than
the young French artist Anne
Gastinel's; even so, the refinement
and restraint of her playing did put

ANNE GASTINEL

CHOPIN

Ballades • Scherzos

Stephen Hough
Hyperion CDA 67456
71m 32s (£££)

Scherzos
Arthur Rubinstein
JVC JM-XR24009
37m 21s (
Especial)
The first thing you notice is that Ballades and Scherzi
alternate: odd and even tracks. The reason given is
that Stephen Hough wants us to think about the
relationship
Chopin
between the
"Your 93allades & 'Your Scherzos
STEPHEN HOUGH
pieces in terms
of their
chronology.
Because of the
old LP format we
have come
instead to view
them as suites.
Well, that small
part of me that
likes orderliness would have preferred straight
sequences, with asuggestion we listen otherwise via
our remotes! However, these juxtapositions do have
the effect of not simply letting the sounds of Chopin
wash over us willy-nilly but focusing the very
similarities in either form: there are considerable
contrasting areas of calm and inwardness in the
Scherzi, while the Ballades present no less formidable
technical demands, within their poetic frameworks.
Stephen Hough ( not all of whose discography I
would rate as completely convincing) is amarvellous
interpreter. He seems to have solved all the tricky
problems, like not letting the coda of the First Ballade

Justin Brown, aformer Tanglewood
student, tries needlessly to jolly
along Elgar's finale— he's more
suited to the trickier but shallower
Barber idiom. That receivesan
even more rewarding performance
by Gastinel. As she implies in her
booklet foreword it attracts less
attention than his Violin Concerto.
The Symphony Hall production
tends to harden at forte but is well
balanced. In all, acou piing well
worth trying. CB
PERFORMANCES ELOQUENT SOLO PLAYING

me in mind of Tortelier.
(Incidentally, the work itself formed
part of the Birmingham orchestra's
1920 debut programme, which
Elgar conducted.) There's one
sudden jolt to the ear 5m 30s into
the first movement where Elgar
foreshortens the soloist's phrase:
the attack was sufficient even to
suggest adisc fault and it's adetail
more smoothly integrated with
Navarra or Tortelier. I
also feel that

www.hifinews.co.uk

RECORDING SOME HARDENING AT FORTE

MOZART

Divertimenti K136-138
• Serenata notturna
Freiburger Barockorchester/
Petra Müllejans
Harmonia Mundi
HMC 901809
59m 25s (fV')
Mozart's three delightful
Divertimenti for string orchestra

sound Lisztian, or
placing those
monolithic
accents in the
First Scherzo
that signal the
return of the
opening
material.
There's so much
to reveal, and
Hough reveals it.
With the ease of
Moiseiwitsch's Chopin playing
as ayardstick one might, though, criticise Hough'
sense of timing as alittle self-conscious.
Set side by side, the Rubinstein Scherzi seem
comparatively one-dimensional, largely because
Hough's has more regard for piano/pp. Saved for
another evening though, and it was adifferent
matter: Rubinstein's 1959 recordings are more
disciplined than the prewar 78s and show him, at
72, in full engagement with the music and in
command of all its difficulties. The transfers cannot
disguise acertain tonal shallowness and very
forward balancing; even so, aconvincing
refurbishment has been achieved. I
haven't heard
RCA's midpriced equivalent disc [09026 63045-2]
—Ballades, Scherzi plus the Op.43 Tarantelle.
Stephen Hough was recorded in Henry Wood Hall
last May. The sound is wonderfully clean although
cannot say I
was charmed by the treble character of
his Steinway at forte!
PERFORMANCES .HYPERION) ONE OF HOUGH'S BEST DISCS
RECORDING

GOOD PRESENCE

PERFORMANCES (JVC) THE OLD MASTER AT HIS BEST
RECORDING

AREFUL REFURBISHMENT

(which the manuscript plural
marking 'viole' implies— some
scholars have argued that aquartet
only was intended) go well with the
larger-scaled K239, which has solo
and full string groups plus timpani.
The Serenata nottuma is placed
first on the disc and, to old fogies
like myself, brought up on the
Maag or Klemperer, who like plain
musical fare, the ' historically
aware' approach means adjusting
to added ornamentation and
whatnot. I
say 'whatnot' because,
as in Andrew Manze's recent
version, the Freiburg group allows
its timpanist acedenza in the
Rondeau; not only that but the
double- bass makes two solo
interpolations— shades of
Saint-Saens's Carnival of the
Animals I
thought!
And if you like the long grace
note in the opening movement
you'll have to adjust to the short
replacement (eg, at Om 30s). But

not entirely: this performance
(which has quite an encrustation of
string ornamentation, notably in
the trio section of the menuetto)
repeats the Marcia at the end of the
serenade, this time with long grace
notes. Whether or not you like
those cadenzas, no one could
argue that the Rondeau is not
brilliantly conceived. The drums
make arousing racket where
appropriate in the outer
movements, but there are also
beautifully soft echo effects, and
the string playing is often
extraordinarily quiet. One of the
great virtues of this group is its
ability to articulate both quickly and
at pianissimo.
The Bflat Divertimento, in
contrast with K136 and 138,
begins with alongish Andante,
quite strongly accented; it gives the
interpreters the problem of
contrasting two allegros in
succession. Freiburg Baroque
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adopt agently swaying, moderate
tempo for the Allegro assai finale.
In this they appear to follow the
earlier meaning assai=assez
(enough), although the Oxford
Dictionary of Music defin ition says
that is now superseded by
'extremely'. CB
PERFORMANCES EXHILARATING VIRTUOSITY
RECORDING

enELLFNT

MUSSORGSKY/
STOKOWSKI
Pictures at an Exhibition
• Boris Godunov —
Symphonic synthesis •
Khovanshchina Entr'acte
Act 4 • Night on Bare
Mountain
Cleveland Orchestra/Oliver
Knussen
DG 457 646-2
65m 31s (£££)
Cleveland recordings from
1995/96 only now released: a
homage from composer-conductor
Oliver Knussen to conductorrecom poser Leopold Stokowski, a
family friend of the Knussens.
There were première
Philadelphia recordings from
1927-40 by the old wizard himself,
and an identical BBC
Ph ilharmon ic./Ba mert programme

DEBUSSY
L'après-midi d'un faune • Petite Suite
RAVEL
Le Tombeau de Couperin • Valses
nobles et sentimentales.
Detroit SO/Paul Paray.
Speakers Corner Mercury SR90213 LP
With adeluxe box set of Second Viennese School and
20th century American music conducted by Dorati
(MLP1, three LPs) and this Paray reissue, Speakers
Corner ventures into the Mercury catalogue — territory
presumably abandoned by Classic Records, now
favouring Dylan over Detroit. These recordings date
from April 1955/Dec '59, L'après-midi one of the
company's first stereo productions at Old Orchestra
Hall (separate feeds from Telefunken 201 and M56
microphones were mixed down to two-channel stereo
from three-track tapes). The sound — modified in the
Mercury CD transfers to give more clarity— is bass

Commissioned by Koussevitzky,
Ravel's transcription of Pictures at
an Exhibition— one of several: I
have avague recollection of Slatkin
introducing acomposite on radio—
was quickly established as the
favourite, but Stokowski, who
omitted 'Tuileries' and the ' Limoges
Market- place', completed aversion
hardly less masterly (the American
critic BHHaggin likened it to 'a
vandal defacing agreat painting in
amuseum'!). Incidentally,
Stokowski's ' Golden burg and
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Comparing Ansermet's Geneva recordings shows
the marked superiority of Decca's engineering at
this period ( 1957-61). I
also prefer them musically.
The Detroit wind
S'WEFIt EC»
players may
PAUL PARAY
display greater
RAVEL LET...um oe
technical skill
DEBUSSY
(notwithstanding
DETROIT SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
some occasional
poor intonation)
but the timbres
of the Suisse
Romande hold
more interest for
today's listeners;
and although Ansermet could be pedantic he was
certainly more attuned to the requirements of
Debussy's L'après-midi than Paray. The French
UMODUCTS

COUPFRIN

VAI,ES NOBLES ET SENTINŒRTALES
PETITE SURE

PRELUDE A LAPRES.DI DUN FAME

conductor sounds more suited to the Ravel, to
which he brings various touches of poetry and elan;
the early Debussy Suite orchestrated by Büsser is
enjoyable too.
Although you may have read astrong
recommendation elsewhere, I
would say not too
much should be expected from these Mercury
'Living Presence' recordings, even though the
analogue transfers, with their wide dynamic range,
are preferable to the digital equivalents ( not all on
the same disc). CB

is listed on Chandos (which I
have
not heard). Stokowski's various
'symphonic syntheses' were

intended to introduce to awider
public music less accessible in
context; his shortened
reorchestration of Night on Bare
Mountain featured in the Disney
film Fantasia.

heavy with plenty of tape background; stereo
information is more specific in the 1959 material.
Some ' plops' in Le Tombeau and tape overload 2m
12s into the ' Menuet' can also be heard on the CD.

PERFORMANCES NO SENTIMENTALITY HERE!
PAUL PARAY

Schmuyle' are nothing like the
stereotypical Jewish caricatures in
Ravel's. Many will prefer to listen to
DG's more normal orchestral
presentation than to Stokowski's
1965 hyped- up Phase 4recording,
but the truth is that his New
Ph il harmon ia one had more ' balls'
—not just aquestion of Knussen's
more spacious reading
('CatacombaeTCon mortuis...';
'The Great Gate of Kiev').
Delayed or not, these recordings
might well suit the audiophile, with
the huge scale of some of the Boris
music, with its complement of
church bells, impressive in depth
and dynamics. CB
PERFORMANCES AFFECTIONATE HOMAGE
RECORDING OMOST DEMONSTRATION CLASS

PROKOFIEV
Romeo and Juliet —
Suites 1-3
Cincinnati SO/Paavo Aryl
Telarc CD-80597
74m 57s (£££)
Like his father (on Chandos) Paavo
Jârvi has elected to record the three
orchestral suites made by

RECORDINGS BEST POSSIBLE JOB FROM OLD MATERIAL

Prokofiev: the first two during the
frustrating time when he was
unable to have the ballet premièred
—and when that did happen, in
1940, the Kirov dancers disliked
his music intensely! No.3 came six
years later. The Cincinnati
programme brings into
juxtaposition the ' Death of Tybalt'
and ' Montagues and Capulets',
two searing episodes in the ballet
that reveal Jârvi's Achilles' heel. He
lessens the impact of Prokofiev's
more dissonant writing
(memorably observed in the
Scrowaczewski/Mercury and
recently remastered Ancerl/
Supra phon recordings). However,
there are compensations: in the
warmth of characterisation of Friar
Laurence and the complex figure of
the Nurse, and in the many
delicately scored dances. Telarc's
DSD converted CD — the promised
SACD was delayed — is good but in
no way special.
Son ica Ily, and in terms of sheer
orchestral power, Abbado's Romeo
and Juliet synthesis with the Berlin
Philharmonic rather stands ahead

(DG). There is no obvious
recommendation for the complete
score — Rozhdestvensky's
Melodiya set alas never got on to
CD CB
PERFORMANCES GOOD IN LYRICAL MUSIC
RECORDING AVERAGE, NOT SPECIAL

RACHMANINOV

Piano Concertos 1 and 2
Krystian Zimerman, Boston
SO/Seiji Ozawa
DG 459 643-2
62m 19s (£££)
In abooklet interview Zimerman
jokes about along-term project':
the Rachmaninov First Concerto
was recorded in 1997, the Second
in 2000, but these had been
promised to DG back in the 1970s.
There's aconsiderable
mismatch with these two
productions— although they have
in common avery forward piano
balance. Disastrously so in the
newer production: the solo
instrument occupies afull stage
width, the bass pounding out
centred in the right speaker. It
means of course that every

www.hifinews.co.uk

Music Choice

semiquaver registers, but I
rather
suspect Rachmaninov never
intended that.
Puzzled by what he hears as the
composer's emotional reticence in
his own recording(s) with
Stokowski, Zimerman looked for
clues in the Philadelphia library
score; ' it showed pencil markings
where you should really knock
yourself out', he says.
Rachmaninov's 1929 Second
(Naxos) to me represents an ideal
balance between form and
expression, elegance and feeling.
The cultivated phrasing under
Ozawa's baton, with slower tempi in
(i)(ii), in combination with
recessed, nonetheless spotlit
orchestral accompaniment don't
quite mesh with Zimerman's
calculated, unspontaneous playing
—however miraculous it may be in
articulation. In places in the First,
as with Kocsis, his playing is too fast
for the listener to absorb; but
there's more drive on Ozawa's part
in this concerto.
Cycles reflecting avivid sense of
partnership are: Rachmaninov
with Stokowski/Ormandy;
Ashkenazy with Ha itink or Previn
(better sound with the former; a
tendency with Previn to over- lush
phrasing of the big tunes); Kocsis
with de Waart. Moiseiwitsch's 1948
First is worth hearing for the piano
part but he was let down by
Sargent; now on Chandos the Wild
(Reader's Digest) cycle found a
surprisingly sympathetic
Rachmaninov interpreter in
Horenstein, although Wild himself
is alittle lightweight but displayed
great technical facility. This DG
coupling has won predictable rave
reviews in some quarters but I
just
don't think it stacks up. CB
PERFORMANCES MUSICALLY DISAPPOINTING
RECORDING PIANO FAR TOO CLOSE

SHOSTAKOVICH
Symphony 10
Orchestre National de
France/Kurt Sanderling
Naïve V 4973
53m 26s (£)£)
Kurt Sanderling spent the war years
in Soviet Russia, working with the
Leningrad Philharmonic and
coming into contact with
Shostakovich. He talked about
those times in an interview printed
with the Berlin Classics CD of the
Tenth Symphony, produced in the
JesusChristus Kirche just eleven
months before this live, Paris
concert performance. Timings are
actually shorter here, apart from the

www.hifinews.co.uk

second- movement Allegro. I
have a
slight bias towards this new issue
but some will prefer the immediacy
of : he studio recording (and the fact
that it's amidprice disc!). The
Sanderling interview is of particular
interest in itself, &though Naïve's
note includes an update: the horn

recording, first on the Classic FM
label. Gatti made
debut on
Conifer in Respighi's Rome trilogy
with the Santa Cecilia Orchestra;
that same year ( 1996) he became
music director of the RPO, but after
their remarkable Mahler 4and 5
there's been ahiatus — maybe we

Testament. Ka rajan's VP0 78rpm
version, where he brings out the
timpanist's life-ebbing beat near
the finale, is also much more
gripping, for all its rough edges. CB
PERFORMANCES WELL THOUGHT-OUT FIFTH
RECORDINGS SYMPHONY BETTER THAN R&J

VIVALDI
Gloria RV589 •
Nisi Dominus RV803 •
Ostro picta RV642
RUGGIERI
Gloria
The King's Consort and Choir/

ROBERT KING WITH THE KING'S CONSORT AND CHOIR

solo in ( iii), which Mravinsky
assumed was areference to
himself, is now decoded as the first
name of the composer's student
Ermira Nazirova.
I
don't think we have to take this
conductor's performances as
definitive; he is particulany slow in
(ii) — where Ancerl in his
outstandilg Czech Philharmonic
DG version, reissued inthe
'Originals series, is so twilling. And
ir his refusal to dramatise, neither
softeningany edges nor quickening
pace, symphonic progress can
seem uneventful — unti we reach
some remorseless, heavily scored
passage. Temirkanov presents a
very different view of the Tenth.
Vinyl diehards might note the
availability of SpeakersCorner's
180gram transfer of the earlier
Karajan/DG recording. CB
PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTIC
RECORDING GOOD LIVE RECORDING

TCHAIKOVSKY
Symphony 5 • Romeo
and Juliet
RPO/Dari ¡ ele Gatti
Harmonía Mundi HMC
907381
65m 56s ( a)
Presented in asl ck digipack this is
anew Abbey Road Studio
recording of the Fifth Symphony
coupled with areissue of Da niele
Gatti's 1998 Fantasy- Overture

shall hear more from him now on
Harmonia Mundi.
This is aFifth of some originality
(otherwise how could it survive in
so competitive afield?), perhaps
best defined as 'lyrical', with little of
Mravinsky's or Fricsay's intensity.
In The slow movement the opening
horn solo by Martin Owen emerges
beautifully from adistant point— a
Gatti speciality is tension through
long-drawn pianissimi — yet the big
climax before Tempo I ( 108) almost
passes unnoticed. I
liked the easy
fluency of the third movement but,
perhaps ill-advisedly, amarking
Gatti takes seriously in tne finale is
Tdmikovsky's ' marcatissimo
largamente' at 214 ( 5m 59s here)—
most conductors ignore it rather
than jeopardise the allegro vivace
momentum. The engineers
provide handsome sound, which
rewards ahighish replay setting.
The RPO strings haven't the
necessary weight for the fight
seqJences in Romeo and Juliet;
Gatti shapes the various episodes
interestingly yet ultimately I
don't
feel the piece coheres as it does in,
say, the Philharmonia/Cantelli
recording, just reissuec by

Robert King
Hyperion CDA 66849
76m 37s (£££)
Saving the most popular work until
the end, Hyperion's tenth and last
disc in the Robert King Vivaldi
series starts with the Gloria RV589.
Whether or not this will become a
favourite recommendation
remains to be seen: at first I
thought
it rather too romantic, too soft at the
edges — Pinnock's English Concert
version ( DG ' Panorama') has a
more obvious 'Vivaldi sound', is
rhythmically alittle tighter ( in the
fugal finale for instance), and I
enjoy it alot. But the sound is abit
dated and the solo singers are too
close. The more you listen to King's
the more likeable it becomes —
although, surely the two tracks with
Joyce DiDonata are its highlights.
But serious collectors will be
more interested in the 22m Nisi
Dominus, only authenticated last
year: the score misattributed to
Galuppi was lodged in aDresden
library archive. This is its first
recording and the obbligato
instruments required include a
chalumeau and aviolin modified to
sound like the tromba marina
(tracks 16, 17).
The programme — from various
venues, Henry Wood Hall ( RV803)
providing the most vivid sound —
ends with an 18m Gloria by a
composer who influenced Vivaldi,
Giovanni Ruggieri. His style is
rather more earthy and the
standout track here is one sung by
countertenor Robin Blaze,
'Domine Fili unigenite'.
Lengthy notes by Michael Talbot,
full texts and performer credits are
included in the 30-page booklet. CB
PERFORMANCES VALUABLE NEW MUSIC HERE
RECORDING DIFFERENT LOCATIONS AUDIBLE

CHRISTOPHER EF.Eure, .', 1"SON

JOHNNY

KEN KESSLER • ALL DISCS MAY BE OBTAINED FROM THE HI-FI NEWS CO SERVICE
Tel ) 1234 741152 •

£££ full price; ££ midprice; £ budget. £special POA
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You can pay
homage, too, at
the following fine
audio salons:

J\JJ
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Midland Audio X- Change
Midland Audio X- change
The Old Chapel, Forge Lane,
Belboroughton, DY9 910
John Roberts — 01562 731 100
07721 605 966 t
01562 730 228 f
Sales@midlandaudiox-change.co.uk

tradivari
Style

O

ne man. Three speakers. Ten years. And thousands of hours of listening, tuning,
refining. Reduced to its essence, that's the saga of Sonus faber's Homage Series,

atrio of sublime loudspeakers designed to honour the greatest of the Cremonese

violin-makers: Guarneri, Amati and now Stradivari.
For Franco Serblin, is amatter of local pride. His speaker company is based in the same
region that produced these giants, and he was driven to show his appreciation for their craft,
driven to apply it to instruments that reproduce rather than create sound. He looked to the
shapes, the colours, the woods. He even revived centuries-old methods of assembly,
adhesion, lacquering and finishing. The result? Three of the most beautiful-looking and
beautiful-sounding speakers the world has ever known.

West ÇJOne
The World's Finest
Sound & Vision Systems

KJ West One
26 New Cavendish Street
London
WIG 8TY
T020 7486 8262
F020 7487 3452
info@kjwestone.com
www.kjwestone.com

Oxford
Audio
Consultants
Oxford Audio Consultants Ltd
Cantay House, Park End Street,
Oxford, OX1 1.1D
01865 790 879 t
01865 791 665 f
oxford.audio@btconnect.com
www.oxfordaudio.co.uk

PINEWOOD
MUSIC
of Winchester and Taunton
The Pinewood Music Company
Knights, Broadway Road, Broadway,
Ilminster, Somerset,
TAI9 9RE
Winchester: 01962 776 808
Taunton: 01460 54322
Mobile: 07860 351 113
Brianriv@mac.com

Sonus faber

'Coinciding with Sonus Faber's 20th
Anniversary, the Stradivari Homage is the
culmination of everything Franco Serblin has
learned since producing the Snail. Its
evolutionary path is clear'
Ken Kessler, Hi Fi News, April 2004

'So what do we have in the Stradivari Homage? We have
the clarity, transparency, openness and soundstage
reproduction of an ESL. We have dynamics, power and bass
control of Wilsonian credence. We have asoundstage to rival
the finest point sources. We have vocals that massacre even
the BBC LS3I5A. We have playback levels that will even
sate anu-metal moron. But above all, we have the
elegance, finesse and grace that have signified every topend Sonus Faber model for 20 years.'
Ken Kessler, Hi Fi News, April 2004

'All that effort has paid off
This is one of the world's
great loudspeakers... This
thoroughly capable
loudspeaker system does
all that you could wish at
the price and yet expresses some
special extra quality which you might
well imagine to stem directly from that
unique Italian musical instrument making
tradition. The Sonus Faber Stradivari is warmly

'wellMU III.

welcomed to the world audio market and is firmly
recommended by this journal.'

absolutesounds

Martin Colloms, Hi Fi News, April 2004
58 Durham Road, Lonion SW20 OYW
T:+44 ( 0) 20 89 71 39 09 F:+44 ( 0) 20 88 79 79 62
www.absolutesounds.com info@absolutesounds com

¡HE

H SERIES

Xen. Challenge your
preconceptions

www.leema-acoustics.com
Xavier...
Power and Finesse

Xyp... Music,
Pure and Simple

Loudspeakers and Subwoofers without parallel
Distributed exclusively by ISOL-8 Ltd. T: 0208-404-4104 M: 07979-745662 Contact: Paul Woodward
Exclusive dealer for Scotland: Kevin Galloway Audio 01563-574185
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meaning. The gently pulsing ' Cars
&Trains' is another one, where he's

NORAH JONES

going on about drugs and
relationships, and in the antiseptic

Feels Like Home
Blue Tone/Parlophone

hip- hop pastiche ' Shoot The Dog'
he puts in his tuppence worth on

7243 5 98366 0
46m 26s
It's one of the joys of modern digital

the subject of George Du bya.
Religion and his mother,
however, are the main topics that

recording that avoice as airy and
fragile as this can be captured

way, this is his equivalent of John

perfectly and balanced against
instruments that might easily have
drowned it out in years gone by. Yet
it's hard to work out if Norah has an

seem to be absorbing him so, in a
Lennon's tortured 1970 Plastic
Ono Band album, except that
George comes across as bemused

ounce of soul in her body, or if she
just sounds so intimate because

rather than tortured. Sad really.
There was atime when he was
the great white hope of British

she's perpetually on the threshold

songwriting. Now he's amuch

of abreathless whisper.
The songs don't exactly jump out
at you, but they're undeniably well
constructed, beautifully arranged

more entertaining talk show guest
than he is amusic maker. Still, at

and sensitively produced. After two
or three of these impeccably
languid items have drifted by, the
urge to hear Sugar Sugar' by The
Archies or ' Ace Of Spades' by
Motorhead becomes almost
overpowering- just anything with a
sense of humour, adevil-may-care
recklessness or anagging hook.
Selling 17 million copies of your
first album must be adelightful
kind of burden to have to bear, and
it's hard to blame Norah for

least if he does what he's promised
and makes all his future music
available for free on the net, we
won't have to shell out hard-earned
cash for this sort of thing. JB
PERFORMANCE ELEGANTLY LIFELESS
RECORDING
PERFECTION

JOANNA NEWSOM
The Milk Eyed Mender
Drag City DC263 CD
52m 13s
Joanna Newsom - hallelujah- is

apart from all those frail girlswith
acoustic guitars clogging upthe
folk clubs from here to San
Francisco. If Sadie' (the one about
the dog) and ' This Side Of The
Blue' ( in which Svetlana sucks
lemons) don't tear your heart up,

would be like criticisii-ig acarperter for
wanting to work with wood. JB
PERFORMANCE TRANSLUCENTLY SHIMMERING

you can always take the CD pack

RECORDING AMBIENT PLANGENCY

everything that Norah Jones isn't.
In fact, if I
didn't know that quirky

and swap it for Norah. JB
PERFORMANCE SUBLIMELY ECCENTRIC

'60s folk diva Melanie Safka is still

RECORDING .'/ARMLY LOFI

alive and kicking, I'd be tempted to
assume that she'd died and her
voice had moved on into the body
of harp- playing songwriter Joanna

GEORGE MICHAEL

Newsom from Nevada City, CA.
According to her website, ' Her

39m 57s
Any project that involves the

favorite whale is the narwhale ( a

endlessly imaginative guita maestro Robin Guthrie deserves

70m 23s
Running to an hour and ten
minutes, there's no shortage of this
stuff so it's kind of scary when the

hornéd, keening, lionhearted
thing); she writes songs
accordingly.' Now, anybody who
writes songs inspired by narwhales

inspired female singer seems to be
something that inspires Guthrie tohis best
work. To criticise him for doing it again

delivering more of the same, but
wouldn't it be nice if, just once, she
would cut loose? JB
PERFORMANCE SMOULDERING ARTISTRY
RECORDING RYSTAL

Patience
Aegean/Sony 515402-2

that the chemistry of working with an

VIOLET INDIANA
Russian Doll
Bella Union Bella CD66

attention, and Violet Indiana is a
project that fans of his first :land,

LOSTPROPHETS
Start Something
Visible Noise Torment 32C0
59m 35s
This lot of noisy Welsrime" lust keap
getting better. Listeneg to thit. CD is a
glorious reminder that however much
production styles anc perform ng
techniques change over ¡ he years, the
core of atimelessly great band is always
melody and spirit.
The latest single, 'Make AMove', has

The Cocteau Twins, will find easy to

everything anyone could ask for- a

is OK in my book. It's got to be
better than writing songs inspired

enjoy. Any temptation to see it
simply as an attempt to recreate

chiming intro that suddenly erupts into a

first track, the title track no less,
sounds like something Stephen

by drugs or money or hatred, which

that band's former glories,

brief wall of sound before vocalist Ian

Sondheim might have written in his

seems to be norm for too many

however, would be amistake.

Watkins cuts through and carries the song
on to its cataclysmic 'Wake up. Wake up!'

sleep for Barbra Streisand to sing in
a meaningful' Broadway musical

artists these days.
Newsom has the most
astonishing voice, like a

Guthrie's new singing and writing

chorus hook. After that, it's aoreattirtaking

partner, Siobhan de Maré
(ex- Mono), is asignificantly more

frighteningly spa rky four-year-old
girl singing in aprimary school

earthy prospect than the Cocteaus'

rollercoaster ride whose trackside
attractions include aspiky string section, a
faintly Persian backing vocal and no

that would close after two
performances. It's just plain dreary
self-absorption with more than a
soupçon of pretension.
The next track, ' Amazing', starts
out wonderfully, like alost Saint
Etienne classic, but quickly gets
mired in lyrical clichés. Then, when
he gets meaningful again with the
pretty 'John & Elvis Are Dead', it's
hard to work out precisely what he's
driving at. Something about
religion, to be sure, but what?
Still, it's always encouraging
when amulti- millionaire is still keen
to write songs with some kind of

www.hifinews.co.uk

revue, which she uses to sing
songs about talking to her dog, and
about the difference between

Liz Fraser. Check her out on ' The
Visit' and, for al its superficial
atmospheric resemblance to those
dear departed Twins, the melodic

sprouts and beans, and about snail
marriages and sucking lemons.

core of her vocal performance is
noticeably more direct than Liz

Somehow, as the songs progress,
all of these unlikely starting points
turn out to have alot to do with life.

would have offered.
Similarly, Guthrie's glittering

Fortunately, although her voice
recalls Melanie, she's amuch more
interesting songwriter and her
sturdy harp- plucking gives her a
quite unique sound that sets her

shortage of batteringram axe rifs_ It's as if
every second of every track has peen
given individual attention, so that wnat
sounds at first like agloriously chaotic
thrash reveals itself to be studded with
neat little hooks and textwal charges.
After years of (justifiably) languishing in

guitar arpeggios on ' New Gil' are

America's shadows, Britain finally has
world-class bands again- as

admirably restrained and

magnificently diverse as Busted, The

surprisingly traditional compared
either to his Cocteaus' days or even

Darkness and, of course. Lostp.aphets.

to his recent instrumental album,
Imperial. It's fair to say, however,

It's time to celebrate.. JB
PERFORMANCE FURIOUS CREATIVI -Y
RECORDING FIZZING INNOVATION
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The way to play vinyl...

Pure Emotion
G TAudio distributes and sells products that are hand built by
specialists that have your musical enjoyment at heart Because of
this some of our products are not commonly seen, but will provide
the realism you never thought possible - Pure Emotion

Model 10
,z1,
:5,

_1441Ntie

Schroder

Model 20/2

1
11;aliee
s
4e.' •
I/
JCVerifier
,

Mocel 30/2

DisTibutorr; fft
Series 300

Allaerts
Auantgarde Acoustic
DPS
Lindemann
Schroder
IRON
J.C. Verdier

GTAudio
5 Upper Road Highèr Denham, Buckinghamshire England UB9 5EJ
Telephone: 01 «
33099 e-mail: salesriqtaudio.corn
Ask for details of this superb range:

SME LTD • STEvNING • SUSSEX • BN44 3GY • ENGLAND
tel: + t4 ( 0)1903 814321 •

fax: + 44 ( 0)1903 814269

arrreil: salesesme-ltd.dernon.co.uk
or visit our website vvvvw.sme.ltd.uk

Demonstration

by

appointment

only

Music Choice

Music DVDs
PAUL McCARTNEY
Put It There
MPUDirect Video DVDUK043D

And this DVD really exploits the
medium: it's agift for savvy
headbangers, with ahalf-hour's worth

VARIOUS ARTISTS
Old Grey Whistle Test
Volume 2
BBC BBCDVD1279 ( 154m)

of extras and workable multiple-angle
viewing to exercise that rarely used

4:3; mono

button. Some of the most powerful

Old Grey Whistle Test

and DTS

guitar work you'll hear this year.
PERFORMANCE MOUNTAIN-OUS

Volume 3
BBC BBCDVD1280 ( 144m)

Not aconcert DVD this time

RECORDING HEAVY DUTY

4:3; mono

(phew...), buta documentary
recorded around the making of the
1989 album, Flowers In The Dirt.

ROLLING STONES

(54m 39s) 4:3; Dolby Digital

More insightful than the kind of filler
appended as extras to concert DVDs,
but strictly for devotees. Tracks
include ' My Brave Face', ' CMoon'
and the title cut, with enough Beatles
tunes to keep the nervous from
feeling adrift.
PERFORMANCE DOCUMENTARY FOOTAGE
RECORDING DOCUMENTARY SOUND

MOUNTAIN
Sea of Fire
Lightyear A54584-2 ( 106m

Four Flicks
ABKCO 70012-2 ( 373m 03s);
16:9 and 4:3; R1; Dolby
Digital 2ch and 5.1
As brazen as it may strike you, the
Stones do get away with a4-DVD box
commemorating atour— and look at
that playing time! The discs are titled
'Documentary', ' Arena', Stadium' and

bursting with extras, killer sound
quality and performances belying a
band with acollective age of over
240. No matter what comes along,

and DTS

no matter what Mick gets up to, this

Leslie West, the world's most
criminally overlooked guitar master,
leads the latest incarnation of his HM

band is without peer. Check out
'Honky Tonk Women' on Disc 4and

intimate set recorded in 2002, with —
naturally — the major hits covered.

DVD wasn't aone-off after all!

extras. Keep ' em coming.
PERFORMANCES AD HOC, APROPOS AND AWESOME
RECORDINGS BETTER THAN MOST TV SHOWS

DEL SHANNON
Live
ILC Music VD2388 ( 57m 27s)
4:3; Dolby Digital Stereo
Recorded in Australia in 1989, the year

Volumes 2and 3bring ahost of
delicious obscurities to our screens,
including the eccentric Kevin Ayers to

before he committed suicide, this
concert gives no indication that he was

satisfy the Canterbury rockers, Roxy
Music and David Bowie for the

well- received by an enthusiastic

glamsters, Lindisfarne and Fairport
Convention for folkies and ahost of
visiting Yanks, including Steppenwolf,
Nils Lofgren and Montrose. Amazing

'I Go To Pieces' — there's sad irony in the

'Theater Show', giving you the story
and shows in type of venue. They're

approx.) R1; 4:3; Dolby Digital

power trio through acuriously

Deep relief: that marvellous OGWT

Reed, Dr John, Willie Nelson and other,
well, giants. Ten interviews make up the

'troubled': it's asharp, hit-filled set,
audience. ' Hats Off To Larry', ' Runaway'
inclusion of Roy Orbison material:
Shannon was lined up to replace him in
the Traveling Wilburys.
PERFORMANCE CLASSILY DEVOID OF
ROCK REVIVAL DESPERATION
RECORDING DECENT STEREO

THE OLD GREY
WHISTLE TEST
RAF i

FUN ARCHIVE PERFORMANCES

SQUEEZE
Greatest Hits
Universal 9810721 ( 57m
12s) 4:3; Dolby Digital
2.0 and 5.1

then try to argue otherwise.
PERFORMANCES THE WHITE STRIPES AND THE

An essential, unadorned run of
17 music videos from one of

STROKES CAN KISS MY ARSE
RECORDINGS STATE OF THE ART

very few post- punk bands to tap
into the great British songwriting tradition first nailed
down by the Kinks' Ray Davies.
From start to finish, it's a
collection of peerlessly sharp
and witty tunes attached to
merely average videos; the latter
have dated while the music
transcends the era. The clips
A SECOND INSTALMENT OF CLASSIC APPEARAN,,
FROM THE SEMINAL

MUSIC SHOW

and rare live footage, reminding us of
how open-minded and eclectic was
the OGWT. The fact that it's all mono
also tells us how tight was the BBC.
PERFORMANCES PRICELESS
RECORDINGS MADE FOR TV. UNFORTUNATELY.

VARIOUS ARTISTS
Later... With Jools Holland
— Giants
Warner/BBC 2564 60610-9
(122m 02s plus extras); 16:9;
PCM and Dolby Digital 2ch
Another DVD from the stunningly
diverse series that's the true heir to
Old Grey Whistle Test, this one's
theme is (arbitrarily) the 'giant' or
'legendary' acts the show has
featured. You might argue that the
label doesn't apply to one or two ( Paul
Weller and Robbie Williams, for

performance footage to minimovies, but it's all about the
music. And the 5.1 mixes ain't bad at all.
PERFORMANCES BEST OF BRITISH
RECORDINGS VARIABLE

THE WHO
The Kids Are Alright
(Special Edition)
Pioneer 12103 ( 109m 08s plus
extras) 16:9; R1;
Dolby and DTS 5.1
Amagnificent two-disc remastering of
the classic feature-length documentary
from 1979 with fabulous sound, superb
packaging, multiple camera angles,
previously unseen footage, dazzling
comparisons of old and new audio and
video, interviews and much more.
It covers the crucial Who period, the
era of Keith Moon, and it's one
'rockumentary' that genuinely ranks

Diddley, Tony Bennett, the Kinks, Jeff

right alongside the Beatles' Anthology. A
true testament to one of the most
exciting bands in the world.
PERFORMANCES FROM MOD TO STADIUM

Beck, Tom Jones, Al Green, Lou

RECORDINGS REMASTERED TO PERFECTION

chrissake...), but overall it's killer
stuff: 32 live performances from Bo

www.hifinews.co.uk
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Peter

Craven

Alife of ideas:
Keith Howard
talks to one of
the key thinkers
behind the
world of digital
audio we
know today

40

I

fyou are someone who is interested in the nuts and
bolts of audio technology — who enjoys reading the
learned outpourings of the Audio Engineering

Society — then the name Peter Craven is likely to be a
familiar one. The same will be true if you are one of the
remaining loyal supporters of Ambisonics, the
surround-sound technology that, by rights, ought to
have become an industry standard in the 1970s had it
not been thwarted by fall-out from the commercial
battlefield of quadraphonics.
But if you are aless tech-savvy audiophile, the name
may well be unfamiliar, even though Peter Craven has
been involved in some of the most important
developments in digital audio over the past 15 years.
The reasons for his relative obscurity are two-fold.
First, he's no self-publicist, content to work in the
background. Second, as he is quick to admit, many of
the developments he has been involved in, despite their
intellectual significance, have failed to make the leap
from neat idea to commercial money-spinner.
Already interested in audio, Peter Craven became
passionate about it while studying at Oxford. It was
there he met the person who, until his untimely death
in 1996, would be his key collaborator in years to come:
Michael Gerzon. Both were reading mathematics but it
wasn't their studies that brought them together sinoe
Gerzon was in his third year when Craven was in his
first. Appropriately, they met instead through the
80
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university's Radio Society. 'Imet Michael at ameeting
where, typically, he started asking awkward questions
after aparticularly incompetent presentation on colour
television systems. He got up and said, ' But it's not true
that the PAL system is better because if you take the
two-dimensional Fourier transform of...' This was back
in 1967, remember, and Ithought: my goodness, who is
this and what's he going on about?' It was Craven's
introduction to what is now acknowledged to be one of
the greatest intellects working in audio during the latter
part of the 20th Century.
The two devoted themselves to making amateur
recordings — 'Ispent much of the time when Ishould
have been studying maths wheeling around an invalid
trolley full of valve tape recorders' — and, alittle later,
experimenting with surround-sound, an experience
that both informed and inspired Gerzon's central
contribution during the early 1970s to the development
of Ambisonics. It was around this time that, without
being part of the Ambisonics cabal, Craven made akey
contribution to the technology that would eventually
earn him recognition as co-inventor of the Soundfield
microphone. He explains:
'I had noticed comments in Studio Sound and
elsewhere to the effect that big-diaphragm microphones
gave you good signal-to-noise ratio but aterrible polar
pattern, whereas small-diaphragm microphones have a
poor S/N but good polar response, as if this were

www.hifinews.co.uk

somehow intrinsic. Ithought about this and decided it
isn't intrinsic because you could make an

time available, Peter Craven listens to music either live

omnidirectional microphone by taking a football,
covering it with big-diaphragm microphone capsules
and adding all their outputs together. Then if you gave

or on 78rpm records. He is looking forward to the
possibility that when the DVD becomes commercial,
there may be aflurry of recordings of astandard equal
to or exceeding those that resulted from the

each capsule its own pre-amplifier and instead of
simply adding their outputs you added them using a

introduction of electrical recording in 1925.' Ithink we
can safely say he has, thus far, been largely

cosine weighting function, the polar pattern would be
figure-of-eight. Moreover, you could do that along three
different axes to create three mutually perpendicular
figure-of-eights that are precisely coincident with the
omni. In about 1972 Iwas walking around the Oxford

disappointed in that hope.

University Parks with Michael and told him this, not
having any conception that it was exactly what was
needed for Ambisonics. Michael then took my concept
of afootball covered with microphones and asked what
was the minimum number of capsules that could make
this work. That's how the Soundfield came about.'
Otherwise the only tangible outcome of the early
Craven-Gerzon collaboration was their first co-authored
paper for the 50th Audio Engineering Society
Convention, on the subject of eliminating scratch noise
from 78rpm records'. Odd as this topic may seem for
1975, it reflected ashared interest in, and respect for,
the early years of recording. particularly the golden era
of the late 1920s. Reinforcing this point, in a singlepage, self-penned biography he wrote some years ago,
Craven said of himself: ' In the small amount of free
www.hifinews.co.uk

'Michael took my concept of a
football covered with microphones
and asked what was the minimum
number of capsules that could make
this work. That was how the
Soundfield came about.'
Following the 1975 paper, Craven seems to disappear
from the audio record for the better part of 15 years,
re-emerging in 1989 with a second AES paper
co-authored with Gerzon. The reason for the hiatus is
simple: although he retained his interest in audio,
Craven was busily engaged elsewhere. After obtaining a
PhD in astrophysics at Oxford, he undertook two years'
HI-F1News JUNE 2004
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Left: The tetrahedral microphone array.
This arrangement can be considered a
precursor of the Ambisonic Soundfield
Microphone, which also uses four cardioid
capsules pointing towards the corners of
an imaginary regular tetrahedron

Above: 8th May 1971.
Peter Craven uses a
soldering iron to put the
finishing touches to the
matrix box that
converted signals from
the four microphones to
the Ambisonic W
(mono), X, Y( crossed
figure- of-eight) and Z
(height) signals. This
photograph was taken
just 20 minutes before
the recording session
was due to start!

post-doctoral work at Harwell where he designed
instrumentation for optical telescopes. '
It was all servo
systems and photon detectors, so was atremendously
good training ground for audio. I learnt all about
information theory and low-noise electronics.'
While at Harwell he developed an iuterest in
numerical analysis, which eventually took him to his
next post: a five-year stint at Liverpool University's
Computer Laboratory. While there he began work on a
compiler for the Algo168 computer language, a
development that was to have double significance. First
because the compiler was eventually commercialised
(further developed by David Lloyd, it is still available
from Oxford and Cambridge Compilers Ltd), and
second because it would lead
him back into audio.
He left Liverpool in 1981 to
spend a year lecturing on
electronics at Essex University.
About this time Mrs Thatcher's
further education cuts were
biting, so at the end of that year
he resigned to set himself up as

developing the home-grown Algo168 compiler.
By 1982 the first DSP chips were appearing. They
were powerful but presented an even more challenging
programming task. Craven decided that a programgenerator was needed and proceeded to write one in
Algol. Instead of writing a program for the DSP, he
would write an Algol program that would run on aPC
and generate the code for the DSP chip.
He used this technique when commissioned with
Geoffrey Barton to develop adigital mastering console
for Nimbus. ' We built a box that allowed a little
equalisation and stereo width control, which we were
very proud of because these were the days of 16-bit
processors. My Algol program generator spewed out the

'We built a box that allowed a little
EG and ste -eo width control, which
we were very proud of... these were
the days of 16- bit processors...'

an independent consultant, on the basis that it couldn't
right sort of code so that everything could be done in
be any worse. ' Actually Ifound it was worse because I double-precision or with even higher precision where
hadn't built up any contacts.'
needed for the recursive filters. It took 14 Texas
While at Liverpool, Craven had developed an interest
TMS32020 DSP chips to do the job.' As the Nimbus
in digital signal processing (DSP) through aproject to
project came to an end, another one started up in 1987
upgrade the data outputting capability of the NMR
that was to occupy much of Craven's time over the next
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(nuclear magnetic resonance) and ESR (electron spin
resonance) machines that were used by some of his
chemistry colleagues. 'The spectrometers were oldstyle electronics with output on graph paper. We

events in recent audio history: B&W's development,
announcement, demonstration and eleventh-hour
cancellation of its DSP room corrector.

realised we could do something better with a
microprocessor, and around that time Intel brought out

Craven's Algol and DSP expertise were vital to this
project, the crux of which was to achieve useful room

the 8086. Ilooked at this and thought that programming
it in assembly language was going to be a nightmare,
and Intel's famous PLM language looked rather
gruesome as well.' So Craven tackled the problem by

correction using only asingle DSP chip, at atime when
microprocessors were agreat deal less powerful and a
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four years and culminate in one of the most baffling

great deal more expensive than they are today. In
tribute to Craven's work, Michael Gerzon, who was also
www.hifinews.co.uk

Interview
aconsultant to the project, would later write in aStudio
Sound article describing the work 2: '... it is doubtful
that the B&W system would have been possible without
the use of some very powerful software tools devised by
Peter Craven, who is almost unique in combining such
advanced software skills with adetailed knowledge of
the subtleties involved in high-quality audio.'
The B&W room correction project broke important

the chapel. Iwas amazed at the reaction this brought
from South American dealers who thought it was
simply fantastic. So you had here adevice which, on
the one hand, a non-audiophile might say made no
difference but others were wildly enthusiastic about.
How do you put avalue on that?
'Add to that the fact that, at the time, B&W wasn't an
electronics company, they'd had to hire outside

new ground both technically and psychoacoustically,
so why was it cancelled unceremoniously having

consultants and it was very difficult to make the thing
work properly and to make it cheap. Ithink altogether

already been demonstrated to the press and trade?

it just seemed too difficult ajob to commercialise it.'
It was while the B&W project was running that

When Iasked B&W's Peter Fryer this question acouple
of years ago, he replied to the effect that you couldn't
actually hear any difference when the room correction
system was switched in, aresponse with which Peter
Craven is in partial agreement.
'The other half of the comment I've heard Peter Fryer
make is that you couldn't hear much when you
switched it in but you certainly noticed the difference
when you switched it out again. What we developed at
B&W was designed for consumer use so we did the best
we could — this was the late 1980s — with asingle DSP.
That didn't allow us to do full-range processing: we
couldn't do anything above 500Hz, which meant in
practice that all we were doing was cleaning up the
bass. In anice listening room, like the one B&W has, the
bass is already pretty well tamed so you don't get a

Craven and Gerzon wrote their second AES paper
together, the one for which Peter Craven is probably
best known 3. Although noise shaping had been
invented in the early 1960s and was already in use in
some D-to-A converters, its theoretical basis wasn't
well understood. The Craven/Gerzon paper plugged
that gap, setting in train the process that would lead to
developments like Sony's Super Bit Mapping and its
competitors, which allowed 20-bit resolution to be
achieved from 16-bit CD, and — further down the line —
the Sony/Philips second-generation digital audio disc

'When you switched in the room
equaliser the acoustic went
completely back and you could
hear the walls of the chapel...'
we now know as SACD. This was another case of agood
idea for which no commercial realisation could
initially be found, as Peter Craven reveals. 'We actually
dreamt the noise shaping theory up in 1982. But this
was at the time that we and Geoffrey Barton were
hoping to set up in business together, so we didn't
actually publish until 1989. By then we could see the

Noise floors: Gerzon and Craven's 1989 paper was to put
noise- shaping on a firm theoretical footing. This selection of
shaped noise floors is offered by Cool Edit Pro

way things were moving and thought if we didn't
publish soon then somebody else would.
'As we'd failed to do anything commercial with it we
felt we might as well at least get the credit for it. People
had the vague idea you were pushing noise from one
part of the spectrum to another, but nobody knew
precisely what the trade-off was. It isn't an energy
trade-off at all — the total amount of energy goes up
when you noise-shape. And nobody had thought to

Below: Peter Craven
with the B&W
room equaliser

huge effect on switching in the room equaliser.
'The SigTech room equaliser was full-band, as I
recall, and when you switched that in there was abig
effect. But the two were opposite. If you switched in the
SigTech the music became brighter and closer; if you
switched in the B&W processor then, in as much as you
could hear any difference at all in that listening room,
the soundstage receded and you could hear more into
the acoustic of the original recording. The question is:
how do you sell that sort of subtlety?
'The effect was more obvious in a less favourable
acoustic. We demonstrated the B&W device at CES in
Las Vegas, where Itook along a recording from my
student days — a Blumlein coincident figure-of-eight
recording of the ' Pie Jesu' from the Fauré Requiem.
When you switched in the room equaliser the acoustic
went completely back and you could hear the walls of
www.hifinews.co.uk
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'The hall is pad of the instruments: it is the
hall to which the musicians are responding.
1 How do you record it? You have to have height'
shape the noise in a psychoacoustic way. In fact we
didn't think of that either. We just said if you want to
approximate any arbitrary curve you can do it, and so
the seed was sown.
'Some years afterwards the late Pat Macdonald asked
me to write the work up for the AES Journal because
people needed to refer to it. Ihad ago but the preprint
was written by Michael and Ifound that there are just
so many interwoven ideas in only the first page that it
expands by afactor of five or more if you try to put it
all forward logically. Igave up, so it never happened.'
Intriguingly, Craven now questions the true
originality of this highly regarded work. 'The maths of
noise shaping is very similar to that which Hendrik
Bode was working on in the late 1930s to determine
how much feedback you can apply around an amplifier.
He wrote his seminal book Network Analysis and
Feedback Amplifier Design in 1945 but it's claimed he

drool over some 78rpm Wagner recordings at the

thought of it all in 1937/38. The maths is almost

Gramophone Exchange, Soho, October 1969

The whole point about
Ambispnics is that to get sound to
come from a particular position you
don't need to put aspeaker there'

Above: Craven and fellow enthusiast Philip Allen ( right)

Meridian Lossless Packing system — struck gold when it
was selected to form part of the DVD-Audio standard.
In 1995 and 1996 Bob Stuart and others proposed,
through the Acoustic Renaissance for Audio, that the
next generation of audio disc should include lossless
compression. After Gerzon's death in 1996, Stuart
speculatively invested in developing software that
would realise the potential of the patent Gerzon and
Craven had filed. Potential competitors were reportedly
less than delighted when in 1998 Meridian won the

identical. The difference is that Bode was dealing with
continuous time whereas we were dealing with discrete
time but if he had been around in the digital era he'd
probably have seen the noise shaping theorem. I've
discussed this with Stanley Lipshitz and we think it
would have been so obvious to Bode that he wouldn't
even have bothered to write it down!'
Two other good ideas that led the Craven/Gerzon
partnership nowhere were autodither 4 and their
suggestion that aburied data channel be incorporated
within aCD's audio channels', which could be used for
avariety of possible purposes including extending CD's
audio bandwidth beyond 22.05kHz.
Although Michael Gerzon would not live to see it,
their next collaboration' — on the development of the
84
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design competition organised by Working Group 4 of
the DVD Forum, but the plain fact is that, having
anticipated the need and taken the commercial risk of
developing a solution before it had been requested,
Meridian had stolen amarch and earned its success.
If you imagine that MLP is done and dusted as a
technology, think again. A hierarchical system from the
outset (a philosophy that will resonate with
Ambisonics aficionados), MLP potentially allows the
incorporation of agreat many more than the regulation
six channels on a DVD-A. Recently Peter Craven has
been involved in developing this feature of MU'',
which could provide anything up to 16 (yes, 16)
channels. Peter Craven's other major project of late, also
as aconsultant to Meridian, has been important work
www.hifinews.co. uk

Interview
on how to eliminate the pre-response inherent in linear
phase digital filters, which has been blamed for 'energy
smear' effects in the anti-alias and decimation filters
used in A-to-D and D-to-A converters respectively. But
as this deserves more space than can be devoted to it
here, I'll explain more about it next month.
As you might expect of the co-inventor of the
Soundfield microphone (penchant for 78s not
withstanding), Peter Craven is no two-channel Luddite.
On the contrary, he's a staunch supporter of multichannel, but it has to be done the right way (the
Ambisonic way, ideally) and, crucially, it has to include
the height dimension.
'Are you recording musicians or are you recording
musicians plus the hall? My answer is, the hall is part
of the instruments; it is the hall to which the musicians
are responding. Alright, then how do you record it?
Well, the pages of HFN and other magazines have been
littered with arguments about this over the past five
decades. Do we use acoincident microphone? No, we
can't do that, people say, because it picks up too much
the subjective effect is bigger than going from Iwo
channel to horizontal surround.'
Chesky and MDG are two audiophile record
companies who have both tried to introduce the height
dimension through alternative channel allocations and
speaker layouts (6.0 Channel Surround and 2+2+2). but
worthy as their motivation may be this is not, as Craven
points out, the best way to proceed — although he
admits to having been ' moved to tears' by an MDG
demonstration a couple of years ago. 'It is, of course,
very non-Ambisonic thinking. None of it makes any
sense if you would work out where the energy and
velocity vectors come from. The whole point about
Ambisonics is that to get sound to come from a
particular position you don't need to put a speaker
Above: The Schola Cantorum of Oxford in Dorchester Abbey.
To the left of the conductor is amicrophone stand in the
aisle, supporting acrossed pair of STC4038s, May 1970
reverberation.

Well,

it

does

pick up

too

much

reverberation if you listen over two channels. If you use
a coincident pair of figure-of-eight microphones they
respond over 360° whereas the musicians only occupy
60°. If you collapse the reverberation so that it all
appears on the front stereo soundstage you are going to
say it is too reverberant — sounds like abathroom. In
order to avoid that, recording engineers move the
microphones closer or use cardioids, but you've then
distorted the perspective. And if you use more than one
microphone you no longer have a coherent acoustic
scene, as heard from aparticular point.
'To escape this dilemma you have to be able to
reproduce the hall or the church or whatever from all
around the listener, and that includes three
dimensions. You have to have height.
'With ordinary stereo, you have to listen to determine
the instrument placement. Oh yes, over there are the
strings and there is aclarinet playing behind them. Play
it through Ambisonic horizontal surround and now it's
obvious the clarinet is behind the strings, you don't
have to listen out for it any more. Now play the
recording through periphony — three dimensions — and
they all sound like real instruments, not like a hi-fi
system. Iam absolutely sure we need height and that
www.hifinews.co.uk

there, and that the way you make a recording is
decoupled from the way you reproduce it.
'Reproducing reverberation is difficult, in the sense
of the psychoacoustics of directional reproduction and
in the technical demands made on the equipment
because you have all the potential intermodulation
between the direct and reflected components. When
Gilbert Briggs gave his famous live versus recorded
demonstrations in the Royal Festival Hall in the early
1950s, the reason that people couldn't hear the
difference is that he wasn't trying to reproduce
reverberation — he got it from the environment.'
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Competition

two Castle AV speaker
@systems worth £ 1000
Two chances to own Castle's beautifully crafted compact system
Most satellite/subwoofer systems can be seen as a
compromise, especially if you want them to play music
as well as movie soundtracks. Not so the Castle Compact
system seen here. As you might expect from one of the
UK's leading makers of craftsman- built speakers, this is
acompact system where quality comes first. Two lucky
winners will each receive the complete £ 1000 Castle

VP"

Compact system shown here.
In designing the Compact system, Castle first
established the optimum size for the satellite speaker
cabinet, just 200 x140 x160mm ( hwd) — any smaller
would have meant significant sonic impairment. Despite
the small cabinet size, Castle decided that 15mm MDF
board was the minimum acceptable to achieve the
stiffness required. Both internal and external surfaces
are fully veneered to further increase stiffness and longterm rigidity, and have internal bituminous damping.
Two new drive units were developed. The tweeter is a
19mm (0.75 inch) fabric dome with a neodymium
magnet assembly, with a high-frequency resoonse
extending up to 40kHz, ideal for DVD-A and SACD. The
110mm (4.5 inch) Klippel optimised bass/mid unit
features awoven glass fibre cone, and afour- layer voice-coil for extended power
handling. The magnet assembly has acopper cap on the pole for maximum
dynamics as well as an aluminium ring to compensate for induction variances —
two features usually found only in rather more expensive drive units. The sealedbox enclosure design makes for easy room placement on or near walls. Quoted
frequency response is 80Hz-40kHz, nominal impedance of 8ohms. Amplifier
requirements are given as 15-70W.
Using the same drivers as the Compact Satellite, but with two bass/mid units
flanking asingle tweeter, the Centre LCR cabinet is again constructed from
15mm MDF board, veneered on both sides with bituminous damping internally.
Finally, the Compact Cube, amere 350mm ( 14 inches) in size, contains a
250mm ( 10 inch) bass unit with Kapton voice coil and flux-optimised

high- power magnet system, powered by abuilt-in 150W discrete amplifier. The
amplifier has abuilt in Time Power Sense Limiter' to ensure high peak power
output with no danger of overload conditions developing, and also includes
signal-sensing auto on/off function. The sophisticated crossover uses a6th order
excursion-optimised FiNo ( Fink-Notthoff) alignment for maximum output with
the smallest possible cone movement and also incorporates afully adjustable
2nd-order 40Hz-200Hz upper frequency cut-off as well as phase switching to
allow seamless integration into the system and the room. Output level is also fully
adjustable. Built of 18mm board, the Cube is areflex (vented) design, utilising
alarge diameter double-trumpet port tube, firing downward towards the room
floor, allowing easy room placement.
Don't miss your chance to win this great system. Enter today! •

HOW TO ENTER
II

Complete this entry form ( or aphotocopy) and post it to Castle Competition, HiFi News, PO Box 531,
Croydon, Surrey, CR9 2ZA — to arrive not later than FRIDAY. 18 JUNE 2004.
Answer the following three questions:
(1) What material is used for

(2) What is the claimed

(3) What is the power output of

the bass/mid driver cone in
Castle's Compact Satellite?

high-frequency extension of
the Castle 19mm tweeter?

the Compact Cube subwoofer's
built-in amplifier?

titanium

20kHz

Bextrene

40kHz
I1

woven glass fibre
71 doped paper
Name

E-mail

www.hifinews.co.uk

Li 150 ohms

Pl 40Hz

L 120W

80Hz

150W

Address

Daytime tel
R.

Li 50W

Post code

Competition rules
[nines must te received by Friday, 18 June 2004. The competition is
open to UK readers aged 18 and over except employees of IPC
Media. Castle or their agents Overseas readers are not eligible to
enter. Photocopied entry forms are accepted. but only one entry per
reader is accepted: multiple entrants will be disqualified. There is
no cash or other alternative to the prize offered. Mile every effort is
made to ensure that all information regarding the prize is correct at
time of going to press. IPC Media cannot be held responsible for any
errors or discrepancies. The winner wit be selected shortly after the
closing date and will he contacted by post The Editor's decision wit
be final and binding and no correspondence wit be entered into. The
Winner's name will be published in the September04 issue of Hi-F,
News The winner should be prepared to co-operate with publiciW
ansmg as aresult of winning the prize. Entry to this competition
implies acceptance of the rules All entry forms submitted become
the property of IPC Media
Hi- F, News magazine, published by IPC Media. will collect personal
information to process your entry. Would you like to receive e- mails
from Hi.Fr News magazine and IPC containing news, special offers.
and product and service information and take part in our magazine
research via a- mad? If yes, please tick here J. Hi-fi News
magazine and IPC would like to contact you by post or telephone to
promote and ask your opinion on our magazines and services. Tick
here if you prefer netts hear from us U. IPC may occasionally pass
your details to carefully selected organisations so they can contact
you by telephone or past with regards to promoting and researching
their products and cervices rick
if you prefer not to be
contacted J
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performance of a lifetime.

--PINEWOOD
MUSIC
of Winchester and Taunton

SONUS FABER STRADIVARI
The ultimate expression of musical
realisation. In
Pinewood's 17 years of presenting some of the most
exotic systems possible,
this unique and beautiful
Homage creation by Franco Serblin delivers the most
thrilling rendition of music we have ever experienced. Call
it a musical instrument, call it a work or art - call it what
you will: the fact is that this most lovely of statement
designs not only fulfills every hi-fi parameter, but goes
way beyond, bringing music of every genre to us in way
that cannot be imagined until experienced. It could only
have been created by a man whose passion is to bring
music into our homes as aperformance in its own rigfht.

KRELL CLASS 'A'
Krell FPB Class A amplifiers are a natural choice for the
Stradivari, delivering power, delicacy and control, thus
allowing the Strads to draw you into the heart of their
extraordinary performance.

PATHOS LOGOS
Already a classic in aesthetics and performance, this
lovely integrated amplifier from Vicenza - the same town
as Sonus faber - has amazing attack, speed and dynamics
allied to a beautifully open and airy presence.

UNISON RESEARCH S6
Another impeccable Italian work of art. This single-ended
integrated valve amplifier has wonderful speed and
agility, combined with a sublime presence which invites
you to lose yourself in the emotion of your music.

MARTIN LOGAN DESIGN SERIES
The elegant Clarity and the even smaller Mosaic are
proving a huge success, bringing the magic of the Martin
Logan transparency to a wider audience of music lovers
than ever before.

a lifetime of performance.
Contour S 1 . 4

THE CHORD COMPANY
Amid the hype and scepticism that surrounds cables, here
is a long-established company that understands exactly
what cable is for: to allow the music to reach the speaker
without trying to put its own spin on the sound. Brilliant!
WEEKEND

DVNAUDIO
www.dynaudio.com

True high performance is enduring. And not easily
quantified. The ultimate testament of high performance
is underscored by timeless design and passionate
engineering. The precise balance of the Dynaudio Contour
S 1 4 will move you with a lifetime of excitement and
satisfaction as only a true classic could deliver.
For additional information, dealer locations or product
literature about the Dynaudio audiophile loudspeaker
models, please call Dynaudicr UK, 020 73781810
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WELCOME.

and

EVENING

CHAUFFEUR

DEMONSTRATIONS
FACILITY

AVAILABLE

The PINEWOOD MUSIC COMPANY
Brian Rivas and Alison Holmes can be contacted at:

Winchester: 01962 776808
Taunton: 01460 54322
Mobile: 07860 351113
e-mail: brianriv@mac.com
Agencies include Krell, Sonus faber, Martin Logan. Copland, Pathos, Unison
Research, Transparent, Chord cable, finite-elemente, Futureglass, BCD

www.hifinews.co.uk

Views
Please write to: Views, HiFi News, IPC Media, Focus House, Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon, Surrey, CR9 2TA e-mail: hi-finews@ipcmedia.com — FAO: 'Views'

Slow handclap for ' non CDs'
Having read JB's review in your May issue, I

copy protected CDs, so Reprise have already

was tempted to buy the Eric Clapton CD Me

lost afew pounds they would have got from me.

and Mr Johnson. However, the CD comes with a

Please state clearly in your reviews if aCD is

warning label about copy protection, and in

copy protected, and if you are aware of any

very small print says that it will play in most

problems with the CD players you have used.

CD players and most CD ROMs ( my italics). In

Or, if it is not aRed Book CD, why not list it

the same issue you printed aletter from Bob

separately from your reviews of real' CDs?

van der Wardt about this problem ['When is a
CD not aCD?'].
My concern is simple: if Ibuy the CD now,

Presumably the people who killed off the
single-region DVD player are already working on
modifications to CD software to get round the

and it plays correctly in my current CD player,

copy protection on CDs, so the record

will it play in any future CD player Imight own?

companies' efforts will be pointless anyway.

Until this is resolved, Iam not prepared to buy

Chester Willey. e-mail

Hot suggestions

confirming that it has no plan to issue aDSD

Waxing lyrical on Sky

Love the new look. It's much more interesting to

version of its DVD recorders.

Like Mr Lee [' Views', April] Ienjoy DAB rad,o. Ialso

look at, and the bright yellow cover on the March
issue certainly stood out!

Now, Iunderstand that the aim is to prevent any

listen to Lyric FM on satellite radio - it's on Sky

form of direct digital copying, thus preserving an

Channel 915 - via my Technomate receiver. whcse

Ithink your Hot 100 is also agreat idea, but

argument directed at the whole recording industry.

optical digital output feeds my M niDisc recorder.

couldn't part of it be done in adifferent way? Why

However, arecent study tends to prove that the fall

While Ihave no doubt that better fidelity is

not have the items in each category sorted in

in music record sales is more amatter of

obtainable from other sources, Ifind this auseful

ascending order, based on how they sound? Value

competition from new products, such as DVD, than

alternative to Radio 3and Classic FM. Ascheduk

for money and quality are always going to be there.

an alarming increase in private copying.

of programmes is available on www.lyricfm.ie.

For example, of the 14 CD players you list, which is

Ihave been asked to digitalise the sound archives

best when it comes to sound? It might not be the

of acultural association. Aprofessional machine,

most expensive machine.

which would offer the most elegant solution to this -

Martin Page, Buckhurst Hill, Essex

Pink on the bliink

sound quality plus compatibility with existing

Iam trying to obtain apower supply for my Pink

reviews of the Audio Research SP16, VS55 and

formats, by making downsampling astraightfoward

Triangle PT Too turntable after the original one

now the VSI55. Ultimately, which is the better

task - is way beyond its means.

One more thing, Iwas really pleased to see the

sounding system - the two separates together or the
integrated on its own - and why?
Keep up the good work!
Del Fernandes, Melbourne, Australia

Are there others who share the same concern?
lefig Ropars, via e-mail

Back to the future at Vegas

became faulty. As their website informed me that
they are no longer trading, Iwonder if you could :ell
me where Icould get one. Or is there an alternative
power supply which works with the Pinks?
Clive Wilkes, via e-mail

Aphoto caption accompanying your report on the
• The integrated contains similar power stages as the

2004 Las Vegas Show [
HFN April] describes Solid

• One solution is to obtain aDC motor kit from Origin

power amp, so if you don't need the flexibility the

Acoustics' Sikim speaker as ' adodecahedron using

Live, which can be adapted for the Pink Triangle. Call

separate pre-amp offers then you should get as good,

adozen of the company's own 50mm ( 2inch)

02380 578877 or visit wwworiginlive.com

or even better, results from the integrated.

full-range drivers.' The

Downsampling dreams
Paul Miller's account of the sound quality of Sony's

speaker in question
appears to be identical
to aunit described in

SCD-XA9000ES SACD player [
HFN, May] will

1957! Bernard's Radio

certainly tantalize those conscious of the potential

Books published BB

gain in realism promised by multi-channel yet who

Babani's High Fidelity

favour sound quality above all.

Enclosures, which cost

However, while one can always dream of seeing

5shillings (25p) and

this standard of reproduced sound made available

featured 25 designs,

to awider public thanks to ever lowering

including the one

manufacturing costs, it seems that the proponents

shown here. The driver

of SACD have decided not to make DSD recording

specified is also a

available to the layman, despite the now well

2inch unit - the TSL

established presence of DVD-R on the market. I

Lorenz LPH 65.

e- mailed the question to Philips, and got aresponse

Christopher Lawton, Oxford

www.hifinews.co.uk
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www.acousticarts.co.uk
visit our web site for second hand listing

coustic
rts

For 23 years Acoustic Arts has been known for it's
exceptional service. So if you are considering your
next upgrade speak to people who really know!

Independent audio consultants

densen b200 pre-amp

I.

•

krell sacd standard

resolution audio opus21

•

101 st albans road, watford, hertfordshire. wd17 1rd tuesday-saturday 10:00 AM to 5:30 PM
audio reseach . audioquest . aloia . b8,w

t.01923.245.250 f.01923230798 mail@acousticarts.co.uk

beyer . blueroom . boston . clearaudio. copland . densen . grado . gamut

harman kardon . hutter . focal jm labs. kef. koetsu . krell . martin logan . michell . ortofon . project . primare . quadraspire
qed roksan rotel . sonneteer. sonus faber. theta . transparent audio . vertex aq . vibe . wilson audio

1531=1

•
Rnrilett Audi « ›:2
EST. 1978

9Holywell Hill, St. Albans,
Hertfordshire, All 1EU

tr 01727

855577

A BREED APART

FAX: 01727 858 727
We stock fine equipment from:AE * ASH * ATC * AUDIO ANALOGUE
AVANTGARDE * AYRE * BRYSTON
CABLE TALK * CHORD CO
COPLAND * DENON * DIAPASON * EAR
HARBETH* ISOTEK * JBL * JM LAB
KEF * LEXICON * LYRA * MARTIN LOGAN
MADRIGAL * MARANTZ
MARK LEVINSON * MICHELL
NAIM AUDIO * NORDOST
NOUS ANALOGUE * OPERA * ORTOFON
PMC * PROAC * PROCEED * PROJECT
REGA RESEARCH * REL
REVEL * RUARK * ROKSAN
SME * SONUS FABER * SPENDOR * STAX
SUMIKO * TANNOY * TEAC
TUBE TECHNOLOGY * UNISON
WADIA * VERDIER
\WS"' ITEMS AVAILABLE
NI1IL ORDER CARRIAGE FREE

Genetix
Mono's
from
Tube
Technology
www.hifinews.co.uk
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Back Issues
We can supply nearly any Back Issue from the last
three years. Please phone to check availability.
Prices are on the order form.

Back Issues order form

Photocopy Service

Name

Hi-FiNews

Address
I

Postcode

Tel

Issues required

Price per Back Issue
(
including P&P)

Card number

n[

IL IIl tI IL If I

Expiry date

Send your (-tutor form ( Cr pltotocony) to: Back Issues, PO Box 666, London, El 5 1DW

All orders wit be dispatched promptly but some surface mail deliveries may take longer than 28 days.
Photocopies cf this form are acceptable. IPC Media, publisher of HiFi News and IPC Electric CIPC*) will
collect your personal information to process you ordrr and to gain a better undemanding of our magazine

www.hifinews.co.uk

(overseas) per article by credit card or personal
cheque ( Switch not accepted).

UK

£5

Call 020 8774 0846 or e-mail

Europe

£6

hi-finews@ipcmed.a.com

IRest of World
Ienclose acheque/postal order/international money order for £ ( pounds
Sterling) made payable to IPC Media' or charge my AccessNisa/Dirers/Amex

If aback issue is not available, you can buy
photocopies of articles for £ 3.50 ( UK)/£5.00

£7

Binders

Price per Binder
(including P&P)
UK
Overseas

These sturdy, high quality, gold-emoossed binders
£7.50
£11

help you to look after your copies cf HiFi News.
Each binder holds up to 12 issues. Binders cost
just £ 7.50 in UK P&P ( overseas, £ 1) from the
Back Issues Depariment.

readership. We may send you detai's of our magazines and servces. Please tick here dyou would prefer not
to hear from IPC CI. We may pass your details to other reputalde companires whose products and services
may be of interest to you. Please tick this box
you would prefer not to receive àny of these offers u
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essential hi-fi
buyer's shortlist

Welcome to HFN's listing of the finest components that we've
reviewed, updated every month. The emphasis is on real value for
money - though this doesn't just mean that we've always gone for
the lowest-cost options. On the contrary, we've taken pains to
highlight those more expensive - sometimes very expensive
components that genuinely justify their sometimes frightening price
tags, by offering atrue advance in sound quality for the audiophile.
Listed are the issue date ( month/year) where you can track down
the original review, and the author's initials. If you want the full story,
there's no substitute for the full-length review, so you might want to
contact our Back Issues service to catch up on the whole story. Call
0870 756 0000 or find the order form on page 86 of this issue.

HOT
1 00

teglinifflave

CD players
Make/model

Arcam CD33T
Arcam DiVA
CD72
Chord DAC 64

Price

Tested How we rate it

_ _

61300
£450
£1960

Creek CD50

£700

dCS Purcell/
Delius

£5000/
6500

L inn lkem i
Linn Sondek
CD12

E 1950

£12 , 000

Musical Fidelity
308CR

£2000

Naim CD5

£1200

Nairn CDS3

£705 u

Perpetual
P-1A/P -3A

$1100/
$800

n

Pri mare D301

£1500

Rotel RCD-02

£380

Unison
Research Unico

£1100

08/03
AH

.101
ards
02
AH

An improvement on the CD23, but now using multiple Wolfson DACs. Strengths are du
multi-format machines struggle to be ajack of all trades- thir; player is mast& of one.
Based on 24-bit Burr- Brown delta sigma DAC and Sony mechanism, witn achassis damped by sound-deadening material. Optical and
coaxial digital outputs are provided. This is alively yet truly civilised playe, offeringa well-balanced performance at the right price.
Chord's now fully-sorted 96kHz-ca pa ble DAC featuresa buf-er memory and rec locking system that theoretically eliminates jitter. AH
concluded, ' It's not its lushness and smooth ride that make il awinner, bot the way that it treads the route of musicality and natural timing.'

,
7o3

We've come to expect bargains from Mike Creek. This aie wees the floor with most budget players and some with much higher price tags,

DB

extracting incredible precision from recordings. Compare it with some expersive players and you'll ask, why pay more?

2m

Purcell is aDID converter that ' upsamples' to 24/96 or 24/192, for analogue conversion by Delius. An impressive input array, upgradable

AH

firmware, pro-grade electronics. Makes CDs sound wholly believable at fast. Provi!ac.,n for DSD conversion via proprietary use of FireWire link

A/0 i Midi-size, with all-metal three-motor mechanism, 24/96 Buff- Brown PCM 1732 DAC, switch-mode power supply. Allows focus on individual
AH

instruments easily, with good articulation of fine detail, yet a 'relaxed' treble focus. XLR balanced analogue and XLR AES/EBU digital outputs.

7/99

The CD12 has apparently changed since our review, when CB felt 'asert;e of disappointment', reinforced by going back to his Meridian

B/B 9

508.24. SH, though, found it ' more like analogue' than most, in the positive sense that it seemed to present more information.

''°3
DA
12/00
AG

loin
HIC

I/01
i
DA

;6/99
AG

DA was mesmerised by the sound from this 24-bit upsarn piing player. It sall solid state, but comes so close to matching its Nu-Vista sibling's
sound quality that you'd swear there were valves in the equation somewhere: ' natural' and ' unforced'.
It can't play CD-RW discs or give adigital output, and loading is ' manual'— but mustally, in aclass of its own at the price, imbuing arichness
and life that CD frequently lacks. Asolid, 3D quality, superb dynamics, and, naturally, amagic sense of timing.
Top-of the-range two- box CD replay from Naim. Physically unassuming but sonically arival for anyother player- high-resolution forniat or
otherwise - according to Martin Colloms. Sweeter treble >blaceer backgrounds and greater all-round ability than its predecessor the worthy CDS2.
Diminutive DSP ( P- 1A) and DAC ( P-3A) units that do scimething special. The combination transforms CD, communicating the illusion of real
musicians. The P- 1A is the killer, used as an interpolating upsampler, but with capability'or room or speaker EQ correction. Mail orderonly in UK.
Uses the classic Philips CDM12.4 mechanism, with Pri-nare-tweaked software for lower noise, plus decoupling and amagnetic clamp. 8-times
oversampled Burr- Brown 1702 20-bit D/A converters.rie balance between abilitya nd smoothness in the 030.2 is about as good as it gets.
Rotel has long been respected for its UK-designed, Far East bui.t oudget players. Although the company now makes DVD players and AV
receivers, it hasn't forsaken CD/two-channel users. If you're on atight budget this one is well worth auditioning.
Using atriade valve output stage this CD player aims to corn Dine the beK of both worlds, with asound, as KK noted, that comes 'scarily close to

«

resembling adecent moving-coil, playing mint vinyl through atube phono stage.'

DVD-Video, DVD-Audio & SACD players
Make/model

Arcam
DV88 Plus
Cambridge
Audio DVD57

Price

Tested

How we rate it
Ergonomically satisfying DVD-V and CD player features painstaking audio circuit des gn: separate clocks and power supplies for audio and

£1000

video, dual Wolfson 24-bit/192kHz WM8716 DACs. Excel lent picture quality and sound on OVOV, plus CD sound equalling Arcam's Alpha 7SE.

£2001.

Ma ra ntz
DV8300

Made an excellent impression against some heavyweight contnders in ow DVD-A player Group Test. Elegant styling and an extremety competent
performance for nota lot of cash. Don't expect the Earth at thisprice, but this player is thoroughly musical with abit of bite too.
Afine player based on the chassis of the earliest univerml player, Pioneer's DV- 747A, but with added Marantz touches such as ' HDAM' output
stages and heavier build. An EISA Award winner in 20; but now there are other players with more sparkle and clarity.

On kyo
DV-SP800

£1200

2103
PM

Pioneer
DV-656A

£400

0/02
PM

It took amanufacturer with no vested interests to produce the first universal player, the DV-747A. Pioneer then followed up with the lower-cost

9
/02

This model plays DVD-A, SACD, standard DVD-V and CD It also besan i
Link digital interface (
IEEE 1394 or 'FireWire'), adtal output for high res

PM

data, allowing secure connection to asuitable amplifier (currently only Pioneer's VSA-AX10i receiver). Now updated with PAL Progressive capability.

Pioneer
DV- 757A1
Yamaha
DVD-S2300
92

£800
£900

'1/03
PM

Based on atried-and-tested Pioneer chassis, the On kyo offers DVD-A, SACD and CD playback, stacks of connectivity options, remote control
and an on-screen display. PM said, ' The Onkyo carves out apowerful and atmospheric performance... the best of the first-generation models.'
DV-656A, which delivers every format to astandard that many single-format players costing twice as much can't achieve.

Using Panasonic and Sony technology, this DVD-A/SACD/CD player is among the best of the new breed. Multichannel OVOAwas fine, though
two-channel PCM could sound plummy and dynamics ly restrained, but multichannel SACD sound was outstanding.
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Quad QC 24/1I-forty

o
o

£4000
The Quad QC 24/II-forty is actually aretro recreation of the
classic Quad 22/11 valve amplifiers. It's larger than the
originals were, and it also comes without the original's
filters and tilt/tone controls. The setup is only available as
apair, and now uses KT-88 valves (able to output twice the
power of the KT-66 used previously) allowing it to be rated
conservatively at 40 watts per channel. The pre-amplifier
lacks the noise floor of the original, and also has a new
smoothness and precision.

CD
(i)
(f)
CD

Turntables & cartridges
Make/model

Bluenote Bellavista
Signature

Price

Tested

How we rate it
Italian design, suspended plater weights àla GyroDec, but adual-deck rectangular plinth. Agood blend of acrylic, bronze, aluminium, Teflon,

£1900

07/03
AH
03/01
AH

Arich, colourful sound and excellent 3D image stability, the mid alittle recessed; but afine rhythmic 'groove' and pace. With black acrylic base

£1020
from
£1015

10/97
KB

Classic three-point suspended chassis design, based on AR and Ariston mcdels but with tighter engineering. Simple AC motor drive leaves

Michell Gyro
SE SP800

£870

05/99
AH

neutral deck, great sound at areasonable price. Optional upgrades nclude QC PSU ( 440 and aclamp - the latest version uses aDC motor.

Prolect Debut

£120

07/00
TB

commented TB. If you need aphono stage, go for Debut Phono or Debut Phono SE3 (with fir le speed control, £ 160).

Ortofon Kontrapunkt Aand B

£500/
£750

06/01
TB

Clearaudio
Champion
Linn LP12

12/99

and polyvinyl combined in avery clean, fast and musical deck. Borromeo uni pivot arm (£ 1000) completes high-performance combination.
and translucent platter ( no dust cover), the outboard AC motor has astepped pulley; manual speed change to 45.
room for improvement with better power supplies; now only available with Lrigo power supply, and with either Akito or Ekos tonea rms.
Updates 19805 GyroDec, itself descended from classic Transcriptors andl-ydraulic Reference, hence the merry-go-round appearance. A
Simple but effective: price includes tonearm and Ortofon m- m cartr rige. ' No nasty top or flaccid bass, just clean, rather crisp and lively sound,'
Two great-value moving-coil cartridges, combining detail, well-defined musical colour and rhythmic bass, no brittle edges to the music and low
surface noise. Kontrapunkt 8with nude Fritz Gyger 80 stylus on solid ruby cantilever, offers more space and detail. Seriously recommended.
Price quoted includes asimplified version of :he classic Series Vtonearm. ' So eerily quiet and uncoloured' said KK, 'one of the best

SME Model 10

£4255

Roksan
Radius 5

£850

11/03
AH

dynamic contrast and timbrai colouring, with naturally-sounding frequency response without treble lift or heavy bass'. An absolute bargain!

£2550

12/02
AH

enunciate the trickiest of vocal lines.., or to show off ethereal sound effects' yen the greatest ease. Challenges some cartridges at twice its price.

Transfiguration
Temper V

ambassadors yet for the greatness of analogue replay via vinyl... The Model 10 let's you hea- the music and nothing else'.
Price quoted includes athe Nima tonearm. This Roksan deck offers a ' listen-all-day character that plays music guilelessly'. Expect'real
It's difficult to define atonal character for this cartridge; more accurate to describe it as musical and transparent: ' Inordinately articulate, able to

Tuners
Make/model

Arcam DT81

Pric

£650

Tested
1/02
AH

Marantz ST- 17
PURE Digital
DRX-702ES
TAG McLaren
T32R

With better controls than previous models, the DT81 is argua by superior to the more expens:ve FMJ DT26. Comprehensive user features include
engineering mode for interested enthusiasts. Its clear, distinct way of opening upa broadcast makes this arelatively impartial but accurate receiver.
Asimple fuss-free tuner with excellent FM sound quality, with atotal of 64 pesets for FM, MW and LW. Signal strength and multi- path

Creek T43
Magnum
Dynalab MD102

How we rate it

distortion are displayed. IH found it had afull-bodied sound that's nicely art culated and stable... excellent value.'

£2200
£600

,
01

G
9/01

switching between five presets. AG thought it ' musically superior to any othe' tuner that I've heard... In every respect it's nothing less than stunning'.
Three wavebands and RDS; for I
Hthe sound was 'detailed and solid, projecting acoherent soundstage with excellent depth of image' if alittle
bright. It lacks independent remote control but 'sounds superb, makes the best of weak signals and exudes aquiet confidence'.
Winner of our three-way group test, this model brings you DAB, yet has ausable FM tuner ir, the same package. USB connectivity for

£330
£2300

Toronto-based specialist Magnum Dynalab still makes all-analogue FM-only tuners. This one has optional remote control for fine-tuning and

upgrading via aPC; dark, attractive, contoured presentation and the contro sare simplici:y themselves — atop-drawer product.
7/00
AH

TAG's high-quality £ 1600 AM/FM analogue tuner with optional £700 DAB module offers luxurious finish and clear display. The T32R has more
warmth and body through the midband than Arcam's DRT10, and aless digital-sounding treble. AH called it 'The best way to hear DAB right now.'

Michell Gyro SE

£870

The Michell Gyro SE is an update to the
acclaimed Gyro turntable of the 1980s,
which itself was an evolution from classic
Transcriptor and Hydraulic Reference
machines. This SE version has less
Perspex, alower price and (most critically)
abetter sound. The Unique merry-go-round
www.hifinews.co.uk

appearance can distract the eye but the ear
isn't fooled — this is aneutral deck capable
of great sound at a reasonable price. The
Gyro SE can even be upgraded by the
addition of aQC power supply (£440) and
aclamp. The latest version also uses aDC
motor for an even clearer sound.
HI-FINews JUNE 2004
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essential hi-fi buyer's shortlist
Amplifiers
Price

Make/model

Arcam FM1 A32

£ 1100

Arcam A85

£100

03/02
AG
05/0i
AH

Audio Research
VS110

Tested

rAnn ,

'''"""

03/03
DB

Audio Research cin nnn
Ref Two "'"'"""

onio

AS Passion
Ultimate

£1300

08/01

BAT VK-50SE/
VK-60

£6125

Bryston 3B-SST

£1125

I
0/03

Chord CPA 3200/
SPM 1200C

£
4040

ouss

Conrad-Johnson
MV6OSE

£3000

MC
AG

DA

oi/03
MC

£4900

Creek
P43R/A52SE

nu/
£600

Croft 1ritale

01000

AH

Conrad-Johnson
Premier 17L

Creek 5350

MC

von

"

£35,u

tvoi
PK
05/00
TB
02/01
AH
u
0/00

KK

IA i

ESLab DX S4

£2500

EAR 864

.
£150 u

Kw
,

Krell KAV-300iL

£3900

INI
«

Linn Kolektor

£500

AH

McCormack
pre-/power

£2590

10/00

Ili
61(

Musical
£ 1000
Fidelity A3.2

05/03

Nagra
VPA

04/99

DA
gg

Naim NAC 552

£11 ,
150

06/03
1G

Naim NAC
112/NAP 150

£625/
£750

03/02
AH

Naim NAIT 5
Naim NAP 500
Pass Labs
X350
Pathos IT RR
Primare A30.1

£800

£10,000
£995 ,
"

£3250
£ 150 u

Quad QC
24/11-forty

£4000

Rotel
RA-01/RA-02

nu/
£350

TAG Mc La ren
DPA32R
Unison
Research Unico
94

02/01
AH
08/00

nic

02/00
AG
08.13
Kg
06/99
AG
11/00
Kg

£1500
L
.
175

£

most of speakers it was used with, reproducing the life and vitality of aperformance. It also offers tone controls.
Remote-control 85W/ch amplifier, using bi-polar outputdevices (not MOSFETs). Its clean and detailed sound nimbly communicates music.
Microprocessor-controlled source switching, tone controlsand input trim facility (to equalise source levels). Finest integrated amplifier atthe price.
With eight 6550 output tubes (four per channel in push-pull pairs) this higher- power version of the VS50 gives the sound of classic valves in
spades. DB reported 'warmth, texture, muscularity and deep bass aplenty.., brawn, brain and heart in one glowing package'.
Despite broadband noise from this valve-fuelled lab-handled design, sound quality was top notch as well. ' It comes close to being astate-ofthe-art piece of audio engineering,'said MC.
Remote-control version of classic passive attenuator. Control of volume and source is via optical linkage, asingle Vishay resistor leading to
light-controlled shunt resistor. The Ultimate is still top of the class, rivalling active pre-amps that cost four times as much.
Full remote control pre-amp and 60W/ch stereo push-pull valve power amplifier, combine the dynamics and load tolerance of solid-state with
the finesse, inner complexity and poise of tubes. Sweet-sounding, without the audible severity of some solid-state counterparts.
David Allcock was already an owner of apair of 14B-SST power amps, this model's big brothers, when he reviewed this one so it was interesting to
see if he rated 150W/ch (8ohms) model so highly - he did! Fantastic sonic balance and stereo imaging, along with lashings of controlled power.
Audio meets aerospace engineering. The fully-balanced SPM1200C uses aswitched-mode power supply, yet sounds dynamic and
transparent. ' Has the disconcerting ability to create real sound pressure levels with ease,' said AH, with 'transparency to music's inner workings.'
Originally using two pairs of Svetlana EL34 output valves, uprated to ' SE' status with 6550 tubes, this 55W stereo power amp shows avein of
the excellence of C-J's Premier range. Anicely tuned upbeat delivery, equally rewarding on ajazz or classical programme.
Aspects of C-J's megabucks ART have trickled down to this line-level pre-amp: inside are four 6992 triodes plus ahuge bank of tremendously
expensive capacitors. Although C-J's ' MV' prefix designates lower cost, the MV60 power amp is aworthy partner.
Creek's remote-control pre gives easy-to-listen-to sound, encouraging involvement with the music, with fast and deep bass. Add m- m or m-c
stages (£50 to £80) for vinyl replay. With bi-wirable speakers, asecond A52SE power amp gives even better results.
Creek's 75W/ch integrated sounds good enough to worry more expensive combinations. All the right elements in place, in tune, in time.
Imaging held instruments rock-steady in awide believable space. Remote control of source and volume: phono stage an optional extra.
Classic hard-wired pre-amp, true to the minimalist ideal: 'vintage' in its warmth and preclusion of edginess and grain, yet big, palpable and
commanding. With some low-level noise and fuzziness, it's still quieter than even amint Quad valve pre-amp.
Not so much an amplifier asa 200W digital speaker driver, based on Tripath's Class Tcircuit.1H praised the tangibility it can bring to music,
and 'surrounding ambience beautifully articulated and stable, regardless of volume or transient requirements'.
Aphonoinclusive pre-amplifier to satisfy audiophiles and studio professionals, with its XLR balanced input and output. Balanced operation
offers improved dynamic contrasts, slam, overall control and coherence, as well as virtually noise-free operation.
have ever heard from the
A300W/ch integrated. Hooking up 1ohm Apogee Scintilla speakers, KK found it ' produced the very best sound I
Scintillas... I
would take the KAV-300i Lover any solid-state amp I
can name south of the Theta Dreadnaught'.
Awell-equipped partner for LK85 or LK140 power amps. Includes m-m phono, one of 10 inputs which can be tailored to suit the user, remote

AG

£9350

How we rate IT
This top-of-the-range integrated offers 100W/ch, thanks to an uprated power supply. AG found it sounding confidently in charge, making the

:43
TB

Imo
MC

control, headphone socket and tone controls. There is alittle 'grain' and constriction, but overall it sounds fine.
Power amp uses an unusual 'distributed-node' power supply ;the unity-gain pre-amp offers passive or buffered output, the latter preferred.
Despite adryish balance and atouch of 'grey', this combination is bold and transparent, combining real solidity with fine detail.
DA felt that the 3.2 pre-amp offered sound quality well beyond its price tag, and the 130W/ch-rated power amp is claimed to drive any
domestic speaker. Concluded DA, 'At this price point I
can think of nothing I'd rather build asystem around.'
Built around apair of 845 output tubes, this push-pull monoblock power-amp is rated at 50W into 4, 8or 16 ohm loads, with zero negative
feedback. KK praised its commanding and authoritative presentation and abass control of which Ongaku owners can only dream.
This is Naim's current flagship pre-amplifier and according to Jonathan Gorse, ' it gets closer, by adramatic margin, to that " live" experience than
any other amplifier'. Don't expect it to make music sound 'comfortable', instead you get ' bombastic majesty and delicate beauty'. Awesome!
This 150W combination delivers the ' Naim sound' with an obvious freedom from artifice, 'with little of that unnatural glare and haze that afflicts
products that try to give too much in terms of detail and clarity' (AH). Difficult to trump for unflustered sound and musical satisfaction.
Rated at only 30W (we measured 36W), but adynamic performer. With avery convincing decay to treble notes and harmonics, an easy-going
amp that didn't fatigue after continued listening. Stereo detail not as explicit as some, rhythm and timing its real strengths.
An impressive outboard power supply and Semelab output devices so powerful that protection circuitry isn't required. The circuit is bridged to
give 140W/8 ohm (doubting into 4), with prodigious current. Sound quality is thrilling, and driving Naim NBLs there's real synergy.
Rated at 350W/ch, the X350 eschews feedback, giving it alower than normal damping factor, and is biased strongly towards Class Aso runs
very warm. The level of detail, authority and naturalness places it among the finest at any price.
MOSFET output stage fed by asingle-ended, zero NFB tube driver stage: downside is relative inefficiency and high heat dissipation. Loads
below about 5ohm ' make it cry', said KK, who still called this 'one of the finest amplifiers I've heard, regardless of price'.
Primare's A30.1 bi-polar amplifier, rated at 100W/channel but seems more powerful, looks like amillion dollars, and is remote-controllable. The
volume control is afine 100-step- ladder type, with extremely low distortion and accurate channel balance throughout its range.
Retro recreation of the classic Quad 22/1I valve pre-/power combination, using KT88s to give twice the power (40W/ch) of the KT-66 original.
Pre-amp lacks the 22's filters, but is also free of noise, and has anew smoothness and precision.
Quality needn't break the bank. Rotel's remote-control RA-02 and otherwise- identical RA-01 share the same 40W/ch (8ohm) output, six line
inputs, and asound that TB called ' smooth and fatigue free'. Don't expect the earth at this price but you will be pleasantly surprised.
This pre-amp can operate both as adigital encoder and as D/A for digital sources, and connects to other TAG components via asystem bus.
TAG's DAB radio module can be added. Solid performance at afair price, and above-average sound.

/
/02

Hybrid integrated, valves in the pre- stage and 80W/ch MOSFET output stages, plus remote volume control. Its mid band, said KK, is 'alush

BB

and warm region' replicated only by all-tube amps unlikely to match its generous power delivery. There's a £50 phono option.
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essential hi-fi buyer's shortlist
Loudspeakers .
Make/model

Price

Tested

Avantgarde

£350

ow

Avantgarde's smallest loudspeaker at44cm high, 'ias horn-loaded midrange and tweeter, and aself- powered subwoofer, with aclaimed system

m

sensitivity of 100dB/W.SH said it gave immediacy, impact, emotional communication, without the coloration that spoils other hom loudspeakers.

0:101

With its 5litre volume, this miniature ( 265 x140 x205mm) update of the Neutron uses aScanSpeak fabric dome tweeter and 127mm Vifa

Uno
AVI Neutron Ill
Blueroom
Mini pod
B&W DM303
B&W

£500
£260

£6000

Dynaudio
Contour T2.5
Elac CL82 Mk II
Energy

£2460
£340
£50

Encore 2
EposM12
Ha rbeth
Compact 7ES
Ja m° 0830
1Mlab

£50n

Ma rtinLoga n
Prodigy
Ma dinLogan
Clarity
Mirage MRM-1
Mission m53

Mission fs2-AV

Quad [ SL 989
Ruark Etude
Ruark

o

vividness and more precise imaging. Afine speaker and worthy winner of a2002 Editors' Choice Award. ( Special finishes available at extra cost.)

084x)

The Contour 72.5 put KKin mind of the larger classic British speakers of the 19705, but with far greater power handling and speed. Has the

.
e)

capacity to sound huge, but with holographic imaging, 'deliriously wide' soundstaging, and above average depth.

12.1x)
AG

2011

'AC
0¡1A2
Ar-

ne
I
mi

when reversed, switches to bi-wire-/bi-am p- ready mode. Sound proved very stable, with unusual (for Linn) 'airy' audiophile quality to boot.

PAC

spatial qualities and fine sense of air'. If subtlety/retinement matter more than impact, this MartinLogan may be the one for you.

DA

II/O!

low-frequencies. Asu perbm`y balanced all-rounder that'll work just as well with pumping rock or subtle jazz.

iin

The most credible audio application so far for NXT flat panel technology. An AV system (it's also available as atwo-channel sub-sat system), the
fs2-AV consists of acomer subwoofer and five identical satellites on detachable, rotatable stands. Sound is smooth, easy and mellifluous.

a,,

Larger, wider- bandwidth take on the ESL-63 electrostatic (which itself replaced the classic ' 57') with an additional bass panel. Audiophile

KA

components and more rigid construction. Speaker needs room to breathe, but still does the ' disappearing act' so beloved of the originals.

min

Corn pact bookshelf speaker, an easy 8ohm load and reasonably sensitive (86d B), and aclean and neutral sound: amildly laid-back
presentation, but one that many prefer for long-term comfort, not entirely un-LS3/5A-like, with similar lean bass and open midband.

£5000

c,i-

Al

Asymmetric 905mm-high enclosure (supplied in mirror- image pairs) using two 140mm paper pulp bass/mids and a28mm silk dome that
takes over at 1.8kHz. Slight Ly dr000ing frequency response, but its consistency of voicing and musical expressiveness are out of the ordinary.
Another beautiful ' boat-tailed' floarstander from the Itallan masters. The sound has soul: it's vibrant and bold,' as we said in our 2002 Awards
issue. You shouldn't expect the ultimate refinement of the even more expensive Amati, but this speaker is extraordinarily good.

n

£5 "
r,

£320
n

With a12in (305mm) Dual Concentric ( horn-loadecidome tweeter built into the centre of the main bass/mid unit), the TD12 also has

04

Tannoy's Su pertweeter mounted on top. MC was won over by the speaker's dynamics and expression, and high sound levels.
All

All
let*

Wilson Benesch

£5500

ova

£22 , 500

i,
'
hlt,

114
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speakers. Integration between the two small drivers eexcellent, the se,amlessness helping draw the listener into the fluid midband.
AG aid his panel thought its ' strengths subsumed by an uneven balance'. Probably best suited to lowish volumes in smaller rooms.

o
t
a..

aG

Discovery

Thin enough to slip into the smallest listening room, the Arro has an outstanding ability to cast astereo image across, behind and around the
An opinion divider. KK found 'asoundstage so wide and so deep that one listener thought he was hearing the massive Apogee Scintillas'.

£9Mlu

Puppy System 7

2A real find in our Nov'02 Group Test, this Missior m53 floorstander sounds just like its little brother but with much more extension to the

AC

Benesch ACT 2

Wilson WArl7

Heavyweight miniature two-way: the two-layer enclosure has steel lining and aCohan machinable-polymer baffle. Demands alot of power,
but free of the usual box coloraticn artefacts. Its precision and detail are difficult to match, but It really needs asubwoofer.

jœ,

£120

Wilson

This is another ML hydrid, capable of running in pure electrostatic mode, but also featuring arear-mounted 25mm tweeter - for better off-axis
sound dispersion - and a2DOmm aluminium bass driver. Needs careful amp matching but afantastic loudspeaker!

£950

Wharfedale

EVO -10

Versatile descendant of Kan and Tukan features nan-parallel sides to reduce standing waves and clever lock-down crossover board which.

Abig hybrid electrostatic, and arguably MLs most successful, musically. MC found it had 'stature, presence and tonal accuracy... exceptional

AG

£840

Wharfedale

Inverted-dome Focal tweeter plus two 160mm clhers (one bass, one bass/mid), in afront- ported cabinet. It had asomewhat bright treble, but

on

AG

Totem Arro:

Diamond 8.1

o

Something of abenchmadc SEAS Excel drivers in awell-braced cabinet provide crisp, detailed and thoroughly musical sounds, with little

Ad

Cremona

Tannoy
Dimension 1012

'
Compact only by barn-dcor standards, the thin-wal enclosure is viscoelastically damped to BBC standards using composite counterlayers, with

the sound starts and stops when it should. Everything hung together, and it excelled on all kinds of music.

3,00

£500

—N
Cf)--

music speaker, but also adaptable for home theatre use, the M12 uses the well-tried Epos bass/mid driver and asimple

strain even when pushed. Bass is competent and extended , although higher up the sound can be atouch forward.

£2200

£4000

An enthusiast's hi-fi

crossover. With an open, Pvely and exciting sound, this is avery fine speaker for the money.

the boundaries between main shell and screwed-on panels damped. Balanced, articulate, transparent sounds; easy to recommend.

£2500

On

CD
%.<

Satellites use aluminium dome tweeters and synthetic cone bass/m ids, the sub a150W amp and 200mm reflex-loaded driver. Well able to
reproduce subtle solo instrumental playing or full-scale orchestra at realistic volumes. All in all, simply agreat find.

um

£550

Elac's aluminium composite bass unit ( in awood cabinet rather than ametal one, and with dome rather than ribbon tweeter) can deliver high
volume levels with negligible compression or distortion. Basslines are particularly well projected; overall sound is very well integrated.

mot

Al-

£8970

r-4-.

F
J

TB described the Stirling 3's predecessor, Severn 2,as 'detailed but gentlemanly': the Stirling 3builds on these strengths and gives greater

"/99

£635

One of B&W's finest everloudspeakers, it carries the authority and finesse of the big Nautilus 801, but will work in room spaces where the 801

H

CD
Cf)
CD

simply won't. First class stereo imaging, bass, mdrange clarity and smooth, transparent extended treble, not to mention killer looks.

£1300

Prologue R
Sonus Faber

ewei

Awa is

£860

resolution is not especial( high, and treble occasbnally stood out, but there was arefreshing lack of woody coloration.
harder when pushed. Overall, it has atight, fast and slightly overdamped sound that makes it keep control at higher volumes.

"

£1500

Though small, the Kevlar-coned bass/mid unit in ...his moulded speaker produces acertain bass weight, even erring on the warm side. Overall
In AG's group test of £200 models, the 303 sounded powerful, authoritative and had amore 'grown-up' quality than the rest. Treble can get

'
16

Cobalt 816
Linn Katan

H

All

£730

c
l
3
1
o

pulp cone mid/bass, crossover 2.8kHz. Easy to drive, if insensitive, it builds on its predecessors' stable imagery, tonal accuracy and detail.

Gm

£180

Nautilus 802
Castle Acoustic
Stirling 3

IN

How we rate it

o

Exceptional finish, real wood veneer over anon-square box, and the icing on the cake is the excellent sound — weighty bass, open mid band

and smooth treble from aKevlar cone bass/mid and soft-dome tweeter. One of the best at the price.
High-tech carbon- loaded WB Tactic drivers replace the Scan drivers used by the otherwise similar ACT One. Listening results suggested a
rather bright balance with superb articulation and cess-leading resolution. Magic in the right system, analytical and controlled to afault.
A 150mm Tactic bass/mid and 28mm soft-dome tweeter face forward: underneath are two bass drivers in an isobaric clamshell arrangement.
Choir voices were awonder to behold, and the Discovery stayed clean and unflustered on testing techno and dance.

Even compared with the excellent System 6, the re-engineered System 7was thought substantially more transparent, with faster and more
dynamic bass. The '6was afairly tough load, and the '7is alittle more demanding still, so avery good amplifier is anecessity.
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bespoke audio visual consultants
36 Queen St., Maidenhead
Berkshire 5L6 IHZ
016213 633 995
info@audiovenue.co.uk

NEW Katana CD Player available NOW
For your nearest stockist call Actiy Distribution on
01635 291357

The finest showroom...
The finest products
•

time to try...

r».}

Stockists of

Naim Audio
Benz Micro
McCormack
Conrad-Johnson
Finite Elemente
Accuphase
J M Lab
Avalon Acoustics
Rego Research
Cardas
Totem Acoustic
5ugden
Proac
Nottingham Analogue
and others...

Musical Fidelity M1
On permanent demonstration

Selection of our partners...

Arcam • Artcoustic • Audio Access •

Audio Analogue • Audioquest • Audio Research • BCD Engineering •
Beyerdynamic • Bryston • BOSE •Boston • Chord Cables • Clearaudio
• Copland • .Cnestron •

Definitive Technology •

Denon •

Draper

Screens • Final • Fujitsu Plasma • Graaf • Krell • Harman Kardon •
Integra Research • KEF • Lexicon • Linn Classic • Living Control •
LOEWE televisions • Michell Engineering • Miller Er Krefsel • Monitor
Audio • Musical Fidelity • Martin Logan • Nad • Nordost • Nakamichi
• Onkyo • Opera • Ortofon •

Panasonic plasma • Parasound •

Pioneer plasma • PMC • Primare • Proceed • Project • OED • Quad
• Quadraspire • REL • Revel • Revox Screens • Roksan • Runco •

Audio Republic, 78 Otley Road,
Headingley, Leeds, L56 4BA

Sennhesier • SME • Sonus Faber • Spendor • Stands Unique •
Stewart Screens • Straightwire • Sumiko • Tag Mclaren • Townshend
Audio • Theta •
Acoustics •

Tel: 0113 2177294

Transparent Audio •

Vutec

Screens •

Wilson

Unison Research • Vienna
Audio

and

other

leading

components and accessories.

www.audio-republic.co.uk
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Accessories Club
EXCLUSIVE TO HI-FI NEWS

Insulate with sorbothane shoes

HFN 001 ELUXDUMPER ' Magic Brick for valve amps

£30 E

HEN 002 TEST LP The Producer's Cut'

£25 D

HFN 004 BLACKHEAD: Moving- coil transformer

£80

HFN 005 SPIKE SET 8 xM6 spikes for wood/steel

£12 D

Sorbothane has long been

£85 E

choice when designing audio

4
;
th

regarded as the material of

HFN 012 STACK STORAGE Black MDF 465mm-wide
LP Store: 120- LP, 2- divider, 360(h) x340(d
CD Store: 160- CD, 4- shelf, 720(h) x 165(d)

£99 El

CO Base: 160- CD, 4- shelf, 720(h) x 165(d)

£99 E

isolation devices, though to

£75 O

date such products have, as is

HFN 017 WALLNUT Il Wall- mounting 2- shelf table
MEN 022 SORBOTHANE Damping sheet 150x150y3mm

£13 E

HFN 023 LP INNER SLEEVES per 50

£10

MEN 026 LP DIVIDERS Set of 25, tabbed

£12 D

the way of the hi-fi business,

HFN 027 CD DIVIDERS Set of 25, tabbed

£12

HFN 028 SOETSHOES Isolation feet. pack of 12

£18 D

dispensing with exotic

HFN 030 4MM BANANA PLUGS Set of 4

£10 D

packaging and dealing direct

HFN 031 IEC PLUG

£8 D

BEN DUNCAN'S PURE SERIES
PURE POWER MAINS CONDITIONERS

1Éleum

been just atad pricey! But by
reducing the supply chain,

with the source of all things

covering the weight range up

available in all
weights at
£4.00 each.
The great

importance of equipment

Sorbothane, we can now offer

to 4kg; blue for equipment

isolation and the benefits that

afull range of Sorbothane

weighing between 5kg and

such devices bring is well

2kVA 230/230V

£800 D

Hemispherical Isolation feet,

8kg ( pre- amps, small

established and documented

IkVA 230/230V

£450 D

IkVA Adjustable output

£530 D

our ' Sorboshoes', at only

integrated amps, etc) and Red

—now it can be much more

IkVA Int'l 120/230V, 230/120V

£500 D

£12.00 per set of three.

for components with loads

affordable as well!

500VA 230/230V

£345 O

500VA Int'l 120/230V, 230/120V

£395 D

RADEX EARTH CABLE Standard, per metre

£4.50 D

RABEO EARTH CABLE H/D, per metre

£6.50 D

Each Sorboshoe is 50mm

between 9kg and 12kg. ( larg€

in diameter, and 25mm high

power amplifiers). To handle

Sorboshoes Black ( 3pieces,

(uncompressed). They are

loads greater than 12kg, more

up to 4kg): £ 12.00
Sorboshoes Blue ( 3pieces,

RABEO RF EXTERMINATOR EARTH SPIKE 1.2 metre

£45 O

available in three colour-

of the Red type of Sorboshoe

PURE HENRY RF INDUCTOR per pair

£60 O

coded carrying grades: black,

should be used at apro rata

5kg-8kg): £ 12.00

EARTH HENRY RF earth choke

£50 O

for the lightest equipment ( CD

rate of 4kg per isolator.

Sorboshoes Red ( 3pieces,

EARTH HENRY RF earth choke, kit

£35 E

machines, turntables etc)

Additional Sorboshoes are

9kg-12kg): £ 12.00

SUPER SPUR MAINS CONSUMER UNIT 2-way

£99 E

SUPER SPUR MAINS CONSUMER UNIT 6-way

£199 D

SUPER SPUR LIGHTNING PROTECTOR

CD CARE & PROTECTION

£99

PURE HARDWIRE Mains distribution unit, 12- way

£145

MISCELLANEOUS ACCESSORIES

CD lEWEIS CASES

METAL CIAO 32A mains distribution, 10- way

£95 D

METAL CLAD 32A mains distribution, 6- way

£85 E

METAL CLAD 32A mains distribution. 4- way

£70 D

SUPRA LO RAD Mains chord, per metre

£15 El
£24 C

Standard double

MICHELL 4mm banana plugs

per 4

Li/

Standard 5" complete

pack of 10

£6.50 D

MICHELL Tenderfeet Large, per 3

£14 E

Maxi- single slimline

pack of 10

£6.50 D

MICHELL Tenderfeet Small, per 3

£1.0

Slim double

pack of 5

£6.50 D

FERRITE NOISE ALXSORBERS

pack of 3

£6.50 D

Small, 6mm

per pair

£ 12 E

PURE CYCLE TURNTABLE PSU Kit

£330 E

5" PVC protective sleeves pack of 30

£6.50 D

Large (12mm)

per pair

£ 14 D

PURE CYCLE TURNTABLE PSU Assembled

£399

DENSEN D MAGIC CD demagnetiser

£10 D

KONTAK Contact cleaner

£15 D

PHONES 01 HEADPHONE AMPLIFIER Kit

£218 D

STEROPHILE Test CD1/2/3 Set of 3

£30 D

DE BOIT Contact cleaner

£14 D

PHONES 01 HEADPHONE AMPLIFIER Assernbled

£299 D

CHESKY ULTIMATE Test CD

£15 D

PRO- GOLD Gold contact cleaner

)(10/REFERENCE Test and burn- in CD

£24 D

RELAXA 3+ Isolation platform

'AUDIO QUALITY MAINS SUPPLY' Booklet

PURE TERMINATOR RF line cap

£5 D

'BLACK BOX' REPRINTS VOLUME 1

£15

SID Sound improvement disc

MOTH RECORD- CLEANING MACHINE MkI

£400 E

MOTH RECORD- CLEANING MACHINE MkI Kit

£225 E

MOTH RECORD- CLEANING MACHINE MkI(

£450

MOTH RECORD- CLEANING MACHINE Mk11 Kit

£255 E

MOTH RECORD- CLEANING MACHINE

£500

Mk11 Pro

MOTH RECORD- CLEANING FLUID 1 litre

£17.50 D

MOTH RECORD- CLEANING FLUID 5 litres

£35 D

OUTER SLEEVES Heavy duty PVC, per 50

£20 E

LP STORAGE BAGS 12" sealed, per 50
DECCA Mk Ill Record- cleaning brush
ZEROSTAT Antistatic pistol
SHURE SFG-2 Stylus pressure gauge

£5 D
£13 D
£37.50 D

£220

CARTRIDGE MAN Digital level

£220 D

RINGMAT 200/250 Ringmat

£35 D

RINGMAT 330Mk11 XLR Ringrnat

£50 D

RINGMAT Support system full spacer set, blue

£70 D
£145

NAO PP- 2 Phono stage. or-m/rn-c

£50

DISCWASHER Vinyl care system

£30

LAST Power clean LP cleaner

£27.50

LAST LP preservative

£27.50 D

LAST Record cleaner
LAST Stylast stylus treatment
LAST Stylus cleaner

£15
£22.50

£115 E

INCOGNITO ARM REWIRE LOOM (Rega) 1.2m installed

£129

INCOGNITO ARM REWIRE LOOM ( Universal) 1.2m installed

£165 D
£200

KAB Speedstrobe, includes LED light source

£75 D

MICHELL Unicover

£44

www.hifinews.co.uk

AYRE System Enbancement CD

£15 D

ROTHWELL Attenuator

£18 D

CICABLE LS35/A qrossover

£16 D
per pair

£ 39 D
£790

RINGMAT Statrnat Mk11 CDi

£18.45 D

AUDIO ONE XLR/phono adaptor ( specify in or out). Per Pair

£45 E

RINGMAT Statmat CDi, blue

£37.50 D

QUAD: THE CLOSEST APPROACH Ken Kessler's definitive book

£50 D

Visit www.hifi accessories club.com — emai Iorders welcome

accessories club order form
Name
Address

Post code
Tel ephone
Cheque/postal order enclosed for

£

( pounds sterling) made payable to:

'HFN Accessories Club' or please charge my Access/Visa/Diners/Amex ( delete)*
Card Number

Expires ( date)_

_ Signature

£15

INCOGNITO ARM REWIRE LOOM ( Rega) 1.2m kit

AESTHETIX ABCD-1 cartridge demagnitiser

£12.50 D

£22 D

CARTRIDGE MAN Digital stylus balance, 0.002g

RINGMAT Anniversary 330 Ringmat

BIB CD CARE KIT Lens cleaner and CD restorer
BIB OVO CARE KIT Lens cleaner kit

VINYL CARE & PROTECTION

£14 El
£500 D

TO ORDER Please send completed order form ( or aphotocopy) to:
HFN Accessories Club & CD Service
PO Box 200. Bedford MK40 IYH, UK
OR Fax your order form to: 01234 742028
OR Telephone: 01234 741152
OR E-mail: sales@hifiaccessoriesclub.com
OR Visit the secure order facility at www.hifiaccessoriesclub.com

LK SALES All pricos include VAT. Accessories Club prices
include postage and packing for all items, whatever their size,
anywhere in the United Kingdom.
EXPORT SALES Export sales are always very welcome.
Where applicable they will be free of VAT ( Sales Tao). but will
be subject to additional shipping at cost. Please contact
for quotation. Delivery subject to availability. E&OE.
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Sweetspot
Continued from page 69
road towards sonic nirvana. My simple step-up
transformers were then replaced by a secondhand
T3000, which proved amajor advance. In my opinion
owners of m-ccartridges should try to buy the best stepup device they can afford.
`By then Iwas re-married and we had the
opportunity to buy the lower part of our present
house. One big bonus would be the opportunity
to have adecent listening room and so the deal
was done and Iset up my equipment in the
present room. This bigger room enabled me to
improve my loudspeakers, so I bought my
present B&W 803 Matrix speakers, again from an
advertisement in ahi-fi magazine.
'Next, over several months and many pints of
beer, Charles Palmer and Idiscussed a rather
radical wall shelf for the turntable and astate-ofthe-art valve, two-box, dual mono pre-amplifier.
Both projects came to fruition and provided the
next step on the path to enlightenment. The
Audiomaster monoblocks were replaced, soon
after Charles completed his pre-amp in 1996, by apair of
Tube Technology Genesis amplifiers. The Palmer preamp and Tube Technology monoblocks gave me years of
sonic pleasure right up to early 2004.
'But there were to be other changes on the turntable
front. As soon as SME announced their Model 20
turntable, John agreed to get hold of one for audition. By
that time Iwas a devotee of SME and trusted their
integrity and unfailing ability to produce beautifully
engineered and musical equipment.'
Alan bought the SME and the first of several Ortofon
7500 cartridges. (amodel discontinued but Ortofon can
rebuild 7500s into the existing body at reasonable cost.)

'I cannot see why my present set-up
shouldn't keep me perfectly satisfied
as long as Ihave ears to hear
'I was thoroughly delighted, maybe thinking that this
was the end of the story. But it wasn't! One day, while
visiting Salisbury HiFi, John showed me a Loricraft
Garrard 401, in abeautiful wooden plinth, and of course
Iwas tempted to bring it home for a trial. Ihadn't
intended to own two turntables, but the presentation
from the two was beguilingly different — akin to two
different seats in the same concert hall.
'Living as Ido near the centre of atown, variations in
mains quality became areal problem. Several solutions
were tried; most effective within a reasonable budget
turned out to be the Kemp power block, suppressor
plugs and mains cables which Istill own. There have
been many experiments, a certain amount of wasted
money, but the present setup is wonderfully good.
'John Trim phoned one day to say that he had a
turntable he'd like me to hear. This turned out to be the
Oracle Delphi 5. This is one of those hi-fi items which
you know you'd like to buy after only aminimal amount
of listening. It is a superb turntable. Ibought it and
placed it upon Charles Palmer's sophisticated wall shelf,
where it has sounded magnificent ever since.'
The Oracle's arrival relegated the SME 20 to abasic
Sound Organisation table. It still sounded good, but Alan
knew that it deserved better.
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'After a convincing demonstration at South West
Analogue Ibought Voodoo Airtek supports for the SME
20 and its power supply. Both made dramatic
improvements, to the point where Idecided to order the
equipment shelf Ipresently own. Icannot emphasise too
strongly how significant the improvements have been.'
'Recently, though, Charles Palmer's move to France
left me with adilemma in terms of maintaining his preamplifier. ' Ihad concerns about what would happen
should a problem arise, bearing in mind that this
complex piece of valve equipment was getting on for ten
years old, and Idecided that the best solution was to
investigate new amplification.
'A few weeks ago, after hearing several other high end
amplifiers, I bought (again through John Trim, now
retired from Salisbury HiFi, but acting as an audio
consultant) the Pathos InControl pre-amp, InPower
power amplifiers and InThe Groove phono stage. Ican
only say that Iam besotted with them and happy that
enlightenment has been reached, nirvana attained!
'Finally, Imust mention the Philosophy cables from
Redruth in Cornwall. I'm not sure how they came to my
attention, about 18 months ago. Now, Iknow what a
minefield cabling is. There are many makes of cable and
I'm sure that readers will have their own favourites
which work excellently in their own systems. All Ican
say is that the musicality Ithink Iam experiencing from
the Pathos amps, Oracle, SME 20... the extraordinary
details and sound staging made possible by the Voodoo
supports... the superb sounds which come by courtesy of
the BBC through my new tuner... all this is made
possible and in no way compromised by the superlative
Philosophy cables. Minimal audition time is needed to
convince you that there is an inherent rightness about
the sound from these cables, to the extent that Iam now
listening to my record collection afresh, hearing
previously undreamt of details in recordings which I
have already owned and played for decades.'
Alan clearly hopes that his experiences may help
others. Three things, he says, have been important in his
quest for sonic perfection: never underestimate the
crucial importance of supports; play close attention to
cabling and problems associated with mains pollution;
and, above all perhaps, the importance of being able to
audition equipment in your own home.
'I think it's only in your own home that you can truly
find the value of equipment. The only things you can't
do this with are pickup cartridges. My Magnum Dynalab
tuner is agood example. Jeremy Baldwin of The Right
Note obviously saw that I was genuinely interested
because he let me have a Magnum Dynalab tuner for
three weeks, over Christmas and New Year, plenty of
time to really assess it. But the principle of hearing
things in your own house, in your own listening room,
with its own micro-acoustic, through your own speakers,
your own amplifiers, is absolutely fundamental.
'A review can just give you an inkling that athing has
got intrinsic musicality, that it's well made, that it does
its job reasonably well. But how it sounds... you should
find out in your own home. If adealer isn't prepared to
let you do that, he hasn't sufficient faith in his product.
'When in your listening room auditioning apiece of
equipment, the yardstick against which everything
should be judged is the sound of live music-making.
Whatever your taste in music, get out there and listen to
how it actually sounds. Hi-fi should be ameans to an
end, not an end in itself.'
www.hifinews.co.uk

Sevenoaks

SOUND & VISION
Sevenoaks Sound 8t Vision

BEDFORD

stocks

BIRMINGHAM

a wide range of Hi -Fi separates, DVD players,

BRIGHTON

amplifiers, speakers, plasma screens, LCD

BRISTOL

televisions and projection systems from all the

BROMLEY

leading manufacturers.

CAMBRIDGE

From starter systems to custom designed multi- room
and home cinema installations, our friendly staff are

CARDIFF

available in all stores to advise, demonstrate and pide

CHELSEA

you through the home entertainment jungle. If you're

CHELTENHAM

interested in home entertainment and want to avoid the

CRAWLEY

confusion, contact your local Sevenoaks Sound & Vision

CROYDON

store and experience more.
0% interest free option* is available on most products.
'Written details on request. Licensed credit brokers.
Minimum balance £400. Sub¡ect to status.

EDINBURGH
The Denon AVR-3805
replaces the highly rated
AVR-3803 and the jump
in model number is
deliberate to signify a
major model change
and upgrade.
Every single element
has been
examinec and
upgradea. The 3805
is designed to leapfrog
current and anticipated
compethon in both
performance, sound
quality and real- life

CUSTOM INSTALLATION
Are you looking to neatly and seamlessly integrate a
Home Cinema or Hi Fi System into your home? Our

usable features.

DENON'S
AVR3805 7.1
A/V RECEIVER
handset - the RC970.
This advanced
/- remote control is
fully backlit and
features full learning
capability and is preprogrammed for most
major brands.
FREE GRADO
SRC° HEADPHONES
WORTH f90
Willi THE AVR3805
TARING APRIL*

screen and built-in speakers or an integrated control
system, Sevenoaks Sound & Vision has the solution.

with araaical new

NOW THE BEST
BASS BEGINS
AT YOUR
FINGERTIPS

LINCOLN
LIVERPOOL
MAIDSTONE
MANCHESTER
NEWCASTLE

PLYMOUTH

new entry-level model,

POOLE

atrue audiophile
system that will fit into
the smallest room. For
the STRATA 5, REL
driver/amplifier/cabinet
relatiorships so that it
offers superior
performance to its
predecessor (Strata Ill),
despite being
physically smaller.

PRESTON
READING
SEVENOAKS
SHEFFIELD
SOLIHULL
SOUTHAMPTON
SOUTHGATE
STAINES
SWANSEA
SWINDON
SWISS COTTAGE

HUNDREDS OF BARGAINS AVAILABLE
FROM OUR 49 STORES NATIONWIDE
REL, the UK's leading
sub- bass specialist, has
announced two
completely new,
remotely controlled,
sub- woofer systems as
part of its ' ST' series.
THERE'S A REAL STORE NEARBY?

LEEDS

The STAMPEDE is the

has ref ned

SPECTACULAR OFFERS ONLY ON
THE SEVENOAKS WEBSITE

WHY RISK VIRTUAL SHOPPING WHEN

KINGSTON
LEICESTER

OXFORD

OFF ORIGINAL SELLING PRICE

AND MUCH MORE - ALL FULLY GUARANTEED

HULL
IPSWICH

PETERBOROUGH

SAVE' 50%

SPECIAL BUYS • OVERSTOCKS • EX- DISPLAY • END OF LINE

HOLBORN

NOTTINGHAM

and provide a prompt, reliable and professional service.
dedicated home cinema installation with a retractable

GLASGOW
GUILDFORD

NORWICH

The ' 3805 is supplied

Custom Installation experts are fully trained in all areas
Whether you're looking for lighting control systems, a

EPSOM
EXETER

LOOK FOR THE FREE
QED C ABLE OFFER
WITH MOST
REL SUBWOOFERS*

TUNBRIDGE WELLS
WATFORD
WEYBRIDGE
WITHAM ( ESSEX)

RFL
0 es,.

www.sevenoakssoundandvision.co.uk

WOLVERHAMPTON
PLEASE SEE PAGE 7
FOR ADDRESS AND TELEPHONE
NUMBER DETAILS

Seven oaks
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Arcam DiVA CD73T
CD Player
£399.95

ipgii"1'
3nDe

ARC AAI

L
7
-

sst
Feel SEPAI:

FREE GRADO SR60 HEADPHONES WORTH £90 WHEN YOU PURCHASE AN AMP AND CD
TOGETHER FROM ONE OF THE FOLLOWING MANUFACTURERS - ARCAM, CYRUS & ROKSAN*
NOT IN

III

coNmenord

WINE MER OTRER OFFER DR PROMOTION

Michell Gyro SI
Turntable / RB300 Tonearm
_ •

DIGITAL RECORDERS

•

Marant7
CD5400 CD Player
£119.95

• 2003

4 4Best Ekry
% 2003/
•
Gyrodec SE sounds great, combining the best
sonic characteristics of rivals... Quite simply, the Michell
Gyrodec SE is terrific. Nothing compares at this price

Q•io

o

Yamaha CDR-HD1300
CD-RW/HD Recorder
£449.95

03

"No more wasted CD- Rs: in astroke of genius,

F.111M.

Yamaha had the idea of combining aCC recorder

point - Ws well deserving another Best Buy."

CLAIM f50

=el Best Buy

Marantz
PM7200 Amplifier
£249.95

TOWARDS THE GOLDRING
CARTRIDGE OF YOUR CHOICE*

"This is one of the most

with ahard drive, enabling you to edit your music
before burning it to disc. The result was the excellent
CDR-HD1000, and the CDR-HD1300E

its younger,

cheaper and vastly superior sibling. It's tie best
home-recording solution currently available."

powerful amps in its class,
at 95w per channel, and it
sounds it with anything from
dance to abig orchestral
work, offering adelicious
combination of poise and

Pioneer PDR-609
CD-RW Recorder
£169.95

Produd
of lOO FIER
2002

impact. Stick with fast,
dynamic speakers such as
B&W DM601 S3s or KEF's
equally capable Gis and the
results will ama7)'

Turntable

(
Black)

Compared with a £200 CD player this
deck sounds remarkable: dig out your vin71
and give the Xpresaion aspin."

'Turntable

(
Black)

DAB RADIO

"So do you buy adigital tuner? Or an analogue one?
Now you don't have to pick: just buy Pure Digital's
DRX-702ES! Whether on FM or DAB, this tuner sounds

Pure Digital
DRX-702E5
Analogue/DAB
Tuner
crisp, making this afine tuner by any standards.
and asuperb buy given its
£279.95
excellent flexibility."
III 000
Ili% an I10000
44111.1.1w,
superb... The overall balance is powerful, clean and

PURE
87.50 MHz FM

THE PROJECT RANGE
STARTS AT ONLY £119.

•

•

Prot
2003 j

o e e

Cyrus
Pre X Pre Amplifier
Mono X Power Amplifier

(Each)

KEF Q4

999.9E:

Speakers £399.95

199.95

The 04 is one of the latest additions to KEF's acclaimed

This Cyrus paring isn't cheap but listen to awell- run-in sample

Series. At the heart of this floorstander lies the Uni 0 driver

and its array of talents is hard to beat. Load your favounte CD

array - a 130mm die-cast chassis housing along throw

into acapable player, turn up the Pre X and the sonic magic will

cone and coincident mounted 19mm aluminium dome HF

be worth every penn ,.

unit. This driver arrangement makes the speaker much
easier to place in the room and alleviates the ' sweet spot'
found on ' ordinary' speakers. This has been combined with
adedicated 130mm LF unit for extended bass output
which belies the size of its diminutive cabinet.

FREE
QED

SPEAKER CABLE

WORTH

WITH ALL HI-FI

£60
£80

SPEAKER PAIRS

WITH SPEAKERS OVER £ 299
WITH SPEAKERS OVER

£499

OVER £ 299 -

Mission 782 SE
Speakers £ 899.95
Mission

"Well, with the exception of the alderwoodveneer finish, these floorstanders look identical to

780 SE Speakers £ 349.95

the standard model.
although there's anew

"The revamped Mission 780s are hugely enjoyable:

tweeter and crossover

anyone with up to £400 to spend should' consider these

design. One of the

standmourders. Mission's clever move has paid off."

advantages of the threeway configuration is that
each dnver deals with
only anarrow section of
the frequency range, and
the designers optimise
each unit to perform its
respective task. Mission's
engineers have excelled

Roksan Kandy

in this area: these elegant

KD1/111 CD Player £594.95

fioorstanders sound
beautifully balanced and

KA1/III Amplifier £594.95

few rivals under £ 1000

"Timing and rhythm are excellent.

can match their

Shadow is delivered with clarity and atight

wonderful levels of clahty.
The ' special edition' tag
is overused but these
talented foorstanders are
bona fide sonic stars."

DJ

bass, while at the other extreme the treble

11111111111111113

is sweet and detailed, getting the most from

Eteasà- 1

Wagner's Ride of tie Valkyries. The result is
abreathtaking Bes' Buy amplifier that betters its competition with ease."

KANDY KAI/III AMPLIFIER - AWARDS 2003

"The Kandy KD1/III CD player offers agreat array of talents - team it with its amp stablemate and you
YerT.9! fir "Z
*****

have something dose to the ideal visual and sonic combination."

FREE

*****

GRADO SR60 HEADPHONES WOrutTH f90 WHEN YOU PURCHASE AN AMP AND CD TOGETHER FROM ONE
OF THE FOLLOWING MANUFACTURERS - ARCAM, CYRUS & ROKSAN* NOT IN NouuNcrol WITH AM OMER ORR OP MOI.100011

PRICING POLICY

FINANCE OPTION*

We always try to ensure our prices are highly competitive.

Spread the cost of buying.

In the event you can find the same products and excellent service at

0% fi -lance option is available on the vast majority of products we stock.

a lower price, please bring it to our store nanagets' attention

nalraten Oetads on request locensed crechl brokers. Moorman balance £ 400 Sulbect to statu•

PLEASE NOTE: SOME PRODUCTS MAY NOT BE AVAILABLE AT ALL STORES. PLEASE CALL BEFORE TRAVELLING.
'ADDED VALUE OFFERS - FROM RANGE AVAILAELE IN-STORE, NOT IN CONJUNCTION WITH ANY OTHER OFFER. ADVERTISEMENT VALID UNTIL AT LEAST 07/05/04, E&OE.
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SOUND & VISION

iiip...marn
HI-FI !
SYSTEM

SEPARATE HI- Fl SYSTEMS
MUSIC

You've heard of hi-fi - now

ALL

Wi-fi devices allow you to

AROUND
THE
HOME

Rotel
RCD-02 CD Player
RA- 02 Amplifier

welcome to the world of wi-fi!
network arange of devices
together - from your music

B&W
DM601 53 Speakers

system to your PC - without
the wires. For example, a
multiroom server like Yamaha's
MusicCAST can wirelessly
send music to up to five 'client'

Linn Classik

playback systems doted

Music System

around your home. That music

£799.95

Rotel electronics and B&W speakers are natural
partners for each other, giving excellent sound quality

(
Ex Speakers)

and stunning looks. So what better than this
combination of class- leading detail with an even and

could be stored on the

robust sound.

MusicCAST server de.iice or

"The Classik sounds simply marvellous. Boasting fine

other sources - existing hi-fi kit,

impact and drive, it retains its grip even as it thumps

But at Sevenoaks we

maybe, or an internet radio

out rock and dance tracks. Ask hto play quiet

always airn to offer

station or MP3 files from your

acoustic music and its smooth, I
quid presentation

you more and this

Pa plug-in adapters make it

impresses still further. The Classik offers the

means VVhat Hi -

easy to wi-fi-enable products.

performance you'd expect from high quality

Fi? Sound and

separates in one lovely package - this is avery

Vision's Award-

superior product."

winning Project Debut II turntable is
thrown in FREE.

rup
eREE
40
4
Ek e
ofm., fi /9
%11>

YAMAHA'S MusIcCAST
MCX-1000 DIGITAL SERVER
& MCX-A10 CLIENT

YAMAHA MusicCAST
MCX AlO
uvi.krxst Client/

£599.95
£1799.95

MCX 1000
IMusicCAST Server)

CYRUSLINK
Linkserver 160 £2999.95

CYRUSLINK
Linkserver &
LInk port ( Top)

Denon DM31
UD-M31 CD Receiver
£199.95

(Sq ve
£30

"The D- M30 was exemplary as its three What Hi Fi?

(Four Zone ND Server 1611Gb Drive)

Sound and Vision Awards cleary show. The D- M31

Linkserver 250 £3499.95

is even better, making it phenomenal value for money."

*.
IrK.H.!••

(Four Zone HD Server 250Gb Drive)

Linkport

£649.95

Linkwand

£199.95

CuruslInk
AVAILABLE AT SELECTED
SEVENOAKS SOUND & VISION OUTLETS

\.2.>

OPTIONAL RECORDERS:
DMD-M31 MINIDISC RECORDER • DRR-M31 CASSETTE DECK
NB - PRICE EXCLUDES SPEAKERS

PLEASE NOTE: SOME PRODUCTS MAY NOT BE AVAILABLE AT ALL STORES. PLEASE CAL-. BEFORE
TRAVELLING. * ADDED VALUE OFFERS - FROM RANGE AVAILABLE IN-STORE. NOT IN CONJUNCTION WITH
ANY OTHER OFFER. ADVERTISEMENT VALID UNTIL AT LEAST 07/05/04, E&OE

o

•ie

SYSTEM PRICE

SAVE

£949.95 £149
PRICE ID<CLUDES CABLES t. STANC6

111-F1 SYSTEM 1 - NOT IN CONJUNCTION WITH ANY 0111ER OFFER OR PRO/ARBON

experience more
'I

Arcam
CD73T CD Player
A65 Plus Amplifier
Monitor Audio
Bronze B2 Speakers
Arcam and Monitor Audio both have an enviable
reputation for producing great scunding kit without
breaking the bank. This system shows why with a
well balanced sound that's both musically involving
and enjoyable.
At the front of this package is kcam's upgradeable
CD73T CD player - aWhat Hi- R? Sound and Vision
'Prixiuct of the Year 2003'. We've coupled this with
Arcam's complementary A65 Phis integrated
amplifier and Monitor Audio's beautifully balanced
'Best Buy' Bronze B2 speakers. According to What
Hi-R? Sound and Vision (Awards 2003), these
compact speakers "Sound superb... Speakers don't
get much better than the B2s."

Cyrus
CD8 CD Player
8Amplifier
Monitor Audio
GR10 Speakers
Musical Fidelity

Another very popular coirbination that's more than
the sum of its already talented parts - and that's

A3 CD Player
A3 Amplifier

before you've examined the upgrade options. The
CD8 is a magnificent plaver (Best Buy - What HiFi?
Sound and Vision Awards 2003) and like most Cyrus

Monitor Audio

produc's its performance can be maximised with the
addition of aCyrus PSX-R power supp:y.

Silver S8 Speakers

The beautifully crafted, compact, Gold Rererence
One of our most popular systems at an amazing

GR10 speakers (***** - What Hi- R? Sourd and

once. Full-scale dynamics with alightness of

Vision August 2001) from British speaker specialists

touch makes this combination stand out

Monitor Audio complete the package.

SYSTEM PRICE

SYSTEM PR:CE FREE

SAVE

£2399.95 f379
PRICE E.Q_UDES CABLES & ;TAWS

HI-FI SYSTEM 2 - MIT IN CONJUNCTION WITH ANY OTHER OFFER OR PROMOTION

£2599.95

PRCE EKCLUCES CABLE E. STANDS

SOUNDSTYLE
RACK WORTH £300
WHEN YCU PURCHASE
THIS SYSTEM

HI-FI SYSfEJA 3 - NOT IN CONJUNCTION WITH ANY OTHER OFFER OR PROMOTION

SAVE

£799.95 £169
PRICE EXCLUCES CABLES &STANDS

HI-FI SYSTEM 4 - NOT IN CONJUNCTION WITH ANY OTHER OFFER OR PROMOTION
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Denon

•

£ 179.95

Linn Koiector
Linn U(85

•••

£ 574.95

•

Marante

£ 544.95

£ 149.95

Marante •
Musical Fidelity X-150

2249.95
£799.95

Musical Fidelity A3.2

Musical Fidelity

sVista 300

Quad
Roksan

£
£
£

CALL
£ CALI.

Pioneer ..63100S DVD-Rd3W

f399.95 £ 429.95

Pioneer ".95100HS DVD-RRA

£499.95 £ 549.95

£3994.95

Toshiba P3-0530 DVD Recorde'

£479.95

£ 549.95
£594.95

Roksan , soian M
Rotel • I

£ 999.95
£ 249.95

Rotel

£ 349.95

S

Rotel • 52

£594.95

SPEAKERS
An outstanding selection of products are

Acoustic Energy Aegis Evo One

on display and avairable for demonstration

Acoustic Energy Aegis Evo Three

£249.95

Acoustic Energy AEI MKIII (From)
MW " • 53

£1699.95
£ 249.95

Howe

MW '• • I•2 S3

£ 299.95

available at
stereo:
availability before travelling.

MW

.
at

ISevenoakS Sound & Vision stores.

£129.95

£ 1399.95

MW
KEF

£ 899.95
'
£ 249.95

KEF 04

£399.95

KEF

TURNTABLES
Goldnnq
£ 139.95
Michell
S21R8300ere souinineca,miiosr £ 1049.95
Michell

loljeC

£599.95

Project

it Phono SEI

£169.95

Project
Project
Pro:lied

st Il (
Black)

£ 119.95

st I: (
Wan)
,
pression

£ 134.95
£209.95

TUNERS
XL MOI

£99.95
£299.95

Maranta
Pure DFIX-/IOILS DAB
Pure DRX-702E_S Analogue/DAB

£ 99.95
£ 199.95
£279.95

CD PLAYERS
C0731

£ 399.95

Arcam

00821

£ 599.95

Arcam
Arcam
CD331
Cyrus

£ 949.95
£ 1299.95
£ 599.95

Cyrus

£ 999.95

Denon -185
Linn

£ 119.95
£ 1099.95

Linn
Maranta 15400

£2199.95
£ 119.95

17,11 M

£ 799.95

Meridian " I'

£ 1194.95

Musical Fidelity XRay"' .....
Musical Fidelity I2

£899.95
£ CALL

t08"

Musical Fidelity

Vista SACO .

Quad
Roksan

'
Ty KDI MI011

Rotel

£ CALL
£3994.95

.

Roksan coian M
Rotel
'

£ 999.95
£ 594.95
£ 1099.95
£ 379.95
£ 594.95

Pioneer PDP609 CD RW

6169.95

Yamaha CDR-HO1300 CD-RW

£449.95

Ae5 Plus
I• 480

ECALL
£599.95

Arcam

A85

Arcam

590

£849.95

Arcam I1.14 432
Cyrus 6

£1149.95
£ 599.95

Cyrus
Cyrus , Pre
Gyms I:. ,• 1
lc. XPower

o

iixe B2

£299.95

Monitor Audio
rS6
Monitor Audio ' ,ay 58

£ 599.95
£799.95

Monitor Audio - rl Reference 10
Monitor Audio
Quad I L

£799.95

Reference 20

£1499.95
£379.95
£ 499.95
£894.95

Ruait Epilogue Il

£ 344.95

Wharfedale Pacific Evolution 30

£649.95

Denon

Ex Speakers

£499.95

Denon • ' 91 Ex Speakers
Denon 511 Ex Speakers

£299.95
£199.95
£799.95

Onkyo ' Ex Speakers
Teac Legacy '' rEx Speakers

£199.95

Teac Reference ,
10 Ex Speakers
Tear, Reference X0 Ex Speakers

£449.95

£ CALL

£ 799.95
£999.95
ar-1
, £1199.95

£199.95
£569.95

.

....

£ 499.95

,70SD/AVR-770SD Ex Speakers

£599.95

Jamo

,A305PDD Inc Speakers

£ 549.95

• cA355PDD Inc Speakers

£699.95

KEF , • ,,uInc Speakers
Linn iO'Iassik Moue Di Ex Speakers ..

£1199.95
£2199.95

Teac Legacy 700/LS-L800 Inc Speakers

£849.95

DVD PLAYERS
MAKE 8, MODEL
Arcam
0V78
Arcam
0V88 Flus
Arcam .

Denon
Denon

REGION 2

MULTI REGION

£699.95 £ 699.95
£999.95 £ 999.95

DV89

£1299.95 £ 1299.95

Cyrus Denon
400 Universal

£ 1199.95 £ 1199.95
£299.95 £ 329.95

' 2200 Universal

£ CALL

2900 Universal £ CALL
All
£ CALL

Denon
A1
Harman Kardon DVD25

Pioneer 0V4u-1 .....
Pioneer DV565A Universal
Pinnate DV668Av Universal

£ CA
£ CAL,
£ CALL

£ 1799.95 £ 1849.95
£279.95 £279.95
£299.95 £ 299.95
£399.95 £ 399.95
£ 69.95 £ 89.95
£89.95 £ 109.95
£169.95 £ CALL
ECALI

£ CALL

Pioneer DV868Avi Universal £ CALI

£ CALL

Samsung
Tag McLaren

,IP935

'
32FLR

Teac
Toshiba • 130E
Yamaha ' '.' D- S540

"""nIVERS & PROCESS'"
£599.95

kraal ,-,S,P7 AN Pre/Processor/Power

£5499.95

Cyrus . AN Processor
Denon .•• ' Al 1SR AN Amplifier

£1099.95
21199.95

Denon

£2199.95

A1SR A/V Amplifier

Denon : 11604 Mr Receiver
Denon
3r
804 AN Receiver
Denon • 12803 AN Receiver .

£229.95
£299.95
£449.95

Denon - 11803 M) Receiver

2599.95

Denon ••• IFIC5 M/ Receiver

£999.95

Harman Kardon N/F12550 AN Receiver
Hannan Kardon

Aes5so Au Receiver

E

Harman Kardon AVR8500 AN Receive'
Harman Kardon 48330 AN Receiver

£1299.95
2599.95

Hannan Kardon 550630 AN Receive,

2999.95

Maranta - •
WV Receiver
Marantz k,400 AN Receiver

£289.95
. 8349.95

Onkyo • I,R501E M/ Receiver
Onkyo
18601E AN Receiver

ECALL
£ CALL

Onkyo •

£ CALL

Onkyo

11,
1801E Mr Receiver
1113900E M/ Receiver

£

Pioneer ,
X- C301 AN Receiver
Pioneer . IX- 0501 AN Receiver

£199.95
£329.95

Pioneer

£319.95

IX- D812 AN Receiver

Pioneer . IX-AX3i AN Receiver

£649.95

Pioneer .', X-AX5i AN Receiver
Pioneer "
iSA-AXI0i AN Amplifier

£949.95
£2199.95

Rotel FLiX1065 NV Receiver

£1799.95

Rotel RISP1066/RM81075 AN Pre/Power £ 1799.95
Rotel RSPI 098 AN Processor

£2294.95

Yamaha ,SP-AX640SE AA/ Amplifier
Yamaha . SP-Z9 AN Amplifier

£299.95
£ CALL

Yamaha I- ,V440RDS A/V Receiver
Yamaha • Iy V64ORDS AN Receiver
Yamaha ox-V140ORDS Mr Receiver

£199.95
£349.95
£ CALL

Yamaha RX-1/240ORDS AN Receiver

E CALL

£349.95

£ 149.95 £ 149.95
£ CALL
f CALL
£3999.95 £3999.95
£69.95 £ CALL
£119.95 £ 119.95

£ 699.95

MW
'
B&W '
AX
Castle
pact CC3
Energy
Energi;

£ 849.95
£899.95
£999.95

,
,
ii 5.1

ore

Infinit , . 750

£999.95

120

£1699.95

SUB WOOFERS
£ 649.95

MJ Acoustics

150 e

£60 0E0 CABLE. £ 299.95

MJ Acoustics

r10E

£ 60 0E0 CABLE £599.95

MJ Acoustics ' 100 £ 60 QED CABLE.
MJ Acoustics

1(Bir

2349.95

£60 OED carer £ 699.95

REL 0159E MIX) (
Bode', I
moo RED CABLE' £ 499.95
REL Ír01E (Britten Black Eton QED mu. £ 724.95
REL

Bollen BIRO. E100

REL -

Bretex Bar+

QED CABLE'

f999.95
£349.95

REL
£ 549.95
REL «le ih
El oe RED CABLE' £ 549.95
REL
(
612
floe QED CABLE' £ 699.95
FIEL

£699.95

III

PLASMA
Fujitsu • • I.IVI1A20 42

£2699.95

Fujitsu - • I2IA-1.430 42"

£ 3299.95

Fujitsu • 42FIFIA10 42" (ED)
Fujitsu .: 211-1A30 42"
Fujitsu •: 21-11iS10 42" on

£ 2899.95
£ 3599.95
£3799.95

Fujitsu -•',OXFIA10 50" (ED)

£ 5499.95

Fujitsu • 0>3-1A30 50"
Hitachi

£5999.95

PD3000P 32" (EDI

£ 1999.95

Hitachi I.IPETVIIIE 42" (ED)
Hitachi I.IP05000E 42"

£2799.95
£ CALL

Hitachi IiPMA430E 42" elm
Panasonic 11-1,37PA206 37"

£2299.95
£ CALL

Panasonic TH42PA208 42"
Panasonic 11442PWEB 42"

£2999.95
£2799.95

Philips • PF9965 37" Lei
Philips I. l'F9965 42" (
ED)
Pioneer P434HDE 43"

£2599.95
£ 3299.95
E CALL

Pioneer - • P503HDE 50" T.E»
Pioneer •

£4399.95

50"

£5499.95

Toshiba I.S/1/P36P 42"

£ CALL

LCD IV
Panasonic 1X15LT2 1S'
Panasonic II' -7LT3 22"
Philips

£749.95
£ 1399.95

17"

£19£99
CALL

Philips • II ,30"
Sharp Agues . 13,SIE 13"

£ CALL

Sharp Agues
1584E 15"
Sharp Agues ' 15S1E 15"

£ CALL
EREN
CALL
.95

Sharp Agues
2084E 20"
Sharp Agues LC- 20S12 20"
Sharp Agues LC-22SV2E 22" .

£1099
£ CA1.951-

Sharp Agues LC- 30A01 30"

£99
CAL L

Sharp Agues LC- 301-P/42 30"
Sharp Agues LC-37ADI 37"

AN SPEAKER PACKAGES
Acoustic Energy Evo 38

Denon .
Jamo

AN AMPLIFIER.

Acoustic Energy Aego P5

DVD SYSTEMS
Denon

2IBA

Area m 41200 AN Receiver

Ruark

g&w

TAG 'Admen AV3OR AN Processor
£ CALL
TAG McLaren AV192R AN Processor (From) £ CALL

HI-FI SYSTEMS

Harman Kardon IMI)22 ..
Hannan 'Carden DVD31 .
Pioneer .•

AMPLIFIERS
Arcam

£899.95
£199.95

Monitor Audio . er S1

Denon

RECORDERS

Arcam

Mission
'
IF
Monitor Audio

Linn , Music Ex Speakers

Arcam

Musical Fidelity

£999.95
£649.95
£ 119.95
£ 349.95

Quad 22L
£ 199.95
£ 499.95

Harman Kardon TU970 DAB/AM/FM

Marantz

'

Linn
Mission • Iii
Mission

Quad 12L

Arcam
161
Cyrus
"
Denon

•

Panasonic DMR-E50 DVD-R £269.95 £ 299.95
Panasonic DMR-E60 DVD-R £ CALL
£
CALL
£ CALL

MI011

£949.95

Monitor Audio Radius ....
MULTI REGION

Philips SX870 DVD+RW
Philips . 171180 DVD+RW

fCALI.

Musical Fidelity 43.2 Power
Musical Fidelity 4308

Monitor Audio - ooze 04 AV
REGION 2

Panasonic DMR-H52 DVD-R £ CALL

£ CALL

Musical Fidelity A3.2 Pre

DVD RECORDERS
MAKE & MODEL

£23

Sharp Agues LC- 371-1042 37"
Toshiba r'rWL36P 26"
Toshiba '.›WL36P 32"

£ CALL
CJlCALL
£ CALL

PROJECTORS

£399.95
£999.95

NEC • •• ' 60 DLP
Sanyo . 71 LCD .

£2999.95
£999.95

£499.95

Sanyo

7'

' r.0 .

£1449.95

Jamo - ' TX
£1499.95
Jamo
£ 3249.95
KEF . £ 100 FREE QED CABLE • £ 499.95

Screenplay
Screenplay
Sharp •.'

,,, 00

£1199.95
£ GALL
£1699.95

KEF

Sharp

DLP

E150

FREE 000 CABLE.

£ 799.95

XV iLMJ

DU'
- 10DLP

!) LP

KEF £ 200 FREE QED CABLE • £ 1199.95
KEF £ 300 FREE QED CABLE. £2199.95

Sim 2Domino 20 DLP
Sim 2H1300 Plus DLP

M&K
E250 FREE QED CABLE`
£ 1699.95
MALI
£ 1894.95

Sim 2HT300 Xtra DLP
ThemeScene • 130 Cinema DLP

M&K
MIX

ThemeScene
Cinema DLP Etx
TherneScene • rat, Cinema DLP

25
'
'
1'54P50

£2249.95
£3899.95

Mission
Monitor Audio

£449.95
£ 799.95

£ CALI
£3499.95
£5999.95

IEDI

Yamaha • X-500 LCD
Yamaha II , i
0m DI.P f
^

£7999.95
£1199.95
£1499.95
£2299.95
£
£ 5999.95

CALL
CONTACT YOUR LOCAL STORE OR VISIT OUR VVEBSITE
FOR OUR UP-TO-DATE PRICES

PRICING POLICY
SEVENOAKS SOUND & VISION OPERATES A PRICING POLICY
SEE OPPOSITE PAGE FOR DETAILS
Please Note: Some products may not be available at all stores. Please call before travelling
'Added Value Offers- From range available in-store. Not in conjunction with any other offer.
(ED) - Limited stock. some could be ex-display Advertisement valid until al least 07/05/04, £8,0E.

DEMONSTRATION

WHO ARE SEVENOAKS?

SEVENOAKS STORES NATIONWIDE

Founded in 1972, Sevenoaks Sound &

FACILITIES

Vision is one of the largest and most

Our comfortable demonstration rooms are

successful hi-fi and home cinema retailers

among the finest in the country, many

in the country.

complying with full TI-IX specifications.

BEDFORD 29-31 ST PETERS STREET
01234 272779

Each Sevenoaks Sound & Vision store

BRIGHTON 57 WESTERN ROAD. HOVE
01273 733338

covering all categories of specialist home

BROMLEY 39A EAST STREET
020 8290 1988

plasma televisions and projection systems,

stocks a wide range of quality products,
entertainment, from HiFi separates and
systems

to

DVD

players,

(la
4111111r1111111i

all at highly competitive prices.

BIRMINGHAM ARD1 12, UVERY STREET
0121 233 2977

JI

"

widescreen

Friendly staff are available in all stores to
advise, demonstrate and guide you through

BRISTOL 928 WHTELADIES ROAD, CLIFTON
0117 974 3727

the home entertainment jungle.

CUSTOM

SEVENOAKS WEBSITE

CAMBRIDGE 17 BURLEIGH STREET
01223 304770

NORWICH ?9-29A ST GILES STREET
01603 767605

CARDIFF 104-106 ALBANY ROAD
029 2047 2899

NOTTINGHAM 597-599 MAk6FIELD READ
0115 911 2121

CHELSEA 403 KINGS ROAD
020 7352 9466

OXFORD 41 ST CLEMENTS STREET
01865 241773

CHELTENHAM 14 PITTVILLE STREET
01242 241171

PETERBOROUGH 36-38 PARK ROAD
01733 897697 OPEN SUM«

CRAWLEY 32 THE BOULEVARD
01293 510777

PLYMOUTH 107 CORNWALL STREET
01752 226011

CROYDON 369-373 LONDON ROAD
020 8665 1203 OPEN SUNO.«

POOLE LATWER HOUSE. 44-46 HIGH STREET
01202 671677

EDINBURGH 5THE GRASSMARKET
0131 229 7267

PRESTON 40-41 LUNE STREET
01772 825777 °PM &way

room system, a dedicated home cinema

product

installation with a retractable screen and

superseded, the preceding models are

EPSOM - 2UPPER HIGH STREET
01372 720720 OPEN SUNDAY

READING 3-4 KINGS WALK SHOPPING CENTRE
0118 959 7768

built-in speakers or an integrated control or

made available at a reduced price, for

fighting system, Sevenoaks Sound & Vision

clearance. Visit our Website for an up-todate list of the clearance stock.

SEVENOAKS - 09-113 LONDoh ROAD
01732 459555

has adiverse range of products available to

EXETER 28 cown STREET
01392 218895
GLASGOW 88 GREAT WESTERN ROAD
0141 332 9655

SHEFFIELD 635 QUEENS ROAD. HERe
0114 255 58610mm/rim

GUILDFORD 738 NORTH STREET
01483 536666

SOLIHULL le-151 STRA1TORD
0121 733 3727

HOLBORN 14-148 GRAYS INN ROAD
020 7837 7540

SOUTHGATE 79-81 CHASE SIDE
020 8886 2777

HULL 1SAVILE ROW, SAV1LE STREET
01482 587171

SOUTHAMPTON 33 LONDON EGAC
023 8033 7770

IPSWICH 12-14 DOGS HEAD STREET
01473 286977

STAINES 4THAMES STREET
01784 460777 OPEN SUNDAY

KINGSTON 43 FIFE ROAD
020 8547 0717 OPEN SUNDAY

SWANSEA 24 MANSEL STREET
01792 465777 OPEN SIND«

LEEDS 62 NORTH STREET
•0113 245 2775 OPEN SLIMY

SWINDON 8-9 COMMERCIAL ROAD
01793 610992

LEICESTER 10 LOSEBY LANE
0116 253 6567

SWISS COTTAGE 21 NORTHWAYS POE, RNCHLEY RD
020 7722 9777 OPEN SUM

LINCOLN 20-22 CORPORATION STREET
01522 527397 OFF HIGH STREEI)

TUNBRIDGE WELLS 28-30 sr . I0FINS ROAD
01892 531543

LIVERPOOL 16 LORD STREET
0151 707 8417

WATFORD 478 ST ALBANS RCM
01923 213533 OPEN SUM«

MAIDSTONE 96 WEEK STREET
01622 686366

WEYBRIDGE 43 CHURCH STREET. THE QUADRANT
01932 828525

MANCHESTER 69 HIGH ST. cer CENTRE
0161 831 7969

WITHAM (ESSE) 1THE GROVE CENTRE
•01376 501733

NEWCASTLE 19 NEWGATE STREET
0191 221 2320

WOLVERHAMPTON 29-3c cum(Ario STREET
01902 312225 OPEN SUM«

TION

The Sevenoaks Sound & Vision website

Sevenoaks Sound & Vision's Custom

has

news

and

information

on

the

Installation Service enables the integration

Sevenoaks group and its stores.

of ahome cinema or hi-fi system into your

There are regularly updated special

home

as

offer and stock clearance lists with

possible. All electronics can be hidden

hundreds of products available and

away, speakers discreetly mounted either

detailed pages to help you locate your

as

neatly

and

seamlessly

in the wall or ceiling and the complete

nearest store. To find out more, click on

system operated via remote control.

www.sevenoakssoundandvision.co.uk

Our installation experts are fully trained to

STOCK CLEARANCE

the highest standards in all areas and

With 49 stores nationwide, the Sevenoaks

provide a prompt, reliable and professional

Sound & Vision group stock and display a

service. Whether you're looking for amulti-

wide range of products. As models and

cater for all your requirements.

ranges

are

changed

or

PRICING POLICY
Whilst we do not claim always to be the
cheapest, we try to ensure our prices are
highly competitive. Take into account the
expert advice, unrivalled product selection,

%AC

demonstration facilities and excellent pre,
during and after sales service and the lower
price might not look such good value.
In the event you can find the same
products and excellent service at a lower
price, please bring it to our store managers'
attention. We will always endeavour to offer
you the best deal.

Pick-up your FREE
68 page guide at your
nearest Sevenoaks
Sound & Vision store
or order a copy via
our Website. The
brochure will be
posted to you (UK
mainland addresses
only) free of charge
while stocks last.

OPENING HOURS: PLEASE TELEPHONE OR VISIT OUR WEBSITE
E-MAIL. [
insert store namel@sevenoakssoundandvision.co.uk

www.sevenoakssoundandvision.co.uk

LIFPSPnerC; BORING HI-FI

Acoustic Arts
Watford
Tel 01923 245250
Audio Counsel
Cheadle
Tel 01614 916090
Audio Counsel
Oldham
Tel, 01616 332602
HI-FI Studios
Doncaster
Tel 01302 725550
Kevin Galloway
Audio
Kilmarnock
Tel. 01563 574185
Midland Audio
Exchange
Kidderminster
Tel. 01562 822236
Mike Manning
Taunton
Tel. 01823 326688
Mike Manning
Yeovil
Tel. 01935 479361

The new Densen B-350 monoblock
For all at Densen the birth of the B-350 is a significant moment. For Densen the B-350 has for several years been
the internal reference, and therefore is a pleasure to be able to show audiophiles all over the world the true
musical world of Densen. The design process has taken a staggering 4-5 years. And in periods Thomas Sillesens
insisting on a true breathtaking product has delayed the process, which has been further enhanced by the
fact Thomas seemed more interesting in listening to the B-350 than finish it for production.
The B-350 is build using surface mounting techniques, and the components are mounted with a precision of
0,02mm ( I) using silver solder. All solderings are made in an artificial atmosphere, consisting of nitrogen, to avoid
oxidation of the solderings. The powersupply is massive and consist of a 750VA transformer and a storage
capacity of 100.000uF with 4separate rectifiers of which the 2of them are capable of 3.000VA. All resistors are
laser trimmed metalfilm from Vishay with a precision of 0,1%. The B-350 delivers 125W at 8 ohm and 250 W in 4
ohm.
The B-350 also represents a new direction in cabinet design at Densen. It is the first time the heatsinks of a
Densen products are visible. They integrate with the cabinet, and allow perfect cooling of the outputstages.
The B-350 will be retailing for GBP 2500/per unit.
Like all Densen products the B-350 comes with lifetime warranty

Densen • Lundevej 10 • 6705 Esbjerg 0 •Denmark
Phone: (+ 45) 75 18 12 14 • www.densen.com

New Audio Frontiers
Loughborough
Tel. 01509 264002
Phonography
Ringwood
Tel. 01425 461230
Progressive Audio
Gillingham
Tel. 01634 389004
Zen Audlo
Hull
Tel 01482 587397
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the normal
subscription rat
I./ARK SPEAKERS
-00e

25%

Focal 1Mlab

Offer Rate

Full Price

UK 6 Month DD

£16.65

£22.20

25%

UK Annual Chq/Credit Card

£35.52

£44.40

20%

Western Europe*

€70.27

€93.70

25%.

North America*

$94.57

$126.10

25%

Rest of World*

£59.12

£78.83

25%

Avid for vinyl?

The

Ban
Olufsen

Saving

'Mink

HOTLINE: 0845 676 7778
UK SUBSCRIBERS SEND YOUR ORDER TO:
HiFi News Subscriptions, FREEPOST CY1061, Haywards Heath. West Sussex, RH16 3ZA No

PAYMENT DETAILS: DIRECT DEBIT

stamp needed)

For office

OVERSEAS SUBSCRIBERS SEND YOUR ORDER TO:
HiFi News Subscriptions, PO Box 272, Haywards Heath, West Sussex, RH16 3FS, UK
PAYMENT DETAILS:

YES! IWOULD LIKE TO SUBSCRIBE TO HI-FI NEWS:
D Direct Debit ( UK only). Pay only £ 16.65 every six

payable to IPC Media Ltd

months, saving 25% off full price of £22.20

only. Criginator's reference - 764 221

eBank:

Address:

for the amount of C/e/S
(see price panel above)

CODE: 25R

(UK ( 3NLY)

Please debit my:

YOUR DETAILS:
Mr/Mrs/Ms/Miss:

use

A/C no

Name

I
enclose acheque/international money order made

— Aone-year subscription, saving up to 20%
(See price panel above)

(
Please attach correct postage)

DIRECT
Debit
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Amex
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Postcieu

Card No

Forename:

il DMEDD D

Surname:
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Date of Birth:
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Date

227 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD ,LONDON VV 1T 7HX
TELEPHONE: 020 7580 3535 FACSIMILE: 020 7436 4733
EMAIL: salesghifilondon.co.uk
W EB PAGE: www.hifilondon.co.uk
BANG & OLU FS EN and British Hi Fi Specialists
-

iaTrere

Denon AVC-Al SR ( gold 14 day exchange unit, as new) ( Ex- Demo) . £3,000.00 . £2,450.00 Ratel RDV-985 OVO Player ( Ex- Demo)

Denon DMD-F100 Mini-Disc ( new boxed unit). ( End of line) .... £250.00 ... £175.00
Denon ND 3300 ( Ex- Demo)
£
1,
000 .
00
• £349 .
00
Denon DOD • I
600 ( Ex- Demo)
£500 .
00 • • • £
175 .
00
Denon DOD-Al ( gold) ( Ex- Demo)
PRICE WAS PRICE NOW
£2500 •
00 ' £1,875 •
00
Denon SCAV-F100 NOT 5.1 Speaker Package (
Ex-Deme)
(
450.00... £225.00
Arm Alpha 10 DAVE AV ( Ex-Demo)
£ 1,650.00
£549.00 RAC NXT Panels + Subwoofer ( Ex- Demo)
£850.00 ... £399.00
Ayre Acoustics K1 Pre-Amp fully balanced zero
Isotek 2K Dube Mains Conditioner ( Ex- Demo)
£ 1500 00 £1125 00
feedback design ( remote 8phone stage installed (8600 new) ( Used) £3,499.00 Isotek Mainline Mains Conditioner ( Digital 8AV) (
Ex-Dieno).... £
225.00... £165.00
Ayre Acoustics 03 power Amp. Fully balanced zero
Isotek Mainline Moins Conditioner (standard) (
Ex-Demo)
£
200.00... £ 150.00

£625.00 £ 349.00

Ratel RI- 1080 Tuner ( Ex- Demo)

f395.00 £275.00

Ruork (1.1 0 ( cherry) ( Ex Demo)

£5000 £ 549.00

Ruork Solstice Referente (oak) ( Ex- Demo)

£4,500.00 . f2,750.00

Ruark VITA 100 6.1 System 5xSots/(entre/Sub. ( Ex-Demo)

£1,675.00. . £849.00

Roark Vita 200 Subwoofer ( Ex-Demo)

£850.00 ... £ 549.00

Sennhener HD- 265 ( new boxed) ( End of line)
Sennheiser HD-470 ( new boxed) ( End of line)

£125.00 £ 15.00
£35.00 . £ 20.00

Sennheiser IID-570 Symphony ( new boxed) ( End of line)

£90.00 . „ £ 70.00
£ 1,499.00 Isotek Minisub Moins Conditioner ( Ex-Demo)
£500.00 . . £375.00 Sennheiser HD600s ( new boxed) ( End of line)
£250.00 . £ 179.00
88IV (NC Centre Speaker ( maple) ( Ex- Demo)
£ 50.00 . £225.00 Isotek SubSiation Maim Conditioner. (2x600VA transformers) (Ex-Darn)11,000 00
£749.00 Shorp Agues 111362E I.CD Television ( End of line)
£799.00 £349.00
Classe CA 401 Power-Amp
KEF AV- I100 Subwoofer ( Used)
£899 00 Sharp SOX HI System ([u- Demo)
£600.00 ... £349.00
(400w per channel fully balanced design) ( Ex-Demo)
£6,695.00 £4,999.00 REF 62000T Motorised in Ceiling Speakers ( End of line)
£
525 .
00 • • £ 375 00 Synergistic Research Resolution
Classé CAP- 151 150w Integrated Amp ( Ex- Demo)
£2,195.00 . £ 1,749.00 REF 03 Speakers x2pairs. ( 131) ( MA). ( Ex- Demo)
£399 •
130 • • • £275.00 Referente Speaker Coble 3m ( Ex-Demol
£1,999.00
f999.00
Classé CD / DOD- IDVD Player ( Ex- Demo)
£3,195.00 . £ 1,899.00 Meodowlork Heron Speakers ( Ex- Demo)
£6,000.00 . £2,499.00 . .
Videologn DRX-60 I
ES DAB Tuner (silver) (
Ex- Demo)
£250.00
fI
49.00
Classe CP-35 Pre-Amp ( Fully Balanced) ( Ex- Demo)
f1,195.00 ... £899.00 Meadowlark Kestrel Hot- Rod (ebony) ( Ex- Demo)
£1,475.00 ... £699.00
Vienna Bach ( Beech) ( Ex- Demo)
£1,000.00
f499.00
Classé CP47.5 Pre-Amp ( fully balanced design) ( Ex- Demo) . £2,295.00 f1,749.00 Mirage FRX-S1 2Subwoofer ( black) ( Ex- Demo)
£499.00 ... £199.00
£3,30000 £1,599.00 Vienna Bach (rosewood) ([a- Demo)
(lassé SSP-30 MK1 I7.1 AV Processor
f2,900.00 £ 1,899.00 Mirage 0M-5 Omni-Po)ar ( cherry) ( Ex- Demo)
f1,200.00 £ 599.00
Crimson 610( Pre 8630D Power Amps
£ 1,250.00 ...£849.00 Mirage 0M-7 Omni- Polar ( gloss black) ( Ex-Demo) £2,000.00 ... £999.00 Vienna Haydn Speakers ( Beech) ( Ex- Demo)
£650.00 £399.00
feedback design. Choice of 2. ((3800 new) ( Used)

Cyrus APA7 Mano Amp Ionly ( black) ( Ex- Demo)

f950.00 . £549.00 Mirage OMC2 Centre Speaker ( Ex- Demo)
(8000 00 £5,999.00
f600 00 ... £299.00 Wadi° 861 CD Player ( block) ([a- Demo)
£ 1,000.00 . £499.00 Musical Fidelity A3.2 Power Amp ( Ex- Demo)
( 1,000.00 . £749.00 Yamaha DSP-AX3200 AV Amplifier ( Ex- Demo
( 1,200.00 £ 599.00
Cyrus C1550( (cherry) ( Eu Demo)
£350.00 £225.00 Musical Fidelity CD/Pre24 (D/Pre-Amp Combination ( Ex-Demol£2,000.00
. £ 1,349.00 Yamaha DVDS-530 ( 81) ( Ex-Elemal
f
200.00 £99.00
Cyrus DODO (silver) ( Ex- Demo)
£ 1,200.00 £975.00 Musical Fidelity E50 Tuner ( Ex- Demo)
£99.00 Yamaha 1PX-500 Projector ( Ex- Demo)
£3,270.00 £2,1 49.00
Cyrus FM- 7.5 Tuner ( silver) ( Es- Demo)
£400.00 . £299.00 Musical Fidelity 01600 5Channel Power Amp ((x- Demo) £2,000.00 £999.00
Yamaha PDM-1 50 - Plasma Display ( Ex- Demo)
f8,500.00 f6,375.00
Cyrus MR3 (block) Multi- Room Controller ( Ex- Demo)
£600.00 . £299.00 Bordant Red Dawn Phone Cable 0.6m pr. ( Ex-Demo)
£3013.00 .. £ 199.00
Cyrus Ouoteo Multi Room (silver) ( Ex- Demo)
£1,250.00
£699.00 Pass lobs Aleph pre-Amp ( Fully Balanced Design) ( Ex-Demo) £3,895.00
£2,199.00
Del Tech BP6 Speakers ( block) ( Ea Demo)
£750.00 ... £399.00 Pass Labs X.150 Power-Amp ( Fully Balanced Design) ( Ex- Demo) £4,550 00 £2,499.00 Anthony Gallo • Arm • Atacama • Atlas Cable • Bang 8Olufsen • Bowers 8Wilkins
Lite Eclipse TD Exposure
De) Tech CI.11- I
000 AV Speaker ( Ex- Demo)
£600.00 ... £ 199.00 Pioneer DV- 737 DOD Player ( Ex- Demo)
£900.00 .. £349.00 Nautilus • Chord Co • Classe • (castran • Cyrus • Denon Da Del Tech PowerField Subwoofer 80 x2 ( black8white) ( Ex- Demo) £5000 ... £ 199.00 Pioneer DV 939A OVO Audio Player (GI) ( Ex-Demol
£599.00
Fujitsu Plasma Futuregloss • Grado • In Focus • Isotek • PA lab • KEE • lexicon • Linn
£ 1,200.00
Cyrus AV5 AV Processor ( black) ( Ex- Demo)

Del Tech Pro Moniror 100 Speakers ( black)
£375.00 ... £ 199.00 PS Audio Power Plant P.300 Mains Conditioner. ( Ex- Demo) £1,699.00
£699 .00 Classik • Living Control Lutron • Mirage Musical Fidelity • Haim • Hardest Optimum
Def Tech Pro Monitor 80 Speakers ( block 8white) ( Ex-Demo) £225.00 £ 125.00 Quad ( 21 Speakers ( birds eye maple boxed new) ((x- Demo)
f480.00
£399,00 Ortofon Partington • Pure • Project • OED • Ouad Ouadraspire • REI. • Ratel • Ruark
Denon AV(-VI ( SR ( gold) ( Ex- Demo(
£ 1,800.00 . £1,399.00 Quad 221 Speakers ( maple) ((x- Demo)
£ 0000 .. £699.00 Sennheiser • S1M-2 • Soundsytle Stands • Tivoli Rodio • Unique VuTer • Wadi° • Yamaha

[valve- based integraFed amplifier ]

To celebrate their anniversary year T+A have developed
aunique range of superb new products, and introduced
anew High- End series for audiophile fans of classic twochannel reproduction. The V10 valve- based integrated
amplifier is the first in this series, followed by the
G10 vinyl disc player ( now available) and a
multi-format disc player available late Spring
CALL FOR PRICING/DEMONSTRATION
audio note //
silt-

II

vpi //

// nagrd //

densen //
oh

sme //

ULS

quad //

labs //

penn

// ba.

orelle //

rilo // spectral

//

electrocompaniet //

audio //

ecs //

leema

// peak consult

halcro //

lavardin //

acoustics //
-

(01563) 574185
www.kevingallowayaudio.co.uk
info@kevingallowayaudio.co.uk
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Not enough RGB Scart sockets on

FIrdiarici Audioha

x- Demo & Second Hand Items

Was

Now

2999
5999
3999
7495
2470
2100
1989
3499
6290
900
1195

1695
2995
3250
4499
1395
1199
975
1395
2499
449
895

Clearaudio Solution/RB300 x-demo
Kuzma Stabi/Stogi STurntable New& Boxed
Lehmann Audio Black Cube SE New& Boxed
McCormack Phono Stage New and Boxed
Rego P25 Maple xdemo
Roksan Artexerxes XMC/MM Phono Stage S/H
Roksan DS1.5 PSU Silver

1595
1295
650
650
650
450
695

1099
1099
449
399
499
299
379

Audio Research SP11 MK 2S/H
Electrocompaniet EC 4.7 Preamplifier x-demo
Cyrus Ca7 5Preamplifier S/H
Gryphon Sonata Allegro 2box preamplifier xdemo
Linn LK1 Preamplifier S/H
Naim 72 kPreamplifier S/H
Spectral DMC12 Line New&Boxed
Spectral DMC12 sPhono x-demo

2950
1295
700
9739
N/A
789
4250
4750

1599
995
499
5995
249
349
2999
3299

Audio Research D115 Valve Power Amplifier S/H
Cyrus Smartpower S/H
Cyrus PSX-R PSU S/H
Graaf GM100 Valve Power Amplifier x-demo
Gryphon S100 Class A power amplifier S/H
Gryphon Calisto 2200 integrated S/H
Krell KMA 100 monos S/H
Linn LK 280 Power amplifier x3 S/H
Mark Levinson No335 Stereo Power Amplifiers S/H
Quad 606 Poweramplifier S/H
Red Rose Sprit Integrated xdemo
Spectral DMA100s Power Amplifier x-demo

N/A
600
350
4500
6000
4800
7300
N/A
8500
N/A
1000
4750

1295
399
279
3250
2500
3299
1999
999
4999
349
649
3499

Avalon Eclipse Maple x-demo
Apogee Duetta Taupe S/H
Dynaudio Contour 1.3 MKII Birds Eye maple Latest Version S/H
DynaStands Master SE S/H
Linn Active Isobariks PMS Active version Black Ash S/H
Linn Active X-overs for lsobariks S/H
Living Voice Auditorium Avatar OBX-R Ebony x-demo
Martin Logan CLSII Anniversary Electrostatics 7months Old S/H
ProAc Future One Yew S/H
Sonus R4 Stands S/H
REL Strata Ill Subwoofer Cherry X-demo
Verity Audio Fidelio Plano Lacquer x-demo

9800
4290
1200
175
N/A
N/A
4000
6700
7995
329
695
7995

5999
1599
849
119
599
299
2499
4795
3795
199
449
4499

Acoustic Zen Silver Signature Balanced 12ft S/H
Cardas Neutral Reference Im RCA-BNC S/H
Chord Anthem lm RCA S/H
Chord Chorus lm XLR S/H
Cogan Hall EM-D 0.6m S/H
Kimber Powercord 350i Wattgate Oft S/H
Madrigal CZ Gel 1.5m Balanced new&boxed
Madrigal MDC Ipro lm AES/EBU Digital cable new&boxed
Madrigal MDC 2 1m Fatboy Digital cable new&boxed
Madrigal MDC 20.5m Fatboy Digital cable new&boxed
MIT Balanced 1m TerminatorCV S/H
NBS Pro Balanced 1.5m S/H
Nordost Red Dawn 0.6m RCA S/H
Nordost Red Dawn 1.0m RCA S/H
Nordost Red Dawn 2m Balanced Interconnect S/H
Opera Lux 3Tier Table Clear/Stainless xDemo
PS Audio Mini Lab Mains CableS/H
PS Audio Statement Bi Wire 2x3m S/H
QED Genesis Silver Spiral 2x3m S/H
QED QNEXII 1m RCA-RCA Interconnect S/H
Siltecit
x- demo

2700
550
270
199
199
219
599
319
319
279
399
1800
293
329
509
950
160
908
399
N/A
2370

1399
375
159
109
99
139
299
159
159
139
195
795
139
155
349
449
99
499
199
22
1499

JIMMUPP•

players DACs & Transports
dCS Purcell Upsampler Non Firewire S/H
dCS Delius 24/192 DAC Non Firewire S/H
Krell KAV280CD xdemo
Mark Levinson No 360s x-demo
Naim Audio CDX CD Player S/H
Naim Audio XPS PSU S/H
Naim CD2 Player S/H
Theta Carmen CD/DVD Transport S/H
Theta Generation V Balanced S/H
Thule Spirit CD balanced 0/P x-demo
Unison Research Unico Valve CD x-demo

t
uners & Tape Decks, Power Supplies

AKG
,_1ndnser Mo
Magnum Dynalab FT-RRemote
•
:*.
ude (New&Boxed)

241

110

450

279

Arcam Alpha ir Ca i
Hayer S/H

N/A

99

bargains Under £. 100

our TV

2 way, 3 way , 5 way Automatic RGB
Scart control switches. The Trilogy
range give perfect loss free switching of
any AV signal - DVD, Digibox, SKY, Game
console. etc. Trilogy 1 has additional
feature of recording one signal whilst
viewing another • Videosender • Audio
output connections.

5way RGB Auto
Scarf Controller Trilogy i£99

3way RGB Auto
Trilo
2 £59

2way RGB Auto
Trilogy 3 £39

Watch and Control Satellite or VCR round your house

1‘4

No wiring - send DVD, SAT, Video. etc. to any room
in your house. New improved version gives crystal
clear picture and sound and also lets you control
your
equipment
remotely with your existing
remotes Easy plug and play version. Cables inc.

Videosender system
VSplus £54.95
Extra receivers £30

S-Video signal from your Digibox or DVD
Converts a RGB signal from DVD or Digibox to a
high quality S video signal. Ideal for routing thru•
Surround amps. or connecting to Projectors, etc.
Also available - Component to RGB converter,
Digital to Analogue converters, etc.

RGB to S- Video plus Composite Converter
RGB-S fso

asma Solut ons
Connect a scart RGB signal from Digibox or DVD
to the Component IYUVI inputs on any Plasma
screen or High end Surround Amp. Just one of
many Plasma soluttons offered by Lektropacks.

Scarf RGB to Component Converter
CSv. - 2100 £75
Call for

Lektropacks
Unit 6, Metro Industrial Centre,
St. Johns Road, Isleworth, Middx. TVV7 6NJ
emaiL infordleKtropacks.com

FREE
8o page
Catalogue
loo's of Audi.
Video 8 PC
Solutions

IAN EDWARDS

MAKERS OF FINE HANDMADE FURNITURE

Td 01423 500442 Fax: 01423 705200

www.iansbespokefurniture.co.uk

2_ If:,
&Ope
jkii,
411P)

Aries Scout & JMW-9
Now available for demonstration
and now keenly priced at £1299

Midland Audio X- Change
The Old Chapel, Forge Lane, Belbroughton,
Worcestershire DY9 9TD,
Tel: 01562 731100 Fax:01562 730228
e-mail: saleemidlandaudiox-change.co.uk
www.midlandaudiox-change.co.uk
Midland Audio Xchange are looking for Audio Research, Krell, Mark Levinson,
Nairn Audio ,Dcs,Wadia, cash paid call John Roberts

www.hifinews.co.uk
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buyghi-fishop.com
buy your

hi-fi

sellghi-fishop.com

The new on-line source for
New, Demo, Ex-demo & Used Hi-fi

shop

Our product portfolio:

sell you
hi-fi

art audio

atc
•

I

ayre acoustics

trade-in
hi-fi

bow
design

e.a.r
jps-labs

audio

mark levinson

7-day

home trial

obelisk audio
t ri

parasound
primare
shanling

can collect
your hi-fi

sugden
stands unique
townshend

uk next
day delivery

unison research
e3-1

zingali
UK (per box)
Next Day DeliveQf: £ 10
Before Noon: £ 1D
Saturday Morning: £22
EU
£30+£0.75 per kg, 2-3 days
Export
$8.5+$3 / lb, 3-5 days
Insurance
1% premium on value
All used equipment guaranteed for
six months. New and ex-dem two
years.
Next Day Delivery, no phantom
products, no fronting, no greyimports, graded or "B" products.

47 Laboratories Gaincard Amplifier
Art Skibo (cherry)
Art Skibo Stands
Art Expression 2-way inc stand
Art Expression 3-way inc stand
Audio Physic Virgo 3 (cherry)
Audio Research LS2B Pre-amplifier
ATC SCM-12 Speakers (cherry)
Ayre AX-7Integrated Amplifier
Ayre CX-7 CD Player
BOW ZZ-EIGHT CD Player 24/196
BOW ZZ-ONE Reference Int Amp
BOW Wazoo XL Integrated Amp
BOW Wizard 2CD Player + Wand RC
Cura CA21 Loudspeakers
Denon PUA6600 Monoblock Pair
EAR/Yoshino MC-3MC transformer
Gryphon Callisto 2100 Int Amp
Gryphon XT Pre -amp
Kef Reference 4.2 (rosetta burr)
Kharma Ceramique 1.2 Ref Monitor
Manley M35 Monoblocks (pair)
Mark Levinson 31.5 CD Transport
Mark Levinson 360S Dac
Mark Levinson 383 Integrated Amp
Mai* Levinson 334 Power Amp
Mark Levinson 32 Ref Pre (inc phono)
Mark Levinson 432 Power Amp
Micromega Duo CD Transport & Pro Dac
Monarchy SM-70 Pro Monoblocks
Musical Fidelity A1000 Int Amp
Musical Fidelity A3 CR Pre-amp
Musical Fidelity A300 CR Power Amp
Obelisk Audiio Designs - Olibasi (5shelf)
Parasound C2 AV Processor
Parasound A52 5x125wpc /230 wpc
PT Anniversary, PSU controller, SME Varm,
Affechnica ART MC cartridgePink Triangle
Primare SPA20 Digital Controller Amp
Primare V25 DVD Player
Primare A30.1 Integrated Amp
Primare A30.2 Dual DAC CD Player
Proac Response 2inc stands
Proac Future 2 (walnut)
Red Rose R3 Speakers (maple)
Revel Studio (rosewood/piano black)
Spendor SP7/1 Speakers
Sugden Audition C Int Amp
Sugclen A21a inc phono stage
Sumiko Bluepoint Special (sealed boxes)
Tannoy D700 Speakers
Tara Labs RSC Air3 XLR 1m pair
Tara Labs RSC 1000 Speaker Cable 18ft
Unison Research Absolute 845 Int
Zingali Overture .2s inc Stands (cherry)

exd
exd
exd
s/h
s/h
s/h
new
new
new
exd
s/h
s/h
s/h
s/h
s/h
s/h
s/h
s/h
exd
s/h
exd
exd
exd
s/h
exd
exd
s/h
s/h
s/h
s/h
s/h
exd
new
new

MRP
£2,950
£795
£300
£3,995
£7990
£4,000
£3,249
£995
£2,950
£2,950
£5,495
£3,250
£2,995
£4,850
£1,300
£1,900
£745
£3,800
£4,500
£4,300
£16,500
£1,995
£9,995
£7,495
£5,995
£5,995
£18,444
£7,995
£3,099
£1,900
£1,500
£995
£2,200
£1,300
£3,500
£1,750

Offer
£1,450
£495
£245
£2,200
£3,990
£2,500
£1,150
£650
£2,350
£2,350
£3,250
£1,995
£1,500
£2,250
£575
£850
£375
£2,495
£2,000
£2,250
£7,995
£995
£6,495
£4,995
£4,495
£3,000
£11,995
£6,995
£1,200
£1,150
£995
£625
£1,195
£850
£3,150
£1,550

s/h
exd
exd
s/h
s/h
s/h
s/h
s/h
exd
s/h
s/h
s/h
new
s/h
s/h
s/h
s/h
s/h

£3,800
£2,500
£1,000
£1,500
£1,500
£1,700
£10,575
£3,500
£9,995
£2,000
£850
£1,049
£279
£2,400
£380
£525
F22,500
£2,495

£1,500
£2,250
£750
£895
£795
£800
£5,995
£1,850
£5,500
£800
£465
£750
£199
£1,000
£195
£295
£10,500
£1,495

s/h

Call 0141 333 9700 or visit www.hi-fishop.com

The Hi-fi Shop Ltd is owned and operated by The Audio Salon Ltd.
4Park Circus, Glasgow, G3 6AX. Reg office and showroom.

definitive audio

BRIGHTON NIFI EXCHANGE

Definitive Audio creates a quality of musical experience that is irresistible
We achieve this using some of the world's most splendid contraptions and by
employing a value system that places musical considerations above all

www.hifiguy.co.uk
01424 201157 OR 07734 436180

others.
Our inventory includes the tantalising KSL Kondo amplifiers from Japan. We
have the M7 Line, M7 Phono, M77 Ongaku, the Neiro Integrated and of
course the extraordinary Gakuoh. We also have a range of single minded
amplifier designs from, amongst others, Border Patrol. Art Audio and Sugden
Our Aladdin's cave of analogue treasures includes 12 choices of moving coil
cartridge, the Kuzma Airline, Triplanar 6, and SME Series V tonearms.
Keeping this company Is an enviable selection of turntables that includes the
unequivocal SME Model 30 and Kuzma Stabi Reference.

• We are the south coasts leading

We have the complete range of Living Voice loudspeakers including the
internationally celebrated Avatar OBX-R2.

stockists of quality used and ex dem

More importantly we have an attitude and an intent that breathes new life.
interest and fascination into your relationship with music.
Call us for an informal chat or to arrange an appointment.

• We will travel anywhere in the
country to pickup or deliver equipment

Sale of part exchanged and ex-dem items

Sale

Voyd turntable - black - reference bearing and platter - no packaging

£900
£700
£700
£900
£300

Voyd turntable standard - ash
Naim SBL -walnut - very good condition
Nottingham Analogue Space Deck - with Mystic Mat and psu

• We update our website everyday

Ariston RD11s with Signet low mass arrn - old classic - original box - v tidy
Roksan Xerxes Cognesenti - needs service - SME cutout - take it away

with used and xdem equipment

£450 £900
£1250 £2150
£900 £2000
£3500 £ 7000
£1800
£1300 £ 1850

Ruark Crusader - dark cherry - very tidy
Hovland Sapphire - stereo power amp - vgc - give away
ATC 50 passives - oak - very good condition - beefy boys
T.E.A.D. The Groove - phono stage MM
Canary Audio 309 - parallel push-pull - 300B monos - 45 endless watts of
beefy joy - ex dem - perfect condition - champagne - boxed
Canary Audio 303 push-pull - 3008 monos - 22 watts of lovelyness - used
only once at US hi-fi show - ajoy and asteal

products: plus many others.
anew

£6000 £ 10000
£4500 £7500

Linn Kelidh - very good condition - giveaway
Canary Audio 301 push-pull stereo - 22 watts - great amp - champagne
finish - boxed
Canary Audio 601 pre-amp - with saucy intestines - beautiful sound - new Revolver 45 speakers - cherry - new

£400
£3500 £5400
£2200 £2850
£900 £ 1200

Revolver 45 speakers - standard finish

£700 £900
£300 £400

Revolver R33 - standard finish - new

BAT

£2000
£ 1500
£2000
£ 1500

£400

Wilson Benesch ACT1 tonearrn - carbon fibre unipivot
Proac Studio 200 - yew finish - MTM 2way - very nice

• We are also agents for the following

New

Tel: 0115 973 3222

Fax: 0115 973 3666

internet: www.definitiveaudio.co.uk

email: shout@definitiveaudio.co.uk

chum audio dtstrIbutcrs of quality hirli Churn audio distributors of our-11

,

y hi-fi

s
elleALIUM AUDIO"'

1
o

z
:g AUTHORISED DISTRIBUTORS

CLEARAUDIO

tconsonance audio
1

AUDIO RESEARCH LS2 PRE (AS NEW, BOXED)
£750
MARTIN LOGAN ACCENTS
£2,450
AUDIO RESEARCH LS7 PRE (AS NEW, BOXED)
£595
MARTIN LOGAN QUEST Z
£ 1,900
AUDIO RESEARCH CLASSIC 120 MONOS
£2,450
MARTIN LOGAN ARIUS i
£ 1.200
AUDIO RESEARCH VT150 MONOS
£4.500
MARK LEVINSON no39
£ 1.800
AUDIO RESEARCH CD2
£ 1,500
MARK LEVINSON 331
£2,200
BAT VK60 ( poweramp)
£2,220
MARK LEVINSON 360 DAC
£3,200
BAT VK5SE (cd player)
£3.25
MERIDIAN 506 20bit CD
£450
BAT VK5 (cd player)
£2,400
MERIDIAN 551 (intergrated amp)
£425
BRYSTON THX 8B (4channel power amp)
£ 1,100
MERIDIAN 565V (multimedia)
£350
BRYSTON 2B
£ 350
PASS LABS ALEPH 4 (poweramp)
£2.200
CHORD SPM600(poweramp
£ 1,200
PASS LABS X600 ( monoblocks)
£7,500
EGGLESTONE WORKS ROSA (speaker)
£3.500
PLINIUS LAD (preamp)
£ 1,500
KLIPSCH HERECY (light oak)
£ 550
PASS LABS ALEPH P (preamp)
£ 1,450
KRELL KAV 300i
£ 1.100
PROAC FUTURE is
£2.500
KRELL FPB 700 CX
£8,500
QUAD 11s plus PRE (AS NEW, BOXED)
£600
LUMLEY ST 70 (poweramp)
£1,200
QUAD 11 FORTY (pre/monos)
£2,500
MARANTZ SC22/MA22 (pre/monos)
£1,000
SPENDOR BC1s (boxed)
£295
MARANTZ SC22/MA24 (pre/monos)
£ 1.500
WADIA 850 CD
£2,500
MARANTZ CD23 (very rare)
£ 1,800
WADIA 7and 9 (dac/trans 4 box)
£7,500

THIS IS A VERY SMALL SELECTION OF OUR USED AND EX DEM STOCK,
FOR MORE UPTO DATE LISTING PLEASE PHONE OR CHECK WEBSITE

www.hifiguy.co.uk

www.hifinews

Ref 2.2 CD Player
24/192 Upsampling
RCA output

£2,500
£4,500
£ 1,700
£5,500
£7,200
£2,250
£ 12,000
£5,500
£3,750
£4,500
£4,450
£7,995
£ 1,200
£4,500
£ 1,000
£2,200
£n/a
£800
£5,700
£2,250
£ 14,500
£8,500
£2,950
£1,100
£3,500
£2,700
£5,500
£ 15,000
£n/a
£2.700
£4,000
£3,000
£n/a
£4,250
£5,500
£4,500
£23,000

OF QUALITY HI -FI

6H30 Supertube
Optional
Solid State XLR
Balanced Output
1

Ref 8.8 Remote controlled
6550, Integrated Amplifier
Push-Pull- 50 WPC
Icf66 version - PP-25/WPC
300B versions - SE-9/18WPC

0!Pno wn!lo U-P4 Monb o 5100CIPPP oOno Lune

PLINIUS

,
L
iwnlien
Quality handbuilt
loudspeakers from Italy
High efficiency 92dB to
94dB floor standing and
standmount
o

E

Tel:

spr

01273 325901
Large)
01273 608332 (Peter Richards)
E-Mailtsales@aliumaudio.com
Website: www.oliumaudio.com
, „ .

()hum audio distributors of quality hi-fi churn audio
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SOUND & VISION
STORAGE

made in the USA

our choice of cables
JPS-Labs cables are enjoyed by people all over
the world; used in systems from starter to the
ultimate. Customers who buy JPS-Labs delight
in calling us regularly to share their amazement
in just how much improvement JPS-Labs cables
has made. It has even saved people from
abandoning their system and starting again
from scratch !!
From time to time we hear a customer story
that not only surprises us but makes us even
more enthusiastic about JPS-Labs cables if
that's possible H
Tidy away your collection of CDs, Videos, DVDs, Audio tapes, LPs,
MDs or Talking books into one of our range of lovely cabinets. Styles
from traditional to contemporary, achoice of wood finishes and sizes
to suit the modest and serious collector alike. For abrochure please
phone (24hrs) write or email to

JOHN AUSTIN FURNITURE LTD.
Grearworth Park, Banbury, Oxon OX17 2HB

Tel: 01295 760017 Fax: 01295 760177
infoejohn-austin-furniture.co.uk
www.john-austin-furniture.co.uk

PATIOS

Each month we will share one of those stories
with you for two reasons:
1. We can spend all the time in the world telling
people how good something is, but other
peoples' experiences are priceless !
2. You'll be so impressed that you'll buy some
_IPS-labs cables and we'll not run out of new
stories for some time !!

Stony No.1 : Digibox Blues
A regular customer has been saving for awhile
now for aJPS Lab, Kaptovator Power Cord
(£1095.00) and finally bought it acouple of'
weeks ago. ! He called the Audio Salon the other
day to say that his Mother and Sister won't let
him have it back ? Puzzled we asked why ?
Apparently while on holiday when the cable
arrived, to break it in for him, his family used
it to power the Sky Digibox. To their complete
amazement ... both picture and sound now come to
life like never before.
Trying to substitute alesser cable has proved
hopeless and said customer has reluctantly left the
Kaptovator with his Mother and Sister. He now
saves every penny toward another Kaptovator.

"The Pathos Acoustics Classic One is one of tti,
finest sounding amps Ihave ever heard, of any
era, from anywhere..."
Sam Tellig — Stereophile, Nov 2003

Moral: Think twice about going on holiday when
you're expecting aJPS-Lahs cable delivery !!

power cords, speaker interconnect
digital and video cables

cables that lead the way
LAD Ltd
23 Richings Way, Iver, Bucks
Tel: 01753 652669
www.ukd.co.uk
post@ukd.co.uk
112
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www.jpslabs.com
available from the Audio Salon
the townhouse, 4park circus, glasgow, g3 6ax, scotland, uk
t0141 333 9700 fOT41 333 9097
info@audiosalon.co.uk www.audiosalon.co.uk
www.hifinews.co.uk
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THE AUDIO SPECIALISTS
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Our extensive range of products includes the very finest hi-fi and home cinema from Arcam, Audioqest,
Audio Research, B&W, Castle, Celestion, Chord, Cyrus, Denon, DPA, Dynaudio, Jamo, KEF, Krell, Marantz, Martin Logan,
Meridian, Michell, Mission, Monitor Audio, Musical Fidelity, Panasonic, Pioneer, Polk, Pro-Ac, Project, Quad, REL, Rotel, Ruark,
Sennheiser, SME, Sonus Faber, Tag MacLaren, Tannoy, TEAC, Technics, Theta, Thorens, Yamaha, Wharfedale and Wilson Benesch.
A wide range of classic CDs is available at our Birmingham branch.

CEDIA
08

Open Tuesday to Saturday 10.00 - 5.30, late night ( not Stourbridge) Thursday till 6.30
INTEREST FREE CREDIT ON SELECTED ITEMS
APR 0% Wntten details on request
Licensed Credit Broker
VISA • ACCESS • SWITCH • AMEX • DINERS

10 BOLDMERE ROAD,

363 HAGLEY ROAD,

93-95 HOBSMOAT ROAD,

9MARKET STREET,

EDGBASTON,

SOLIHULL,

STOURBRIDGE,

SUTTON GOLDFIELD,

BIRMINGHAM B17 8DL

WEST MIDLANDS 892 8JL

WEST MIDLANDS DY8 1AB

WEST MIDLANDS, B73 5TD

TEL: 0121 429 2811 FAX: 0121 434 3296

TEL: 0121-742 0254 FAX: 0121-742 3471

TEL: 01384 444184 FAX: 01384 444968

TEL: 0121 354 2311, FAX: 0121 354 1933

London

el O'Brien HiFi

MARTIN
LOGAN

D "")

gee

• AIM • ARCAYDIS • AUDIO RESEARCH • AUDIO TECHNICA • BEYER • CABLETALN • CHORD CABLES • CREEK • GRAM • DENON • DENSEN • EPOS • EXPOSURE • FINAL
•GUTWIRE CABLES • GOLDRING • GRADO • JADIS • JECKLIN • NE • MICHELL • MONRIO • NAD • NAIM • OPERA • ° NATO • PATHOS • PROJECT • OED • RESON
• SENNHEISER • SME • SONNETEER • SONOS FABER • STANDS UNIOUE • SUGDEN • TEAC •'MOMS

SI 11111 \ % loci I

• TRANSPARENT CABLES • TRIANGLE • UNISON RESEARCH • WILSON

Demonstration Room • Free car parking • Major Credit Cards • Personal Export • Mail Order • Installation Service
• Repair facilities • 5mins walk Raynes Park BR • 20 mins Waterloo • 5mins from A3 ( Flaynes Park B282 exit) • 25 mins M25 Junc 10

Clearance / Second Hand / Ex Dem Equipment • Details on request

£2000 £800

WAS NOW

Creek A5CiR (ex dem)

£550 £
425

Roksan DPI/DAI

Audio Analogue Bellini Pre-amplifiers (s/s)

£595

Monno Asty ST (50 Watts ex dem)

£450 £
350

Stands Unique Sound Support (s/h)

Audio Analogue Donizetti Power Amp (sis)

£595 £450

NAD 1760 AV amp (ex dem)

£650 £300

Stands Unique CD/DVD Storage (s/h)

Onkyo MD2521 Minidisc recorder (ex-dem)

£550 £200

Theta Data 11 CD ( new mechl

Audio Analogue Puccini amplifier (ex dem)
Creek CD50 (ex dem)

£495

£450

£399

£699 £549

£275 £175
£230 £175
£1500 £750

60 Durham Rd, West Wimbledon, London SW20 OTVV
Open 9.30-5.30 TuesSat Tel: 020 8946 1528/0331 Web: www.obrienhifi.co.uk E-mail: shop@obrienhifi.com
0% Instant Finance Available Written details on request

UK Wide

Devon

Audio Destination

www.soundcinergy.co.uk

sound cinergy

IV1ADisou ND
BUILDERS

WITH

PARTS

Devons Audio Specialists

=

KRELL

PROVIDES

SPEAKER

THE

HIGHEST

AND

ADVICE.

—
=Su re
r—

QUALITY

seas

WOCialosts on Some enrenenrnen,

At, Creek, Epos, Exposure, Harmon Kardon,
Infinity, Linn, Marantx, Mordount Short,
NAD, Project, Pure, REL, Roksan, Trichord
37 High Street, Aldridge

01922 457926

S

Solen Inductors
Solen Fast Caps

Skaaning
er, Loudspeakers

•HI-FI • HOME CINEMA • MULTI ROOM
Stockists of. Audia, Audio Physic, Audion, Ayre, Bel Canto, Chapter
Audio, Chord, Clear Audio, Exposure, Living Voice, Monitor Audio,

ACOUSTIC
L
¡

Fostex

ANELS
P

morel°

Moon, Musical Fidelity, Myryad, Nordost, Parasound, Primare, Rel,
Roark, Totem Acoustics, Tube Technology and many more.
FREE ADVICE IN A RELAXED AND FRIENDLY ATMOSPHERE
•o% FINANCE AVAILABLE. 2 DEMONSTRATION ROOMS
•CHILDS PLAY AREA • OUT OF OURS APPOINTMENTS

•HOME DEMONSTRATION
Tel. ot884 243584 Mon - Sat 9.00 -5.00pm

Vità c

fttrIss

MIKE + CAROLINE LOOK FORWARD TO SEEING YOU
32B Bampton Street, Tiverton, Devon EX16 6AH
Website www.audiodestination.co.uk
email info@audiodestination.co.uk

UK Wide

NeeDOST

LPG

enTION
scan-speaK

A

V INTERNATIONAL LTD

AVI'S NEW LABORATORY SERIES
HIFI CHOICE "EDITORS CHOICE'
"PRODUCT OF THE YEAR"
What HiFi 5 star and best buy

MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS. INC
8608 UNIVERSITY GREEN
PO BOX 44283
MADISON. WI 53744-4283 USA
TEL 608-931-3433 FAX 608.831-3771
t'mail infernadisoand com

TEL:01453 752656

www.hifinews.co.uk

the audio room
2 george street, bedon, hull, HU12 8JH
tel 01482 891375
vvvénm.theauclioroom.co.uk
open monsat 9a m.-6p m

UK Wide
REPAIRS & ADVICE
On High-End & Quality Hi Fi

SOUTH WEST HI-FI
01752 779933

To find out more quickly

www.avihifi.com

linn
naim
cyrus
sugden
rega
Icrell
audio research
unison research
sonus faber
pathos
biFew
spendor
jm lab

To advertise in this section

free carriage nationwide
e-mail: southwesthifi@fsbdial.co.uk

Cain 020 87711,0790

Web: www.southwesthifi.co.uk
Hi-FiNews
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call 0208 774 0790 to advertise

Bucks

Cables

High End Cable
N OTEWORTHY

A UDIO

36 Buckingham Street, Aylesbury, Bucks, HP20 2LH

012 96 422 224

Premier Audio
Room

Now demonstrating

;

Dcs Elgar, Purcell & Verdi Transpon, Plinius CD Lad &

Call 01775 761880 or visit the
bsite for our current stocklist

THE DIRECT DISC

250 Power, Verity Fidclo & Sonos Faber Speakers. Siltech
Room

2

Thangle CD/Amp, Martin Logan/Audio Physics Speakers,
Arcici Equipment Stand, Isola Sub Station PIS

Thousands of records always in stock.
+ afull range of sought after compact discs.
Extensive search service for wanted albums.

Sodio Synthisis - Audio Physics - Audio Aero - Absolute Sounds

Norfolk

Comprehensive 96 page full catalogue

DCS - Kora - Plinius - Siltech - Arcici - BDA - Pink Triangle

available at £ 1.50

.Nvid 1urntables - Project °moron - Van den Hull - Mirage
ir/5C

www.highendcable.co.uk

VINYL VINYL VINYL

Cables, hoick Sub Station, RDA Equipment Stands
Audio Acre, Audio Synthisis, Kara Pre & Power, Pink

ith quality new and previously

worlds leading manufacturers.

to Saturday

Vinyl

Yorkshire

Upgrade your Hi-fi or AV system
wned cable from some of the

www.noteworthyaudio.co.uk
Open 9.30 to 5.30 Tuesday

e

welcome 9
fonte demonstration gooffsection of Sbfand
We are 1OrninsJ 39 - M1 10mins J30 M62
Tel : Wakefield 01924 255045 - Colin Grundy

Telephone / Fax 01621 810740

The Old School
School Road, Bracon Ash
tj Near Norwich, Norfolk
Tel: (01508) 570829

Or visit our website on
www.directdisc.demon.co.uk

nit
Basically Sound of Norfolk

Nottingham
Chantry Audio
"No ordinary

Hi Fi

London

Denon, Epos, U.K.D., Soundstyle,

Dealer"

Chord Co, Cable Talk, Opera Loudspeakers,
Stax, Teac, and others

A fresh approach to the World of Specialist Hi -Fi

THE INNOVATIVE HIF I
HOME CINEMA &
MULTI-ROOM

3Demo Rooms inc. Home Cinema
Krell, Martin Logan, Them, Copeland, Audio Research, Meridian Audio
(inc full rigital theatre), 13.&W speakers inc Nautilus 800 Series, Sim Projection,

SERVING LONDON
FROM BATTERSEA

Creek, Myryod, MeheR, SME, Rotel, Denon, (IT Products
CHANTEY AUDIO SALE
New
Now
Meridian 556 100 watt power amp, boxed leo demi
£995 £745
Creek 053 CD Player, siker, boxed (ex dem) £ 1,200 £900
Krell KAV 30011 int, boxed
leo deal) £3,698 £2,295
Myryod MOP 500,
(
ex deed £ 1,800 £ 1,350

with dedicated stands, fuylly boxed in Maple ( s/hl £ 2,548 £ 1,895
Myryod MDV 300 OVO, Silver, boxed
(
ex den) £900 £675
Please contact us for afull list of ex-dem equipment.
To see our full up to date listings go to www.chantryaudio.com
NB. All Ex Dem items ore as new, unmarked, and boxed and include the
full manufortures guarantee! Offering aminimum of 2years and up to 5
years, depending upon the product
.... .

OUR TT-NTT( TANGY YEAR
Friendly and efficient service

0% Finance available

JUICY FRUIT FROM LONDON'S FRESHEST RETAILER
ARCAM B&W CABLE TALK CASTLE CHORD CREEK
DENON EPOS LINN MARANTZ NAD NA1M NEAT PMC
QED REGA ROKSAN RO1EL RUARK STANDS UNIQUE
SOUNDSTYLE YAMAHA XANTECH and many others

Mail Order Available t,e**.********t

INTEREST FREE FINANCE

Greater London

ORANGES St LEMONS

Friendly service and advice in relaxed surroundings.
First- Time Buyer to High End Enthusiasts.
EASY ACCESS

www.basicallysound.com

RETAILER/INSTALLER

Santis Faber, D.N.M, Crimson, Wilson Audio, CRC)", Epos, Monitor Audio,

pre/AV processor- Silver, boxed
Sonos lober Cremona Auditors

Rega, Proac, Neat, PML, Bryston, Final, Naim,

I
.

FREE PARKING

020 7924 2040
61/63 WEBBS ROAD, SW11
website: www.oandlhili.co.uk

16-18A Eldon Street, Tuxford, Nr. Newark, Notts NO22 OLH
Telephone 1017771 870372 Facsimile (
01777) 870437

Staffordshire

Surrey
•MICROMEGA • NAIM AUDIO • NEAT • REGA • ROTEL
•ROYD • SI! ‘ 111NIAN •TEAC • Y1M SIR

&MORE

Audio Synthesis
AVI

(11X
UDIO

Atmosphere

i

ueiity

hi- T1

/11,21r Street, Hampton V.,,rek, Kurptor, trp,111 Ilorries,
Surrey KTI 4DA Tel: 020 8943 3530
Open Tees - Fri 10.30am - 7.00prn/Set 10em - 6pm

gsp audio
Sennheiser

SHUNYATA RESEARC
ZYX . SEEC . HEGE
ZERODUST.FURUTEC

this section
Call 020 8774 0790
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Thorens

then contact:
It doesn't have to cost an arm and aleg
to get the best - listen to my Koetsu-and-Deccaeater. Also agents for Croft, Moth, Hadcock,
E.A.R. and others.

SME

To advertise in

Front End Problems?
"The Cartridge Man ",

Audion

indecently good

114

emadlenqsiqnals.uk corn

www.signals.uk.com

Stockists uf: ARCAM • DENSEN • EPOS • I.INN • LOEWE

n

Ipswich ( 01473) 655171
fax ( 01423) 655172

'CARTRIDGE MAN STYLUS GAUGES
Penkridge Staffordshire
01785 711232

TEAC

stuart@auchoatmosphere con,

von Schweikert

www.audioatmosphere.com

NOW AVAILABLE'
plus cartridge re-tipping service
Web Site: listen.to/thecartridgeman

020 8688 6565
www.hifinews.co.uk

The Guide
Hertfordshire

Nan Audio Specialist

Hi -Fi & Home Cinema

Living Voice Loudspeakers
Tom Evans Audio Design
Resolution Audio
Neat Acoustics
Border Patrol
DNM/Reson
Audio Physic
LFD Audio

411,
The largest selection of mint, pre- loved
lo components on the planet

Cables & Accessories

— 0800 373467

Quoting code: AN

Exclusive UK retailer for

the sound pràc'tice.

• 12 montri
• Help & advice
• Dem facilities
• Mail orderdi

architects of extraordinary
2channel audio systems

ai

• Open 7d
• Products test

Tel: 01727 893 928
Tel: 01727 893928

www.thesoundpractice.com

www.tomrorneuclio.com
tunes

surgery@thesoundpractice.com

tcmtomcmciio.com

Si Michaels Village, St Albans, Herts

SONUS FABER and KRELL

2e4*,

a rare opportunity mulli

Wanted

25 Story Street

KRELL KAV-400xi £ 2200
S/F CONCERTO GP £1350

Classic English HiFi Components
or Systems

Hull, HUI 35A
Tel: 01482 587397

Audio & Vision

A rare

ALSO

Accessories or Literature

Stockists of: NAIM, MERIDIAN, DENSEN,
ONKYO, ROKSAN, NAD, MARANTZ,
UNISON RESEARCH, WHARFEDALE, QUAD,
DYNAUDIO, PROAC, DALI, JMLAB, JAMO

Call Good Hin

opportunity

to purchase

a mint

almost- new sample of this award- winning
amplifier at a considerable saying or the
beautiful
floorstanding
Sonus
faber

0845 644 3340

Concerto GP in walnut.

Tel: Pinewood Music 01460 54322
e-mail: brianriv@mac.com
Mobile: 07860 351113
TEL/FAX 01757 288652
www.mantra-audio.co.uk

MANTRA AUDIO
MAIL ORDER HI FI ACCESSORIES

EXCHANGE
CARTRIDGES
Audio
AT 110E
£28

GRADO HEADPHONE SPECIAL OFFERS
Prestige

Reference

£75
£90
£140
£175
£265
£635
£450

SR- 60
SR- 80
SR- 125
SR-225
SR- 325
RS- 1
RS-2

Technica
Goldring

1012 GX
1022 GX
1042

Ortofon

Full range of QED Switch Boxes,
Cables & Interconnects available
See website for details.

Derby

Di_ 110
DL 160
DL 304

Grado

Prestige Black
Prestige Gold
M97 XE
V 15 V xMR
V 15 V MR
V 15 Ill MR

Shure

EuEu

£79
£95
£210
£40
£110
£98
£304

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
£27
£73
£58
£213
£158
£112

Sumiko

£ 16

EX
GEX

N/A
£52

£55

GEX

£67

£ 76

£ 133 £109
£232 £ 190

Absolute Demos

GEX £ 86
GEX £ 100
GEX
GEX

N/A
N/A

510
£ 34
N/A
MC 15 Super 11 £ 130 £ 110 EX

£22
N/A

MC, 25 FL

STYLUS

N/A

£330 £280
£76 £62
£ 124 £ 100
£ 143 £ 114

Eroica LX/H

QED SWITCHING AND CONTROL UNITS

CARTRIDGES

AT OC 9ML
1006

STYLUS

£227 £ 193

EX

N/A

MC 10 Supreme £304 £ 258

EX

N/A

MC 30 Supreme £452 £385
Kontrapunkt a £412 £351
Kontrapunkt h £530 £451

EX
EX
EX

N/A
N/A
N/A

Kcntrapunkt b

£643 £ 548

EX

N/A

Kentrapunkt c £824 £700
Rehmann £ 837 £742

EX
EX

N/A
N/A

Blue Point Special £235 £237

EX

N/A

EX - Exchange price for MC from above companies
GEX Exchange price aga nst any cartridge type
Over 500 replacement styli types stocked

MAIL ORDER ( 1-10 DAYS) PRICES INC P&P ADD £ 5 EUROPE
AND UP TO £ 15 WORLDWIDE FOR ORDERS OVER £50

Audiogram MB2- Integrated Amplifier
Audiogram MB1- Amplifier

E

CV

Some
Theta
Theta
Theta

MANTRA AUDIO ( HFN). 22 GARTH AVENUE. NORTH DUFFIELD.
SELBY. NORTH YORKS YOB SAP

•
▪
▪
CO

Dynavector's SuperStereo for a more natural sound.
Simply add an Adp-2 processor to get the best from your CD's and records.

£265.00
£219,00

£3499.00
Apogee Mini Grands - Loudspeakers
CO
£800.00
-Audio Research DAC1-20 - DAC
-£1999 00
.-Audio Research VT5O-Valve Amplifier
CO
£499.00
California Audio Alpha - DAC
£349.00
California Audio DX1-CD Player
£799 00
Copland CDA277 - CD Player HDCD
£1149.00
CD
Copland CDA288 - CD Player HDCD
Copland CSA301 MKI - Valve Preamplifier £720.00
£650.00
•
Copland CSA303 - Hybrid Preamplifier
£1099.00
Copland CTA504 - Valve Amplifier
£1400.00
O
Goldmund Mimesis 68 - Amplifie
£899.00
Jadis Orchestra - CD Player
£1599.00
'rt
Krell KAV250P- Preamplifier
£800.00
+
Krell KSL - Preamplifier
.£1200 00
,
Krell CD-DSP-Top loader CO Player
£949.00
Marlin Logan Cinema - Centre channel
£1499 00
o Martin Logan Theatre - Centre channel
£7299.00
o Martin Logan Prodigy - Electrostatic
£989.00
•
PS Audio Ultralink II - DAC
(1)
PS Audio Reference Link - Digital Preamp £1999 00
£429.00
•
3 Sonos Faber Concertino Home Loudspeakers
t
CC

Peer Grand Plano Kane Loudspeakers
Digital Dreadnaught - 5ch amp
Digital Carmen It - CD/DVD Drive
Digital David II -CD/DVD Drive

£1300.00
£4739.00
£2379 00
£2999.00
£2900.00
£5999.00

Wilson Audio CUB - Loudspeakers Silver
Wilson Audio CUB 11w/stands Black
Wilson Audio Witt II Loudspeakers Black . £ 5400.00
2 Systems R001- Transparent Digital Equalizer £1850.00

no grey imports - all equipment comes
with 1year full warranty

Hi -Fi + Product of the Year 2002 & Editor's Choice Awards
"Extraordinarily convincing".."Simply sounds more natural and right than regular 2-channel stereo"
Paul Messenger, HiFi Choice.

"Indispensable for listening to music"

Stereo Sound, Tokyo.

DV Adp-2 processor £895 & details direct from:
Dynavector (SuperStereo)
Tel/fax: (01202) 767873

www.hifinews.co.uk

E-mail: dynavector@onetel.net.uk

Web:http://web.onetel.net.uk/-dynavector

To advertise in
this section
Call

HI-FINews

020

8774 0790
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The Market
For sale

Synthesis Passion £350, all immaculate

Levinson Proceed AVP pre- amp processor £ 1890

07793 230750[EG17]

condition, Tel: 01903 815208 West Sussex

Naim NAC 82 £ 1200, Supercap £ 1400 NAPI40

[DF171

£350, Linn Keilidhs ( cherry) with stands £400,

(£4800), Krell KSA 200B balanced power

Meridian 507 CD player, two months old £ 600,

Naim ' K' boards £40, all boxed with manuals, Tel:

amplifier £ 1890 (£4500), Audio Synthesis DAX

Aloia PST11.01i pre-amp plus power unit, Aloia

01303 274077 ( SE Kent) [XFOC]

UltraAnalogue Burr- Brown 20- bit £ 690, Musical

15.01i power amp plus power unit £2000, Aloia

Copland CTA 401 £ 600, BAT VK3i £ 1000, TacT

Fidelity Nu-Vista pre-amp £ 690 (£ 1200), email:

amp is 60+60 watts, 4- box system. Tel: 020 8531

harnfield@hotmail.com Tel: 07961 536232

2.05 £2500, ZSystems upsampler £ 500, Quad

5079 [ EF141

ESL- 988 £ 2500. Tel: 07791 720 602. [ EF141

1CFFOC1

Spendor SP 1/2E speakers, 2years old, boxed and

Meridian 596 player and DSP5000 speakers, all

Conrad-Johnson Premier 140 SA power amp as

in immaculate condition, cherry finish, will include

with original boxes and manuals plus 2remote

new £4200 ono (£ 7000), StereophileClass A

Something Solid speaker stands £ 1299 ono, Tel:

rated, rave reviews in HiFi+ and HiFi News, 10ft

controls, excellent condition £3100, Tel: Andy

020 7432 3873 ( day), 020 8951 0676

020 8306 0246 / 07801 139584 [ EG17]

pair of Nordost SPM speaker cable £ 1500

(evenings) ( London) [ DF17]

(£3000) Tel: + 353 91637745 evenings or + 353

Quad 44/405 and FM4 with Chord cables £420,

Roksan Kandy Ill CD/DVD player £ 650, completely

REL Q400 subwoofer £450, Celestion A3 speakers

91708300 work. Eire EAF171

as new & unused, boxed remote, etc. surplus to

£600, Exposure 25 amp £425, all inc. boxes. Tel:
0191 4886737 ( Newcastle) [ EF14]

Rotel RCD-991 CD player 18 months old, excellent

requirements £280 + del. Tel: mobile 07884

condition £400, Grado RSI headphones, mint

334178 ( London) EDF171

condition £450, Ergo Model 2headphones, mint

Hi End cables sale, 4.5 m XLO type 600 speaker

Audio Research D125, mint £ 1495, KEF 105/3,

cable ( spades) £ 75 ( Cost £ 150), 7m Madrigal HPC

condition £80, Tel: 01793 490968 Mobile:

rosewood, excellent £ 950, Copland CDA 288

balanced XLR £ 250 (cost £ 1400), 2m Campaign

07941 419196 fDF171

£795, speaker cables 2.5m pair, MIT 750 Shotgun

Audio Design mains cable £ 50, Im Kimber mains

Krell KPS 25S £8995, Wadia 860X £3795, Dali

-offers. Tel: Mike on 07768 763576 [ EFFOC]

Grand Coupe speakers £895 (£ 2500), Sonus

£50, Tel: Arun 020 8868 0369 [ EF141

Nakamichi CR 7E cassette recorder in mint

TEAC VRDS-20 Class one laser product digital

Faber Electa Amator 2 £ 1595 (£3000), Audio

condition, recently fully serviced, owned from new,

balanced output RCA output 50Hz 22w, Optical

Note ANVZ Kondo lm interconnect £695

for sale with original box, manual and infra-red

ST, Optical Tos, coaxial, same clamping system as

(£1500), Tel: 07812 084848 EDF171

remote £ 795, Tel: Leslie 020 8668 1866, email:

Wadia CD, remote control, mint condition, private

Cary CAD 300SE Signature monoblocks ( black

leslie.scottl@btinternet.com [ EF14]

sale. Contact Leslie 3495. Tel: 07831 367766

chassis) £2850, Cary SLP 98 pre-amp ( black

Sonus Faber Cremona speakers £ 3500, Aloia PST

[EG171

chassis) oil-filled capacitors, stepped volume

11 Oli pre-amp + PSU. Aloia 15.0.1i power amp,

£2150, both boxed, immaculate, Tel: 07973

Sonus Faber Amati Homage speakers including

60 x60 watts + PSU £ 2000. Wanted KEF 205

granite plinths, £8600, Magnum Dynalab MD90

500274 or 01502 513940 evenings [ DF171

speakers in exchange for Sonus Faber Cremona

Wadia 861 CD player, 10 months old, still in

analogue tuner £ 750, Krell FPB600C amplifier,

speakers. Tel: 020 8531 5970 [ EF14]

£8900, Krell KCT pre-amp £ 7500, Wadia 27ix

guarantee boxed, mint condition £ 5400 (£8450)

Audio Classics Model Ccompact loudspeakers

Tel: George, Essex 01375 373196 EDF171

DAC + Wadia 270 transport £ 11,900. Tel: 07860

93.5dB, HFNAwards 2001 ( RR P £ 1500) £399,

620921 [ EG17]

KEF 30B subwoofer for sale in good condition

cherry wood finish, Keswick Aria bookshelf £ 95,

Revox B77 stereo open reel tape recorder, superb

100W RMS, £ 175 ono, Thorens TD150 Mk 2

Atacama SE 20 stands £35, Tel: 01543 258617

condition throughout: has just been fully serviced!

turntable with base and original arm, no cover good

(Staffs) [ EF141

Detailed photos available or can demonstrate £495

condition £ 75 ono, Tel: Dave Ritchie on 020 8462

Opus multi- room audio system, unwanted mens

ono. Tel: 07813 960156 email: ob.mm@virgin.net

2320 evenings/weekends. [XFOX1

magazine competition prize, top of the range, value

[EG17]

Quad ESL-63 speakers, brown with teak wood

£4200 wanted £2100 ono. Tel: Birmingham 0121

finish, excellent condition, one owner since new,

REL Stentor Ill subwoofer, awesome for music and

4541893 or mobile 07791 749921 [ EF14

movies, highly praised by Martin Colloms in HFN

£850 ovno. Tel: 01252 874418 ( Hants) DF17]

Wilson Audio Watt Puppy System 6, Wilson gloss

Quad 988 vintage finish, bought August 2003,

(Aug 02), mint ( unwanted prize), list price £ 2500,

black, UK spec. £8300, Jeff Rowland model 2

sensible offers welcome. Tel: James 07976

extended warranty, immaculate £2300, Quattro Fi I

power amp plus battery power supply, perfect

844070 [ EF14]

4.5m balanced, original termination and Nordost

£2500, Tel: Ian on 020 7584 5784 or email:

box £ 1400, ATC 50AS1 walnut, custom stands

Plinius SA250 Mk IV power amp class A £ 3000,

ianbodill@btopenworld.com [ EG17)

Plinius 14 phono stage £ 1300, both

£3000, email: S.Hussain@ed.sac.ac.uk Tel:

Musical Fidelity Nu-Vista 30 CD and M3 amp, will

recommended by Stereophile and HiFi+ Meridian

0131 22590021DG171

sell separately, less than 1year old, offers around

208 CD pre £400 ono, Tel: Marc 07801 358102

Cables as new & boxed: VdH First Ultimate 0.6m

£1800 each, Tel: 020 7722 2438 [ EF14]

or 01708 471727 [ EG171

(£114), 0.8m (£ 125), 1.0m (£ 136), Red Dawn

JMIab Mezzo Utopia speakers, mint, boxed £3500

0.6m (£ 170), 1.0m (£200). Used RD, Quattrofi I,

Cyrus XPA power amp in black, 3years old, perfect

ono (£ 7800), Pass Labs X600 monoblocks, vgc,

condition, boxed £ 125, Cyrus XPA power amp in

Valhalla, AQ Diamond X3, Kimbers, others. Tel:

boxed, £ 6500 (U4,500) dCS Purcell/Elgar, mint,

black, 4 1/2 years old, perfect condition, boxed

07960 169644 EDF171

boxed, warranty, £ 5000 (£ 12,500), email:

£100, Tel: 0121 5572406 ( West Midlands)

Yamaha NS- 1000 Michell Orbe DC/NC boxed,

colindownes@hotmail.com [
EF141

[EF141

Oracle Delphi- I, Thorens TD 124, SME 3D12- R

Living Control Room Box 6 £ 2500, Living Control

Enthusiast's clearout, Audio Note AN E- SP Oak

mint, Garrard 301, SME 3009 imp, excellent AR

Video Pad AV £ 500, Living Control Display Pad S

VT-100 boxed, Trichord Delphini PSU/NC boxed,

silver-wired plus stands £ 1000, Audio Note ANK-B

£200, Linn Majik £400, 3xLinn RCU £450, Linn

Oak £300, Audio Note OTO Split PSU £ 750, NAD

Kimber 8TC, Thorens TD- 166-VI, Tel: 0117

Genki £400, Linn LK140 £400, Tannoy TD12

C160 pre- amp £ 350, NAD C270 power amp 3

9556555/07979 514450 [ DF17]

£3000, all mint condition, Tel: Clive 0118

pieces £350 each, The Head m-ctransformer

PS Audio HCA-2 Hybrid Class Adigital power

9724495 [ EG17]

£100, Amcron DC300A £ 200, Audio Note silver

amplifier £ 1100, perfect condition with

Sonus Faber Electa Amator loudspeakers,

cables various, Tel: 01892 539511 [ EF141

packaging, Nordost SPM 1metre XLR balanced

adjustable stonewood stands, mint, £ 1495

dCS Verdi SACD/CD transport, dCS Elgar plus DAC,

interconnect £400 with wooden case, Tel: 01245

(£3800 new), Apogee Duetta Signatures full- range

1EEE1394 FireWire, both units one month old, full

358387 ( eve), 01245 242321 (day) IDF17)

ribbon speakers, taupe ( beige) finish, mint, boxed

5yr warranty, the best transport and DAC

Wadia 301 CD player, little used and as new with

£1595 (£ 5000 new) Tel: 01449 676335 [ EG17]

combination, boxed, latest, bargain, cost £ 18k will

box and manual £2450 (£3650), Tel: 01202

JMIab 905 stand- mounted speakers £ 650 obo

accept £ 12k, Tel: Bob 01789 551597 [ F8]

767873 ( Dorset) [ DF17]

(£1200), Swedish Audio Technology ( S.A.T.)Cdfix

Quad the following units fully serviced by Quad are

Michell Alecto monoblock amps £ 1000, Audio

£800 (£ 1500) and Ampl if ix £800 (£ 1500) Tel:

available to the best offer: 2off, Quad MAll
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amplifier, FM1 tuner and Quad 22 control unit. Tel:

monoblock power amps £ 5000, Tel: 01372

6462545 after 6pm [ FH171

0121 706 3816 or e-mail: blanco@

465903 ( F81

Klyne 7LX3.5/B pre-amp, original owner and

connectfree.co.uk [ F81

Quad 405-2 100W amplifier boxed, manual, mint

immaculate. Product of the year HiFi+ 2001 issue

Arcam Alpha 9Series, three pieces, integrated

£295, 44 pre-amplifier with manual, good

12, boxed, manual £ 1500 (£4000) Tel: Roy 020

amp, power amp and HDCD player, world award

condition £ 149, Tel: 0141 337 2744 [ F81

8861 1778 9.00am-4.30pm weekdays. [ F8]

winning hi-fi, mint, box and manuals, remote

Garrott micro scanner Decca London cartridge with

Quad ESL-63 speakers, black, just serviced by

controls, hardly used, upgrade sale £ 799 ovno, Tel:

decapod mount, Lowther Acousta / PM6A horn

Quad £995, Micromega Duo 3.1 high resolution

020 8518 6562 or 07866 600038 ( Essex)

loudspeakers with the original and best birch- ply

transport (£ 1800) £ 550, Audiolab 8000 DAC ' F'

[FGFOC]

cabinets, silver voice-coil drive units, all vgc, Tel:

serial no. £ 250, all mint, boxed, manuals, Tel: 020

Revox B215 & H1 cassette decks, the ultimate

Richard 020 8991 0762/020 8885 6339 [ F8]

8543 8625 [ FH17]

cassette decks, record on BASF Cra,at 120uS for

Audiophile albums, Sheffield Lab Nautilus, half-

ATC SCM20A Pro active monitors with cases, light

same quality as MiniDisc and almost CD quality

speed mastered, quadraphonic, Japanese imports,

domestic use £ 1750, ATC CA2 pre-amp with

£500 each ovno, Tel: 01344 425200 or

excellent condition, phone for list, also album

phono board £600, Tel: 01234 824682 ( Bedford)

malcolm@angeltalk.co.uk [ FH17]
Naim CDX ( Serial No: 156794) with remote

collection for sale 50s through 90s, Tel: 01360
312132 ( Glasgow) [ F8]

EFH171
Arcam A65+ Nov'02 £ 200 (£ 370), Arcam Alpha

£1250, NAP250 ( Serial No: 162567) £ 1100,

DNM 313 Primus pre PA35 power Nordost

8P £ 130 (£ 270), Mission 733i £ 150 (£ 330),

NAC102 with NAPSC PSU £ 750, Hi-Cap PSU

interconnect DNM speaker cables, mint, m-cinput

Denon PMA255 £ 70, Sony CDPXE 300 £ 50, all

£375, all in mint condition, boxed and

£2195, YBA integre amp DT Delta YBA integre CD,

c/w manuals and boxes, Tel: 07801 468437

instructions, also Chord Anthem interconnect ( DIN

all boxed, mint, handbooks for Al sound of all

(Surrey) [ FG141

to DIN type), for more detail and bass solidity

above, Tel: 01482 842740 evenings, may swap

Chord LS5/12A, piano black, BBC monitor £ 1150

£125, Tel: Mobile 07789 904529 evenings: 0121

DNM for Naim equipment, Orelle SA100

(£1938) boxed, Audio Note Ote Phone SE

358 0459 [ FH17]

integrated amp £850, Orel le CD100 CD player

integrated amplifier with all Mullard valves £800

Wilson Benesch Act 1upgraded to Act 2in dark
cherry, total cost new £9000, 3yrs old £4500 ono.

£1000. Art Stiletto loudspeakers, ebony £800,

(£1500) boxed, Marantz CD17 £ 350 (£800),

Wireworld Equinox bi-wirable speaker cable, 3m

Quad II £ 700, Tel: 07909 841805 ( Huddersfield)

Tel: 07711 100444 [ F8]

pair £ 650, mint/boxed, Tel: 01428 685199 [ F81

[FG14]

Rogers speakers ( pair) LS7 with stand and ( bi-

Audiolab 8000C pre-amp, black, boxed, manual,

Naim Hi Cap PS, 2years old £350, Linn Katan

wirable) Technics tuner ST-G7OL ( 3- band) £ 170

all plugs, superb original condition £ 115 plus P&

speakers, black with stands, 2years old £ 350, Tel:

ono, Tel: 01795 435161 [ FG14]

P, Tel: Tony 01342 822780 after 8pm [ F8]

07795 126921 ( Birmingham) [ F8]

Audio Note M7 custom pre-amp silver-wired

Denon AVC-Al D (£ 2000) £600, Denon 3300 DVD

Parasound HCA 2200 Mk II dual- mono power amp,

£3500, TAG McLaren T20 FM/AM tuner £ 650,
Meridian 508-24 CD player £850, 2NRG 401m

(£1000) £400, Ecosse Ref MS- 23 speaker cable 2

massive power supplies, 220 watt per channel

x9ft £ 100, MS- 2.2 1x9ft £ 50, Tel:0141

£775, Audio Spectrum Hermes transmission line
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The Market
loudspeakers, rosewood veneer, twin Seas bass pro

user guide £ 2990, Tel: 01822 854066 [ FH17]

drivers, down to 20Hz, £800, Tel: Hartley 01872

Bryston 0.5 pre-amp £ 300, Bryston 4B- ST power

52dB) and input load impedance ( 47k

262398 ( eves) [ FG14]

£1200 or £ 1400 for both, TEAC T- IVRDS

ohm-200ohm) mint, manual £ 2000 when new,

Wadia 27 DAC, original owner and immaculate,

transport £ 250, Pink Triangle DaCapo DA £ 650 or

£995 ono inc p+p, Tel: 028944 790053 [ FG14]

boxed £ 2500 (£8365) Tel: Roy 020 8861 1778,

£800 for both, Tel: 01205 369943 [ F8]

Quad ESL57 pair in good working order, also Revox
A76 FM tuner, offers invited, Tel: 01992 465329

A, rated ( Vol.19 No.10) switchable gain ( 40-46-

9.00am-4.30pm weekdays. [ F8]

Cyrus 2amp/PSX/tuner, all in good condition and

TAG McLaren Aphrodite in anthracite, boxed

working order, below average use £400 ono, Tel:

(Herts) [ F8]

complete, pair of 250 MR monoblocks, 250 watt

Derek Vivian 020 8763 1717 ( day) [ FG14]

Technics SU-DA10 DAT £ 90, Denon DR- M20

each in black, all boxed mint and still under

Naim CDS2-XPS CD, boxed, instructions, ex sound

cassette £60, Sony ST-JX22LB tuner £40, Sony

warranty plus 0.5m pair and lm pair of tag RCA-

£3000 ( new £6000), Audiolab 8000Q pre-

MDS-JE510 MiniDisc £ 70, Quad 34 pre-amp

RCA interconnects and custom made stand in grey

8000MX ( x2) ex sound £ 1050, both no offers, Tel:

£75, Quad 303 power £ 65, Minim TVI000 TV
tuner and DT1204 timer £30, ERA/

Nextel that houses amps and Aphrodite £3500

01623 740872 Mobile: 07816 063648 EFH171

ono, email: amwlondon@tiscali.co.uk Tel: 07932

Talon Raven 2002 floorstanding speakers, black,

SME3009/Pickering XV15 turntable combination

063335/020 7480 7964 [ F81

In mint condition (£ 6500), bargain £3000, Tel:

£170, Tannoy DC- 100 speakers £ 60, Tel: 01342

Celestion Al speakers, with Atacama stands, black

020 8674 2211 EFG141

325163 [ F13]

finish, five years old, one owner since new,

Croft Charisma Xvalve pre-amp, beautiful warm,

Sonus Faber Guarneri ( 2001, mint) complete with

excellent condition, speakers boxed £ 125, Tel:

rich sound, wood finish, very good condition £850

original stand and plinth, box and certificate

07720 975737 ( Warwickshire) EFG141

ono, Tel: 020 7602 9614 ( London) or email:

£3800, Tel: 07753 746382 [ F8]

ATC SMC100 ASL active speakers, yew,

deserra@dircon.co.uk [ FG14]

Musical Fidelity Tri Vista 21 DAC ( No 1236), as

immaculate £ 3450, Plinius Odeon 7-channel

Harbeth Monitor 40 speakers, stands, fabulous

new, boxed, £995 (£ 1200), Tel: 07879 816151

amplifier, immaculate £ 3950, Gamut D200 stereo

eucalyptus finish, classic full- range monitors,

(Yorkshire) [ F8]

amplifier £ 1500, Theta Dreadnaught modular

stunningly natural, very reluctant sale, due only to

Audio Analogue Bell ini Donizetti pre- power

amplifier with two channels, excellent £ 1950,

smaller house £ 1795 (£4000), Magnum Dynalab

amplifiers, immaculate condition £ 600,

Eclipse TD512 single-driver speaker, new £ 750,

Etude FM tuner, £ 695 (£ 1300), Earmax valve

Magneplanar SMGA panel speakers, great sound,

VM PS RM40 ribbon hydrid speakers, immaculate

headphone amp £ 175, all immaculate and must

the best Ihave heard £350, all boxed with

£2200, Tel: 01159 258581 EFG21501

sell, Tel: Mike 07709 232412 [ FH14]

manuals, Tel: Ian on 01480 811697 [ F8]

EAR 816 £ 1799, Exposure 2010 CD £499, Denon

Ruark CLIO speakers, under 1year, (£ 900), £395,

TU260L II £ 70, Sony ST-S770ES tuner £80

Musical Fidelity X-LPS phono stage ( m-m/m-c),

(£300), Lecson DVD 900 £80, Sony PS2 £ 119,

unused £85, Leak Troughline 3stereo FM tuner,

P/ex, demo, mail order free, Tel: Jim 01206

good condition £85, Audiolab 8000A integrated

510392 [ FH17]

amplifier £ 160, Tel: 01661 871010 [ F9]

mobile 07932 063335 / 020 7480 7964 email:

Arcam FMJA32 integrated amplifier ( current

Exposure XX amplifier £ 250, ProAc Studio 100

amwlondon@tiscali.co.uk Also wanted Krell KSA

Wanted
Leak 3090 speakers and Celestion SL700SE, Tel:

model) silver finish, mint condition, boxed £850,

speakers £ 250, one owner from new, excellent

200S or SKA 300S amp. [ F8]

will demonstrate, Tel: Gary 01902 742833

condition, Tel: Rod 01728 747387 anytime.

Remotes for Nakamichis 700ZXE/RX505E &

(evenings), 01952 230850 ( day), email:

(Woodbridge, Suffolk) [ F81

Revox B77, also plastic operational dust cover for

gary.w.Anderson@eds.com Perton,

Siltech 88b G3 interconnect, 1metre pair. £ 650,

A77, Tel: 01943 466381 [ FFOC]

Wolverhampton, West Midlands EFG141

Tel: 020 8674 2211 EFG141

Denon POA 4400A power amplifiers, must be vgc,

Naim 135 monoblocks £ 2500, Naim NAC 82 pre-

Pair 2A3 mono valve amps, commissioned to

Tel: 02476 395228 or 02476 348894 [ FG14]

amp £ 1500, Naim Supercap PSU £ 1500, Naim

replace unreliable 2nd audio's, hard-wired superior

The Head m-ctransformer, Rose RP23 valve pre-

SBL speakers £ 1200 and Micromega Stage 3CD

build, heavier chassis, quiet, reliable, dynamic,

amp, please phone 01903 247779 ( Sussex)

player £350, all in mint condition, Tel: 01792

open, new 8x2A3 Sovtek valves, superb with

[FG14]

481136 (day), 01792 280711 ( work), 07968

Living Voice speakers etc, will demo, photos

274110 ( mobile), email:

available £ 750 ono, Tel: Gary 01242

clement.benedict@sihe.ac.uk ( FH171

(Cheltenham) 236981, Mobile 07715 608897

Trade

Z- Systems rdp-1 Reference Digital pre-amplifier,

[FG14]

Amazing cables! Solid silver interconnects from

original owner and immaculate, boxed, manual

Naim 82 pre-amp £ 1125, Naim 180 power amp

£110, with air/Teflon insulation and WBT plugs,

£1500 (£ 5000), Tel: Roy 020 8861 1778,

£525, pair 135 power amps £ 1750, Hi-Cap power

solid silver/Teflon speaker cables from £ 250,

9.00am-4.30pm weekdays. [ F81

supply £390, all latish models, mint condition,

fantastic performance, refund guarantee, 0115

Krell FPB 700CX less than one year old, absolutely

boxed, Tel: 01825 722936 fF81

982 5772 after 7pm, email: bob@skydivers.co.uk

awesome sound, selling for £8500 ono, Tel: John

Pass Labs X2.5 pre-amp, made in 2004, perfect, 3

[EG17]

on 07929 063676 anytime [ D8]

years transferable warranty, legendary sound and

Revox B77 parts and service offered, new &

Meridian 200/203, Linn Wakonda with phono,

quality £ 1675 (£ 3150), Theta Gen-VDAC, a

selected used parts available, very competitive

Linn LK100, Linn Keilidh speakers, maghogany

milestone, fully balanced, mint £ 1175 (£ 5000),

service rates, located in Bristol and Southampton

finish, bases, flatline twin bi-wired, boxes,

Tel: 020 8661 5329, email:

areas but can also arrange courier. Tel. 07813

manuals, all cables, as new, genuine sale £ 1600,

zhuo_deng@hotmail.com [ FH17]

960156 email: ob.mm@virgin.net [ EG171

Tel: Portsmouth 02392 716319/07977 288513

Conrad-Johnson, legendary amplifiers, Premier 8A

fFG141

monoblocks, GE valves, £ 7850 (£ 17,000),

Roksan Caspian tuner in black, as new, boxed,

Premier 7dual- mono pre-amp, wonderful, phono

guarantee (£680) £ 295, Tel: 020 8769 4218

stage, £ 2795 (£ 11000), all immaculate, Cardas

Sunday 30th May 11:00 - 3:00, £ 3, early entry

[FH14]

Golden Cross interconnects/power cords, Shun

9.30: £ 10, at Egham Sports Centre, Vicarage

Scanspeak hi- end units, model 8545, carbon

Mook platforms, Quadraspire racks, must sell, Tel:

Road, Egham. 5mins M25, J13, Tel: 07944

bass/mid, two pairs, retail (£ 100) each, Unit

Mike 07709 232412 [ FH14]

909209. Stall £ 25,
Record & CD Fairs. 50% vinyl, 50% specialist CDs

Record Fairs

D2905/9500, treble, one pair retail (£80) each.

dCS Purcell Upsampler and Delius DAC, still under

Unstarted project, boxed, guaranteed, unused,

guarantee, boxes, manuals, remote inc volume,

in Oxford, Bristol, Swindon, Bournemouth,

cost £ 560, sell £280, Tel: Derek 01382 552072

world class product. Not 1391. Will demo and

Southampton, Reading, London, rock,

[F10]

compare with dCS 1391 DSD. £3950. Tel: 01763

psychedelia, blues, folk, progressive, jazz,

Marantz SA1 SACD and CD player, mint and boxed

269613 [ F8]

soundtracks, new country, reggae, soul, indie etc,

with all original accessories and comprehensive

Conrad-Johnson EFI phono stage Stereophile class

Tel: 020 7831 8577 www.tvfairs.co.uk [F17]
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sale items
£2,995.00
£395 .
£95.00
L195.00
L325.00
£195.00

ClaraVox Magnifica ( Final Offer)
McCormak Line Drive
Audio Refinement Pre 5" new'
Quad 33/ 303
SD Acoustics SOI
Rogers LS55
Reduced this month

£14.500.00
£895.00
£165000
L430.00

O

Choice
hi-fi
youchoose
The Choice HiFi Exchange- the fastest
way to find or sell your equipment.
Mail us your requirements and you
will be added to our huge and ever
growing data base where adaily
search seeks to match the wants and
sale items. Get regular mailings of
latest hot deals and new in items.
Because we act as middle men you
buy with confidence and the the
Choice HiFi guarantee.

yourchoice
Acoustic Energy
Advantage
ATC
Audible Illusions
Audio Physic
B.A.T
Boulder
Bryston
Cary
C.A.T.
Chord
Clear Audio
Denon
DNM
Egglaston Works
Efectrograph Delphi
Gamut
Genelec
Gryphon
Graham
'merge
I M Lab
Krell
Lexicon
Linn
Loewe
Lutron
Lyra
Mark Levinson
Michell Eng.
Musical Fidelity
Naim
NEC
Nordost
Oracle
Or
Plinius
P.M. C.
Primare
Project
Quadraspire
REL
Rockport
Roksan
Rotel
Ruark
Shahinian
SIM2
SME
Straight Wire
Sugden
Tara Labs
Tea c
Totem
Transfiguration
Trichord
Trilogy
Van den Hul
VP'
Wilson Audio
Wilson Research
YBA

IV e N.",

thismonth

POWER AMPLIFIERS
MF Trivista 300 Inc
Phis,. SA 250 mk IV
Unison Research SMART 845 Monoblocks
Orelle SAI00 evo
Krell FPB 250m Monoblocks
Krell KSA 505
PRE AMPLIFIERS
Audio Research LS2S rink II
Unison Research Mystery One Pre
Audio Research LS7
LOUDSPEAKERS
Wilson Benesch Act 2 ( Iupgrade)
REL Stentor III
ART Audio Stilleto
ART VT60
Avantegarde ( Blue) Uno
Sonos Faber Electa Amator 11 ( no suis)
CD PLAYERS & DACS/ DVD PLAYERS
Ocelle CD 100
PS Audio Lambda Transp/ dac
Wadia 860 x
Theta Data Pro Prime 11
TURNTABLES, ANALOGUE,VARIOUS
Fanfare FT' Tuner
AV COMPONENTS
Primare A30.3
Primare A30.5
Parasound C2 ( Halo)
Parasound CI ( Halo)
NAD
Marantz
PLASMA PROJECTORS
In Focus 5700
In Focus 7200
SIM 2Domino 20

£,700.00
£2,995.00
(Offers
L895.00
£4,995.00
£1,995.00

L1.200.00
LI
0000.00
£3,700.00

£3,995.00
£1,599.00
£695.00

L5.995.130
L £1,750.00

£4,995.00
£1,795.00
£695.00
£995.00
£3,750.00
£I,695.00

£9.000.00
L2,500.00
£900.00
L2,395.00
L5.500.00

£895.00
£1,695.00
£3,995.00
£1,195.00

£1.200.00
£5,000.00
£7.500.00
L -

C595.00

£1.500.00

ASK
ASK
ASK
ASK
ASK
ASK

(1.300.00
(1,700.00
(3.500.00
£5,500.00

ASK
ASK
ASK

L3.00080
L6.000.00
L3.750.00

(On Dens
Gamut D200 mk 11 " Hi Fi Choice Product of the Year"
£3,990.00
Melos 402 Gold Tiode Plus Monoblocks 400wpc
£5,995.00
Krell FPB 600
£1,895.00
Bryston 4BSST
L5,250.00
Conrad Johnson Premier 140 SA
£1,395.00
Krell KSA 80B
£2,250.00
Krell KSA 250
£4,950.00
Mark Levinson 383 Integrated
(375.00
Naim Nuit 3
£4,500.00
Cary 805 C Monoblocks
£2,895.00
Bel Canto Evo 4
£995.00
Cary SLA 70 ink 11 Silver
£2,795.00
Conrad Johnson MF2500
L4995.00
'(BA Passion Monoblocks
LOn
Deer
Audio Flight 100
LOn Dees
Audio Flight One Integrated
£3995.00 each
Linn Klimax 500 Solo (4)
Musical Fidelity NuVista 300
£2,695.00
£2,495.00
Boulder SOO AE
£1,395.00
ES Lab DX- S4
£1,795.00
Krell KAV 250A
(On Dens
Roksan Caspian Integrated
LOn Dens
Roksan Caspian Power
£11,995.00
Krell FPB 700cx
(On Dens
E.S. Lab DX-S8
(On Dens
Plinius 8200P
ASK
Plinius SA 102 new
(On Deer
Bryston 4BSST
£2,750.00
Jadis Defy 7mk Ill
£69.00
Linn Bass Active Card
£4,995.00
Krell MDA 300
Linn Klass'', CD/Amp silver
£895.00
(Ors
Deer
Boulder 1060 Power ow
Primare 30.1 mk II Integrated
£1,350.00
£3,995.00
'(BA Passion Stereo " new"
ASK
Plinius 250 mk IV " new"

£3.990.00
£9,000.00
L12.000.00
£2.350.00
£7.000.00
L3.600.00
£6,500.00
L6.000.00
£608.00
£8.250.00
£3,895.00
£2,250.00
£4.000.00
£9.500.00
L6.500.00
£4.500.00
£6.000.00
L3.300.00
L5.500.00
L2.000.00
L3.650.00
£895.00
£645.00
L15.000.00
£2.995.00
£1.550.00
£3.750.00
C2.350.00
£6.000.00
£120.00
£12.000.00
L1.030.00
£16.500.00
L1.50800
L5.995.00
£6.350.00

F'oNne e r-

Pr- e

amplifiers

amplifiers

Audio Research LS5 mk 11
Mark Levinson 380 S
Krell KRC HR
Audio Research LS2
Boulder LSAE Pre Amp
Klein 7LX 3.58
Audio Research LS3
Cary SLP981 Remote Pre x-dem
Conrad Johnson PVI4L
Audio Flight Pre
Musical Fidelity NuVista
'(BA 2a Line
Tom Evans The Vibe Pre
Chord DSC 1600E ((lac/pre)
AVI S2000 MP remote pre
Boulder 1012 ( pre amp/ 24.96 dad Phono)
'(BA Passion Pre ( inc Phono)
Boulder 2010 Pre
Plinios 16L " new"
CAT, ultimate reference Pre Amp Inc/Phono " new C:›

L6.350.00

aility

£,495.00
£4,495.00
£2,750.00
L1,395.00
£1,750.00
L2,900.00
£795.00
(1,295.00
£1,650.00
(On Dem
£995.00
L1,295.00
ASK
L3,250.00
£395.00
(On Derr,
£3,995.00
(POA
(On Dern
ASK

£6.435.00
£6.995.00
£6.949.00
L3.300.00
(3.500.00
£5.400.00
L1,997.00
L2.794.00
L2.250.00
L4.500.00
L1,200.00
L1 . 995 O0
(2.700.00
L6,500.00
£800.00
L13.000.00
L5.595.00
£30,000.00
£3,200.00
£7.350.00

speakers

M Lab Nova Utopia
Lab Diva Utopia BE Signature Finish
31 Lab Micro BE Utopia • Stand
evel Studio
Revel Salon
Linn Kielihds ( 0Active Cards)
Talon Chorus X mk 11 ) Upgrade/
Wilson ACT 2 ( Upgrade)
Lab Sib & Cub ( 5.1 spk sys)
M Lab Micro Utopia BE
M Lab Mezzo Utopia

ASK
ASK
ASK
Coming Soon
Coming Soon
L395.00
£,495.00
£4,995.00
£695.00
ASK
£3,000.00

£21.500.00
£7,600.00
L4.400.00
£1.000.00
L14.000.00
L9.000.00
£859.00
£4.400.00
L7.899 00

BUY/SELL

L4,995.00
L6,995.00
£9,995.00
ASK
£7,495.00
£495.00
ASK
L3,750.00
L9,995.00
£1,750.00
L1,150.00
£795.00
£2,995.00
L1,595.00
£95.00
(On Dens
(On Dens
(On Dern
(On Dern
ASK
ASK
ASK
ASK
£225.00
£625.00
£415.00
LOn Deer
ASK
(On Dens

Audio Physic Avanti
Wilson Audio System 5.1
Avante Garde Trio
JM Lab Nova Utopia
Revel Ultimo Studio
ATC SCM 10 Passive Black
JM Lab Alto Utopia BE
Wilson We ink 1
JM Lab Utopia
Reference 3A
Audio Physic Spark
Talon Kite Centre 8, Bracket
Aerial Acoustic SW 12 Sub Woofer, Maple/remote
Mirage M3 si
Linn Kabers ( Active)
Rd lQ 200 E
fiel Q 150 E
Audio Physic Luna Sub ( wood)
Audio Physic Yuca
Vienna Acoustics Mahler
Vienna Acoustics Mozart
Vienna Acoustics 5.1
Cubasse iv 5.1
Blue Room Minipod (White)
Blue Room Minipod o Sub ( Blue)
Blue Room Minipod Sub
Genelec 205 Active Monitors
Audio Physic Virgo Ill " new"
Audio Physic Tempo Ill ' new"

DACS
ASK
(4,000.00
L4,500.00
L1,795.00
L1,395.00
L1,995.00
L3,500.00
L2,795.00
095.00
L3,750.00
0,995.00
L2,750.00
C495.00
(On Deer
L1,595.00
L7,995.00
(Ou Dern
(On Dens
L595.00
L695.00
(On Deer
L295.00
£,995.00
L1,695.00
[On Dorn
L750.00
£750.00
(On Deer
(On Dem
(POA
(1,995.00
(On Deer

Gamut CD I
R mk II
Mark Levinson 31 Transport
Mark Levinson 3905
Audio Synthesis DAX Decade ( Bal)
Audio Synthesis DAX
Acoustic Arts Drive 1
Mark Levinson 31 Transport
EAD D5P9000 Pro Series Ill
Micromega Classic Solo
Wadia No 27 Dac
Mark Levinson 31.5 Transport
Chord SPM 1600E Dac/ Pre
Theta Pro Geny
Acoustic Arts Drive I
/ Dac 1rnk 11
Acuphase 0970
Linn Sondeo CDI2
Linn UNIDISK 1.1
Linn CDI2
Linn Nurnerik
Pink Triangle Da Capo 1307
Roksan Caspian CD
Trichord PD- S503
'(BA CD' Delta (Twin psu)
Audio Synthesis DAX Decade
'(BA CD 3Delta
Audiomeca Damnation CD Transport
Primare V20 DVD/CD
Audio Aero 32/192 Capitole CD ( Ver. 4)
Primare V25 CD/DVD
Boulder 2020 dac
Theta Data II Transport AT o link
'(BA CD Integre " new"

Tii r
- r t ables

(13,00000
(1.100.00

L9,999.00
L9,00000

cl000000

L2.250.00
£1,795.00
L1.750.00
£5.200.00
£4.100.00
L2,500.00
L650.00
£500.00
1.799.00
£999.00
L6.000.00
£1.700 00
£3,500.00
L2.170.00
L298.99
£749.00
£468.99
£750.00
L4.000.00
£2,000.00

£2.950.00
L9.900.00
£6.500.00
L4.000.00
L2.200.00
L2.890.00
L9.900.00
L8,000.00
L2,500.00
(9,000.00
L9.600.00
£6.500.00
LI.295.00
L6.500.00
C.
£12.000.00
L6.500.00
L12,000.00
£1.500.00
L1.400.00
L995.00
L500.00
L5.500.00
(3,250.00
L2.200.00
LI,600.00
L1.000.00
L4,500.00
L1.00000
£24.000.00
L4.000.00
LI.195.00

.&analoque

Audio Research PH2 Phonostage
SME 20/2A
Tara Labs 10m Bal The 2Interconnect
Tara Labs Monoblock FGS
Tara Labs The 2Speaker Cable 40,
Trichord Dino ( Phono)
Roksan Xerxes 10/DS1.5/ Anemia/ Jubilee
Ortofon Jubilee
Roksan Caspian Phono se
SME 20/2,0,
Roksan TMS2/ Artemio
Michell Orbe/VC/ RB300
Project RPM 6" new
Project RPM9/ arm
VPI TNT ink IV/ Rockport 6000/Flywheel/VPI Stand/
Clearauudio Accurate/ Pump etc.'new"
Roksan Radius 5 ( Acrylic)/ Nina arm -new' .
Lorricraft record cleaning machine
Earmax Pro
Revox BI
60 Tuner
SME 30/2 A new"
Moth Record Cleaning m/c
Project RPM4/ Ortofon 510 " new"
Ortofon Rohmann
Ortofon Kontrapunkt a/b " new"
Michell Gyro SE/ RB300 " new"
Audio Synthesis Phono Eq
SME Series VArm .. ilew"
Pink Triangle PT Eut psu
Plinius 14 Phono -new"
Nackamichi DR 3
Torn Evans - The Groove " new"
Clear Audio Reference Mc phono stage X-demo
Rega Planer 3 • Hi Fi News Out Board Power Supply
Clear Audio Symphono phono stage X- demo MM/MC

'w

L7,800.00
L19.00080
L17.000.00
£21.500.00

L1,195.00
L3,495.00
0,000.00
£500.00
L1,300.00
L345.00
ASK
ASK
(On Denn
(On Dens
(On Dens
ASK
(On Dens
(On Dens
(8,500.00
(On Dens
(On Dens
COn Der,
L450.00
LI0,495.00
£395.00
C245.00
LOn Deer
LOn Deer
ASK
L495.00
L1,350.00
£495.00
(Ou Dr el
L195.00
ASK
LI,695.00
L320.00
L640.00

L2.895,00
L5,275.130
£5,000.00

£1.000 00

L3.000.00
£498.00
£4.500.00
£1.500.00
£950.00
(5.273.53
L8.500.00
L2.350.00
£500.00
£1.000.00
£16.000.00
£850.00
£1.100.00
£425.00
£99580
L12.289.00
£325.00
L1,050.00
L500.00/L750.00
L1.100.00
L L1.650.00
L (2,750.00
£400.00
£1,795.00
(2.065.00
L423.00
L740.00

components

Linn 5103 System Controller
Parasound A52 - 5Channel
Lexicon MCI
Lexicon MC8/ MC8B
Lexicon RT 10 DVD Player
SIM 2HT 300
Primare P30 Processor
Linn Klassik DVD
Lexicon MC I
2 / MC128
Loewe Xemix DVD " new"
PLASMAS/ LCD/PROJECTORS
From NEC/ Panasonic/Pioneer/Sharp
Electrograph Delphi/Seleco/Sony/Sanyo
Panasonic TH 42 PVVD6

0,395.00
L3,285.00
ASK
L1.700.00
LI,995.00
L5,500.00
ASK LS000.00/L5750.00
ASK
£2.300.00
L7,500.00
L9,000.00
L1,295.00
L2.000.00
LOn Deer
( 2,000.00
ASK L8 I
00.00/L8900.00
(Ou Deer
C495.00
from L4000.00
L4,400.00

it ,/020 8392 1959 t<r 020 8392 1963
/,,, 0 2 0 8 3 9 2 1 9 9 4 liginfo«ochoice-hifi.com
Open from

10am to 6pm Mon to Sat and other times by appointment.
Buy, sell, exchange quality hi-fi equipment
We accept all major cr-tcltt cardb. Finaric( avdilable subject to status

POA
POA

IAN 111,ARRISCIN HIFI
HIFI AT DISCOUNT PRICES. FREE NATIONWIDE

WILMSLOW AUDIO
Loudspeaker specialists for almost 40 years
•

Range of replacement drive units from Seas, Visaton, Vifa-Scanspeak,
Peerless, Morel etc, for use in AR, Gale, Heybrook, IMF, KEF, Mission,
ProAc, Rogers, TDL plus many others.

•

Comprehensive stock of components, capacitors
UK's largest supplier of kit loudspeakers -

•

New range of Visaton Home Cinema kits.

all

TRADE IN YOUR OLD MOVING COIL CARTRIDGE & SAVE UP TO 60% OFF THE RRP
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ARGENTO AUDIO
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(Ansar, SCR & Hovland), QED cable, damping and grille materials.
•

DELIVERY

MASSIVE SALE

on demonstration.

Phone today for your FREE catalogue or check out our Website.

WILMSLOW AUDIO

PLEASE PHONE TO CONFIRM PRICE & AVAILABILITY PRIOR TO ORDERING. ALL GOODS ARE BRAND
NEW & BOXED WITH FULL U.K GUARANTEES. NO ES- GEM OR EX- DISPLAY GOODS NO GREY IMPORTS
GOODS ARE NOT SUPPLIED ON APPROVAL. SORRY. NO GENERAL CATALOGUES.
PLEASE PHONE OR WRITE FOR SPECIFIC REVIEWS. BROCHURES OR PRICES

50 Main Street, Broughton Astley, Leicester LE9 6RD
Tel: 01455 286603 Fax: 01455 286605

ESTABLISHED 1986

Website: www.wilmslow-audio.co.uk

MAIL ORDER ONLY FROM; IAN HARRISON, 7 MILL HILL, REPTON, DERBY, DE65 6G0
TEL: 01283 702875 5a...-5pm INCLUDING SUNDAYS.

audioplay

Electronics for those who prefer music

Presenting

1/on Schweikert Audio
Call now for pricing, literature and to arrange a demonstration / consultation either at home or at our business premises.
www.vonschweikert.com

1I

'Engineered to perform
like a microphone,
in reverse'.
vr 1

Amplifiers /

vr 2

Pre + Powet

vr 4Jr

SALE

-Pass Labs Aleph 5stereo power (60wpc pure class A)
-Pass Labs Aleph 3 stereo power (30wpc pure classA)
-Graaf gm20 power (20vvpc OTL)

£3200
£2250
£4200

£ 1795
£ 1195
£2700

-Pass Labs X150 power ( 150wpc SS class AB)
-Manley labs 300b neo-classic monoblock power. (22wpc)
-Rogue 88 mag stereo power (60wpc UL / 30wpc (node)
-Kora Galaxy Ref power (50wpc triode)
-Audible Illusions Mod 3a Pre (line ¡mm/horno) silver

£4250
£7200
£2000
£4500

£ 1995
£3750
£ 1295
£2800

£2500

£ 1695

Loudspeakers
-Von Schweikert VR-1 monitors (Hazelwood xDemo)

£885

£745

vr 4se

vr 5

vr 7

Dig iL/

RRP

-Wadia 16 (21bit, 32xos, digital volume. 4 digital
inputs/outputs. Toslink, ST optical, SP/DIF and AES/EBU.
TEAC cmk4 VRDS transport)
-Wadia 8 Transport ( TEAC cmk3 VRDS transport)

SALE

£7500

£2995

£4000

£ 1795

£995
£300
£2500

£545
£ 175
£ 1095

£350
£80

£ 195
£50

Miscellaneous
-Cardas Gold Ref interconnect 1m rca (2pairs available)
-Symo LS4X single 2.5m pr (Swiss spkr cable)
-Transparent Music Wave Ultra 8ft spades
-Transparent Music Premium PDC digi-link
-SonicLink silicone mains cable 1m
-Audiosource Stratos interconnect 1m rca (x2)

£125

£75

email: audioplay@btintemetcom

THE

QUAD
SPECIALIST
\
ESL 57 \ LE 1

SPARES & REPAIRS

Replacement panels for ESL 57, ESL 63 and LE 1
Refurbished Quad speakers, amplifiers and tuner
Restoration of ElectroStatic Loudspeakers
Contact us for our free catalogue

Quad Musikwiedergabe GmbH
Rheinstr. 30, 58069 Koblenz, Germany
+49-261-38824 •Fax: + 49-261-38172
e-mail: quad.ger@t-online.de

nügloucesier hiri El
î

^d

specia I
Ists

Home Cinema . HiFi . Multi-room
Full design and installation service
Fine products on demonstration from...
pioneer, roksan, avi, chord, creek, epos,
fujitsu plasma, infinity, jm lab, harmer kardon,
marantz, meridian, project, pure, rako, rel, SlIv12,
unison research...more

www.gloucesterhifi.co.uk

Tel:
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Hi-FiNews

www.hifinews.co.uk

Connoisseur
Tel : 0845-166-1249

eku_aiio

ltUAICAPil It.t.
• TO BEAT ANY GENUINE PART EXCHANGE OFFER YOU HAVE BEEN MADE
•
24 Months WARRANTY ON ALL NEW EQUIPMENT
6MONTH WARRANTY ON ALL PRE-OWNED EQUIPMENT
Email: sales@connoisseuraudio.co.uk

FULL RANGE OF NEW EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE FROM:
AUDIO ANALOGUE AUDIO PHYSIC ANALYSIS-PLUS BEL CANTO BLUENOTE CROFT DYNAVECTOR EAR/YOSHINO ECOSSE FINAL
GRAAF LYRA OPERA ORIGIN LIVE ORACLE ORTOFON PATHOS ACOUSTICS PLINIUS PERPETUAL TECH. DAN WRIGHT PS AUDIO
SUMIKO STAX TRIANGLE UNISON RESEARCH and others
ALL WITH GREAT PART EXCHANGE DEALS!

me'

Alt

j.

AISOfl

fia5éfinki

www.connoisseuraudio.co.uk
SELECTION FROM PRE-OWNED and EX-DEM EQUIPMENT
Selected Ex-Dem Equipment : Please Phone or Email For Details/Prices: Opera Quinta Florostanders - Audio Physic Virgo 3- Triangle Celius 2O2 Audio Analogue Maestro CD - Clearlight RDC Racks - Pathos Logos - EAR 834L - EAR V20 Int - PS Audio P5oo - Unison Research Hybrid Amp— Pathos
Classic 1-Ecosse Legend SE XLR — Lyra Argo — Horning — Unison Research S2k — Diapason Adamantes — EAR 509 Jubilee monoblocics - Croft Twinstar — Croft
Epoch Selected Pre-Owned:_ Audio Research IS15 Pre-amp £ 1400 Cary 3ooSEI £2300 Chord 1200c £2795 Graaf GM2o 0Th £ 1999 EAR V20 Int £2195 > EAR
834P MM/MC £430 EAR 834L Chrome £699 Unison Research S8 £2200 ProAc Response 1.5 Yew £ 1225 C/light RDC Rack Maple/grey £450 Meridian 200 &
Theta Chroma DAC £525 Crimson 63oD Monoblocks £550 And lots more...

Measurements in Nov 2003 magazine shows £ 2.500 "2 way" speakers with
"flat" frequency response and 5" or 6" drive units struggle with 10 watts of
bass and produces a lot of distortion ( 1% to 3%).
Should we limit bass
to 20 watts or 40 watts amplifier , to prevent damage to 6" drive units ?
We use £ 350 or £ 650 of transformers and £ 50 or £ 160 of valves.
If we could achieve the same quality of sound with £ 10 volume control .
£10 wires , £ 10 capacitor we could have saved a lot of money ! ! !

KT88 valves

HUGE expensive " High End"
"po -ted" transformers

are more
expensive
than 6550
valves

Unbelievably
' huge
transformers •

Money back guarantee ( less £ 30 UK or £ 100 overseas) that you prefer :£850 or £ 1,000 or £ 1,250 or £ 1,450 "KT88 Triode Connection" amplifiers
to most transistor amplifiers, most transistor / valve hybrid amplifiers,
most Single Ended valve amplifiers, most Ultra Linear valve amplifiers
selling for £ 2,000 to £ 20,000
£850 "KT88 Triode Connection" + high quality £ 350 "3way" speakers
to most "
ultra linear" valve amplifiers + £600 " 2way" and " 2.5 way" speakers

expansive
non-magnetic
stainless
steel
chassis

Ultra Linear
£1.050 £ 1.150

Triode
Connection
£1,250 £ 1,400
KT88 valves
are more
expensive
than
6550
valves

Larger
transformer

£700 EL34 valve amplifiers ( 40 watts + 40 watts) to most transistor
amplifiers and transistor / valve hybrid amplifiers costing £ 1,000 to £ 2,000
American
5670 valves

£500 EL34 valve amplifiers (40 watts + 40 watts) to most £700 amplifiers.
Telephone 01634 268662 anytime or 01634 373410 for Mr Andrew Everard's 2 or 6
pieces
review in Gramophone Magazine and Summary of 21 testimonials from
of silver
satisfied customers.
www.affordablevalvecompany.co.uk
www.affordablevalvecompany.com
Buy direct & save £££
Shop prices are expensive
because of rent, rates, wages
Free UK delivery

Even our " stancard"
transformers
are

Blg powerful
51,34
valves

Triode
Ultra Linear
Connection
£650 £ 750
£ 1.000

capacitors
Larger
transformer

Distortion matched
famous Russian
Svetalana
EL34 valves
t

watts
40 watts

90% of customer keep

our valve amplifiers
4 years of proven reliability.
2 years guarantee.
www.hifinews.co.uk

40 watts
+ 40 watts

£500

Upgradeable
to £ 1.000
KT88 Triode Connection
+ £ 50 for carriage
+ £50 for used valves
1

Ultra Linear
£600 £700
JUNE 2004
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AUDUSA EUPEN CSA 2.5 AUDIO AC MAINS CABLE
GNLM 05/04 and GNLM 05/2.5 ( CSA 2.5) Cable with
FERRITE TECHNOLOGY - A polymer material mixed with

GNLM 05/2.5 ( CSA2.5)

a considerable quantity of homogeneously fine high quality
ferrite powder.is extruded around the copper conductors. As a
ferromagnetic material, it will go through hysteresis loops
7

£48 for 1.0m, £ 58 for 1.5m,
£68 for 2.0m. Off the reel £ 30 for
1st meter, £ 20 per m thereafter.
Eupen GNLM 05/2.5 ( CSA 2.5)
snown with Marinco IEC 320 will
be fitted at extra cost.

whenever it is under influence of an alternating magnetic
field. Consecutively magnetizing and demagnetizing the

material will cause considerable losses of high frequency energy.
his energy is absorbed in the ferrite grains and converted into

GNLM 05/04

heat.The GNLM cables which in addition to the above described ferrite

£38 for 1.0m, £ 72 for 1.5m,
f36 for 2.0m. Also available
of the reel.

technology is further protected with a foil shield and a drain wire and
specifically manufactured for High End audio use. Said by some to be the
most neutral sounding audio ac mains cable on the market.

Both GNLM cables are available
for export.

Fitted with IEC ( Martin Kayser) and MK Tough plug Cable
can be supplied fitted to our all steel 4, 6 and 8 way distribution blocks. We can rewire the distribution blocks with
Eupen cable as an extra cost option. Refer to our web site
rdetails.

SILVER SILVER - upgrade the cable with silver plated contacts on IEC and and MK plug for £6. AUDUSA
-Eupen and LAT AC- 2 mains cable available with

DUSA — OOM Silverlink OCC balanced
aker cable — stranded, silver on OFHC plus
ree strands of OCC ( Ohno Continous Casting - single crystal copper) for improved bass performance.
Mylar infill and with designed in protection against
RF and EMI. conductor of 3mm diameter ( approx 8
gauge). Cable Overall Dimension - 14.72 mm.

16 amp IEC (

for certain models of amps by Krell, MF, Levinson etc), Merinco/Wattgate IEC 320, Figure o eight, Bulgin, Hubble,European
Schuko,French, Australian, Swiss, Danish,Neutrik and other plugs

see our web site for IEC's,rVIK plugs RCA and Banana
connectors with silver plate contacts and other audio and
ac mains connectors

LAT International AC- 2 AUDIO AC MAINS CABLE
SILVERFUSE is a near alloy of silver
an unusual shielding/filtering system that gets rid of the
We have developed a cabling ( weaving) pattern along with

and copper. IT IS NOT SILVER PLATED OR SILVER CLAD. Plating ( or clad, which is the same thing
as plating) causes a dioding effect

garbage that contaminates your components. The difference
you hear with our cord is astounding. Our power cord takes

RECOMMENDED

advantage of silver in its design through use of our proprietary
PTFE; the best insulation available. Fitted as standard with
IEC / MK Toughplug.. 60cm £62, 90cm £75, 1.2m £88, 1.5m
£101, 1.8m £112 etc Other lengths available and.off the reel.
4,6 and 8way all steel mains distribution blocks fitted with
UK, Schuko or USA sockets.CE tested & approved mains
distribution units manufactured of heavy gauge steel, finished
in black and fitted with high quality 13amp sockets. It has no
filters, circuit breakers, surge protection, transformers, resistors, capacitors, LED's, on/off switches, chokes, regulators,
just fitted with 1m of AC-2 mains cable.From £ 166 for 4
way. £ 198. 6 way, £229 for 8 way.

when signal is passed through resulting
in brightness and distortion. The SilverMUM
fuse process starts with seven nines OFHC
copper wire with a diameter that is slightly
larger than the required size. It is then pullea
through atrough of molten silver. The wire with asilver
deposit, is then forced through a compacting die
where it is subject to tremendous pressure. The silver
and the high purity copper are fused together into a
near alloy. The compacting fusion also reduces the wire
diameter to the desired size. No dioding subsequently occurs with this process. The result provides for the benefits of silver: which are excellent definition and clarity, with the high purity
copper benefits of warmth and mellowness.

NI-FICHOICE

Silverfuse conductors. The conductors are 10 gauge and with
AC- 2

Power cable compare
with products costing
ten times as much,
then decide

LAT INTERNATIONAL Inc USA - Analogue, Digital and Video intercornects and Speaker
cabe better than most others at double the price.

UNFIRE CORPORATION -

Snohomish USA

New for 2003 Sunfire Ultimate - world's most powerful home cinema
Receiver. 7 x 200 watts, Cinema Seven power amps, 7 x 200 and 7 x 400
Signature True SubWoofer 13 inch cube True Sub MKU 11 inch cube and Junior Sub
Woofer 9 inch cube - all with two drivers, to as low as 16hz, 116 SPL and 360 cu ins of air
movement, 1200 or 2700 watt patented amp technology. Solid state power amps 2 channel ( 2 x300 and 2 x600) and 5 channel ( 5 x220 watts and 5 x430 watts patented amp
technology ( no heat sinks), Classic tube preamp and Theatre Grand Ill processor preamp

WWW.AUDUSA.COM
T: 020 8241 9826, 020 8264 0249

F: 020 8241 0999

E: sales@audusa.com

HIGH END AUDIO
BOUGHT/SOLD
EXCHANGED
SALE

Untone Audio
'iaecialists in audio and video

LIST

202, Findon Road, Worthing, BN14 01]
Pre-owned equipment available
with guarantee
Export facilities available
Visit our Web Page www.hestereo.com

NEW THIS MONTH
AUDIONOTE AN- ESP SPEAKERS IN FULL
EBONY VENEER WITH AUDIONOTE STANDS

£ 1,395 £2,800

ARTEMIS EOS 2 SIGNATURE SPEAKERS & EXTERNAL
CROSSOVERS SUBWCOFERS, ROSEWOOD, S/H £5,995 £ 15,000
KRELL KAV 250A POWER AMP, S/H

Main dealer for
Orchid Speakers Reference products

£ 1,695 £ 3,698

CELLO AMATI PRO SPEAKERS,
PIANO BLACK, S/H

£4,995 £ 16,500

CELLO STRADAVARI GRAND MASTERS
SPEAKERS,PIANO BLACK, STUNNING
AND AS CHEAP AS CHIPSOPRICE, SAI

£ 12,995 £65,000

The North Easts appointed DCS retailer

LUMLEY LMS 1000 SPEAKERS BEECHWOOD. S/H £3,500 £ 8.000

DCS Purcell upsampler. Elgar plus DAC.

BURMESTER 808 MK3 PREAMP.

Verona master clock and Verdi SACD / CD transport.

THIS FULLY MODULAR PREAMP INC MC PHONO

The best CD player availabl+,

BAL & S/E DESIGN. THE ULTIMATE PREAMP &
BI AMPERS DREAM CHROME FINISH. RARE, S/H £ 3,995 £9,000
CELLO ENCORE 1MEG LINE PREAMP, S/H

£ 3,995 £ 10,1200

AUDIO RESEARCH LS5 PREAMP BLACK, S/H

£ 2.500 £5,690

AUDIO RESEARCH CD1 CD PLAYER BLACK, S/H £ 1,295 £3,290
AUDIO RESEARCH V140 VALVE MONO AMPS
BLACK S/H

£ 2,995 £8,800

PROAC FUTURE 1SPEAKERS BLACK, EA)

£2,795 £5,875

WADIA 2000 TRANSPORT + DAC + OPTICAL INTERFACE
ALL UPGRADES DONE, 6BOXES IN ALL

3,500

17,000

Call for more details.

A small selection of our used equipment
Advantage PI/A30 pre / power amps

£ 150.00
£ 450.00

Arcam FMJA22 amplifier as new

£ 500.00

Arcam P75 power amp
ATC

£ 200.00

10 loudspeakers

+ DAC SUPERB

KRELL MD10 SIGNATURE TRANSPORT.RARE

20.000
12,300

2,395

4,995

1,695

3,800

995

2038

OPA Renaissance amplifier
Exposure XXV amplifier

£495.00

Linn Intek amplifier

£ 285.00

Castle Winchester loudspeakers

2,995

9,000

UPGRADEAVAILABLE

895

2200

PINK TRIANGLE ORDINAL DAC 1307 CHIP

395

950

MERIDIAN 566 20BIT DAC BALANCED

395

1095

ARCAM BLACK BOX DAC5

150

450

GRADO SIGNATURE TONE ARM VERY RARE
SOTA COSMOS TURNTABLE STEAL

495
995

1795
46.000

7,995

23.000

3,295

5.750

1,395

3,125

CELLO AUDIO SUITE PREAMP
HOVLAND MP100 VALVE PREAMP SUPER
LOOK • SOUND
AUDIO RESEARCH LS33 REMOTE CONTROL
PREAMP
AUDIO SYNTHESIS PASSION 8M
REMOTE PREAMP

795

1,695

NAIM 102 PREAMP WITH HICAP, 1WEEK OLD
AUDIO RESEARCH LS1 LINE PREAMP

MICHELL 150 HERA PHONE STATE

£300.00

Meridian 562v.2 digital pre

£900.00

Meridian 566-20 bit DAC

£595.00

Meridian 568 digital processor
Meridian 596 DVD
Meridian 598AP DVD

£ 2000.00

Mission 752 speakers

£195.00

Musical fidelity A3.2 amplifier

£ 700.00

Musical Fidelity A300 CR power

£ 1500.00

Musical Rdelity A370 power amp

Naim CDS Cd player

1,895

3,945

£ 1200.00

1,395

2.790

1,295

2.400

£140.00
£ 700.00
£ 1600.00

Nairn NAC32 pre amp

£ 100.00

Naim NAC32/ NAP90 pre / power

600
866

KRELL FBP 200C CAST POWER AMP
KRELL FBP 300 POWER AMP

3,995
4,995

8,750
9,450

JADIS JA80 MK3 MONO POWER AMPS

3,995

9,580

GRAAF GM200 OTL VALVE POWER AMPS

1,895

3,300

£950.00

Naim NAC42 preamp

£ 140.00

Nairn NAC92/NAP90.3 power

£500.00

Naim Nait 3 amplifier
Naim NAP 135 each

£300.00

£ 1250.00

Nairn NAP 18.0

£700.00

Naim NBL passive speakers ( ex dem, cherry) £ 4995.00
Naim SU speakers Cherry

£ 1200.00

Nakamich ST2 Tuner

£ 200.00

Nakamichi cassette deck 1

£ 275.00

1,795

6.995

CELLO PERFORMANCE 2 MONO AMPS

8,995

27.500

GOLDMUND MINIMIS 2 POWER AMP

1,495

5,150

Nakamichi DR8 cassette deck

LEVINSON ML11 POWER AMP, BARGAIN

895

2,700

Nakamichi REIO Receiver

LEVINSON ML12A PRE AMP, GREAT COMBO

895

2.700

Pass Labs X150

Nakamichi CD player 2

£ 300.00
£275.00
£ 295.00

£ 2200.00

Quad FA.44 tuner

£280.00
£400.00

NAIM NAP 90 POWER AMP

185

450

NAIM NAP 180 POWER AMP

595

1,220

Rego Mira 3 amplifier

895

3,000

Rego Planet

DARK CLASSIC

895

2.800

Rego Radio 3

STAX LAMBDA PRO HEADPHONES

175

370

Rego Planar 3/RB300 turntable

ELECTROCOMPANIET ANNIVERSARY
NAKAMICHI DRAGON CASSETTE

Rega Planet 2000 CD

GENESIS 5 MK2 SPEAKERS ROSEWOOD
3,995

15.500

3,995

14.800

3,995
1,995

11,450
4,995

AVALON ACCENT 2 SPEAKERS IN
PROAC FUTURE 2 LOUDSPEAKERS

DUNLAVY SC4 SPEAKERS LTOAK
2,995

8,500

CHERRY BARGAIN
WHARFDALE OPTION 1ACTIVE SPEAKERS

795

2.500

FLAGSHIP MODEL

995

6.000

ATC 10 SPEAKERS + STANDS, BLACK

495

1,300

1,795

3,500

AUDIO PHYSICS TEMPO 2 SPEAKERS

WANTED QUALITY AUDIO EQUIPMENT BEST PRICES PAID

LOCATED IN WELWYN - HERTS
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
RING FOR DETAILS AND DEMONSTRATION

01438 714038
10.00am - 7.00pm MON - SAT 10.00am - 1.00pm SUN

£ 60.00

£ 220.00
£ 320.00

£ 250.00

Rel Stadium 3 sub ( ex dem. cherry)
Sony STS770ES tuner

INCLUDES ROLAND BASS AMP ADJUSTABLE

www.hifinews.co.uk

£300.00

Naim NAC32/SNAPS/250 pre / power

GAMMA AEON TRIODE VALVE MONO BARGAIN

PROAC FUTURE 5 LOUDSPEAKERS BLACK

£ 150.00
£ 150.00

Naim CDX CD player sealed box

1,650

STERIOPHILE A

£ 700.00

Musical fidelity A3.2cr power amp

1.797

295

ROSEWOOD
MARTIN LOGAN OUEST ELECTROSTATIC OAK

£ 2200.00

£ 1200.00

595

250

£ 600.00

£3200.00

NAD 414 tuner

495

BURR ASH WITH SEPERATE CROSSOVERS

£ 295.00

£ 1000.00

Musical Fidelity P150 power amp

MICHELL ARGL LINE PRE + SUPPLY

TO ANY ROOM

£ 2000.00

Linn LP12 black/Akito/trampolinn
Lumley ST70 valve power amo
Martin Logan Ascent ex dem

1,750

ARAGON 24K IPS PRE AMP 8 SUPPLY PHONO

POWER AMP

£ 200.00

DCS Purcell upsampler ( non 1394)

2,109

VTL 85 VALVE INTEGRATED LATEST
REMOTE CONTROL

£ 195.00

Cyrus 5 amplifier

695

KRELL KAV300, INTEGRATED AMP
REMOTE CONTROL

Cyrus 2 amplifier

1,295

AUDIO RESEARCH CASE INTEGRATED
REMOTE CONTROL AMPLIFIER JUST SERVICED

£ 495.00

£ 1100.00

Musical Fidelity El amplifier

UNISON RESEARCH MYSTERY
ONE VALVE PREAMP

:hard SPM800 power amp

Cyrus XPA power amplifier

AUDIO SYNTHESIS DAX2 DAC

VARIOUS MODULES + MASTER SUPPLY

£ 420.00

3,995

CONRAD JOHNSON DR1 TRANSPORT + DA2,
WADIA 3200 CD TRANSPORT

£ 695.00
£ 1600.00

3,995

BOW TECHNOLOGIES MODEL 228 CD PLAYER,

DAC SUPERB OPEN SOUND BARGAIN

£ 700.00

Arcam FMJP25 power amp

B&W DM603s3 speakers light oak

EXCELLENT

£ 500.00

Arcam Alpha 7 tuner
Arcam 0181 DAB tuner

Audio Research SP9/2 pre amp

STUNNING LOOKS

£ 1800.00

Arcam A85 amplifier

ACCUPHASE DF90 DF91 TRANSPORT
ORACLE CD PLAYER LATEST

Heatherdale
Oaudio limited

£ 00.00

TEAC A-BX7 amplifier
TEAC T-BX10 Tuner

£995.00

£ 140.00

TEAC A-BX10 amplifier

£ 195.00
£ 120.00

£895.00
Chord CPM3300 Integrated amplifier
now on demcnstation
See www.lintone.co.uk for latest stock
Mail order available
Arcam,Atlas,Bovvers & Wilkins,Cyrus,Chord
Unison Research Mystery Ipre amp

Creek,DCS,KEF,Marantz,Meridian,NAD,
Naim Monitor Audio,Musical Fidelity,
Nautilus 800, Rega,Quad and more

Lintone Audio

7-1 1Park Lane Gateshead NE8 3JW

www.lintone.co.uk
info@lintone.co.uk
Tel. UK 0191 4774167

THE MARK LEVINSON LISTENING
LOUNGE NOW OPEN
SPEA KERS
Acoustic Energy Aegis Speakers
£550
Revel F50 Speakers ( new)
£4,495
13.1V 801 Nautilus Speakers
£5.750
Revel M20 Speakers with stands
£1,395
Polk thi500
£150
IlaW Rocksolid Sounds Satellite Speakers
£50
Wadable Diamond II Speakers
£60
El+W CM4 Speakers in Rosenut
£695
Tenney Arden Loudspeakers
£995
Eltax Floor Standing Liberty 5. Speakers
£140
Orchid LWO Speakers Ex demo
f2.495
Epos ES12 Speakers
£375
Mission 782 ( Stand Mount Model)
(Black Ash)
Just Reduced From £250 £150
Audio Physics tempo speaker
£995
Revel LEI Sub Amp Plus 2Sub 15's
£5,995
Elias Symphony floor standing speakers
£99
13 ,..W Matrix 1Speakers
£295
13.,W CDM1 Speakers
f350
PRE-AMPS
Sony 1000 ESO Digital Pre Amp
£150
Mark Levinson ML25s Phono Stage
£2.995
Mark Levinson 380s Pre Amp
£4,250
Proceed PAV Pre Amp
£1,395
Nairn NAC 92 Pre Amp
£350
Conrad Johnson PV14L Pre Amp
£1,595
Exposure 11 812 Pre Amp 8
Power Supply
Just Reduced from £900 £650
Adcom GOP 450 Tuner/Pre-Amp
£350
:AMPLIFIERS
Parasound HCA 1000A 2Channel Amp
£350
Sugden Audition PAmp
£150
Haller DH- 200 Amp
£125
Michell Alecto Amplifier
£695
Mark Levinson 333 Power Amp
£3,850
Mark Levinson 20.5 Ref Mono Blocks. superb condition
£4,995
Musical Fidelity Nu Vista M3 Integrated Amp
£ 1,995
Parasound HCA 2205A 5Channel Amp
£ 1.195
Audio Research 5200 Power Amp
£1695
Mark Levinson 383 integrated amp
£4,495
Boulder 102 AE Power Amp
£ 1,595
Mark Levinson Ref 33 Mono Blocks ex demo
£17,995
Chord 1200 Mono Blocks
£2,995
Conrad Johnson MF 2500A Amp
£1,595
Krell (SA 50s Power Amp
£2,195
Lenlek Integrated Amp very rare classic
£495
Revel LEI Sub Amp Plus 2Sub 15's
£5,995
Nakarnichl PA 5Stasis Power Amp
Cost New £ 1150
£695
Adcom SPA 5300 Power Amp
£350
Audionote Neiro Mono Amps
£5.995
Musical Fidelity P180 Power Amps
with MF3A Pre Amp 8 PSU
£695
Nairn NAP 90/3 Power Amp
£695
CD PLAYERS 6 TRANSPORTS
Mark Levinson 3905 CD Player
£4,495
Meridian 206 CD Player
£195
Philips CDR 765 CD Recorder
£95
Pioneer FDA 609 CD Recorder
£95
Copland CDA 289 CD Player
£1.095
Arcam CD93 CD Player
£695
Mark Levinson Ref CD Transport 8 DAC
£9.250
Audio Research CD1 CD Player
£995
Meridian 508 Cd Player
£850
Mark Levinson 37 cd Transport
£2,750
Mark Levinson 36s Dac
£1995
Pink Triangle Ordinal Dac
£395
CEC DX51 Mk2 DAC with CEC TL51 Transport
NEW £1,995
CEC 0071 Mk2 DAC
NEW £1.295
Del) PLAYERS
Yamaha DVD - S795
£ 145
Pioneer Elite DVD/CDA/Kleo CD Player. Region 1DVD
£695
mIS(ELLANEOUS
Hitachi AM- FM Radio Tuner FT-5500 Mk2
£65
Arcam 5181 Digital Radio Tuner
£595
Sony Stereo Cassette Deck TC-R502ES
£150
Sennheiser T80 Headphones
£60
Sony MDS-JE500 MiniDisc Recorder
£125
Lecktropacics CDM-820 Multisystem Converter
£125
Nordost Bi Wire Blue Heaven 3mtr
£250
Nordost Solar Wind Bi Wire single run 4mtr
£75
Audio Note ( Kondo) 2mtr pairInterconnect
£1.650
Shunyata Ex Demo 1m Aries rca interconnects
with locking connectors normal retail £650 our price
£425
Shunyata Ex Demo 1.5 Aries rca interconnects
with locking connectors normal retail £800 our price
£ 495
Shunyata ex Demo 3m Lyra Speaker C/W Spades
with locking connectors normal retail £ 1500 our price
£995
Transparent 1/2mtr digital interconnect
£195
Nakamichi 680 Cassette Deck
£395
Nakarnichl 1000 Cassette Deck
£395
Madrigal Cl Gel lmtr Balanced Interconnect
£275
Sias SR007 omega ref ( SR117 head phone 8
SRM007t dual triode)
Normal Retail £2995... £1,995
Audio Note 1011(11 KSL-ACZ Mains cable (
new & boxed)
Audio Note Condo 3mtr pair SPZ speaker cable
£1.995
Audio Note Condo KSLL-LP Silver Litz interconnect
1mir pair
£850
Stas 40/40 Headphones
£ 850
1mtr Kondo KSL LP interconnect
normal price £2000 £995
Yamaha CT-810 AM/FM Tuner
£125
£195
Nakamichl EIX2 Cassette Deck
zy'RNTABLES, CARTRIDGES 6. TONEARITS
Revox H11 Cassette Deck
£395
Raga Planar 3Turntable
£P0A
Michell Gyrodeck Turntable with Linn Ittok-LVII Arm
£ 995
Sony TC377 Reel to Reel Tape Recorder
£ 95
Koetsu Urushi Gold unused bargain
£ P0A
Koetsu Red unused bargain
£ P0A
Verdier Ebony Wood arm board
Normal Retail £800
£425
Michell Gyrodeck with OC Power Supply
£995
Selection el high quality Kontak Audio cables.
balanced and single ended
WE NOW OFFER 0% FINANCE' Csublect to status)
PLEASE PHONE TO ARRANGE AN AUDITION
MAIN DEALERS OF MARK LEVINSON. THIEL
WE ACCEPT SWITCH - MASTERCARD
VISA- DINERS CLUB - AMERICAN EXPRESS

Tel: 01903 872288 or
Evenings 07860 660001
1=1
Fax: 01903 872234
Email: heatherdale@hifi-stereo.com
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Award Winning Retailers...

Castle
CyrLE
EF

kers Hi- Fi

Linn
Ma ,a
Memoa
Missran
Mor ror Au
NAD

The North of England Hi Fi Specialists

No -Jost
Oncri Live
Or ofon

I Quality Hi -Fi separates from £ 100 to £ 10,000

Palos

1 Widest choice in the area

Pickering
Prinare
P ro-Ac
D

b Independent advice

Consumers Choice Gold Award Winners
1 Over 35yrs experience. 1 Qualified staff

ro:ect

QUA()

b Comfortable dem rooms

REL
Roksan

Main road location

Shafting

Insurance estimates

SfifE

Superb showrooms

Major car parks nearby
b Service Dept.

Spendor

Up to 3 years Interest Free Credit *

Sugien

Carriage Free Mail Order ( inc. credit) *

TAG McL

Delivery & installation

Tanmoy
TEA'C

4 Open 10:30am - 5:30pm

•
Trichord

only 20% deposit
subject to status

Part Exchange
6 days: Mon. to Sat.

Visa, Access, Switch etc.

tin son R
Van Den I
-

24 Gillygate, York Y031 7EQ

Wharfedale
Yamaha

01904-629659
www.Vickers-HiFi.co.uk

& lots more..

alists in high fidelity sound reproduction - since 1967
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2200
AUDIO SOITIESIS DESIRE DECADE power comp
1750
AUDIO SYNTHESIS DESIRE power and boxed
800
AS INTEGRATED AMP boxed
500
MA 2000 peon«
750
BARTOLOMEO ALGUE st 140 transporenza
dodo amp
1500
500
CAIRN ARM HE 'fleeted bond
30o
COPLAND "GA 8irated wen rem,* 890 BOXED
500
cyRus TWO sourly
150
CYRUS TWO.0h POR excelled boxed pan
350
CYRUS STPAIGHTLINE dlegraled am p
225
CYRUS XPA power amp
250
otiei 2deemjk_melal cased di 3Words nec
400
EX)LAN MAIM WITH PHONO
2,0
600
2,
SPA 5°
20P5Peleme eh wee
850
reurvECTeling(1/0(75 md boxei »power
well mc phono ex demo
38°
3
2°°°
FINESTRA preomp min 2box psu mm/mc
yose Ems, der • • • •.• ‘,...,
, • • .,-,
WEER 061 10 ed.power wan lone consols.
,._
....,
200 wArs
HEYBROCK ce2 pre power
Oh mnec.rahono
SOO
3C0
601818100362 2COnott power amp
(velh volume conlrol) MI) deit sigma somelhOg .
250
KRELL Kki 3001 Integrated amp . . .. 3»
. . . 1400
KRELL KS. 7B preomp, just mad
1000
LFDISI Ms decamp ..
450
LFD PAO peer amp
350
LINN Luz pre power .no temple
275
LINN URN with phone
650
UXMAN 6 120a power amp elver fronted
120 walls per drone'
200
MARANTZ FIAI7 HARKISIGNATURE mint bow:11500 9C0
MARANTZ 9.1 17 power amp,
melt based 2ovoid*
700
450
MARANT2 model 15 atonal class oposer
amo from 'he 60s
xo
MEITNER PAOSEATEX PAW de vnth remole
wilh rnc Mono stow_
15„
500
MERIDIAN 105 MU,
a.
325
MERIDIAN 201 Ain 605 monoalocks
1i
00
MERIDIAN 201 eon 205 monoblaks
750
,,,-,,,
METAXAS CHARISMA PREAMP, chrome finish ,,,‘,.,•'`'"
MICHEL ALECTO MON081.00KS mk2 ' i.'pr
MX SQUAD 'Pe ane Passive Me, based
50
mumou moan PRE 3A
125
MUSICAL HDELUY Aral
325
MUSIC HRST AUDIO PASSIVE MAGNETIC pre (TVC)
1500
PAM NAC 62/NAP 140 Rd sryte vgood min codes . MO
NAN NAP 180 mixer amp boxed
. • • • • • 250
NAN 102 rune pre virlh nape psu
600
NAN MI 4channel surround prccessor
1700
500
PASS LABS ALEPH 330 watt class kgreat . 630M 1200
',Ass LAWS o «dodoes doss A
smgle ended 75 walls
3250
PRIME DESIGN ICO veal Interpol amp
300
QUAD 31303
160
33/en3 405 1all nee van leads
330
34,306 wilh manuel excellent
403
QUAD 77 PR carbon mitt remote.
400
QUAD 31405 MKI I
CO waits of power
240
QUAD 66606 2boxed wet remote
800
TALK ELECTRONICS HURRICANE 2power amp 600
300

TECHNICS SLI-C3003 pre boner powered 1500
THRESHOLD CAS 2 1CO watt power erne boxed
10C de One 1103
YAMAHA F2200 professional 200 walls

600
500
450
350

AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS MODULUS 3upgraded to 3o mth
stepped ottenuato coneols, mm phono, boxed. _ .. 1400
AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS MODULUS 11. smell) pols, boxed 1250
AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS MODULUS 38
MC GOLD BOARDS °POOR
350
AUDIO INNOVATIONS 8000C edema wrth peono
350
AL
L°111
I
d
iTrLIZkrspeakers, superb
sold wolnut stonamonters
900 AUDIO INNOVATIONS 1000 pre with 2na
ALPIMSON AMPHION, wilt) nbbon lweeters
350 Aude MONOBIOCKS, BOXED
1800
750
AUDIO CLASSICSEypecexcenent eh valves
600 AUDIO NOTE P2SE amp. bona
AUDIO PHYSICS TEMPO as version.blod,
AMDIO RESEARCH afflI 60 bona
1500
wilt, Essex Ow
2500
700 AUDIO RESEARCH VT50 boxed POWER amp
1750
AUDIO PHYSICS SPARK boxed,
1850
900 AUDIO RESEARCH 5103
1000
APOGEE DUETTA SASS wen DAX alive aossovo. . 2500 AUDIO RESEARCH REFERENCE 600
ATC 12 mar% old boxed mmt. chary
1000
600 moire mic2, boxed
12000
50083+485158 LS3/5A 15 dim o
excellent, boxed 600 SIX RESEARCH Lsg mkt Ide pre,
AVAN18ARDE 0005 *456.en3, sued
5500 bkrk front boxed.
850
AVALON AVATAR mode
5500
2250 AuDIO RESEARCH LS25 mil, dad front,
BOW 805 cherry mint boxed we HNE gram% Manias 1250 rerroe boonpo2600
PAW 6062 speakers boxed
1400
AUDIO RESEARCH 598, min phone boxed
900
EIMV 4000 subwoolo
2203
1500 AUDIO RESEARCH SP9 upeCde l
bM63 b
ond
1100
BOSE 901 serres 2vnlh equoluers
AUX RESEARCH SP9 nil
800
CASTLE HARLECHS, nest noorslonders
3
2
...
AUDION STIRLING mono slogs
700
350
CELESTION AI, cherry boxed, we) stands
4
,
‘
50
,., BEARD c35 pre
400
CELESIXIN 5000 boxed min stands '"k BORDER Perot 300B AMP MKI
1250 j
CELESTIONA3 cherry .
CANARY 601 mk2 PREAMP. based
2400
1200 '
CHARAD ACADEMY I. Mufti , 403
16
5°
CANARY 303 WE 3000 push pull monoblods,
DIAPASON KM %eerie, owed too
boxed
8000
4000
EPOS ESI 1block
300
EPOS ESI4 cherry
. 300 CONRAD JOHNSON PREMIER 7pre, 2Mx
HA/ES TRANSCENDANIE 8. senous seeded 0300
3250
05,4 10 25
moo
25°°
JOHNSON PVIOAL
1000
450
HEYBROOK CiLLARTETS ers Rends,.
400 g
600
INFINITY KAPPA 9i serious
1500 CONRAD JOHNSON F1/13 pie wrIti phone tiosea 2000
CONRAD
JOHNSON
PV6
pre
vat,
phone
450
JIA LABS MINI UTOPIAS with ends, BOXED
3500
1250
KEE REF 2 walnut
900 CONRAD JOHNSON PVI 2A pre wen priono 2600
I»
KEE REF 21 block ash ,
boxed
2200
In CONRAD JOHNSON PVI 2pre vial Oar
KEY CONCERTO 2, recent pair floorstandars. texed700 350 COPLAND CIA401 IPMJIMIKI valve 0m
850
KEF 105 4ccrtiou
500 with phone 30 walls
KEE RDM2
met
350 CR DEVELOPMENTS CALYPSO 12 walls integrated amp 350
600
KHARMA CERAM ECE3 0Comecon fineh excellent4550 CR DEVELOPMENTS ROMULUS amp
375
LENTEN S4 boxed
100 CROFT SUPERMCO block Ivieak
LINN (ANS leek mil .
200 CROFT SUPERIACRO Aer BOXED
350
LOAN 006,6116S older but nee
600 CROFT SEXES Ns POWER AMP JUST SERVICED
650
LOWTHER ACOUSTAS van pm6a
_
CO peg CROÇTAPPARII1ONOTL
700
MAGNEPLANAR ono 3NEED ATTENTION, BOXED3000 n
EAR 802 dame) mm drop
2C00
850
200 EAR 980 slereo power amp 1year old
15co
MORION 774 rosewood boxed, na2 bosi drivers
250 GAMMA AEON moor:docks.
MONITOR AUDIO STUDIO 20 se dad ash 2500
900 great en> ended 211 VALVES
5030
200
WM INTROS,black
200
320
wri oho MB25 viath few
NEAT PETITE mit3 & Senders cherry. bond 2350
1250 ',d es as 300b pp
2900
1200
PROAC RESPONSE 1Exl Xovers
1000
400 LEAK STEREO 20.MAL serviced .
400
P9060 STUDIO 125 flocistonders
500
LECTRON JH50 beamul omp
1250
n
1
'
93
.4,
suBwoof
Es.63 ne
ER _ • ,
200 , ,.....,
350
WAD IC excellent ri.e poi wen 5166 vAlvES
70C
old
po
r,
vnth
stands
—
' ,66 ROGUE 61010 99 PP wrth phono.
QUAD ESL 57 excelled „,
23
.:,,3 (ern* and boxed
2600
1
3CE
REHDEK0 RIO 15 black .
l'''''' ...
ROGUE AUDIO MIST nianoblods
PAL 0- BASS subwooter
200
3500 ex een, lull Oœ
moo
REVOLVER 250 FLOORSTANDERS,unused boxed 250
125
110C
ROGERS LS3/5.4 Ilam walnut mull boxed
600 ROGUE 0111340 TEfflST INTEGRATED BOXED .
SHANLING
MONO8LOCKS 40 walls
ROILS* 0)580pion block fide
300
MA rands volume control, ex din vnlh lull glee 1500 pon
mum pAimiNs boxed
1200
500
SWIRLING INTEGRATED AMP- amazing value
RUSSE PRELUDE REFERENCE boxed
400
only wadable for hone clem
1301
RUM« CRUSADERS ail walnut boxed
6
00
MNC FRONTIERS SES40
ent ,
RIJARK ACCOLADES
1200
SONUS FABER ironwood slonds adjustable
300 UNISON RESEARCH FEATHER ONE/POWER 35
120ti
SONUS FABER STONE WOOD stands
300 prepeeer, Coxed
TANNOY chemols MK1, pox cabinets
350 VIVA AMPS NAVE NO BACKGROUND NOISE,
TANNOY GRF cabinets repro por In walnut
.„,„, eyou ore touble:1 Whiz or nurn WI sent to sty ,Alli valws
war 15' golds.
.
.,
,,_,
A-A
,
look no funheMVA Me °nips, See isweameallo_ceo melee
EDE stole 2 umENI Nveeters, .remred 27500 locoo
uou csi,
exciusnely
ngdi..nwoed
e
i
nIne
wn:es:p
r.:
pTiioesent
lk al
affitlils
E
.300b
E:d
0:RnbimulAl
matd
,
e
rhe:s rwiodtno
me a
WISDOM AUDIO ADRENALINE 75 RIBBONS AND SUM.
NCE
View AmM
845 se landed WELBOURNE LASS APOLLO la ori'vet?
AIR fro ATM- 2 80 walls 1188 amp .
3» autekri lutes and spore set gorgeous 20 watts ere> «lea
wim gull 1800 do
AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS »moms 3pomp
vath mm phono boxed
900 see webs* for rue listing

USED HIFI SPECIALIST, MAIL ORDER AND EXPORT EMAIL emporium@despammed.com
WEBSITE www.emporium.dircon.co.uk Telephone 01379 870873. Demos by appointment
www.hifinews.co.uk

Does This Seem Familiar?

0 0
Loud

Too Loud

DRIVERS:
> ATC

Way too Loud

> AUDAX

It's a common problem. The usable range on the
volume control is all down at the bottom end and
fine control at low listening levels is either difficult or
impossible. The noise floor may be audible too.
There is now a simple and effective solution - the
Rothwell In- Line Atte uators. They can be used
with pre/power
rated amps to cure the
gain and bring sonic
problems of e
st expensive equipment.
benefits, even vit
The coSt is only £39 per pair delivered. To order, call

CHOKING
THE SOPRANO WITH YOUR CABLES?

Careless cable choices can strangle your
excellent system. The Cable Company
database, based on feedback from
thousands of US home cable trials, can
tell you what cables will work
best in your system.

> ETON
> FOSTEX
> LPG

> MAX FIDELITY

> MOREL

> PEERLESS

> SCAN- SPEAK

> SEAS

> SILVER FLUTE
> VIFA > VISATON

Rothwelh 01204 366133 or

> VOLT

www.rothwellaudioproducts.co.uk

SOLEN CAPACITORS AND
INDUCTORS - USED BY THE
MOST DISCRIMINATING
LOUDSPEAKER
MANUFACTURERS.

See the excellent reviews in Hi Fi Choice, Hi Fi World,
Hi Fi Plus and on the web at www.tnt-audio.com

•FREE SHIPPING on purchases over $ 100.
•60 brands, 238 cable products.
•FREE of all US taxes.

HARDWARE

Lockwood Audió

COMPONENTS
LACCESSORIES
T
U
B
E
S

Visit our website at:
bttp://www.fatwyre.com
email: fatwyre@fatwyre.com

THE
CCOIBIE
comPfinv

HOW TO BOOKS

;.•

Contact us for the
free Solen CDROM
Catalog.

VINTAGE GEAR
AND RECORDS
FOR SALE AND WANTED

Call, write, fax or email for details and free consuhation
(2)51 862-4870 • fox ( 215) 862-4871

•

ffee

Spares and repairs

"%tt.,

se

litera'r.
sr

4 10

SOLEN
4470 Avenue Thibault
St- Hubert, QC, J3Y 7T9 Canada

See the TAMMY Cones
Hotline at

Tel: 450.656.2759
Fax. 450.443.4949
Email: solenOsolen.c•

www.lockwoodaudio.co.uk

Web: vvvvvv.solen.ca

Call for appointment to visit us at Ruislip on
+44(0) 20 8864 8008
ffl„„
or Fax +44(0) 20 8864 3064
\s7
mail: sales@lockwoodaudio.co.uk wait}

125 Union Square, New Hope PA 18938 USA
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

01376 521132
07802 483698
E-MAIL: soundstage@ netlineuk.net

9

0

www.sound-stage.co.uk
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

Chelmsfor, Essex
pRi
Ni 1)1 ut IPMENT
ARCAM ALPHA 7SE CD PLAYER BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£249
ARCAM ALPHA 8TUNER NO REMOTE AND MARKED HENCE
£ 149
ATC SCM50A ACTIVE WALNUT WITH STANDS- BUYER COLLECTS- IMMACULATE .... £3495
AUDIO INNOVATIONS SERIES 800 4- BOX VALVE PRE/POWER
£ 1495
CASTLE HARLECH CHERRY FLOORSTANDERS
£649
COUNTERPOINT SA 100 POWER AMP VALVE/TRANS HYBRID BLACK BOXED
£649
CYRUS PER PER AMP NO REMOTE
£299
DEFINMVE TECHNOLOGY PRO SUB 80
£249
DENON AVC-AISE BLACK BOXED SUPERB WITH LEARNING REMOTE
£ 1395
DENON DVDI000 BLACK MULTI REGION DVD PLAYER AS NEW
£279
DENON DVD3300 BLACK AND SUPERB-CURRENT MODEL-£ 1000 NEW
£595
EPOS E512 LIGHT CHERRY BOXED AND SUPERB
£299
KEF 104/2 ROSEWOOD + WALNUT CLASSIC FLOORSTANDERS
EACH £595
LED PA2 POWERSTAGE POWER AMP MARBLE FRONT LOVELY LOOKS AND SOUND
LINN SONDEK LPI2 NORTON AIR POWER ITTOK TROIKA WALNUT SUPERB
£ 1295
LOEWE ACONDA 32" FLAT WIDESCREEN SILVER + LOEWE GLASS STAND
£ 1495
M & K SS ISO THX TRI POLE SURROUND SPEAKERS-£ 1300 NEW- BLACK
£795
MARANTZ CD5000 GOLD BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£ 129
MERIDIAN A500 BLACK ASH LOUDSPEAKERS BOXED LOVELY CONDITION
£399
MERIDIAN 200 TRANSPORT + 209 PANEL REMOTE CONTROL-SUPERB
£349
MERIDIAN 605 MONO BLOCKS BLACK
£995
MICROMEGA STAGE 5CD PLAYER BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£349
NAIM NAP 150 POWER AMP BOXED AND IMMACULATE 2YRS OLD
£629
NAIM INTRO BLACH ASH BOXED AND SUPERB
£349
NAIM NAC 112 PRE AMP BOXED AND IMMACULATE 2YRS OLD
£495
NAICAMICHI DR I3HEAD CASSETTE DECK INSTRUCTIONS IMMACULATE £429
NAIM CD 5BOXED AND IMMACULATE AS NEW
£895
ONIX 0A35/0A1200 PRE/POWER AMP BLACK LOVELY
£795
PRIMARE D.20 24 BIT CD PLAYER
£595
QUAD 77CD BUS/77 PRE/77 TUNER CARBON BOXED AND IMMACUALATE £995
REGA RADIO R REMOTE READY TUNER BLACK BOXED AND IMMACULATE £249
REGA CURSA LINE LEVEL PER AMP BLACK BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£299
REGA MAIA POWER AMP BLACK BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£299
REGA XEL WALNUT FLOORSTANDING LOUDSPEAKERS-OVER £ IK NEW
£449
REGA JURA FLOORSTANDING LOUDSPEAKERS CHERRY
£299
REGA PLANET ORIG TOP LOADING CD PLAYER IN BLACK
£299
ROKSAN DPI/ATTESSA DA2/ATTESSA DS5 3- BOX TOP LOADING CD PLAYER
£ 1295
ROKSAN XERXES ROSEWOOD TABRIZ ZI ORTOFON MC20 SUPREME
£995
ROKSAN L1.5/DS1.5/S1.5 PRE/POWER SUPPLY/POWER AMP BLACK
£2495
ROKSAN XERXES BLACK ASH ARTEMIZ LYRA CLAVIS D.C. VDH MODDED
£ 1595
RUARK SCEPTRE NATURAL OAK BOXED AND MINT
£349
RUARK EPILOGUE YEW FINISH
£229
SONY SCD-XE670 SACD MINT BOXED JUST A FEW MONTHS OLD
£ 179
THORENS TDI60 BLACK REGA RB250 GOLDRING MM 1006
£229
WADIA 32(X) CD TRANSPORT WITH REMOTE AND INSTRUCTIONS
£995
PROFESSIONAL RECORD CLEANING SERVICE-KEITH MONKS MACHINE PLEASE RING FOR FURTHER DETAILS AND PRICES.
THREE MONTH WARRANTY ON ALL ITEMS

www.sound-stage.co.uk

To advertise in this section
Call

020

Hearing is Believing
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8774 0790
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30 years of Excellence

Sony

55 Main Street, Blackrock, Dublin.
Tel: (0I ) 2889449/2888477
Open: Tues - Sat 10 am to 6pm Thur - Fri 10 am to 9 pm

B+W Nautilus
.
.

PO Box 30429, London, NW6 7G1'
Tel / Fas: + 44 ( 0)20 8459 8113
Absolute_Analogue,a emaillmn.com
w•w.absoluteanalogue.co.uk
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HICAM
ALPHASON AKROS 2 SPEAKER STANDS BOXED MINT
ARCAM ALPHA 10 DAB TUNER BOXED EXCELLENT CONDITION
AUDIONOTE OTO SE INT AMP LINE LEVEL NEW
AUDIONOTE AN CD 2.1X INT CD PLAYER AS NEW
AUDIONOTE CD2 TRANSPORT
AUDIONOTE ANCD 3.1X CD PLAYER NEW
AUDIONOTE M2 LINE PRE AMP
AUDIONOTE ANVX IMETRE PAIR NEVER USED TERMINATED
AUDIONOTE DAC 2.1X 24/96
AUDIONOTE MEISHU LINE INT AMP
AUDIONOTE OTO PHONO INT AMP
AUDIONOTE ARM 3 9'INCH TONE ARM NEW
AUDUSA EUPEN POWER CABLES FULL RANGE
AVI LAB SERIES CD PLAYER SUPERB NEW
AVI B1GGATRONS CHERRY NEW
AVI LAB SERIES INTERGRATED AMP 200 WPC NEW STUNNING
BLACK RHODIIUM ORATORIO 1METRE PAIR NEW
BLACK RHODIUM REQUIEM 1 1METRE PAIR NEW
DENSON D30 POWER AMP 200WPC04 OHMS STUNNING
BLACK RHOIUM ORATORIO 1METRE DIGITAL NEW
EAR 324 TRANSISTOR PREAMP NEW
EAR 509 ANNIVERSARY MONO BLOCKS GOLD OR CHROME
EAR 834 INT AMP BOXED 3MONTHS OLD
EAR 834P CHROME DELUXE MM/MC PHONO AS NEW
EAR 834P MM/MC PHONOSTAGE EX DEM
EAR 890 POWER AMP 70 WPC CLASS A EX DEM
EAR 899 INT/PRE AMP 70 WPC CLASS A NEW
EAR 8L6 INTRERGRATED/PRE/MAIN AMP NEW
EAR HEADPHONE AMP HP4 EX DEM
EAR 864 PRE EX DEM
EAR 834L PRE AMP
ELAC 203 ESP ACTIVE SUBWOOFER NEW
ELAC 555 CENTRE 3WAY CENTR SPK CHERRY FINISH
ELAC CL 3301 JET INC STANDS NEW
ELAC F20 CINEMA SPEAKERS FREESTANDING/GLASS BASE
LAT SS800 SPEAKER CABLE 5MTR NEW
LYRA ARGO MC CARTRIDGE NEW
LYRA HELIKON SL MC CARTRIDGE NEW
LYRA DORIAN MC CARTRIDGE NEW
MICHELL OC PSU NEW
MICHELL ALECTO MONOBLOCKS USED
MICHELL GYRO SE/RB300 ARM
MICHELL ORBE SME BOARD EX DEM
MICHELL ORCA PRE AMP + LARGE PSU USED
MICHELL TECNODEC WITH RB 300 ARM NEW
MICROMEGA DUO 3.1/PRO2 TF1ANSPORT/DAC/BOXED
NAIM SBL ROSEWOOD FINISH
NAIM 32.5 PRE INC PHONO BOARDS
NAIM HICAP OLD STYLE
NAIM 135 MONOBLOCKS OLD STYLE BOXED
NAIM 3.5 CD PLAYER+FLATCAP EXCELLENT CONDITION
NAIM INTRO LOUDSPEAKERS BLACK/BOXED
ORELLE S5 SPEAKER SYSTEM . SUB NEW
ORELLE 100 EVO CD PLAYER NEW
ORELLE SA 100E VO INT AMP 80WPC Fvc NEW
ORIGIN LIVE AURORA GOLD TURNTABLE NEW
ORIGIN LIVE ENCOUNTER TONE ARM NEW
ORIGIN LIVE ILLUSTRIOUS TONE ARM NEW
ORIGIN LIVE RESOLUTION TURNTABLE NEW
PROAC RESPONSE 1SE YEW FINISH +TARGET R 4 STANDS
PRIMARE A10 INT AMP EXCELLENT CONDITION BOXED
PSB ALPHA 6ACTIVE SUBWOOFER AS NEW
RUARK PROLOUGE ONE SPK FVW FINISH BOXED
RUARK VITA 1005.1 SPK SYSTEM INC RUARK ACTIVE SUB
RUARK VITA 120 5.1 SYSTEM NEW
RUARK PRELUDE 11 NEW
OED FULL RANGE
RUARK PROLOGUE 11 LOUDSPEAKERS NEW
SENNHEISER RS85 WIRELESS HEADPHONES NEW
SME MODEL 10 TURNTABLE NEW
SME SERIES IV ARM BOXED UNUSED
SME SERIES V ARM NEVER USED MINT
SME 20/2A TURNTABLE INC SERIES V ARM
LIVING VOICE CABLE FOR SME V ARM
WIREWORLD ECLIPSE REFFERENCE INT IMTR NEW
SONICLINK SIMPLICITY 1METRE PAIR INTERCONNECT NEW
SOUND ORGANISATION FULL RANGE
STAX LAMBDA SIGNITURE HEADPHONES+SRMT1S ENERGISER
STAX SR 007+SRM007 EARSPEAKERS NEW
STAX SRS 2020 MK2 EARSPEAKERS
STAX SRS 4040 SYSTEM SIGNITURE 2 NEW
SUMIKO BLACKBIRD MC CARTRIDGE NEW
SUMIKO BLUE POINT SPECIAL MC NEW
T+A 24/192 CD PLAYER AMAZING NEW
SUMIKO BLUE POINT SPECIAL MC NEW
WIREWORLD SOLSTICE 5IMTR INTERCONNECT NEW
WIREWORLD FULL RANGE OF AWARD WINNING CABLES
TEAC VDRS 7CD PLAYER BOXED
TRICHORD 1000 POWERBLOCK NEW
TRICHORD DELPHINI MK2/NEVER CONNECTED PSU NEW
TRICHORD DINO PSU
NEW
TRICHORD REASEARCH 500 POWERBLOCK NEW
TRICORD RESEARCH DELPHIN1 MK2 PHONO+ LARGE PSU NEW
TUBE TECHNOLOGY PROHET PRE AMP
VDH THE SOURCE HB 0.8 METRE NEW
VIVANACO DX 400 HEADPHONES NEW
VIVANCO FMH8080 FM HEADPHONES NEW
WIREWORLD SOLSTICE 5SPK CABLE AWARD WINNER
WIREWORLD EQUINOX 5 INTERCONNECT 1MTR PR

WAS

NOW
60
30
400. . 195
1599 . . 1400
1100. . 950
2250. . 2100
1699. . 1499
1499. . 1399
574 . . 475
1599 . 1400
3300 . . 3000
1899. . 1700
599. . 599
. POA
1399 . . 1299
599.
450
1499 . . 1350
597. . 450
1247.
950
1500. . 800
297
1880
POA
2297
1800
867 . 695
614 . 475
2800
2400
2945
POA
2520
POA
1924
1600
1681
1400
500 . 300
799
599
2499
499
206
175
849
800
1249
495
440
399
2100
1000
1083
950
2298
1950
1600
850
700
1000
750
150
300
1400
1400 . 750
295
975 . 975
1199
POA
1199
POA
1470
1470
970 . 970
1570
1570
1970
1970
1700 . 800
275
500
225
995 . . 575
1695. . 750
1695 . . 1500
900
POA
1250
159
2643
2643
1126
1000
1615
1400
5273
4700
250 . 125
499
35
18
POA
1200 . 600
2995
2700
449 . 375
1195 . 995
595

279. . 250
69
650. . 225
475. . 425
1270
299
315 . 285
995. . 900
1400 .... 600
65
35
29
20
99
69
19.97 PER MONO MTR
219

AUDIO REFLECTV.
)NS
AUDKX4ET
AUDIO SYNTTISIS
ATC

rev

AVI

PRODUCTS ON DEM

CASH WAITING FOR THE FOLLOWING BRANDS

NAIM,MERIDIAN, KRELL, WADIA, SONUS FABER, MARTIN LOGAN
MARK LEVINSON, COPLAND, QUAD, EAR, AUDIONOTE
SME, MICHELL, AUDIO RESEARCH

AVI - Laboratory Series An

Now in Northampton 2minutes off A508
For further details
Tel/Fax 01604 842379 Mobile 07973 233380
Website HICAM.CO.UK
126
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GAMUT

and New CD

LEXKON

TOM EVANS - Rise - New p/s for %Ike

LYRA

CHORD - new Choral system

NORDOST

ATC - SOA35

PRIMARE
PMC

FOR SALE - EX DEM.

RED ROSE
REL.
REVEL

GAMUT - 0200

SME

PS AUDIO - HCA2

STAX

••••.

TAG AV30

TAG

TAG 250 X 3 ar ,

'TOM

NS

1RANSFKILRA

pr
(LEEDS) 0113_204 •
458

TEL: JOHN
E-MAIL

info ïgtudioreflections.c,..

FAX : 0113 2533098 -----

)N 14 8

AUDK) SYTM-IESIS DAX

AVI Cl) Bel AMP
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Hazlemere Audio
S
Metronome
Opus 21 ( new

Vito

from Resolution
Audio)
Oracle
‘mplilieation
Chapter Audio
DNM
Lamm
Nagra
Plinius
Renaissance
Spectral
Power supply
Accuphase
Isotek
Jaya
Loricraft

If you

Avid
Garrard
Oracle
Speakers
ART
Talon
Verity Audio
REF 3A
Cables
Nirvana
Siltech
Spectral
Supports
Clearlight
Kinabalu

value the best

(rather than just the most expensi‘e,
For an appointment (day or evening)

Open Mon- Sun 9am - 6pm
VISA Switch - Mastercard - Amex

CHORD
CLEARAUDIO

LEXICON - RT10 arid MC8

AGENTS FOR

PHONE FOR BEST PRICES

BRYSTON

AUDIO SYNTliESIS - NEW DAX Discrete

DISCOUNT GIVEN TO MOST NEW PRODUCTS
EAR, TRICHORD, AUDIONOTE, MICHELL, MYRYAD ,AVI, STAX, LAI, ELAC, RUARK, SME,
BLACK RHODIUM, LYRA, SUMIKO, QED, POLK, ORELLE,T+A, VIVANICO, WIREWORLD

AYRE

Call High Wycombe

(
01494 865829)
art; oudspeakers

Audio Analogue • Creek • Ecosse • Fanfare
Gamut • Harmonic Technology • Ortofon • Piega
Reference 3A • SME • Sugden • Triangle

www.hifinews.co.uk

•
Le__CFPL
Also agents /or
•Advantage • Acoustic Zen
•B AT • Boulder • Burmester
•Egleston • Hovland • Kharma
•Lumley • Pass labs • SME
•Sound lab • VIL • Vincent

CURRENT INVENTORY
ADVANTAGE A300 POWERAMP
ACCUPHASE DP77 CD/SACD
ACCUPHASE DP55V
ALOIA PST11 01 WITH PHONO
AUDIO RESEARCH LS7
AUDIO RESEARC VT60
AUDIO RESEARCH D130
AUDIO RESEARCH VT130 SE
AVANTEGARDE SOLO SILVER
BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES 6200/6 CHANNEL NEW
BEL CANTO EVO
B & W NAUTILUS 802 BLACK ASH
BOULDER 1012 PRE DAC PHONO
BOULDER 1060 POWER
CLEARAUDIO REFERENCE,T01 ARM
CLEARAUDIO SINATURE M/C LOW HOURS
CLEARAUDIO SIXSTREAM 1.5 MTR PHONO CABLE
CLEARAUDIO MAXIMUM SOLUTION. TQ1 LINEAR ARM
CONRAD JOHNSON EV1 VALVE PHONO
COPLAND CSA 14
DENSEN BX340 NEW
DENSEN B400XS NEW
DENSEN B200 NEW
DYNAUDIO 2.8 CHERRY
DYNAVECTOR HX75
HARMONIC TECHNOLOGY MD1 DIGITAL RCA 1MTR
HOVLAND HP- 100 + M/C PHONO NEW SEALED BOX
HOVLAND SAPHIRE POWER AMP NEW SEALED BOX
JM LABS MICRO UTOPIA + STANDS
JM LABS ELECTRA 906
KRELL KPS 28C
KRELL FPB 600C
KRELL KPS 25SC CAST 1
LAVARDIN IS REFERENCE
LUXMAN K-351 CASSETTE DECK
MARANTZ SC12SI SACD DVD CD EX DEM
MARK LEVINSON NO36 DAC
MARK LEVINSON 331
MARTIN LOGAN DESCENT SUB
MERIDIAN 588
MERIDIAN 502
MERIDIAN 562 WITH PHONO BOARDS
MUSICAL FIDELITY NUVISTA CD
MUSICAL SURRONDINGS PHONOMENA WITH BATTERY P/S
NAIM 282
NAIM 202
NAIM 82
NAIM HICAP
NAIM CDI MK2
NAIM CDS MK1
NAIM 250 OLIVE SERVICED
NAIM FLASH 2 NEW
NAIM SNAIC BLACK 4 AND 5 PIN
NAIM BURNDY BLACK
NAIM 140
NAIM 140
NAIM 62 M/M PHONO OLIVE CASE
NAIM 72
NORDOST ELDORADO MAINS 2 MT
ORACLE CD TRANSPORT SPECIAL EDITION
PASS ALEPH P REMOTE
PROAC TABLETE REF 8 CHERRY
PROCEED CDD TRANSPORT REQUIRES ATTENTION
QUAD 66 PRE
QUAD 606 MK1
SOLILOQUY S10 SUB ROSEWOOD
SOUNDLAB MILLENIUM 3 NEW SEALED CRATES
SPECTRAL MIT 330 IMTR INTERCONNECT
SPECTRAL 770 MK1 2X 10 FT SPEAKER CABLE
TAG MCLAREN DVD32 FLR SILVER
TAG MCLAREN CD2OR
THETA PROGENY
TRANSPARENT REFERENCE XL SS 2.5 MTR
VERITY AUDIO FIDELIO'S

RRP
2600
8000
3000
2765
1400
2000
2000
8500
4700
9450
3000
6000
12995
16500
6020
1755
505
7575
1700
1500
1850
2500
1000
3200
2300
400
5750
7000
3500
1000
9000
15000
25000
2295
N/A
3500
4000
4500
3000
2200
1500
900
3000
1200
2750
1375
2500
750
N/A
4000
1910
350
70
260
750
N/A
400
N/A
400
9500
4750
750
2800
N/A
N/A
1600
8295
500
3000
3495
1400
1100
7000
8000

NOW
795
5495
2295
1395
695
895
995
2995
2395
5495
1995
3995
7995
10995
3995
895
295
4795
995
695
1250
1795
695
1195
1495
195
3995
4495
1795
595
4995
5995
11995
1495
150
1995
1495
1995
1995
1495
795
395
1795
695
2195
995
1395
450
695
1795
895
250
40
150
395
250
150
295
195
3495
1495
450
250
395
295
495
3995
195
495
1995
695
395
3495
4495

KRELL • AUDIO RESEARCH • MARK LEVINSON • NAIM AUDIO • LINN
MERIDIAN • QUAD • AUDIOLAB • WADIA • ACCUPHASE • TAG • CARY
THETA • SONUS FABER • MARTIN LOGAN • COPLAND • CHORD
EAR YOSHINO • DNM • NAKAMICHI • KOETSU • XLO • MICHELL • SME • ATC
STAX • PROAC • MANA • JEFF ROWLAND • DCS • NAGRA • McINTOSH
ORACLE • ROKSAN • TRANSPARENT • DYNAUDIO • Etc

isteireo w

Awarded Hi Fi News filers Choice'

"Icon Audio offers sensible, well sorted valve amps, with
adequate power for most users and built to agood
standard. Valve amplifier ownership without tears"

Stere

O EL34 integrated 40+40w ( or 19+19 Triode)

Hi Fi News Feb '02 said... '1
was impressed not only by the
almost tangible three- dimensionality of performers but the
depth and width of the soundstage."..."ample, deep, rhythmic,
tuneful bass, underpinning alucid and effortless midrange and
treble "..."lliked the impeccable finish and feeling of bombproof solidarity as well some of the most natural sounding
music that Ihave heard at home". Tony Bolton

Lika Line preamp

1111132f5 300B Mono Blocks ( 28w x2)

Our amplifiers will drive almost any speaker and offer
excellent valve for money.
Stereoø EL84 15watts integrated

£649.95*

Stereo:. 40 EL34 40watts integrated

£899.95*

1.‘11
1. 3

Triode Line Level pre amp

£649.95*

NIB 25

300B Mono blocks ( pr)

£1999.95

STOP PRESS:
•New power amp only version of Stereo 40 now in stock.
•New limited edition of the Stereo 40 with all European
valves from Mullard & Electro Harmonix at no extra cost!
For that classic smooth ' British sound'.
•New ' ent

level' Stereo 40 arrivin. soon

*Try for 30 days, refund if not delighted' (UK only, conditions apply)
Subsidised International Shipping Available, ask for details

Want to trade in your 0111 equipment? Call us for more information
Icon Audio amplifiers exclusively use our own circuits developed and
tested in Leicester UK. We aim to make an amplifier that is technically
excellent, but more importantly has the best possible sound.
Features include. Ail Triode front end. Hand built & wired. ' Point to Point'

wiring Tape monitor circuit ALPS Volume control. No printed circuit
board. All gold plated terminals. Audiophile components. 4 & 8ohm
speaker matching. Stainless steel &

10mm

alloy plate construction.

Stainless steel & Plexiglas valve cage included Upgrade options.

PLEASE CALL TONY WHEN YOU WANT TO SELL YOUR EQUIPMENT I
WILL COLLECT
AND PAY UP FRONT NO MESSING ABOUT WITH COMMISSION SALES.
IAM ESPECIALLY INTERESTED IN THE FOLLOWING.

Want to know more? Ring David for a chat about your

TEL: 0121 747 4246

Visit our new website at www.iconaudio.co.uk

5 MINUTES JCN 9 M42/JCN 4 M6.

Open Mon- Sun 10.00 to 8.00
Website: www.centralaudio.co.uk
E-mail: tony@centralaudio.co.uk
www.hifinews.co.uk

requirements, or ask for an illustrated leaflet.

Auditions by appointment Dealer inquiries welcome
Phone 07787 158791 Email sales@iconaudio.co.uk
¡cwpt

diudio-

351 Aylestone Road Leicester LE2 8TA

Visa and MasterCard accepted

CE marked
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HEATHCOTE AUDIO

TEL: 01992-653999 MOBILE 07860 511111 E-MAIL ADDRESS: HeatlicotcAudio@aoLcom
SPECIAL

RACKS/STAF1DS

COMPACT DISCS

' 0-200 POWER AMP (3940 RETAIL)

BRAND NEW

£2995

RIDPETUAL TECHNOLOGIES SIGNATURE PA-G/PA-1
DAC/UPSAMPLER/MODWRIGHT PSU

BRAND NEW

£2750

AUDIC RESEARCH 190.2.

BRAND NEW

£1995

ROGUE AIJDID TEMPEST BRAND NEW SPEC (£2600)

BRAND NEW

£1750

.21C RESEARCH VT-50 £3650 RETAIL)

PERPETUAL TECHNOLOGIES EA-3/PA-1SIG-2

£1995

SOUNDSTYLE XS 1P5 S

EX DISPLAY . £195

MINT/BOXED

£1895

SOLNDSYLE XS-310

EX DISPLAY . £195

MINT

£3750

SOUNDSTYLE XS THO

EX DISPLAY £175

EXCLT/BOXED

£2450

SOUND ORGANIZATION Z-140

BOXED

£2450

AJDIO RESEARCH CD-2
KNELL MD- 1 & SBP-64X TWO BOX DAC
Al3CUPHASE DP-80 TRANSPORT/DAC
TECHNICS SL-Z1000/SH-X1000

BRAND NEW 80XED

£1995

THETA PEARL TRANSPORT

MINT/BOXED

£895

NEW/BOXED

£5995

AUDIO SYNTH. TRANSEND

EXCLT

£575

SOUND STYLE ST 135/ ST-310 CANCELLED ORDER)

BRAND NEW

£275

AUDIONOTE CDT-ZERO TRANS

MINT/BOXED

£375

SOUNDSTYLE XS 105 CANCELLED ORDER)

BRAfe NEW

£225

SEATA DS PRO GEN VBAL

MINT/BOXED

£2550

THETA DS PRO GEN III

AMPS
MINT

GOLD6N TUBE SE 1-50 WI'

MINPBOXED. £650

JADE; DEFY-7100

EXCLT. £3250

AUD.0 ESEARCH V-70 POVER AMP

AUCKONDTE P2-SE POWER AMP
WOO)

THETA DS PRO GEN 11

MINT/BOXED

£1295

XLII REFERENCE 6FT

THETA DS PRO BASIC-11 DAC

MINT/BOXED

£1275

OED XT-400 4X3 METRES AIRLOCS ONE END

MS8 LINK DAC 111 24/96 ETC

MINT/BOXED

£375

MARTIN LOGAN CLS11-2 &SUBS

MINT/BOXED... £5750

SILVER ARROW I
METRE PAIR EXPENSIVE PHONO POTION... EXDEM. £650

riARBETH MA-40 EUCALYPTUS

MINT/BOXED. .£2850

5 & W SILVER SIGS

MINT.

£
2450

MINT/BOXED £2595

L! VOICE AUDATORIUM . EX DEM

MINT/BOXED... £
1150

£2250

CELESTION A-2 FLOORSTANDERS

MINT. . £
658

REGA XEL (WALNUT)

MINT.

EXCLT £6995

MARK LEVINSON. NC 2S.

MINT/BOXED £2795

MAR: LEVINSON N027

MINT/BOXED

JUNE 2004

£
2250

EXCLT . £995
MINT/BOXED... £1250
MINT . £995
MINT/BOXED. £
395
IBA
Hi-FiNews

£ 650

MINT £650

MPH/BOXED £995
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SILVER ARROW 1METRE BALANCED XLR EX DEM/AS NEW

PINK TRI. INTEGRAL 3MONTHS USE

L993 POWEN X3 .

£
£575
275

IrlTERCOMECT
HARMONIC TECH MAGIC LINK ONE 1METRE EX DEM

AUCIO RESEARCH SF-9MET

1L2 SR-100RX

PAIR TERMINATED SPADES/BANANA

MINT/BOXED. £1350

MINT/BOXED £1395

CONRAD JOHNSON PF-1&.Pi STAGE

EX DEM FACTORY TERMINATED... £525

8KS 107 MK II SUPREME EX DEM

MINT/BOXED £2795

MANAMTZ SC-221 MA-22 MONOS

£650

NIFfVANA AUDIO St -SERIES 2.3 METRE PAIR
VAN DEN HUL REVELATION 2METRE STEREO PAIR . . TERMINATED

AUDO RESEARCH LS-2PRE MIP

COUNIERF3INT SA-20

£850

£2295

LOUDSPEAKERS

£750

Mli MH-750 8FT. PAIR BI-WIRE

£2395

AUDIO RESEARCH LS-23 REKNIT

KRELL EPB 600 STEREO AMP

AS N5K1 BOXED ETC

MT MH-750 12 FT PAIR BI-WIRE

£995

£3450

KARL HTS PRE/PROCESSOR IF- 70301

TARA LABS PRIME 1800 18 FEET PAIR BI-WIRE

MINT/BOXED

MINT... £1950

VINTAGE RADIO REST ABUR MIHNOS

JADISJS-2 TWO 300 PRE

£
895

EX DISPLAy £ 95

LOUDSPEAKER CABLE

EXCLT/BOXED

THETA DSPre GEN III

GRAM GRAFFITI INTEGRATED

EX DISPLAY £225

BRAND NEW/BOXED

SOUNLILIKB MILLENNIUM-3 (E9D0)

,DAC/111•SAMPLER & MOCRIGHT PS11

SOUNDSTYLE ST- 105/

ALA JORDAN NOTE-5

EX DIS £1250

W LOGAN AERIUS i

MINT/BOXED £1250

AWN 11

KELLY KT-3HIGH 95 DB
INFINITY KAPPA-8REF
PROAC STUDIO 200
EPOS ES- 14 WITH STANDS
ROKSAN WAN 30 & 3S SUBS

MINT £1195

£
650

MINT/BOXED

£
795

MINT

£
1450

TBA

IBA

MINF.. £375
MINT/BOXED .. RING

CELESTION A-2 HUGELY CAPABLE
(ROSEWOOD VENEER)
CASTLE HOWARD-2PREMIUM BEECH FINISH

BRAND NEW/BOXED £1250
MINT

£
695

OLD 3METRE FAIN (PHONO)

£650

EX.DEM. £225

MUSICAL FIDELITY NU VISTA INTERCONNECT
VARIOUS LENGTHS SOME

BRAND NEW

RING

GF.YPHON 'THE GRYPHON GUIDELINE' 1.5 METRES BALANCED XLR £300
AUDIOOUEST DIAMOND 202 METRE PAIRS ( MINT)

eaC £
55c

ALIDIOOUEST LAPIS 4METRE PAIR

£45C

APIDIOOUEST EMERALD 0.5 METRE

£ 140

NORDOST REO DAWN 2X1METRE PAIRS

BOXE

£
195

DIQ IAL
MADRIGAL MDC 1AES/EBU

NEW/BOXED £225

TARA LABS CS AIR REF AES/EBU

NEW/BOXED... £250

VAN DEN HUL FIRST 0.8

NEW BOXED.. £99

XL0 4.1 1&2 METRE

NEW/PACKED £175/£22

NIRVANA 15METRE

NEW £225

EQUIPMENT REQUIRED FOR IMMEDIATE
CASH PURCHASE. PLEASE PHONE GEORGE 10-6PM

www.hifinews.co.uk
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News

Exclusive!
We bring you the first UK review of the Or
Mk Vturntable, now officially available in this
country, plus scoop coverage of new digtal amplifiers'
from leading Japanese companies, as well as valve
amps from Conrad-Johnson and PrimaLunnele
speakers from Spendor, Mono
and NHT, a
stunning new CD pla e
Research

WIN!
SPEAKERS
WITH STYLE
in July's free-to-enter
£1000- plus competition
Don't miss HiFi News, July issue, on sale Friday, 4 June
www. hif inews. co. uk
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Opinion

Ken
Kessler
T

hanks to the sheer plethora of new releases, it's now
easier than ever to miss something you might really
adore. You'd have thought that the arrival of the internet

would have ensured that nothing issued by your fave artists
would slip past. Wrong. There's just so much 'stuff' out there
now that it's impossible to keep up with it all. Just why you
should be concerned is simple: amid the dross, the filler, the
director's cuts and remixes and outtakes and demos are some
mightily interesting and important treasures.
Iam, for example, eternally grateful to American magazine
Sound & Vision for mentioning that the last track on an
otherwise dire SACD of hip-hop/dance/house remixes of the

How did Iknow that
DTS and Dolby 5.1
tracks were available
for the Live In Japan
excerpts? Only
because Ihappened
to see aDTS logo on
the box

period Formula 1footage. Then, you get four video tracks from
the Live In Japan set, followed by three selections from the
movie, Shanghai Surprise. Now here's where it gets confusing,

Rolling Stones' classic,
'Sympathy For The Devil', was a

but fun. And frustrating.
For one thing, the Live In Japan audio- only SACD begs abig,

momentous slice of sound.

fat question: why didn't EMI/Dark Horse go the whole hog and
do the other five albums as hybrid SACDs? It's so obvious that

Why? Because the run of the
Rolling Stones' ABKCO SACDs
were all mono or stereo as

it breaks my heart. The multi-channel remastering is delicious,
and the opportunity to transfer the others (stereo or multi) to a

required, and yet here was the

superior format is so in-your- face that one wants to find the

unadulterated original in a
multi-channel mix. It's ateasing
'what- if?', just like the Yellow

obstacle and ring his neck. Begged Question 2: as the
Japanese video footage (see next paragraph) is so stunning,
why not release the whole of Live In Japan as avideo DVD

Submarine DVD and its 5.1
takes of Beatles material. More

instead of audio-only? If you want just the music, you could
turn off your monitor. Simple.

please, Sir!
But now ablockbuster. It's
enough that George Harrison's

Then we get to the bonus DVD. At first, it mystified me, as it
only worked through my system using the Denon DVD-2900's
5.1 analogue outputs. No problem: Ijust found it odd when I

The Dark Horse Years 1976-

expected it to play like anormal video DVD. After the

1992 [
Dark Horse/Parlophone

10-minute story of Dark Horse Records, which makes you

GHBOX1] contains all six of his

mourn George's passing all over again, you get the
aforementioned music videos, Japanese tour clips and

albums for that label, remastered and each with an extra track
or two. For this alone, his fans will clamour for it. Me? Ijust
had to have it. Ibought it from amazon.co.uk because the local
HMV was only getting one copy and Iwasn't going to fight

Shanghai Surprise items in PCM stereo, with the Live In Japan
tracks also offered in DTS and Dolby Digital 5.1.
This, though, was not obvious — or, at least, not through the

someone for it. A mouse-click and two days later, and here was

menus. So how did Iknow that DTS and Dolby 5.1 tracks were

this near-cube of magic.

available for the Live In Japan excerpts? Only because I
happened to see aDTS logo on the label attached to the box.

Immediately, you savour the luxury of the set, the quality,
the rightness.., and the bonus material. But two items stood
out, the inclusion of which may or may not be historic if
someone else knows of another major-artist CD box set that

So Iaccessed them by using the DVD player's audio select
button rather than through the more obvious use of menus.

includes both an SACD and aDVD (video, not audio); letters to

someone really should have addressed the by- now-obvious
language of DVD navigation.

the usual address. Think about it: aformat mix on what is
ostensibly abox of conventional CDs. If ever there was aplug

However swoopy and dreamy and gorgeous the menu graphlcs,

But that is to carp. What Iordered was abox set containing

for auniversal player — the lack of aDVD-A disc

remastered CD editions of some of ny favourite CDs, enhanced

notwithstanding — this is it.

with extra tracks. This happens adozen times ayear. But what

Firstly, the semi-obscure album, Live In Japan, appears not

130

label itself, plus every music video from the period, including
two versions of ' Set On You' and the magnificent ' Faster', with

emerged was achance to exercise my universal player, alesson

as adouble CD but as adouble SACD, hybrid AND
multi-channel. Then there's the ' bonus' DVD. This magnificent

style and grace, and reason to shed about seven hours' worth of

75- minute disc contains afeature video on the Dark Horse

tears for amusician Iloved even more than Irealised.

JUNE 2004 Hi-FiNews

in how to close aspecific chapter in an artist's career with

•

www.hifinews.co.uk

Maximise your
CD Colloction

Ayr e

The Astonishing CX-7 CD Player is the second in a new series of
unprecedented, high performance, high value components from Ayre.
To maximise the performance from CD's, the CX-7 incorporates an extremely
sophisticated multi- stage digital filter system. The first filter " upsamples" to
176.4KHz at 24 bits. The second filter " oversamples" to 1.4112MHz at 24 bits.
This coupled with a unique Segmented Architecture, differential current output
DAC and fully balanced, zero feedback analog circuitry. Results in a sound that
combines breathtaking transparency with beguiling musicality
For the past decade Ayre products have won numerous awards worldwide and
gained an enviable reputation for producing highly musical designs.
The new CX-7 breathes life into CD's.

To find out more about the CX-7 and the name of your nearest authorised dealer please contact

Symmetry
Suite 5, 17 Holywell Hill,
St Albans, Herts, ALI IDT
Phone 01727 865488
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ABSOLUTE SOUNDS commitment to Martin Logan
has been rewarded with a line of hybrid electrostatic
speakers so comprehensive that it now encompasses
every permutation of home theatre and audiophile
performance, and a price band from entry-level to
cutting edge. Because of their sheer beauty - both
aural and visual - the Statement Evolution 2, Prodigy,
Odyssey, Ascent i, Aeon iand Clarity have established
hybrid electrostatic technology as the obvious choice
for those who want state-of-the-art sound without
suffering a profusion of ugly boxes.
All of the speakers are immediately recognisable
as Martin Logan products because of the peerless,
oft- imitated, room- friendly appearance, with the
captivating see-through panels and furniture grade
finish. Best of all, the sound is as clear as the panels
themselves.This year, in recognition of its astonishing
performance and sensible price, the Clarity - the
'baby' of the line - won the coveted EISA award,
proving that the Martin Logan look and the sound
are acknowledged across Europe.
For the new season, Martin Logan has applied its
years of experience to even smaller, room-friendlier
systems suitable for awider range of applications,
by launching a second hybrid technology called ATE
Martin Logan had already demonstrated its skills
with home theatre applications with theTheater iand
Cinema icentre- channel models, the Script imain and
surround speakers, the awesome Descent selfpowered subwoofer and its baby sister, the Depth.
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Thanks to ATE an even wider audience can savor the
Martin Logan experience. The ultra- compact Fresco
hybrids can be used horizontally or vertically, wallor shelf- mounted above or to the sides of plasma
or other flat- screen display, while the Mosaic and
Montage floor- standing models have the look of a
'baby Clarity'. Even the subwoofer's size has been
addressed: the new ATF designs work wonderfully
with the Grotto, literally a miniature Depth!

